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Before the twentieth century, to be literate in the Western Sahel meant to be 
literate in Arabic—or in other African languages written with the Arabic script. This 
dissertation investigates the history of non-Europhone textual practices in the Western 
Sahel across the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Anchored in Senegal and Mali, it 
tells a regional story of how Muslim scholars, French colonial administrators, rural 
chiefs, printers, book dealers, manuscript collectors, and ordinary students and disciples 
sought to discursively construct a West African Islamic textual tradition by preserving 
and disseminating Arabic manuscripts. While many of these actors approached this task 
with different ideological motivations, they all assumed a connection between a regional 
religious identity and the physical preservation of texts. By considering such a range of 
actors, this dissertation also demonstrates that intellectual engagement with Islamic texts 
was not the exclusive domain of a hyper-literate elite, but a communal resource that 
offered solutions to problems generated by local circumstances. By studying the various 
initiatives that have been directed at preserving these materials, it seeks to understand the 
material conditions that enable the maintenance of specific discursive traditions. 
Based on 20 months of oral and archival research in West Africa, Saving Tradition
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follows the trajectories of specific genres of texts, tracking their movement from private 
homes to public archives and eventually into print and other forms of mass media. It 
traces the publication histories of works of Islamic jurisprudence, Qur'anic commentaries,
historical chronicles and Sufi poetry, analyzing the institutions in which they were 
embedded, the historical conjunctures in which they appeared and their critical 
engagements with the wider Islamic tradition. In the process, it adds new dimensions to 
the historical study of colonialism, Sufism, and Islamic law in Francophone West Africa, 
and gives content to long-standing calls for epistemic pluralism in the study of both 
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INTRODUCTION
His story caught me off guard, though I could not say it was a complete surprise. 
With more than a hint of the supernatural, it was the kind of story one might all too 
readily expect to hear about a war in Africa. What struck me most was how closely it met 
those expectations. 
I heard it from an old neighbor in Timbuktu who had come to Jenne, in central 
Mali, while I was there doing research in some of the town's collections of Arabic 
manuscripts. We had kept in touch, but had not seen each other for a couple of years. He 
had stayed in Timbuktu throughout the whole of its nearly year-long occupation by an 
armed separatist group named Ansar Dine. In January 2013, the French-led military 
operation Serval had dislodged the group, along with other armed separatists, from all of 
the major cities of northern Mali, Timbuktu included. Schools gradually reopened and 
some of the institutions of the Malian state slowly returned to the city. The occupation 
may have been over, but the attacks continued (at the moment this is being written, they 
still continue). My old neighbor's story recounted one of those attacks.1
The jihadists were in front of the BMS [Banque Malienne de Solidarité].
They wanted to enter the military camp, and so the Malian soldiers fired
back. They fired, but the bullets didn't work. The bullets didn't work.
Then, the Serval came to help. The army came and the jihadists fled into a
house next to the camp.
I stopped him mid-sentence. ”What do you mean the bullets didn't work?” Ça n'entre pas,
he responded—“it does not enter.” In other words, the shots fired by the Malian soldiers 
1 I have included this story with my neighbor's permission, but have withheld his name at his request. A
transcription of our conversation is on file with the author (Jenne, 2 February 2014). 
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did not puncture, or wound, their intended targets. “The bullets didn't work,” he repeated.
“It's unbelievable. Unbelievable, but true.” I asked him to explain.
The bullets didn't work because the jihadists have gris-gris. There are gris-
gris there, in the Qur’an. There is something there. If you prepare it, if you
place it on your body like a gris-gris, no bullets will touch you. 
Having lived in Francophone West Africa for extended periods, I was familiar 
with the small amulets that were referred to as “gris-gris” when one spoke French (they 
went by other names in other languages). “Gris-gris” were a fixture of daily life. They 
even had an entry in my pocket edition Le Robert dictionary: “gris-gris: Amulette (mot 
africain).”2 I knew from my reading that the word “gris-gris” was used to refer to what 
was in fact a wide variety of objects and devices.3 Many of them contained prayers or 
verses from the Qur'an written on strips of paper and enclosed in pouches that were worn 
on the body as a form of protection. They were mentioned in Portuguese accounts of the 
Senegambian coast from as early as the sixteenth century. Unlike subsequent European 
observers, who would treat such amulets as evidence of Islam's “Africanization,” the 
authors of these sixteenth-century accounts knew that they were not unique to West 
Africa, but present in other parts of the Islamic world as well.4 Although such amulets 
have a long pedigree,5 and although many Muslims consider them to be squarely within 
2 Alain Rey, ed., Le Robert Micro: dictionnaire d’apprentissage de la langue française (Paris: Robert,
1999), s.v. gris-gris. 
3 In Francophone West Africa, the most detailed study of the talismanic tradition remains Constant Hamès,
“L'art talismanique en Islam d'Afrique occidentale: personnes, supports, procédés, transmission,” (Thèse
de doctorat, École Partique de Hautes Études, 1997). For a wide-ranging collection of studies on the
Islamic tradition as a whole, see Constant Hamès, ed., Coran et talismans: Textes et pratiques magiques en
milieu musulman (Paris: Karthala, 2007).
4 Th. Monod, A. Texeira da Mota and R. Mauny, eds., Description de la Côte Occidentale d'Afrique
(Sénégal au Cap de Monte, Archipels) par Valentim Fernandes (1506-1510) (Bissau: Centro de Estudos da
Guiné Portuguesa, 1951).  
5 See Emilie Savage-Smith, ed., Magic and Divination in Early Islam (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2004).
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the bounds of licit Islamic practice, they are often criticized as being unlawful 
innovations. During the occupation of Timbuktu, some residents had even been jailed for 
wearing such items. The judicial authorities within Ansar Dine considered them a 
prohibited form of “magic.”6 
It was for these reasons that I was surprised to hear my former neighbor say that 
members of Ansar Dine had been seen wearing amulets.  I had many questions. 
Q. But where did they get these gris-gris?
A. They brought the gris-gris with them. You know that there are some
powerful marabouts among them.7 This exists. 
Q. So the gris-gris come from, I don't know, Libya?8
A. Well, they could come from Libya, but they could also come from
Mali. 
Q. And they took the gris-gris.
A. They took our gris-gris. Ours. Those of us who were still here in
Timbuktu when they arrived, they took all of that. If you were coming
from Kabara, or somewhere like that, or if you traveled at all, if they saw
you with them, they said, “That's haram. That's no good.” They used that.
It was for disarming the men. We understood that. 
Over time, amulets began to disappear from public sight in Timbuktu. People stopped
wearing them and some even turned their collections over to Ansar Dine leaders. “If you
6 See Harald Doornbos and Jenan Moussa, “Inside the Islamic Emirate of Timbuktu,” Foreign Policy, 14
February 2013 (https://foreignpolicy.com/2013/02/14/inside-the-islamic-emirate-of-timbuktu/). 
7 “Marabout,” like “gris-gris,” is another catch-all term with more precise, “local” analogues in various
African languages. A gallicization of the Arabic word murābiṭ, it is used somewhat indiscriminately to refer
to a variety of figures perceived as having specialized knowledge of Islam. In the context of this story,
marabouts are those who can manufacture powerful amulets. 
8 I mentioned Libya as a possibility because many of the fighting units in Ansar Dine and other separatist
groups had resided there before the fall of Qaddafi. For a cogent overview of the 2012 crisis in Mali that
touches on these issues, see Baz Lecocq et al., “One Hippopotamus and Eight Blind Analysts: A Multivocal
Analysis of the 2012 Political Crisis in the Divided Republic of Mali,” Review of African Political
Economy 40, no. 137 (2013): 343–57.
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ran into someone, you saw that there was nothing, nothing at all,” my neighbor said,
gesturing up and down the length of his arms. ”There was nothing there.” Where had they
gone? In his telling, members of Ansar Dine had confiscated amulets not to rid the town
of an illicit practice, but to benefit from their power—hence their ability to withstand the
bullets of the Malian army. He continued the story of the firefight outside of the camp.
A.They carried on like that. But the jihadists, they have the good stuff. If it
weren't for the jet planes...bullets alone wouldn't be enough. 
Q. And so the Malian soldiers pulled back? 
A. Yes, they pulled back. 
Q. And then? 
A. Serval came. It was Serval. The big house next to the military camp,
where they jihadists fled, they took out the house and it fell on top of
them.
Q. It fell on top of?
A. It fell on the jihadists. Next to Djingareyber. You remember
Djingareyber?9 That side of the camp. It was there that they took down
the house. Even now it hasn't been rebuilt. It came down like that.
Q. And the jihadists were?
A. They were killed, just like that. Because at least if the bullets don't
work, having an entire house collapse—that will bring death. 
Q. There's no gris-gris—
A. There's no gris-gris that can counter that. They are human, after all, like
everyone else. This is why we give thanks to God, because truly, we have
seen a lot. 
***
9 The famous mosque of Djingareyber is one of Timbuktu's main mosques.
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Texts have power, but they are not all-powerful. That was one of the conclusions I
drew from my former neighbor's story. Charged with verses from the Qur’an, the amulets
worn by the Ansar Dine fighters were able to neutralize the bullets of the Malian army; 
they were less effective against French shelling.10 It is tempting to read this story as a 
thinly veiled representation of the political situation in northern Mali. Here we have the 
Malian army presented as the weakest party, unable to fend off attacks from groups like 
Ansar Dine and ultimately dependent on French military force to win its battles. The 
story could also be read as particularly pointed satire of Ansar Dine. Its members claimed
to be bringing an ostensibly “pure” form of Islam to northern Mali, cleansed of such 
illicit practices as making music, playing soccer and using amulets (among other things). 
And yet here they were, trying to render themselves more powerful through the use of 
amulets—the very amulets they had denied others on supposedly Islamic grounds. Other 
readings are possible, of course, but however the story is interpreted, its basic premise 
remains the same: “gris-gris” were powerful objects with real effects in the world, and 
their power derived, at least in part, from their connection to the Qur’an and its 
manifestation in written form. 
Such objects were common throughout wide swaths of West Africa, forming part 
of the general textual culture of the region.11 For Wolof-speakers in Senegal, the country 
that provides the setting for most of what follows in this study, the word for such amulets 
10 For students of African history, this story might also bring to mind that well-known episode from the
Maji Maji Rebellion in which Maji medicine was said to turn the bullets of German colonizers into water.
For a detailed analysis of the origins of this idea, see Jamie Monson, “War of Words: The Narrative
Efficacy of Medicine in the Maji Maji War,” in Maji Maji: Lifting the Fog of War, eds. James Giblin and
Jamie Monson (Leiden: Brill, 2010), 33-69.  
11 In addition to the work of Constant Hamès noted above, see Erin Pettigrew, “Muslim Healing, Magic, and
Amulets in the Twentieth-Century History of the Southern Sahara,“ (PhD diss., Stanford University, 2014). 
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is the same as the word for book: téere.12 The congruence, I would argue, is not 
coincidental, but the product of a long history of associating writing with the capacity to 
effect change in the material world. Although an amulet that contains a talisman with 
verses of the Qur’an might not conform to our standard image of a text, it is an indication
of the material efficacy that texts are thought to have in the world. My neighbor's story 
certainly took such efficacy for granted. 
But texts have power in other ways.  In addition to the stories I heard about the 
amulets of Ansar Dine, the documents I read while conducting research in Jenne also 
testified to the potential power of texts, albeit in different ways. In the collection of items 
donated by one of the town's clerical lineages, an undated manuscript warned of the 
dangers posed by certain texts. “Know that it is not necessary to read or use the following
books because most of them are deficient or false,” the manuscript began.13 It then went 
on to list 55 works that readers were advised to avoid: The Death of Bilal (Kitāb Wafāt 
Bilāl), The Qualities of the Garden [of Paradise] (Kitāb Ṣifāt al-Janna), The Story of the 
Judge and the Thief (Kitāb Qiṣat al-Qāḍī wa al-Sāriq), The Beginning of Creation (Kitāb 
Mubtadā al-Khulq), etc. These, and many others, were to be avoided. Some titles 
included glosses that placed works in a more local context, such as The Book that is 
known in our lands as the Major Compendium (Al-Kitāb al-maʿrūf fī bilādina bi-jāmiʿ al-
kabīr). But for the most part, the titles were left unexplained, without so much as even an 
author's name included. 
12 Jean-Léopold Diouf, Dictionnaire wolof-français et français-wolof (Paris: Karthala, 2003), s.v. téere.
13 Maktūb fī al-naṣīḥa ikhtiyār al-kutub, mss. n. 144, Tawaté Collection/Maktaba al-Shaykh al-Tawātī,
Bibliothèque des Manuscrits de Djenné. The document title was added by the library's archivists and does
not appear on the document. 
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The manuscript also did not give any reasons as to why these works in particular 
should be avoided. It was a simple list of titles. Once the final title was mentioned, the 
text quickly came to an end: “Thus concludes what we saw in the copy [of the list] 
transmitted from the head judge and shaykh, Rāḥa Zaynab.” The author's name contained
no indication of ancestry, affiliation or geographical origins (a set of attributes captured 
by the Arabic term nisba). Lacking such context, it is difficult to determine whether the 
list represented any particular theological or ideological point of view. If so, what was it? 
Where did it originate? What threat did it pose? Other, more practical questions also 
came to mind. How would someone actually gain access to these questionable texts? 
Were they so easy to obtain that a warning like this was warranted? If so, who was 
reading them? Or, conversely, were these texts that only had the reputation of being 
deficient, but that few had actually consulted firsthand? The shaykh who had compiled 
the list was presumably familiar enough with them to conclude that they should be 
avoided. But is it also possible that such a conclusion was reached on the authority of 
other scholars who were considered reliable? Without additional information, it is 
impossible to say. 
The manuscript, in short, raised many questions but gave few answers. What 
could be gleaned from it, however, was an overall attitude toward texts. Here, too, texts 
were seen as powerful, potentially threatening agents, though in a way that was very 
different from the talismans contained in protective amulets. In this case, it was their 
actual content that needed to be guarded against. In a sense, the list of texts was evidence 
of a debate over appropriate reading material. The terms and sides of the debate may not 
- 7 -
have been clear, but the fact that there was one pointed to broader contestations over 
Islamic knowledge and its circulation in the form of potentially subversive manuscripts. 
In this case, it was necessary to discourage the circulation of texts that might have a 
corrupting influence. Some texts simply should not be consulted. 
***
Saving Tradition: Genres of Islamic Knowledge in Senegal and the Western Sahel 
is an exploration of the intellectual worlds created by texts and the physical worlds 
though which texts move. By connecting these two concerns, I aim to produce an 
intellectual history that is grounded in its broader social, political and material context. 
The texts I discuss in the body of the dissertation will not be as sparsely detailed as the 
two from Jenne that I have mentioned here. They will be more fully contextualized and 
therefore, it is hoped, more revealing of the currents of practice and thought that have 
characterized Senegal and the Western Sahel in the twentieth century. I have nevertheless 
begun with these two examples because they typify the general approach I have adopted 
throughout the study, which has been to assess the impact of texts—as both vehicles of 
discourse and as material objects—in Sahelian social life more broadly. To encapsulate 
my approach in a sentence, it presumes that what people said or did with texts was just as
important as what texts said themselves. 
This analytical approach is often glossed as “reader response,” but what I have in 
mind is something broader than individual acts of reading. Rather, I am interested in the 
networks and institutions that emerge to ensure that certain texts are preserved, 
transmitted and made to have a material effect in the world. Although this field of activity
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has a long history in the Western Sahel, it came to the attention of a broader public in 
2012 when  a coalition of armed separatists—the same coalition with which residents of 
Timbuktu like my former neighbor had to contend—took over large swaths of northern 
Mali from the Malian state. Agonized news reports discussed the threat the conflict might
pose to the region's well-known libraries of Arabic manuscripts, and the campaign to 
“save the manuscripts” became the subject of several accounts in the mainstream press.14 
For many West African Muslims, these libraries were evidence of a homegrown tradition 
of Islamic scholarship that was diametrically opposed to the vision of Islam put forth by 
the region's new occupiers. In the words of one Senegalese scholar speaking at the time 
of Timbuktu's occupation, they were “a monument, an archive, une mémoire against all 
fanaticism.”15 Like other monuments, they were in need of protection. 
Such pleas, rather than novel responses to unprecedented circumstances, were part
of a long history of concern over preserving West Africa's written heritage. At different 
points in the region's history, Muslim scholars, colonial officers and African archivists 
endeavored to find and preserve its collections of Arabic manuscripts. While each of 
these actors approached this task with different ideological motivations, they all assumed 
14 Luke Harding, “Timbuktu Mayor: Mali Rebels torched library of historic manuscripts,” The Guardian, 28
January 2013, www.theguardian.com/world/2013/jan/28/mali-timbuktu-library-ancient-manuscripts; Peter
Biles, “Timbuktu's art of saving its manuscripts,” BBC News, 2 February 2013, www.bbc.com/news/world-
africa-21294158. Initial reports exaggerated the extent of the damage. The subsequent effort to covertly
ship manuscript collections south to Bamako has been recounted on multiple occasions. See Yochi Dreazen,
“The Brazen Bibliophiles of Timbuktu: How a Team of Sneaky Librarians Duped Al Qaeda,” New
Republic, April 25, 2013; Charlie English, “The Book Rustlers of Timbuktu: How Mali’s Ancient
Manuscripts Were Saved,” The Guardian, May 23, 2014; Joshua Hammer, The Bad-Ass Librarians of
Timbuktu: And Their Race to Save the World’s Most Precious Manuscripts (New York: Simon & Schuster,
2016); Charlie English, The Storied City: The Quest for Timbuktu and the Fantastic Mission to Save Its
Past (New York: Riverhead Books, 2017).
15 Abdoul Aziz Kébé, public remarks at “Nous sommes tous Maliens/We Are All Malians,” roundtable
organized by Enda-Tiers Monde, Dakar, 28 July 2012. 
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a connection between a regional religious identity and the physical preservation of texts. 
By studying the various initiatives that have been directed at preserving these materials, 
this dissertation responds to a call put out by Talal Asad more than thirty years ago for 
scholars of Islam “to seek to understand the historical conditions that enable the 
production and maintenance of specific discursive traditions, or their transformation—
and the efforts of practitioners to achieve coherence.”16 The overall effort to collect, 
preserve and disseminate texts has been one of the ways West African Muslims have 
sought to “achieve coherence.”
This study explores the history of such projects, but I am equally interested in the 
moments when processes of collection and preservation broke down and conflicts erupted
over the authority to exert control over texts. In other words, I do not use texts to chart 
any linear course of intellectual change over time, but to illustrate the different ways they 
have been invoked according to the actors involved and the ends being pursued. This 
preference is in no way intended to neglect the many critical changes that did occur over 
the timespan covered by this dissertation. A partial list of such changes would include the 
rapid expansion of forms of Muslim collectivity like the Tijani and Murid Sufi orders 
(ṭuruq, sing. ṭarīqa), the imposition of new political and legal institutions within the 
nascent Fédération de l'Afrique Occidentale Française (AOF), the growth of the region's 
urban population, the emergence of a West African print industry, and many others 
besides. Each of these developments intersected with extant textual traditions within the 
16 Talal Asad, “The Idea of an Anthropology of Islam,” Occasional Paper Series, Center for Contemporary
Arab Studies (Washington, DC: Georgetown University, 1986). Reprinted in Qui Parle 17, no. 2 (2009):
23. 
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Western Sahel, and each of those traditions had their own internal dynamism. They 
cannot be ignored, but rather than present a consolidated section on “historical 
background,” I have decided to introduce such themes as needed in order to  
contextualize the specific texts I treat in greater detail throughout the study.
With these priorities in mind, it is perhaps no surprise that the subjects of this 
study are less often the authors of texts than the people who use them. They form a varied
group that includes teachers, translators, judges, Qur’an scholars, colonial officers, rural 
chiefs, printers, book dealers, manuscript collectors, and ordinary students and disciples.  
By considering such a range of actors, this dissertation attempts at a larger geographic 
scale what previous research in the Western Sahel has demonstrated at the level of rural 
village life: that intellectual engagement with Islamic texts was not the exclusive domain 
of a hyper-literate elite, but a communal resource because it offered solutions to problems
generated by local circumstances.17 This dynamic has been illustrated at the level of West 
Africa as a whole by recent work on the longue-durée history of Islamic education,18 and 
was recently underscored at an even more general level by Shahab Ahmed. In his 
posthumously published What is Islam?, Ahmed argued that Muslim scholarly discourses
“were not hermetically isolated in high society but, rather, were part of an active 
economy of circulation of norms that moved through society-at-large by way of active 
projects of circulation.”19 In Saving Tradition I pursue a similar goal of illustrating the 
17 See, e.g., Jeremy Berndt, “Closer than Your Jugular Vein: Muslim Intellectuals in a Malian Village, 1900
to the 1960s,” (PhD Diss., Northwestern University, 2008). 
18 See Rudolph T. Ware III, The Walking Qurʼan: Islamic Education, Embodied Knowledge, and History in
West Africa (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2014).
19 Shahab Ahmed, What Is Islam?: The Importance of Being Islamic (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
Press, 2015), 85. While his point is a general one, Ahmed had in mind the diffusion of philosophical
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effects of Islamic scholarship in social life more generally (including several “active 
projects of circulation”), but I also examine the promotion and appropriation of Islamic 
scholarship by state officials in both colonial French West Africa and the independent 
Republic of Senegal. I do so with special attention to the notion of genre. 
GENRE AND TRADITION
In the chapters that follow, I highlight examples of particular genres of Islamic 
scholarship, placing each within its wider political context. I do so through direct analysis
of specific texts, but also with recourse to materials drawn from the national archives of 
Mali and Senegal, those of the former Fédération de l'Afrique Occidentale Française 
(AOF), the municipal archives of the city of Dakar (Service Régional des Archives de 
Dakar) and through both formal interviews and less formal conversations with 
Senegalese scholars, printers, booksellers, and managers of manuscript libraries.20 
Individual chapters are devoted to works of Islamic law, history, Qur'anic commentary 
and poetry. Each of these could be considered “macro-genres” in a certain sense, since 
they could all be further divided into different sub-genres of legal and historical writing, 
commentary and poetry. I have nevertheless retained them as broad categories in order to 
illustrate the different uses to which such texts were put.
I have found genre to a be an especially useful organizing principle for the project
as a whole in part due to the well-established nature of Islamic scholarly genres in 
general, but also out of a desire to offer a more holistic view of Islamic scholarly cultures 
discourses in “popular” genres of poetry and fiction. 
20 I conducted most interviews in Wolof, with occasional exchanges in Arabic or French. 
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than would otherwise be afforded by an exclusive focus on one particular category of text
(“legal” works, for example). With that said, the dividing lines between genres are never 
as neat as their definitions might suggest. Amadu Bamba, the founder of the Murid Sufi 
order whose poetry forms the subject of chapter 5, drew extensively from works of 
Islamic jurisprudence when composing his many xasida, while Qur'anic commentaries, 
the topic of chapters three and four, often cite a host of other genres of writing when 
explicating particular verses of the Qur’an. Genre divisions are helpful when they 
underscore the uses to which different texts are put, but they can also be an impediment 
to a broader understanding of a scholarly culture when too strict a line is drawn between 
them. Different genres of text also mobilize different publics and audiences, which is 
another reason I have opted to use genre as an organizing principle for the study as a 
whole. Although one genre often influences the development of another, I nonetheless 
agree that at times “the worlds charted in distinct genres diverge, even within the same 
society.”21  
It will become clear from the first two chapters of this study, for instance, that 
texts that could be legibly construed as “law” or “history” were of much greater interest 
to colonial authorities in French West Africa than poetry or Qur'anic commentary. This 
supposed linkage between textual knowledge and the maintenance of social order was a 
long-standing assumption among French authorities who took an interest in such texts. 
Their policies therefore aimed at developing a colonial form of Islamic jurisprudence in 
21 Peter Seitel, The Powers of Genre: Interpreting Haya Oral Literature (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1999), 15. Cited in Karin Barber, The Anthropology of Texts, Persons and Publics: Oral and Written
Culture in Africa and Beyond (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 42. 
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Senegal, and these in turn relied on establishing authoritative French translations of 
canonical legal manuals from the Maliki school of Islamic law. As I discuss in Chapter 1, 
this legal doctrine informed the founding of Muslim courts (tribunaux Musulmans) 
throughout Senegal over the last quarter of the nineteenth century. Responsible for 
deciding civil cases involving Muslim litigants, these courts were active until the final 
qadi of Dakar was appointed in 1958. Using judicial records from the municipal archives 
of Dakar, I demonstrate that African judges (qadis) were able to carve out a significant 
degree of autonomy from their French supervisors. By studying the translation and 
publication of legal manuals alongside the Dakar tribunal's administrative records, I 
reveal the intersection of colonial legal history and Islamic practice in Francophone West 
Africa, illuminating the practice of a particular form of colonial Islamic law.
In Chapter 2, “The Social Life of Ta'rikh,” I discuss the genre of Islamic 
scholarship that for obvious reasons has been of greatest interest to historians of West 
Africa, namely the mode of historical writing in Arabic known as ta'rikh. It would be 
difficult to overstate the centrality of locally authored historical chronicles like the 
Tā’rīkh al-Sūdān or the  Tā’rīkh al-Fattāsh to the reconstruction of the Western Sahel's 
precolonial history. In the first part of this chapter, I focus on the Tā’rīkh al-Sūdān in 
particular, tracing the ways it first became known to Western scholars. I then discuss a 
few lesser-known “chronicles” that later drew the attention of French colonial 
administrators before proceeding to a very different kind of analysis, one that treats 
locally authored ta'rikh less as potential sources of history than as active parts of their 
own immediate social context. I do so by recounting a dispute over the possession of a 
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historical chronicle in the village of Farabongo on the Niger bend, roughly 60 kilometers 
from Timbuktu. The dispute ended in the deaths of several residents of the village. Since 
the text itself—what I have called the “Chronicle of Farabongo”—never entered any 
library or archive, it is impossible to treat it as a potential historical “source” in the same 
manner as the Tā’rīkh al-Sūdān or Tā’rīkh al-Fattāsh. Yet through sources produced by 
the colonial officers charged with investigating the dispute, we are able to gauge the 
impact such local history writing had on rural communities. 
Colonial sources and colonial figures play a smaller role in chapters 3-5. This is 
due less to the fact that these chapters push into the period of Senegal's formal 
independence and more with the nature of the texts under consideration. Neither the 
formal genre of Qur'anic exegesis known as tafsīr nor the poetry of Amadu Bamba held 
much interest for colonial officials. Yet they were far and away some of the most widely 
disseminated forms of Islamic scholarship in Senegal. Tafsir is explored in the pairing of 
chapters 3 and 4. Together, they trace the history of two cousins who rose to prominence 
in the twentieth century for having each achieved one of the major feats of Islamic 
scholarship: a complete, verse-by-verse commentary on the Qur’an. One was a shaykh in 
the Tijani sufi order, while the other joined the Muridiyya. One composed his tafsir in 
classical Arabic, while the other wrote in Wolof using the Arabic script (an orthographic 
practice known as “Wolofal”). One of the commentaries garnered the sponsorship of the 
Senegalese state, which sought to have it published abroad, resulting in a decades-long 
saga that involved lost manuscripts, broken promises, and unfinished projects. The other 
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was modestly printed by the author's own family. Paired, the two chapters highlight the 
place of advanced Qur'anic education in Senegalese public life. 
The public life of texts becomes an even more explicit theme in the fifth and final 
chapter, which examines efforts in the twentieth century to promote the poetry of Amadu 
Bamba, the founding saint of the Murid Sufi order. These campaigns took two broad 
forms. One involved a massive editorial effort to collect samples of Bamba's poetry in 
manuscript form and prepare it for printing. This necessarily raised the question of who 
had the authority to print Bamba's poetry. After the initial efforts of disciples who 
marshaled contacts with printers in North Africa, the Murid Caliph Fallou Mbàkke and a 
team fo scholars in Tuubaa, the Murid capital, decided to centralize the effort, with 
Mbàkke issuing a decree that all disciples who wish to print (and, by implication, sell) 
Bamba's poetry needed to receive approval from authorities in Tuubaa. While this 
measure proved temporarily effective, it also created a situation in which the market was 
eventually saturated with “counterfeits”—copies of Bamba's poetry that had not received 
caliphal approval.  
The second component of the caliph Sëriñ Fallou's effort to promote Bamba's 
poetry was through public recitations, which form the subject of the second part of 
chapter 5. Such sessions became a major part of Dakar's soundscape in the mid-twentieth 
century, and were used to claim public space in a city where most Murid disciples were 
new arrivals. This was a contested space, however, and public performances of Bamba's 
poetry soon collided with urban sound control policies dating from the nineteenth century
and put in place by French colonials. Murid associations and French security officials 
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debated the conditions for the performance of such poetry. French police worried about 
the potential for such meetings to stir dangerous passions in participants that could 
threaten public order. They also disagreed about what constituted appropriate sound 
levels (a disagreement exacerbated by the increased availability of loudspeakers), and 
appropriate nighttime “noise.” 
As I hope is clear from this chapter summary, it is this wider field of action and 
contestation, illustrated by focusing on the trajectories of specific genres of Islamic 
scholarship, that I understand to be constitutive of  Islamic “tradition,” a concept that has 
much employed by scholars of Islam both in the Western Sahel but also more generally. 
Much of this scholarship has emphasized tradition's dynamism; few scholars today would
understand “tradition” as simply the transmission of extant bodies of knowledge. It is 
instead conceived as “an historically extended, socially embodied argument...precisely in 
part about the goods which constitute that tradition.”22 Talal Asad famously 
conceptualized Islam itself as a “discursive tradition that includes and relates itself to the 
founding texts of the Qur'an and the Hadith.”23 This has been a generative formulation in 
the study of Islam, but has left the issue of materiality relatively unexplored. Saving 
Tradition aims to fill this lacuna by attending to the material dimensions of Islam's 
textual tradition. 
It is, after all, through its material dimensions that an otherwise disembodied 
tradition becomes anchored in time and space. In the Western Sahel, evidence of this 
22 Alasdair MacIntyre, After Virtue: A Study in Moral Theory, 2nd ed. (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre
Dame Press, 1984), 222. 
23 Asad, “The Idea of an Anthropology of Islam,” 20. 
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process has long marked the physical landscape. The region's oldest surviving texts, it is 
worth recalling, were not written on paper or parchment, but engraved in stone. Four 
hundred such inscriptions dating from the mid-eleventh century C.E. to the late fifteenth 
century have been found in the  Adrar-n-Infoghas Massif of Mali's Kidal region. They 
include royal tombstones, stelae and other epitaphs, and form  “the oldest precisely 
datable specimens of West African script of any kind.”24 Alongside the famous historical 
chronicles which have supplied the most legible narratives for constructing deep histories
of the Western Sahel (see chapter 2), funeral epigraphy and early modern graffiti serve as 
a reminder of the variety of material vehicles for the region's texts. 
My focus on texts has been with the goal of illustrating their imprint on broader 
patterns of social life rather than as enclosed systems of references. In this way, Saving 
Tradition is designed to contribute to the broader study of texts in Africa, a multi-
disciplinary field that has expanded considerably in recent years.25 Much of this 
scholarship has focused on writing practices that were in one way or another produced by
exposure to missionary or colonial forms of schooling. African traditions of Islamic 
scholarship provide a counterpoint to textual practices such as these that “depended 
24 P. F. de Moraes Farias, Arabic Medieval Inscriptions from the Republic of Mali: Epigraphy, Chronicles
and Songhay-Tuāreg History (Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2003), xxxv.
25 For recent surveys of the field, see Elizabeth Roux, “Book History in the African World: The State of the
Discipline,” Book History 15 (2012): 248–300; Andrew Van Der Vlies, “The History of the Book in Sub-
Saharan Africa,” in The Book: A Global History, eds. Michael F. Suarez, S.J. and H.R. Woudhuysen
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 512-523; Caroline Davis and David Johnson, eds., The Book in
Africa: Critical Debates (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015). Many issues related to the place of
African-produced texts in African history are raised in Derek R. Peterson, Creative Writing: Translation,
Bookkeeping, and the Work of Imagination in Colonial Kenya (Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, 2004); Karin
Barber, ed., Africa’s Hidden Histories: Everyday Literacy and Making the Self (Bloomington, IN: Indiana
University Press, 2006).
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ultimately on the generating force of colonialism.”26 This is of course not meant to 
suggest that texts produced in Islamic spaces were insulated from the effects of 
colonialism. On the contrary, chapters 1 and 2 are devoted to the overlap between forms 
of Islamic textual knowledge and colonial institutions. Yet such encounters were 
informed by a deep history of Islamic scholarship in the region. 
Before the twentieth century, to be literate in the Western Sahel meant to be 
literate in Arabic—or in other African languages written with the Arabic script. 
Handwritten manuscripts were at the center of this literary culture, and have rightfully 
been the focus of a good deal of previous research. Much of this work has necessarily 
focused on identifying extant collections, an effort epitomized by the Arabic Literature in
Africa series and the West African Arabic Manuscript Database.27 Contributions to several
edited volumes have drawn from this corpus of materials to pursue questions in specific 
settings.28 Saving Tradition aims at building on the edifice of this previous work by 
examining, in the case of Senegal, the imbrication of textual practices with broader 
questions of (colonial) authority, religious identity and public life. In the process, it also 
contributes to scholarship on the use of Arabic texts and the creation of Arabic reading 
26 Berndt, “Closer than Your Jugular Vein,” 349. 
27 Of the five-volume series, the most relevant volume to this project is John O. Hunwick, ed., Arabic
Literature of Africa: Western Sudanic Africa, vol. 4 (Leiden : E.J. Brill, 2003). For the West African Arabic
Manuscript Database (also referred to as the Arabic Manuscript Management System, or AMMS), see
www.westafricanmanuscripts.org. 
28 Scott Steven Reese, ed., The Transmission of Learning in Islamic Africa (Leiden : Brill, 2004); Shamil
Jeppie and Souleymane Bachir Diagne, eds., The Meanings of Timbuktu (Cape Town: HSRC Press, 2008);
Graziano Krätli and Ghislaine Lydon, eds., The Trans-Saharan Book Trade: Manuscript Culture, Arabic
Literacy and Intellectual History in Muslim Africa (Leiden: Brill, 2011); Mauro Nobili and Andrea
Brigaglia, eds., The Arts and Crafts of Literacy: Islamic Manuscript Cultures in Sub-Saharan Africa (De
Gruyter, 2017). 
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publics outside of the Arab world.29 The dissociation of the Arabic language, and of 
Islamic scholarship in general, from what is conventionally understood as “the Arab 
world” has been one of the ancillary achievements of a body of scholarship that is often 
referred to in shorthand as “Islam in Africa.” Before proceeding to the main body of the 
dissertation, however, it is worth pausing to consider how “Islam in Africa” became the 
frame in which this study situates itself. 
EDWARD WILMOT BLYDEN AND THE IDEA OF “ISLAM IN AFRICA”
In 2014, the Journal of African History asked contributors to a forum on "Islam in
Sub-Saharan Africa" to “account for the widespread perception that there is a distinctive 
sub-Saharan African Muslim identity that exists alongside or in opposition to other 
Muslim identities.” The question pointed to the entangled histories of race and religion in
the field of scholarship we have come to call “Islam in Africa.” Collectively, the 
responses rehearsed the now-familiar emergence of Islam Noir, or “Black Islam,” a 
category that in the context of French colonialism was generated by administrators in 
West Africa who sought to distinguish themselves from the counterparts in North Africa 
and give “a name to their own field of expertise.”30 The constellation of ideas contained 
in Islam Noir—the perception that a superficial and even retrograde form of Islam 
predominated among “black” Africans—proved persistent. It treated a particular form of 
Islam as coterminous with a particular racial identity. Undoing its legacy has been one of 
29 See Ronit Ricci, Islam Translated: Literature, Conversion, and the Arabic Cosmopolis of South and
Southeast Asia (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2011).
30 Jean-Louis Triaud, “Giving a Name to Islam South of the Sahara: An Adventure in Taxonomy,” Journal
of African History 55, no. 1 (2014): 7. 
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the central burdens of the field called "Islam in Africa," which by its very phrasing sought
to situate Africa's Islamic history geographically rather than racially. 
One of the most pernicious aspects of Islam Noir was the implication that Islam 
and blackness were somehow mutually exclusive, and that authentic black religious 
expression could only be found in various forms of “animism.” Islam Noir was 
intrinsically isolationist.   It considered authentic African religious expression to be that 
which was exclusively African. Islam, exceeding the claims of any particular racially or 
ethnically defined group, would therefore never be considered authentically African. 
Such an interpretive framework precluded Black Muslims from being considered 
representative of Muslims in general, and helped create the sense that Africa itself was 
somehow marginal to the Islamic world as a whole.
Given the continued efforts to disabuse Islamic studies and African history of this 
impression, reading the works of the 19th-century Pan-African intellectual Edward 
Wilmot Blyden can still be instructive. Ever since arriving in his adopted Liberia in the 
early 1850s, Blyden was an enthusiastic student of Islam while remaining a devout 
Christian. For Blyden, the relationship between Islam and Blackness (what he would 
have called Mohammedanism and the Negro) was unproblematic. Writing in the period 
directly preceding the architects of Islam Noir, he saw no contradiction between being 
Muslim and being African. The study of Islam in Africa has had to work its way through 
the long detour of Islam Noir in order to arrive back at Blyden's starting point. Blyden 
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can therefore be viewed as an early practitioner of the academic field that we today call 
“Islam in Africa.”31 
Blyden distinguished himself from subsequent promoters of Islam Noir in several 
ways. First, he recognized the historic depth of Islam in Africa. He acknowledged that 
Islam was no recent arrival to the continent, but was tied to Africa at its inception as 
exemplified by the earliest hijra of members Muhammad's community to the Christian 
Kingdom of Aksum, a story with which Blyden was familiar.32 This early connection was 
also personified in Bilal, a figure of African ancestry who was Islam's first muezzin and 
one of Muhammad's earliest disciples, and whom Blyden also highlighted in his 
writings.33 Blyden also had at his disposal Défrémery and Sanguinetti's 1850s translation 
of the 14th-century travelogues of Ibn Battuta, and zeroed in on its descriptions of West 
Africans' dedication to Qur'anic study. The deeply rooted history of Islamic schooling 
appealed to Blyden's scholarly disposition.34 Each of these different aspects—the First 
Hijra to Abyssinia, the role of Bilal, and the historicity of Muslim schooling—are still 
emphasized in current scholarship on Islam in Africa.35
By exploring this history, Blyden came to the conclusion that Islam in Africa had 
been adopted as a result of peaceful propagation: “It is a mistake to suppose that 
Mohammedanism is conquering Africa merely or mainly by arms. The school and the 
31 For the most thorough treatment of Blyden's writings on Islam, see Teshale Tibebu's Edward Wilmot
Blyden and the Racial Nationalist Imagination (Rochester, NY: University of Rochester Press, 2012), esp.
ch. 3, “Ishmael in Africa: Black Protestant Islamophilia.”
32 Edward W. Blyden, “Philip and the Eunuch,” in Christianity, Islam, and the Negro Race [CINR], 2nd ed.
(London: W.B. Whittingham & Co. 1888), 190 n. 10. The hijra to Christian Kingdom of Aksum is an
important starting point for Ware as well. See The Walking Qur’an, 26-7. 
33 See “Mohammedanism and the Negro Race,” CINR, 18.
34 Ibid., 6. 
35 See Ware, The Walking Qur'an. 
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mosque are the most common agencies.”36 Furthermore, this development was due to the 
work of “indigenous agents,”37 not preachers from other, more “central” regions of the 
Islamic world. Islam had been adopted in Africa “without it being forced upon them by 
the overpowering arms of victorious invaders.”38 As a Christian missionary himself, 
Blyden was particularly sensitive to this issue. He believed that if Christian 
proselytization were to have any chance of success, it could not remain in the hands of 
white missionaries. With this in mind, he saw the history of Islam in Africa as an example
for Christians to follow.39 
Closer to the themes of this study, Blyden was also an astute observer of Muslim 
scholarly practices. He often wrote about his travels “into the interior,” and frequently 
described his interactions with Muslim scholars.40 During an expedition he took with the 
governor of Sierra Leone in 1873, he visited Billeh, a center of Muslim learning 60 miles 
northeast of Freetown, and took an inventory of the library of one of its leading scholars, 
36 "Philip and the Eunuch," CINR, 191 n. 11. 
37 Preface to Second Edition, CINR, vii. 
38 "Mohammedanism in Western Africa," CINR, 199.
39 Ironically enough, Blyden's critiques of nineteenth-century Christian proselytization in Africa have now
been applied to contemporary Muslim proselytization in black communities in the United States. See
Sherman Jackson, Islam and the Blackamerican: Looking Toward the Third Resurrection (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2005), esp. ch. 3, “The Third Resurrection and the Ghost of Edward Wilmot Blyden.”
Whereas Blyden thought Africans were not considered authoritative Christians by other Christians, Jackson
argues that African-Americans (or "Blackamericans," to adopt his terminology) are rarely considered
authoritative Muslim leaders by other muslims. 
40 For a report on a trip he took on behalf of the governor of Sierra Leone, see “Report on the Expedition to
Falaba, January to March 1872 (With an Appendix Respecting Dr. Livingstone),” Proceedings of the Royal
Geographical Society of London 17, no. 2 (1872-1873): 117-133. Blyden's travels form part of the wider
history of African-American exploration of West Africa. See, e.g., James L. Sims et al., eds., African-
American Exploration in West Africa: Four Nineteenth-Century Diaries (Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 2003). As Sean Hanretta has shown, Blyden's interactions with Muslims in Liberia encouraged him
to pursues his studies of Islam and the Arabic language in Egypt and Syria. See “The River of Salvation
Flows Through Africa: Edward Wilmot Blyden, Raphael Armattoe, and the Redemption of the Culture
Concept,” in Ned Blackhawk and Isaiah Lorado Wilner, eds., Indigenous Visions: Rediscovering the World
of Franz Boas (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2018). My thanks to Sean Hanretta for sharing a
pre-publication version of this chapter with me. 
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noting the presence of works of Maliki jurisprudence by Khalīl ibn Ishāq and Mālik ibn 
Anas (discussed in chapter 1), canonical Qur'an commentaries such as those of al-
Jalālayn and al-Bayḍāwī (see chapter 3),  hadith collections such as Bukhari's, and the 
well-known Maqāmāt of al-Ḥarīrī. Nor did the collection consist solely of copied works. 
It also included “volumes of Prayers, Poetry, Rhetric, and History composed by 
Mandingo and Foulah authors.”41 He even noticed the existence of ʿajami texts, though 
he did not call them by that name, noting instead that “there is regular epistolary 
communication throughout the region in the Arabic language—sometimes in the 
vernacular, written in Arabic characters.”42 Finally, Blyden was also aware of the market 
for printed materials in Arabic, reporting that “Arabic books, printed at Morocco and Fez,
in red morocco binding, form an important article of traffic.”43
In short, Blyden “anticipated” many of the topics later taken up by scholars of 
“Islam in Africa” before it was even known by that name. His presence hovers over the 
field with rare acknowledgment. Decades before French “scholar-administrators” 
produced volume after volume dedicated to “Islam Noir,” a West Indian Pan-Africanist 
approached the scholarship of West African Muslims ready to listen. In this dissertation I 
have aspired to do likewise and follow the example of “the learned Abd-ul-Karim, called 
among the Christians Mr. Blyden.”44
41 "Christian Missions in West Africa," CINR, 72. 
42 "The Mohammedans of Nigritia," CINR, 360. 
43 Ibid., 378. 
44 “The Mohammedans of Nigritia,” CINR, 379.
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CHAPTER 1
NORMS, PRACTICE AND ISLAMIC LAW IN COLONIAL SENEGAL
As he made his way up the Gambia River toward the end of the eighteenth 
century, the Scottish traveler Mungo Park was careful to note the local forms of 
government that prevailed in the areas he visited. He encountered powerful chiefs, 
wealthy traders and even self-described kings. But of the many officials he either met or 
observed from afar, one that particularly caught his eye was the figure of the Alkaid: “In 
every considerable town there is a chief magistrate, called the Alkaid, whose office is 
hereditary, and whose business is to preserve order.” The Alkaid's title was a variation of 
the Arabic word for “judge,” or al-qāḍī, and it was he (and it was invariably a “he”) who 
presided over any disputes that might arise among the many people passing through the 
trading towns of the Gambia River basin. In the course of his travels, Park was able to 
attend several of these hearings, and he included a description of them in his famous and 
oft-printed Travels in the Interior Districts of Africa. It began with an explanation of the 
sources of law that were used in such settings. 
As the Negroes have no written language of their own, the general rule
of decision is an appeal to ancient custom; but since the system of
Mahomet has made so great progress among them, the converts to that
faith have gradually introduced, with the religious tenets, many of the
civil institutions of the Prophet; and where the Koran is not found
sufficiently explicit, recourse is had to a commentary called Al Sharra,
containing, I was told, a complete exposition of the Mahomedan laws,
both civil and criminal, properly arranged and illustrated.45
45 Mungo Park, Travels in the Interior Districts of Africa: Performed under the Direction and Patronage of
the African Association in the Years 1795, 1796, and 1797, 2nd ed. (London: W. Bulmer and Co., 1799),
19. Park distinguished himself from other European explorers of the period by becoming the first to travel
along the central portions of the Niger River, thereby contributing to the goal of charting the river's course. 
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In the space of a few lines, Park managed to express many of the perceptions that 
European observers came to share about the practice of Islamic law in West Africa. First, 
we find the idea of a fixed set of rules, or “ancient custom,” that exists alongside the 
sharīʿa (Park's "Al Sharra"). Second, there is a reference to "civil institutions" that, 
although derived from Islamic sources, are treated as somehow distinct from “religious 
tenets” as such. These two dichotomies—“ancient custom”/“Mahomedan law” and 
“religious tenets”/“civil institutions”—proved remarkably resilient throughout the period 
Senegambia was under colonial rule, as generations of administrators viewed African 
Islamic legal practice in exactly these terms. But what had prompted Park to draw such 
distinctions in the first place?46 
Park's understanding of “Al Sharra” was surely informed by an Enlightenment 
way of thinking that increasingly treated “religion” as a discrete domain of human 
activity.47 Yet if we place Park's understanding in the context of West Africa, it becomes 
clear that the binaries he constructed in order to describe this field of activity had an 
additional point of origin. They emerged, in short, because he had encountered texts 
where he had not expected to find them. Since, according to Park, “the negroes [had] no 
written language of their own,” being confronted with the image of Africans handling 
46 Hard and fast distinctions between “custom” and “law” ignored the fact that Muslim scholars had long
developed their own tools for incorporating custom into Islamic law itself. See, e.g., Ayman Shabana,
Custom in Islamic Law and Legal Theory: The Development of the Concepts of ʿUrf and ʿAdah in the
Islamic Legal Tradition (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010). For a sense of how this opposition played
out in one West African colony in the early twentieth century, see Richard Roberts, “Custom and Muslim
Family Law in the Native Courts of the French Soudan, 1905-1912,” in Muslim Family Law in Sub-
Saharan Africa: Colonial Legacies and Post-Colonial Challenges, eds. Shamil Jeppie, Ebrahim Moosa,
and Richard Roberts (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010). 
47 See Peter Harrison, 'Religion' and the Religions in the English Enlightenment (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1990). 
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written materials presented something of a paradox. It not only aroused Park's interest; it 
required an explanation.   
That explanation was to be found in the practice of Islamic law. In Park's 
narrative, it was Islamic law that provided the occasion for texts to enter African social 
life. “The frequency of appeal to written laws, with which the Pagan natives are naturally 
unacquainted,” Park confidently asserted, “has given rise in their palavers to (what I little 
expected to find in Africa) professional advocates, or expounders of law.” According to 
Park, these African “expounders of law” acted “much in the same manner as counsel in 
the law courts of Great Britain.” 
They are Mohamedan Negroes who have made, or affect to have made,
the laws of the Prophet their peculiar study; and if I may judge from
their harangues, which I frequently attended, I believe that in the
forensic qualifications of procrastination and cavil, and the arts of
confounding and perplexing a cause, they are not always surpassed by
the ablest pleaders in Europe.48
Park was only dimly aware of the intellectual tradition in which such legal specialists 
were trained, and the brief glimpses he had of that tradition came in the form of physical 
texts. In a town he visited soon after witnessing his first case, Park reported having been 
“shewn a number of Arabic manuscripts, particularly a copy of the book before 
mentioned called Al Shara," adding that "the Maraboo, or priest, in whose possession it 
was, read and explained to me in Mandingo, many of the most remarkable passages.”49 
48 Park, Travels in the Interior Districts of Africa, 20.
49 Ibid., 48. Park gave no indication of being able to identify the text he alternately referred to as Al Sharra/
Al Shara. Though it is likely that his interlocutors were referring to sharīʿa, it is also possible that what Park
heard were references to a type of commentary known as a sharḥ (شرح).
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Park did not elaborate on the contents of the text in question, or the oral 
commentary provided by his unnamed interlocutor. Yet the image of a Muslim scholar 
and a Scottish explorer hunched over an Arabic manuscript together neatly illustrates the 
appeal that legal works of this kind had for West African Muslims and European 
observers alike. For the former, they were one of the building blocks of the kind of 
education that enabled proper Islamic practice, touching on everything from the minutiae 
of daily ritual obligations to the regulation of commerce and the management of social 
relations. For the latter, they were assumed to contain special insight into the inner 
workings of societies that would one day be placed under colonial authority. For very 
different reasons, both African scholar and European observer were invested in the notion
that written texts had a crucial role to play in the maintenance of social life. 
In this chapter, the first of four dealing with the preservation of specific genres of 
Islamic scholarship, I explore what Park called the “appeal to written laws” in an area 
along the Senegal River roughly two hundred miles to the north of the Gambian trading 
towns he had visited. I do so in two distinct but related ways.  First, I trace the gradual 
process by which French scholars and administrators in the nineteenth century gained a 
partial knowledge of the Islamic legal traditions of northwest Africa. I then examine how 
such legal traditions were institutionalized in the Muslim tribunals of colonial Senegal. I 
describe the production and circulation of manuals of jurisprudence and the ambiguous 
role they played in court rulings. But rather than highlighting the jurisdictional disputes 
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surrounding the Muslim tribunal,50 or using its records as a window onto social history,51 I
show how these courts disrupted the bureaucratic logic of the very institutions that 
brought them into existence. In the process, they created a specifically colonial form of 
Islamic jurisprudence. In order to understand why such institutions came about in the first
place, however, some sense of the deeper history of Islamic legal traditions in northwest 
Africa is necessary. 
MĀLIKĪ LEGAL TRADITION IN NORTHWEST AFRICA 
“Today, on the shores of the Mediterranean, an entire Maleky empire has
opened up to our dominion.”52
The doctrinal school of Islamic law that French colonials understood to be 
operative across North and West Africa, and that Mungo Park had probably encountered 
along the banks of the Gambia, took its name from Mālik ibn Anas, an 8th-century 
scholar from the Hejaz who never set foot in the region. It is to Imam Malik, as he is 
honorifically known, that followers of the Mālikī school, or madhhab, trace the origins of
their legal practice. Malikism's influence was widespread. One of the earliest French 
translations of a work drawn from this tradition referred to the existence of a “Maleky 
empire” on the southern shore of the Mediterranean. As a single-world characterization, it
50 Dominique Sarr and Richard Roberts, “The Jurisdiction of Muslim Tribunals in Colonial Senegal,
1857-1932,” in Law in Colonial Africa, eds. Kristin Mann and Richard Roberts (Portsmouth, NH:
Heinemann, 1991).
51 As Ghislaine Lydon ably does in her sensitive study of the gendered impact of these jurisdictions. See
“Obtaining Freedom at the Muslims’ Tribunal: Colonial Kadijustiz and Women’s Divorce Litigation in
Ndar (Senegal),” in Muslim Family Law in Sub-Saharan Africa, eds. Shamil Jeppie, Ebrahim Moosa, and
Richard Roberts (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010).
52 “Aujourd'hui, sur les bords de la Méditerrannée, un empire maleky tout entier s'est ouvert à notre
domination.” M.B. Vincent, Études sur la Loi Musulmane (Rit de Malek) (Paris: Joubert, Librairie de la
Cour de Cassation, 1842), 8.
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accurately conveyed how vast a region had come under the influence of Mālikī legal 
thought, but it also misled by implying the existence of an integrated political structure 
responsible for applying Mālikī jurisprudence. Political boundaries were not intellectual 
boundaries. Mālikī legal principles had been studied and applied both within and beyond 
state structures. While it was at times the official madhhab of different polities in 
northwest Africa, not all, or even most, Mālikī jurists were state functionaries or 
recipients of official patronage. The madhhab could therefore be more accurately 
described as an intellectual tradition, rather than an empire, and its fount was Mālik's 
famous Muwaṭṭa’ , one of the first compendiums of Islamic law.53 
Mālikī jurisprudence spread quickly to North Africa from its point of origin in the 
Hejaz. Many of Mālik's immediate disciples settled in Egypt, a key site of Mālikī 
education after his death in 179/795. From Cairo, Mālikī thought entered the wider 
Maghreb in the ninth century through subsequent generations of scholars, most notably 
Asad ibn al-Furāt (d. 213/828) and Saḥnūn ʿAbd al-Salām ibn Saʿīd (d. 240/854), both of 
whom were based in Kairouan (in modern-day Tunisia).54 Farther west, Malikism became
the official madhhab of the Almoravid dynasty (1056-1147) centered in Marrakesh, and it
was through Almoravid expansion south into what is today Mauritania and the Senegal 
53 For the origins of Mālikī madhhab, see Umar F. Abd-Allah Wymann-Landgraf, Mālik and Medina:
Islamic Legal Reasoning in the Formative Period (Leiden: Brill, 2013). One of the four principal Sunni
schools of law, Malikism is distinguished by its emphasis on the practice of the scholars of Medina as an
authoritative source of legal reasoning. Though it would come to predominate in West Africa, its emphasis
on Medinan practice was not universally accepted. See C.C. Stewart (with E.K. Stewart), Islam and Social
Order in Mauritania: A Case Study from the Nineteenth Century (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973), 69. 
54 Saḥnūn was a particularly distinguished figure whose Mudawwana rivaled Malik's Muwaṭṭa’ as one of
the most important works in the Mālikī tradition. See Jonathan Brockopp, “Contradictory Evidence and the
Exemplary Scholar: The Lives of Sahnun b. Saʿid,” International Journal of Middle East Studies 43, no. 1
(2011): 124. 
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River valley that Mālikī doctrine came to regulate the organization of long-distance 
caravan trade in the western Sahara.55 The rise of the Almohads, who captured Marrakesh
in 1147, was in part a reaction against the predominance of Mālikī jurists. Almohad rulers
banned Mālikī legal works in favor of what they viewed as the unmediated study of the 
Qur'ān and authenticated collections of narratives concerning the statements or actions of 
the Prophet (otherwise known as  ḥadīth). It was later, under the Marinids (1244-1465), 
that Malikism was reinstated as the official state madhhab.56 While Malikism survived 
the political vicissitudes of dynastic change in North Africa, scholarly communities south
of the Sahara continued to promote the study of Mālikī texts. Saḥnūn's Mudawwana was 
read by clerics based in Jaga-Bambukhu (today's western Mali) as early as the fifteenth 
century. West African scholars farther east in Timbuktu began composing commentaries 
on Mālikī texts from North Africa at roughly the same time.57
The Muwaṭṭa’ and the Mudawwana were massive works, unparalleled in their 
comprehensiveness but ill-suited to the practical needs of a jurisconsult (muftī) charged 
with providing legal opinions, or fatāwā (s. fatwa), to non-specialists. Early on, then, 
there was a recognized need to produce more concise introductions to the study of 
55 Ghislaine Lydon, On Trans-Saharan Trails: Islamic Law, Trade Networks, and Cross-Cultural Exchange
in Nineteenth-Century Western Africa (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 72. 
56 David Stephan Powers, Law, Society, and Culture in the Maghrib, 1300-1500 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2002), 11-12. See also Mansour Hasan Mansour, The Maliki School of Law: Spread and
Domination in North and West Africa, 8th to 14th Centuries C.E (San Francisco: Austin & Winfield, 1995).
57 Lamin O. Sanneh, The Jakhanke Muslim Clerics: A Religious and Historical Study of Islam in
Senegambia (Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1989), 33; Stefan Reichmuth, “Islamic Education
and Scholarship in Sub-Saharan Africa,” in The History of Islam in Africa, eds. Nehemia Levtzion and
Randall L. Pouwels (Athens: Ohio University Press, 2000), 427. Though Malikism prevailed in northwest
Africa, traces of Almohad influence are still apparent in northern Nigeria, where works by Almohad figures
are still taught. See Reichmuth, “Islamic Education and Scholarship,” 426. The point is important to
underline. Even if one particular school of Islamic law became predominant, it did not preclude studying
texts written by figures from other traditions.  
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Islamic law. One of the first to be written by a Mālikī scholar is still one of the most 
widely read legal works in West Africa: the Risāla ("Epistle")  of Ibn Abī Zayd al-
Qayrāwanī (d. 386/996). Due in part to its early appearance, the Risāla generated a 
commentarial tradition of its own, even though it is itself a work of commentary. Over 
time it became one of the most widely read works in the Mālikī tradition.58 It was also the
first Mālikī work to appear in French translation, providing an occasion for its translator, 
Benjamin Vincent, to proclaim the existence of an "empire Maleky" in North Africa.  
Along with al-Qayrāwanī, Khalīl ibn Isḥāq al-Jundī (d. 767/1374), commonly 
referred to by his honorific "Sidi Khalil," authored another important manual of Mālikī 
fiqh which came to be known as Al-Mukhtaṣar fī al-fiqh ʿala madhhab al-Imām Mālik 
ibn Anas. The Mukhtaṣar circulated widely, and was the object of an independent 
commentarial tradition in 18th and 19th-century Mauritania.59 By the late 1840s, French 
orientalists based in Algeria had identified Khalil's Mukhtaṣar as one of Malikism's key 
legal texts. A French translation was published in 1848 as the tenth volume of the 37-
volume Exploration Scientifique de l'Algérie, appearing alongside works of botany and 
archaeology (the series had clearly been modeled on the Napoleonic Description de 
l'Égypte). The ostensible goal of the translation was to help French authorities in North 
Africa better understand the Muslim communities under their rule, but the translator's 
58 Allan Christelow, “Islamic Law in Africa,” in The History of Islam in Africa, ed. Nehemia Levtzion and
Randall L. Pouwels (Athens: Ohio University Press, 2000), 377; Bruce S. Hall and Charles C. Stewart,
“The Historic ‘Core Curriculum’ and the Book Market in Islamic West Africa,” in The Trans-Saharan Book
Trade: Manuscript Culture, Arabic Literacy and Intellectual History in Muslim West Africa, ed. Graziano
Krätli and Ghislaine Lydon (Leiden: Brill, 2011), 166. 
59 See Mohamed El Mokhtar Ould Bah, La littérature juridique et l’évolution du Malikisme en Mauritanie
(Tunis: Publications de l’Université de Tunis, 1981).
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exasperation with the work seemed to cast doubt on the entire enterprise, as it was not 
clear that he had understood the work himself.
It is impossible to imagine what degree of obscurity, what enigmatic, if
not hieroglyphic, turns of phrase the author has tried to reach, and has
reached. If he spent 25 years writing his treatise, he certainly spent half
of this time making it difficult...the words do not seem sufficient to give
meaning...Tacitus, Persius and twenty other figures from Antiquity who
were reputed for brevity in style are but children next to Khalil.60
By despairing over the difficulty of Khalil's text, the translator had unwittingly hit upon a 
basic principle of classical Islamic education. Texts like the Mukhtaṣar could not be 
studied on their own, but required the guidance of a proper authority—in other words, a 
commentary. The commentary could take the form of a written text or it could be 
provided by a living teacher, but read in isolation, the meaning of the work would remain 
obscure. Only with a suitable guide could a fuller understanding be achieved.61
Such concerns did not keep French authorities from promoting the use of Sidi 
Khalil's Mukhtaṣar in Algerian qadi courts. An Arabic edition was produced in 1855 at 
60 “Il est impossible de s'imaginer à quel degré d'obscurité, à quelle tournure énigmatique et pour ainsi dire
hiéroglyphique, l'auteur s'est étudié à parvenir et est parvenu. S'il a mis vingt-cinq ans à la composition de
son traité, il a passé certainement la moitié de ce temps à se rendre difficile...les mots semblent ne pas
suffire au sens...Tacite, Perse et vingt autres noms de l'antiquité, qui se sont fait une réputation de concision
dans le style, ne sont que des enfants aurpès de Khalil.” M. Perron, “Aperçu Préliminaire,” in Khalil-Ibn-
Ish'ak, Précis de Jurisprudence Musulmane, ou Principes de Legislation Musulmane Civile et Religieuse
selon le Rite Malékite (Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1848), xviii-xix. The Mukhtaṣar's notorious difficulty
was a recurring theme among translators. More than 100 years after Perron's translation, Georges Henri
Bousquet, a professor at the University of Algiers, reiterated the complaints of his predecessor's complaints:
“Without the aid of a commentary, one can imagine nothing more onerous nor completely
incomprehensible than this text.” See his “Avertissement,” in Abrégé de la loi musulmane selon le rite de
l'Imâm Mâlek (Alger: Editions Algériennes En-Nahda, 1956), 9. For a detailed account of the history of
French legal scholarship in Algeria, see Mohamed N. Mahieddin, “Le droit musulman et l'école de droit
d'Alger,” in Quel avenir pour l'anthropologie en Algérie?, eds. Nadir Marouf et. al. (Oran: Centre de
Recherche en Anthropologie Sociale et Culturelle, 2002).  
61 This point is made by Rudolph Ware, who argues that such works "are best understood as mnemonic
devices meant to unlock a set of oral teachings." See The Walking Qur’an, 71. Bousquet, translator of the
1956 edition, opted for a written commentary: the Jawāhir al-iklīl by Sāliḥ ʿAbd al-Samīʿ, a work that was
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Fig. 1. An Arabic edition of Khalil's Mukhtaṣar printed in Paris in 1855. The colophon 
reads “Printed in Paris the Protected at the ّImperial Printer in the year 1272 after the 
Hijra, corresponding with the year 1855 of the Christian era.” 
the National Printer in Paris and distributed to qadis serving in Algeria, while a new 
French translation was published in 1878 (see Fig. 1). Production costs were met with the
help of subventions from municipal councils, chambers of commerce, judges, lawyers, 
translators, military officers and ordinary French settlers from all over Algeria. The new 
translator, Napoléon Seignette, took a more charitable view of Sidi Khalil's style, and 
sought to understand his methodology on its own terms rather than lament its apparent 
lack of transparency.
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[His] method consists of stretching a sentence over one and sometimes 
even several chapters, in such a way as to formulate only one main clause 
whose principal terms are expressed only once, and in which subsidiary 
terms and subordinate clauses are connected and methodically 
coordinated, forming a rigorously grammatical whole. 62
In order to convey Khalil's systematic method to his readers, Seignette chose to break up 
the Arabic text into short phrases and reinsert terms in the French translation that 
otherwise occurred only once in the original Arabic. The French translation therefore 
exceeded the text of the Mukhtaṣar itself. Seignette also appended numbers to each of the
Arabic passages in order to "allow Arab judges, when they base their sentences on a 
passage of the text, to designate it by its number instead of citing it by its first and final 
word."63 This strategy was clearly meant to facilitate using the text as a reference tool. 
Readers could theoretically dip in to any section of the text without being obliged to start 
from the beginning and work their way through Khalil's dense formulations. It assumed 
its readers would more readily identify a passage by its chapter number, rather than by 
catchwords or other recognizable passages.  
All of these modifications signaled a new way of understanding the Mukhtaṣar. 
For Seignette, Khalil's masterpiece was more than a synopsis of the teachings of the 
Mālikī madhhab; it was a full-fledged legal code. His choice of title, Code Musulman, 
made this view explicit (the previous title of Précis was closer in meaning to the original 
62 “[Son] système consiste à prolonger la phrase pendant un et quelquefois plusieurs chapitres, de façon a ne
former qu'une seule proposition majeure, dont les termes principaux ne sont exprimés qu'une fois, et dans
laquelle les termes accessoires et les propositions mineures se rattachent et se coordonnent
méthodiquement, formant un ensemble rigoureusement grammaticale.” N. Seignette, “Avant-propos,” Code
Musulman par Khalil (Constantine: Imprimerie L. Arnolet, 1878), xiv. 
63 “...permettre aux juges arabes, lorsqu'ils motivent leur sentence sur un passage du texte, de le désigner
par son numéro, au lieu de se borner à en citer le premier et le dernier mot.” Ibid., lxiv. 
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Arabic). Later students of Senegal's Muslim tribunals would argue that since “Muslim 
law lay outside the purview of the civil legislator, whose jurisdiction was defined by the 
legal separation of church and state,” it was “at its very foundation...incompatible with 
the French civil law tradition.”64 For Seignette,  no such incompatibility existed. On the 
contrary, he found that Muslim jurisprudence lent itself quite readily to the creation of a 
civil code, and to the broader tradition of French civil law more generally. As a result, he 
never raised the possibility that the very process of “codification” might fundamentally 
change the way Islamic law was understood and applied.65
In addition to altering the way the text of the Mukhtaṣar was organized, the view 
that Islamic law could function as a civil code exerted an even deeper influence at the 
level of language itself. “I have avoided retaining any local color,” Seignette wrote in the 
introduction to his translation, “but have instead attempted to express the same ideas with
prevailing legal terminology.”66 In other words, Seignette sought to capture the 
accumulated tradition of the Mālikī madhhab in the language of French civil law. In a 
subsection titled “La pensée et les mots” (“Thoughts and Words”), Seignette explained 
that he had not “refrained from adding words, clarity being preferable to brevity of form,”
but that he had nonetheless avoided introducing any additional ideas into the text, “not 
wanting to turn my translation into a commentary.”67 Yet as he acknowledged in the 
64 Sarr and Roberts, “The Jurisdiction of Muslim Tribunals in Colonial Senegal,” 133. 
65 The argument that codification represents a major rupture in the history of Islamic law, and the Islamic
world more generally, is central to the work of Wael Hallaq. See, e.g., An Introduction to Islamic Law
(Cambridge: Cambridge University press, 2009), 86-87.  
66 “Nous avons donc renoncé à tout essai de conserver la couleur locale et nous avons cherché à traduire les
mots, non par les correspondants lexicologiques, mais par des termes acceptés dans la technologie juridique
pour exprimer les mêmes faits.” Ibid., lxiii.
67 “Nous n'avons pas craint d'ajouter des mots, la clarté étant plus à rechercher que la concision de la forme;
mais nous nous sommes bien gardé d'ajouter des pensées, ne voulant pas faire de notre traduction un
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introduction, Seignette included sections from other commentaries on the Mukhtaṣar into 
his own translation. He made sure to signal which sections were taken from 
commentaries and which were part of the Mukhtaṣar itself, but the final product was not 
an unmediated translation of Khalil's text. 
Although Seignette may have demonstrated a more sophisticated appreciation for 
the style of Islamic legal texts than previous translators, his basic understanding of 
Islamic law was very much the same—he sought to reconcile Islamic legal principles 
with colonial legal institutions. In subsequent years, his translation experienced a 
commercial success not previously reached by colonial scholarship on Islamic 
jurisprudence. Priced at only 25 francs, the “Seignette edition,” as it came to be known, 
was a common item in the libraries of colonial officers. 
This was much to the regret of figures like Paul Marty, the head of French West 
Africa's Office of Muslim Affairs, who opposed any use of the Mukhtaṣar on the grounds
that Islam in West Africa was not sufficiently sophisticated to require the use of complex 
legal writings.68 But judgments like Marty's were misinformed. Moreover, they directly 
contradicted the surveillance performed by colonial officials. In a 1913 survey of 
Qur'anic school teachers undertaken by Marty himself, nearly all of the participants 
reported having studied Mālikī texts like Qayrāwanī's Risāla.69 Unlike colonial officers, 
Senegalese Muslims were hardly in need of French-supplied translations in order to 
commentaire.” Ibid., lxiv.
68 Paul Marty, Études sur l'Islam au Sénégal, vol. 2 (Paris: E. Leroux, 1917), 288. Marty advocated the use
of locale-specific "custom" in lower-level courts, which might betray Muslim influence but was never
identical to "Islamic law" as such. 
69 See Annexe III, Tableau des marabouts-maîtres d'école à Dakar, in Paul Marty, Les Écoles
Maraboutiques du Sénégal (Paris: E. Leroux, 1914). 
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access key Mālikī texts. As part of West Africa's “historic ‘core curriculum,’” the Risāla 
was studied using the tools of the existing manuscript tradition, not the translations of 
French orientalists. Yet in the context of the Muslim tribunals, these translations provided
shared points of reference between French administrators and African qadis. This was 
necessary because French attempts to engage Islamic law and regulate its norms was by 
no means limited to textual study. Instead, such texts were part of a larger project 
centered on the creation of new institutions. It is to these institutions that we now turn. 
SITUATING THE TRIBUNAL 
The Muslim tribunals of colonial Senegal were hybrid institutions located at the 
intersection of Islamic practice and colonial administration. As colonial courts that 
purported to apply Islamic law, they have attracted periodic attention from scholars.70 
This body of scholarship emphasizes their longevity. In one form or another, the Muslim 
tribunals were active over a 100-year period from the mid-nineteenth century to Senegal's
independence in 1960. Yet they were never as widespread as the colonial customary 
courts that were introduced throughout French West Africa in the early twentieth 
70 The most detailed studies are unpublished dissertations written at Dakar's Cheikh Anta Diop University.
See Ndiaye Seck, “Les tribunaux musulmans du Sénégal de 1857 à 1914” (Mémoire de maîtrise, Université
Cheikh Anta Diop de Dakar, 1984); Bineta Dia Seck, “Les Tribunaux Musulmans au Sénégal pendant la
période coloniale: Le cas de Saint-Louis” (Mémoire de maîtrise, Université Cheikh Anta Diop de Dakar,
1998); Abdoul Aziz Kébé, “Les Tribunaux Musulmans du Sénégal dans la politique coloniale depuis la
promulgation du Code Civil jusqu’à la Première Guerre Mondiale” (Thèse de 3ème Cycle, Université
Cheikh Anta Diop de Dakar, 1999). Kébé's is the most thorough treatment of the tribunals to date, and has
the merit of expanding the discussion of the courts beyond the old colonial capital of Saint-Louis. See also
the discussion of the short-lived Muslim tribunal of Kayes in Rebecca Shereikis, “Customized Courts:
French Colonial Legal Institutions in Kayes, French Soudan, c. 1880-c.1913” (PhD diss., Northwestern
University, 2003).
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century.71 In certain respects they were a holdover from a period that predated the 
consolidation of France's West African empire. The well-known French Africanist and 
Communist Party organizer Jean Suret-Canale called them “a curiosity.”72 As such, they 
occupied but one position on a spectrum of colonial legal institutions that, when taken as 
a whole, was still only a partial reflection of colonial reality.73 
Just as they did not represent the totality of colonial legal institutions, the Muslim 
tribunals also did not monopolize the range of practices in West Africa that claimed to be 
rooted in sharīʿa. For one, their conception of la loi musulmane (or la loi coranique, as it 
was sometimes referred to by French officials) excluded entire fields of sharīʿa, such as 
those devoted to ritual obligations involving prayer or fasting that came under the rubric 
of ʿibādāt.74 They also fixed qadis in a specific position within municipal administration, 
a departure from the variety of roles that legal specialists like the Alkaid had played in 
71 See Richard L. Roberts, Litigants and Households: African Disputes and Colonial Courts in the French
Soudan, 1895-1912 (Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, 2005). Although customary courts (tribunaux indigènes)
usually employed a Muslim adviser (assesseur musulman) when deciding cases that involved Muslim
litigants, they were distinct from the Muslim tribunals. The composition of these courts varied from district
to district. A Catholic priest residing in Timbuktu reported in 1919 that qadis selected by local elites served
as advisers to the tribunal de la subdivision, which was headed by a European. See Dupuis-Yakouba,
Industries et Principales Professions des Habitants de la région de Tombouctou (Paris: Émile Larose,
1921), 177. 
72 Jean Suret-Canale, French Colonialism in Tropical Africa 1900-1945, trans. Till Gottheiner (New York:
Pica Press, 1971), 336. 
73 I agree that law, as embodied by the court system, “was neither the heart of the imperial project nor the
cornerstone of colonial authority in French West Africa.” The latter was built on the discretionary power of
colonial officers in the field. See Gregory Mann, “What was the Indigénat? The 'Empire of Law' in French
West Africa,” Journal of African History 50, no. 3 (2009): 331. Suret-Canale put the matter even more
bluntly: “the system of the indigénat...consisted of giving the administrative authorities the right to impose
penalties on subjects without having to justify their action before any judicial authority.” See French
Colonialism in Tropical Africa, 331. 
74 As mentioned above, the exclusion of penal law and ritual obligations was in keeping with legal reforms
throughout the Muslim world in the late nineteenth century, and was part of a wider process of separating
secular law from private religious morality. See Talal Asad, “Reconfigurations of Law and Ethics in
Colonial Egypt,” in Formations of the Secular: Christianity, Islam, Modernity (Stanford, CA: Stanford
University Press, 2003). 
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public life. In several West African polities, qadis had been appointed to official positions
as advisers to rulers or as mid-level administrators responsible for resolving local 
disputes. In other contexts, like the famous Qur'an school at Pir-Saniokhor, they formed 
autonomous communities of shaykhs and students who maintained a pious distance from 
centers of political power.75 Sometimes, these two conceptions of a Muslim legal 
specialist—political adviser and rural ascetic—clashed, as was the case with the qadis of 
Kajoor, a precolonial state in central Senegal, and the Sufi saint Amadu Bamba.76 Under 
the new colonial dispensation, however, qadis were expected to conform to the norms of 
French civil service. 
Whatever their immediate political circumstances, legal specialists as a rule held 
elevated positions because they were recognized as authoritative bearers of knowledge 
regarding the sharīʿa. They drew on that knowledge to help manage the affairs of daily 
life. As even Mungo Park recognized, this was an occupation with a long history in the 
region. It is therefore only by ignorance of the wider tradition of legal education that one 
could claim to have “looked in vain for a jurisdiction of this kind [a Muslim tribunal] 
among Senegalese institutions that predate the arrival of the French.”77 Islamic law had 
75 For a sense of the range of positions legal specialists have historically occupied, see Elias N. Saad, Social
History of Timbuktu: The Role of Muslim Scholars and Notables, 1400-1900 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1983), 95-98; John O. Hunwick, Sharīʻa in Songhay: The Replies of Al-Maghīlī to the
Questions of Askia Al-Ḥājj Muḥammad (London: Oxford University Press, 1985); Oumar Kane, La
Première Hégémonie Peule: Le Fuuta Tooro de Koli Ten̳ella à Almaami Abdul (Paris: Karthala, 2004);
Amadou Hampaté Bâ and J. Daget, L’Empire Peul du Macina (Paris: Mouton, 1962), 62-65. On the historic
center of Pir, see Thierno Kâ, École de Pir Saniokhor: Histoire, Enseignement et Culture arabo-islamique
au Sénégal du XVIIIe au XXe siècle (Dakar: Institut Fondamental d’Afrique Noire, 2002). The Jakhanke
clerics farther east could also be placed under the same anti-political rubric as the shaykhs of Pir. See
Sanneh, The Jakhanke Muslim Clerics. 
76 This episode is recounted, with different points of emphasis, in Cheikh Anta Babou, Fighting the Greater
Jihad: Amadu Bamba and the Founding of the Muridiyya of Senegal, 1853-1913 (Athens: Ohio University
Press, 2007), 46 and Ware, The Walking Qur'an, 97-100. 
77 “[On] cherchait vainement dans les institutions sénégalaises antérieure des Français une jurisidiction de
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clearly been used to adjudicate disputes well before the establishment of the French in 
Senegal—as it had elsewhere on the continent.78 Yet this raises a question. To what extent
were the new, French-controlled Muslim tribunals informed by this broader field of 
sharīʿa-based practice? Were the two subject to one another's influence? Or did they 
occupy distinct domains, like parallel planes that, by definition, never intersected? We 
can begin to address these questions by turning to the origins of the Muslim tribunal 
itself. 
THE SAINT-LOUIS PRECEDENT
In the mid-nineteenth century, France's permanent West African settlements were 
limited to two islands off the Senegalese coastline: Gorée, located off the Cap-Vert 
peninsula, and the town of Ndar on the mouth of the Senegal River (to which the French 
gave the name Saint-Louis). Both Gorée and Saint-Louis had been important transit 
points in the Atlantic slave trade, and as such, had been sites of European settlement for 
centuries (the French post in Ndar was founded in 1659). Both were also home to 
significant Métis communities composed of French-speaking Catholics who were local to
the area. This population played a key role in the region's export trade and had developed 
a corporate identity distinct from both the French merchants from the Hexagon and other 
cette sorte.” See Bernard Schnapper, “Les tribunaux musulmans et la politique coloniale au Sénégal
(1830-1914),” Revue Historique de Droit Français et Étranger 39, no. 1 (1961): 90. Schnapper's otherwise
perceptive article is a key work for the study of the Muslim tribunals. 
78 Zanzibar and the Swahili Coast have provided especially fertile ground for the study of Islamic courts.
See Susan F. Hirsch, Pronouncing & Persevering: Gender and the Discourses of Disputing in an African
Islamic Court (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998); Erin E. Stiles, An Islamic Court in Context:
An Ethnographic Study of Judicial Reasoning (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009).
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African merchants from the mainland.79 But the two towns had important differences. 
Unlike Gorée, Saint-Louis was home to a sizable community of Muslim residents. It was 
there that the first tribunal musulman was established.80 
This first attempt to formalize an Islamic court under the auspices of Saint-Louis's
French administration was precipitated by events elsewhere in the empire. The new 
French Civil Code passed in the wake of the July Revolution of 1830, and promulgated in
Saint-Louis soon after, had made no provision for the legal recognition of marriage 
between Muslims. That same year, the first Muslim tribunals were established in Algeria. 
Aware of these developments, Muslim residents in Saint-Louis sought equal treatment 
and  lobbied for the creation of courts governed by Islamic law. The earliest petitions 
appeared in 1832 requesting that all cases involving matters of inheritance and marriage 
be decided on the basis of Islamic legal principles. Ten years later, the scope of the 
petitions had expanded to include a broader range of civil and commercial cases. The call
for an Islamic court came from a wide spectrum of Saint-Louis's Muslim population. Not 
only legal specialists and religious leaders, but merchants, artisans, and other 
neighborhood leaders all signed petitions. Groups involved in the Senegal River's gum 
arabic trade were especially well represented, and had the ear of French authorities.81    
79 See Hilary Jones, The Métis of Senegal: Urban Life and Politics in French West Africa (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 2013).
80 The history of Muslim jurisprudence in Saint-Louis prior to the Muslim tribunals is difficult to discern in
detail, but it seems clear that, given the efforts to formalize these tribunals within a French administration,
some kind of non-state forum for Islamic law had existed “in society.” Legal specialists like those
encountered by Mungo Park along the banks of the Gambia River had been long present in the Senegal
River Valley as well. For background, see Kane, La première hégémonie Peule, esp. ch. IX.   
81 This early history of the Saint-Louis tribunal is drawn from Schnapper, “Les tribunaux musulmans et la
politiques coloniale.”
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In their petitions, Saint-Louis's Muslims appealed to the principles of the 
Constitutional Charter of 1830, specifically Article V regarding the freedom of religion 
and equal protection. This article had been formulated with a view towards displacing 
Catholicism as France's religion of state, but Senegalese Muslims quickly seized upon it 
for their own purposes, arguing that such protections applied to non-Christians as well. 
“We are subject to the laws of the Koran, which is both our civil and religious law,” one 
petition asserted, employing the same distinction between civil and religious domains that
had informed Mungo Park's observations thirty years earlier. “The government has never 
decided to forcibly impose laws that are contrary to our laws, no more than convert us by 
force to the Christian religion.”82 This kind of savvy rhetoric managed to flatter French 
authorities for their ability to tolerate religious difference while also pushing for reforms. 
In the words of one early study of the Tribunals, “it was in the name of French principles 
that they called for the government to recognize legislation and institutions that were not 
French.”83
In response to this pressure, French military officials in Saint-Louis appeared to 
take a conciliatory approach. In what became the first instance of French involvement in 
the execution of Islamic law in Senegal, officials exempted the city's Muslim population 
from the Civil Code and acknowledged the need for a special jurisdiction reserved for 
Muslim residents. In 1843, the first tribunal was established. Njaay Añ, a longtime 
82 “Nous sommes soumis au Koran qui est à la fois notre loi civile et religieuse et le gouvernement n'a
jamais voulu nous imposer violemment des lois contraires à nos lois, pas plus que nous convertir par force
à la religion chrétienne.” Archives Nationales d'Outre-Mer [ANOM], Sénégal VIII. Cited in Schnapper,
“Les tribunaux musulmans et la politique coloniale,” 94. Note the distinction between civil and religious
law. 
83 Ibid., 92. 
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resident of Saint-Louis, was appointed as its “tamsir” (the title, which administrators 
translated into French as “chef religieux,” was a Fula variant of tafsīr, the Arabic word for
Qur'anic exegesis).84 This version of the tribunal appears never to have gained a solid 
foothold, as few cases were ever tried. In the mid-1840s, the first reform of the 
jurisdiction was put forward by Muslim leaders. It called for a revamped tribunal 
composed of nine members elected by prominent Muslim Saint-Louisiens. It also called 
for a greater degree of independence from French oversight. The proposal was 
unanimously opposed by the most of the French administration, which then backtracked 
with the counter-proposal of expanding the French tribunal's responsibilities to include 
cases involving Islamic law. In an apparent concession, the counter-proposal included 
forming a committee of Muslim appointees that would play a purely consultative role in 
the tribunal's operations. 
This proposal was never pursued seriously, and with time, the project of the 
Muslim tribunal became lost in the intrigues of local politics and the revolving door of 
colonial personnel. Yet it appears that during the years marked by these debates, Muslim 
residents of Saint-Louis continued to resolve their disputes under the guidance of their 
own shaykhs and out of view of French authorities. As an 1857 report put it, “Muslims 
have preferred the jurisdictions of their marabouts to those of our tribunals, despite the 
lack of security in a court placed outside any official context.”85 The practice of legal 
84 Añ was present when the French regained control of the city from the British in 1817, and had worked as
an official scribe for years. Some of the earliest French official correspondence with the rulers of Kajoor is
in his hand. See Lucie Colvin, “Kajor and Its Diplomatic Relations with Saint-Louis du Senegal,
1763-1861” (PhD diss., Columbia University, 1972), 90 n. 65. 
85 Quoted in Schnapper, “Les tribunaux musulmans et la politique coloniale,” 103. The term “marabout”
designated a Muslim shaykh, and was not specific to Senegal, having first been employed in Algeria. It was
derived from the Arabic word “murābiṭ,” which in North Africa referred to the head of a rural center of
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consultation outside of state fora continued despite the intermittent availability of an 
official Muslim tribunal. 
For twenty-five years, French administrators had been content to periodically 
debate the possibility of a formal Muslim tribunal without taking any decisive action. A 
shift in official attitudes came with the appointment of Louis Faidherbe as governor of 
France's Senegal colony (which was still restricted to the coast). The change was not 
occasioned by a new, more liberal attitude to Islamic law, but by the exigencies of a new 
political imperative: military expansion into the Senegalese mainland. In order to drum 
up local support for his military expeditions into the interior, Faidherbe became the most 
powerful supporter of the Muslim tribunal. As he wrote to his superiors in Paris, 
It seems to me that it is hardly good policy to refuse the Muslims of
Saint-Louis—who are sincerely devoted to us because their interests are
identical to ours, and whose cooperation is necessary for us to remain in
areas where our forces are limited—that which the French government
has willingly provided to the Muslims of Algeria who are deeply hostile
to us.86
Faidherbe did not offer his support out of any genuine sympathy for Saint-Louis's 
Muslim population, but for purely strategic considerations. In the same letter, he noted, 
“it is only with reluctance that we have to make this necessary concession to a religion 
Islamic teaching known as a "ribāṭ." See Vincent J. Cornell, Realm of the Saint: Power and Authority in
Moroccan Sufism (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1998), xxv, xxxvii.
86 “Il me semble que nous ne pouvons guère, en bonne politique, refuser aux musulmans de Saint-Louis, qui
nous sont sincèrement dévoués parce que leurs intérêts sont identiques avec les nôtres et dont le concours
nous est nécessaire pour nous nous maintenir dans les pays où nous n'avons que peu de forces, ce que le
gouvernement français a accordé de si bonne grâce aux musulmans de l'Algérie qui nous sont si hostiles au
fond du cœur.” Faidherbe à Marine, ANOM, Sëne'gal VIII. Quoted in Schnapper “Les tribunaux
musulmans et la politique coloniale,” 105. 
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that frustrates us with its intolerance. We should therefore grant the least possible [to 
it].”87
With this objective in mind, Faidherbe sought to create a Muslim tribunal that 
would be closely supervised by the French judiciary. His 1857 decree called for a tribunal
headed by one qadi and three assistants, all of whom would be directly appointed by the 
governor. Its jurisdiction would be limited to marriage, divorce and estate cases among 
Muslims in Saint-Louis, and it would have no authority in penal matters.  Finally, any of 
its rulings could be overturned by an appeals court headed by the governor himself.  This 
turned out to be a rare occurrence, but it made clear who had the last word on the rulings 
of the Muslim tribunal. It was in this highly circumscribed field of action that Islamic law
established some kind of institutional basis in colonial Senegal.88
EXPANDING THE TRIBUNAL
Faidherbe cast a long shadow on the tribunal. His first appointment to the post of 
qadi, Hamet Njaay Añ, served for more than twenty years before stepping down in 1879. 
During Añ's tenure, a distinctive culture rooted in tight family networks developed 
around the tribunal. The Añ family controlled the  Saint-Louis qadiship over several 
87 “Ce n'est guère qu'à regret que nous devons faire cette concession nécessaire à une religion qui nous gène
par son intolérance: aussi devons-nous accorder le moins possible.” Ibid.
88 This process, often referred to as the “domestication” of sharīʿa, had analogues across the colonized
Islamic world. For a recent treatment from colonial India, see Faisal I. Chaudhry, “Re-Thinking the
Nineteenth-century Domestication of the Sharīʿa: Marriage and Family in the Imaginary of Classical Legal
Thought and the Genealogy of (Muslim) Personal Law in Late Colonial India,” Law and History Review
(forthcoming). On the subsequent construction of penal law in French West Africa, see Laurent Manière,
“Justice indigène et transformations des règles pénales en Afrique occidentale française (1903-1946),” in
L'Afrique des savoirs au sud du Sahara (XVIe - XXI siècles), eds. Daouda Gary-Tounkara and Didier
Nativel (Paris: Karthala, 2012), 65-90.
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generations.89 Such an arrangement was not accidental. Faidherbe had intended the 
institution to be staffed exclusively by those loyal to the French cause. By restricting the 
institution to Saint-Louis, moreover, such loyalties could be closely monitored. Yet 
France's conquest of the wider West African interior in the 1880s, for which Faidherbe 
had been the chief forerunner, presented a new set of circumstances to colonial policy-
makers. By the time of the official founding of the Fédération de l'Afrique Occidentale 
Française (AOF) in 1895, it had to be decided whether newly conquered territories 
would be granted Muslim tribunals of their own.
The first attempts at expansion were modest. French authorities extended the 
reach of the tribunals by appointing qadis in areas along the Senegal River where Saint-
Louis's merchants had trading partners. The qadi of Saint-Louis at the time, Bécaye Ba, 
was charged with examining candidates for these positions. In 1896 he approved the 
selection of a qadi in Podor, an important trading post near Saint-Louis (see Fig. 2). The 
following year he examined Ibra Aly for the new position of Senior Qadi (cadi supérieur)
of Fuuta Tooro, a region upstream from Podor on the Senegal River. Aly's examination 
took place the morning of May 12, 1897. He was  asked to rule on actual cases that his 
examiners had faced. The results of such exams provide indirect evidence of the kinds of 
cases handled by the tribunals. 
89 Hamet Njaay was the son of Njaay Añ, the tamsir appointed to the very first tribunal in 1843. His own
son would later serve as the qadi of Kayes (see below). For biographical information, see Tamba M’bayo,
Muslim Interpreters in Colonial Senegal, 1850-1920: Mediations of Knowledge and Power in the Lower
and Middle Senegal Valley (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2016), 35-39.
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Fig. 2. Certificate of examination for the qadi of Podor, 1896 (ANS M243). 
Q. Samba N'Diaye bought two slaves in Soudan whom he
subsequently married. After a little while, his two wives abandoned
him and came to Saint-Louis, where they obtained freedom certificates
(patentes de liberté) and contracted new marriages. Samba N'Diaye
then came to Saint-Louis to reclaim his two wives. What judgment
would the qadi give in such a case? 
Ibra Aly's response: While the two women were able to obtain freedom
certificates, they are still the wives of Samba N'Diaye and must be
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returned to him. (Judgment conforms to that of the Qadi of Saint-
Louis)90
Q. Malik Diop left his wife in Saint-Louis. After a few years' absence,
he returned to resume cohabitation. After 8 months, his wife refused to
continue to live with him. Malik Diop then reclaimed the dowry he
had paid. What judgment would the qadi give in such circumstances?
Ibra Aly's response: Malik Diop has rights to the restitution of the dowry
he paid, minus the sum he had to pay to his wife for her maintenance
during his absence. (Judgment conforms to that of the Qadi of Saint-
Louis)91 
Four more questions rounded out the examination, and each time Aly's responses 
matched those of his examiners. Given that he did not justify his answers with reference 
to specific legal doctrines or texts, it would appear that the sole criterion for evaluating 
his candidacy was the degree to which they matched those of the previous qadis. Aly 
passed his exam and was subsequently named the “Senior Qadi of Toro.”
Creating new jurisdictions and holding qualifying exams for those who would 
serve them might suggest that a routinized legal system was in the process of being put in
place. Conditions on the ground told a different story. For one, French expectations for a 
clearly defined hierarchy of legal authority ran up against the pluralistic character of local
Islamic legal practice. Writing to authorities based in Dakar, one French officer 
complained about the apparent disorder caused by the administration of Islamic law in his
90 Both French officers and Muslim judges tended to uphold the marital status of emancipated slaves,
compelling them to return to the households they had fled in order to obtain legal protection under French
authority. See, e.g., Le Procureur Général, Chef du Service Judiciaire à Monsieur le Directeur des Affaires
Indigènes du Sénégal, 22 May 1902, Archives Nationales du Sénégal [ANS] M 247. On the issuing of
certificates of freedom during the period of French military conquest, see Martin Klein, Slavery and
Colonial Rule in French West Africa (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 84-85. Klein refers
to these documents as “freedom papers.”
91 Procès-verbal des opérations de la commission chargée d'examiner les titres et capacité du nommé Ibra
Aly auposte de Cadi Supérieur du Toro, 12 May 1897, ANS M 243.
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district, noting that “the great number of cases...often leads qadis from various villages 
and cantons to issue different rulings for the same case.”92 The possibility that one case 
might elicit multiple rulings was never raised. Instead, such a “disorderly” state of affairs 
was deemed unacceptable and in need of an administrative response. Rather than 
recognizing the proliferation of rulings as one possible outcome of a decentralized legal 
system, the officer treated the situation as a problem to be solved. Each case in his view 
required a single definitive ruling. 
French authorities responded to these kinds of complaints by establishing Muslim 
tribunals in the newly acquired territories of “the protectorate,” that growing area of the 
interior that expanded with French conquest. Unlike the coastal cities of Dakar and Saint-
Louis, which were civil territories (communes de pleine exercice) subject to metropolitan 
law, territories in the protectorate were subject to the discretionary power of the 
commandant. These territories were divided into districts, or cercles, and each district 
was further divided into provinces. Qadis were to be appointed to every province, while 
every cercle was to employ a “senior” qadi whose jurisdiction would serve as an appeals 
court for qadis and litigants at the provincial level. 
The ostensible purpose of such an arrangement was to solve the “problem” of 
Islamic legal pluralism by establishing a clearly defined legal structure that produced 
definitive rulings. Yet, in spite of this insistence on a clear hierarchy, confusion over the 
qadis' actual powers persisted. Some French officials argued that the rulings qadis gave 
were in fact non-compulsory, and only to be executed with the assent of both parties.93 At 
92 Le Capitaine Malafayde to the Director of Political Affairs, 17 July 1896. ANS M 243.
93 Circular from April 12, 1898, cited in Lieutenant Governor of Senegal to Gouverneur-Général de l'AOF
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the same time, many French commandants, dismayed at the growing number of cases that
African litigants brought to their doorsteps, were more than willing to redirect them to 
African intermediaries. For the typical commandant de cercle, therefore, what was denied
in theory—actual legal authority for African qadis—became desirable in practice. In 
order for the system of Muslim tribunals to function in the first place, African judges 
needed to be vested with some form of legal authority. French administrators above the 
district level were simply not of one mind when it came to the kind of authority these 
courts would exercise. 
Whatever their powers, the provincial Muslim tribunals were to be short-lived. 
With the Federation-wide reorganization of the judiciary in 1903, these courts were 
replaced by the tribunaux de première instance. Fewer in number than the provincial 
Muslim tribunals, the new tribunaux were were unable absorb all of the provincial qadis, 
forcing local officials into the awkward position of informing those whom they had so 
recently appointed that their positions no longer existed.94 Such a shift in policy had 
unintended results. In an arrangement that seemed to be part of a more widespread 
dynamic, the salaries of several qadis remained on the books despite their no longer 
having an official position in the court system. Such a situation did not go unnoticed for 
long. In letter to the Governor General of French West Africa, Senegal's Lieutenant 
Governor wryly noted that thanks to the reform, there were now “a great number of 
(GGAOF), 8 February 1905. ANS M 244. In this respect, and to draw a comparison with contemporary
Egypt, Senegalese qadis would have more closely resembled the muftis of Al-Azhar's Fatwa Council than
the qadis of the personal status courts. See Hussein Ali Agrama, Questioning Secularism: Islam,
Sovereignty, and the Rule of Law in Modern Egypt (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2013),
especially ch. 5, “What is a Fatwa?: Authority, Tradition, and the Care of the Self.”
94 The district of Matam, for instance, counted 12 qadis but only 8 tribunals. 
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native magistrates who are employed by local administrations but have no responsibilities
and receive annual salaries.”95 Yet padded salary roles did not appear to be an urgent 
issue. Despite mentioning the problem in multiple letters, and even raising the issue with 
the Governor-General's staff during a visit to Dakar, the Lieutenant Governor waited 
nearly a year for his concerns to be addressed. 
Former provincial qadis were eventually reassigned as non-remunerated Muslim 
advisers in the new system of customary courts that were the tribunaux de première 
instance.96  In a move that significantly diminished their position as potentially 
independent legal authorities, yesterday's judges were renamed informal “advisers.” Not 
all French administrators supported this decision. Senegal's Lieutenant Governor in 
particular took up the cause of the provincial qadis. In yet another letter to the Governor 
General, he advocated on the qadis' behalf, arguing that it made little sense to expect 
these newly christened advisers to provide for free the same services that had once 
garnered them colonial salaries. The Lieutenant Governor even defended the qadis on 
Islamic grounds, stating that the “idea of the unremunerated judge, [even] if it is 
eminently favorable to the colony's financial interests, is no less at odds with the practice 
of Muslim jurisprudence.”97 Some qadis retained salaries, but like other administrative 
policies, the issue was not treated consistently. 
The 1903 reform of the colonial judiciary did not only impact qadis in the 
provinces, but discontinued the Muslim tribunals in the coastal cities as well. Like its 
95  Lieutenant Governor of Senegal to GGAOF, 8 February 1905. ANS M 244. 
96  GGAOF to Lt. Gov, 17 Jan 1906, ANS M 244. 
97  Lt Gov to GGAOF, 6 Feb 1907, ANS M 244. 
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provincial counterparts, the jurisdiction of Saint-Louis's Muslim tribunal was also set to 
be absorbed by the new tribunaux de première instance. This provoked an immediate 
response from the city's Muslim leaders, who quickly organized a campaign to protest the
abolition. In a letter to the Colonial Minister in Paris, several prominent Muslim leaders 
lobbied for the reinstatement of the tribunals. As part of their reasoning, they cited 
Faidherbe's original 1857 decree, which in their view had provided Senegal with a 
legitimate “Muslim judiciary” composed of a qadi, his deputy, and a clerk.98 They had 
other objections to the 1903 reform. For one, the new tribunaux de première instance 
required litigants to employ the services of a professional lawyer in order to bring a case 
to court. This presented an obvious hardship to Saint-Louis's Muslims, who pleaded with 
the Colonial Minister in Paris that the fees were an expensive burden for a “poor people 
whose resources are the most restrained,” and that  “the imposition of such onerous 
requirements [would] compel us to sometimes avoid bringing cases that concern us so 
intimately.”99 The Governor General, meanwhile, dismissed such petitions as the 
prerogative of a few disgruntled individuals, and even claimed that several of the 
petitioners had been pressured to sign.100 After nearly fifty years of operation, it appeared 
that Saint Louis's Muslim tribunal had its defenders. 
After a brief period of non-recognition following the judicial reorganization of 
1903, a 1905 decree reinstated the Muslim tribunals. Their return, however, was marked 
98 This campaign is briefly discussed in David Robinson, Paths of Accommodation: Muslim Societies and
French Colonial Authorities in Senegal and Mauritania, 1880-1920 (Athens: Ohio University Press, 2000),
134.
99 Lèttre au Ministre des Colonies, March 4, 1904, ANS M241. 
100 See GGAOF to Minister of Colonies, 2 February 1904, ANS M241.
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with a new set of regulations that stressed transparency and accountability. In a move that
typified the global spread of the “rule of law” more generally, all hearings, excepting 
those deemed threats to “public order or morality,” were to be held in public. In theory, 
the so-called “publicity requirement” was intended to 1) curb arbitrary rulings through 
public scrutiny, and 2) inspire public confidence in the judiciary.101 There was also to be a
clear process of appeal. Any of the tribunal's rulings that faced appeal was to be 
forwarded to the French Procureur Général, the colony's highest-ranking judicial 
authority, who, according to the decree, would then be charged with making decisions 
“according to Muslim law.” In this manner, a French colonial official remained the 
ultimate arbiter of Islamic law. 
The 1905 decree also instituted new record-keeping requirements. Like their 
counterparts in the tribunaux indigènes, qadis and their staff were to record all of their 
judgments in duplicate and file them in a special registry.102 In cases that involved the 
division of property, neither the qadi nor other members of the tribunal were to retain 
even temporary possession of the assets in question. Instead, they were required to 
deposit any funds furnished by the parties of a dispute in the official Caisse de Dépôts et 
Consignations within 24 hours of receipt. In accordance with this regulation, they were 
only to accept cases dealing with moveable assets. Legal documents concerning 
immovable property (e.g., land) could only be provided by a French notary.103
101 On these points, see Agrama, Questioning Secularism, 132. 
102 Roberts, Litigants and Households, 77. 
103 See Art. 6 & Art. 7, Arrêté de GGAOF, January 1906, ANS M 241. 
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If the new regulations were meant to produce a legal system more amenable to 
French oversight, surviving records show that these procedures were rarely followed in 
practice. In fact, several tribunals maintained separate, off-the-books treasuries 
comprising the estates which were in the process of being adjudicated. Given that 
inheritance was one of the principal domains entrusted to Muslim tribunals, the custody 
of estate assets brought before the court became an important point of contention between
African qadis and French authorities, and was the subject of many complaints filed by 
litigants. In Kayes, an important railway hub along the Upper Senegal River, the qadi of 
the Muslim tribunal was notorious for withholding assets that were tied up in inheritance 
disputes. Over a three-month period in 1906, several litigants claimed in letters to the 
governor that he had seized cash, livestock and plots of land from open estate and 
divorces cases. He was even accused of taking a sewing machine claimed by the the 
mother-in-law of a deceased tailor. Though he was removed from his position by the end 
of the year, his replacement, the son of the longstanding qadi of Saint Louis (and 
grandson of that tribunal's first qadi), was the subject of a similar investigation seven 
years later.104 The Kayes tribunal was in no way unique in this regard. In the ten years 
following the reinstatement of the Muslim tribunals in 1905, qadis in Dakar and Rufisque
also stood accused of embezzlement. 
In short, it was the management of the tribunals' technically illicit funds, more 
than the rulings of any particular case, that concerned French administrators. It is perhaps
for this reason that they were particularly alarmed over what they perceived as inadequate
104 Procureur Général to GGAOF, 6 May 1913, ANS M245. For the letters of complaint filed against the
qadi of Kayes, see the Dossier Waly Bâ in ANS M 245. 
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record-keeping. When the qadi of Saint-Louis passed away in 1911, Senegal's lieutenant 
governor decided to inspect the tribunal's finances before a new qadi was appointed. He 
was dismayed by what he found. 
There were 32 deposits ranging from six francs to 700...No official
registry was maintained for these deposits. Instead, loose slips of paper
listing the names of beneficiaries were pinned to an envelope in which
certain sums were enclosed. For other sums, there was no reference nor
any indication of the deposit's origin or the circumstances in which it
had been made. The clerk Samba Fall could not provide any information
regarding the conditions in which these deposits had been received by
the tribunal. Asked whether he had been given receipts for the deposits
by the tribunal's president or by [another] clerk, and whether there was a
registry for recording the amounts deposited and reimbursed, this native
official [fonctionnaire indigène] simply declared that these practices
were not prescribed by Islamic law.105 
French bureaucratic methods had run up against a clerk's understanding of Islamic legal 
practice. The lieutenant governor raised the possibility of firing Samba Fall in a letter to 
the Governor-General,106 but four years later Fall was still the tribunal's clerk. 
Fifteen years after the clerk's run-in with the lieutenant governor, it appeared that 
the situation had not much improved from the administration's point of view. Many 
officers still maintained the same low opinion of the Muslim tribunals. Most prominent 
among them was the perennially frustrated head of French West Africa's Office of 
105 “[T]rente deux dépôts de fonds, variant de six francs à sept cents francs ont été trouvés...De ces dépôts il
n'avait été tenu aucun enregistrement officiel. De simples fiches indiquant sommairement les noms des
ayants droit étaient épinglées à l'enveloppe dans lesquelles certaines sommes étaient renfermées; pour
d'autres, aucune référence, aucune indication ne permettait de déterminer l'origine du dépôt et les
circonstances dans lesquelles il avait été effectué. Le greffier Samba Fall n'a pu fournir aucun
renseignement sur les conditions dans lesquelles les dépôts étaient reçus au greffe. Interrogé sur les points
de savoir s'il était donné quittance par le présdient ou par le greffier des sommes versées par les déposants,
et s'il existait des registres pour l'inscription de ces sommes ainsi que de celles remises aux ayants droit, ce
fonctionnaire indigène ne s'est borné à déclarer que ces pratiques n'étaient pas prescrites par la législation
musulmane.” Lt. Gov. Cor à GGAOF, 24 May 1911, ANS M 241. 
106 Lt. Gov. Cor to GGAOF, 17 June 1911, ANS M 241.
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Muslim Affairs, Paul Marty. In a 1920 note on the Dakar tribunal, he reported receiving 
regular complaints about the city's official qadi. The complaints “come from moors and 
blacks, generally Muslims,” Marty wrote. “I try my best to calm the disputes and 
amicably engage the qadi who, very respectfully by the way, does or does not take my 
advice into account.”107 Marty painted himself as the weaker party in his exchanges with 
the qadi, a characterization that should be treated with some skepticism. Nevertheless, if 
his experience was any indication, African judges had grown adept over the years at 
appearing to heed to the “advice” of their putative French superiors while managing the 
court as they saw fit. A minimal degree of autonomy for African judges had been 
achieved within the colonial administration itself, even if it came with the cost of 
reducing the overall scope of the sharīʿa. .
In addition to being resistant to administrative supervision, Marty also claimed 
that Muslim tribunals had overstepped their jurisdiction by ruling on cases involving non-
Muslims. Such an outcome caused him to despair once again that the colonial 
administration had unwittingly facilitated “the Islamization of animists.”108 He 
acknowledged nevertheless that it was beyond the capacity of the rest of the judicial 
system to oversee the number of civil and commercial cases brought before the courts. 
The Muslim tribunals, in short, were  responding to local demand, which included cases 
involving non-Muslims as well. In Marty's view, then, the expansion of their jurisdiction 
107 “Elles émanent de Maures et de Noirs, généralement de musulmans...je m'efforce d'apaiser de mon
mieux les litiges et d'intervenir amicalement auprès du cadi qui, très respectueusement d'ailleurs, tient ou ne
tient pas compte de mes conseils.” P. Marty, “Note au sujet du tribunal musulman de Dakar,” 8 October
1920, ANS M 30. 
108  “Une fois de plus notre administration travaille à l'islamisation des animistes,” Ibid.
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to include non-Muslim litigants could be tolerated temporarily. All that was required was 
closer supervision from French administrators. Marty called for a monthly inspection of 
the tribunal's register of judgments, as well as the appearance of the qadi before the chief 
officer of judicial affairs to explain any questionable decisions. These suggestions were 
identical to the very statutes that had reestablished the Muslim tribunals in back in 1905. 
And like those original statutes, they went largely unheeded. 
THE USES OF TEXTS 
How did the tradition of Islamic legal scholarship that had been carefully 
cultivated in greater Senegambia over the centuries intersect with this chaotic scene? 
Judging by the records left by the Muslim tribunals, one could conclude that, on the 
whole, those charged with supervising such courts were more concerned with 
administrative procedure than the finer points of Islamic jurisprudence. In the morass of 
bureaucratic confusion apparent in surviving correspondence, it is easy to lose sight of 
what exactly distinguished these tribunals from other colonial courts. Aside from 
employing Muslim judges, and serving Muslim litigants, how were their ways of 
operating distinctly Muslim? Or were they?  It has in fact been claimed that these courts 
represented a significant deviation from the way Islamic law had previously functioned—
or was supposed to have functioned. According to this line of reasoning, the Muslim 
tribunals were inherently compromised by virtue of their position within the colonial 
apparatus. Instead of enforcing authentic Islamic legal doctrine, these “secularized” 
institutions were “disconnected” from the “discursive environment” that “‘naturally’ 
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characterized Islamic legal practice.” They therefore bore little to no resemblance to the 
practice of Islamic law in other,  “non-colonial” settings.109 
If these were indeed the circumstances that obtained in the Muslim tribunals, why 
should any historical account of these courts include an analysis of the textual knowledge
that generations of Muslim scholars (and a handful of French orientalists) had sought to 
preserve and interpret? Was such knowledge not already compromised by the colonial 
origins of the Muslim tribunal itself? In response to this objection, it is worth recalling 
the original purpose of the Muslim tribunals. More than anything else, the proposal to 
create a Muslim court was a response to an imposed legal code. Its supporters sought to 
ensure at least partial compliance with Muslim legal standards in the context of foreign 
rule. While being mindful of the web of power relations in which Islamic law was carried
out is crucial to our understanding of its practice, drawing too a strict line between the 
Muslim tribunals and other fora of Islamic law obscures the extent to which both were 
informed by a shared set of sources. 
Even if one were to accept the argument that the Muslim tribunals did not 
conform to an ostensibly authentic form of Islamic law, they still legitimated their rulings
by reference to particular scholars and texts within the Islamic tradition. Surviving case 
files contain numerous references to the Mukhtasar of Khalil, the Risala of al-Qayrawani,
109 Quoted material comes from Lydon, “Obtaining Freedom at the Muslims’ Tribunal,” 142. Implicit in the
argument against the Muslim tribunals' Islamic legitimacy is a comparison between the activities of the
colonial Muslim tribunals and the way Islamic law had operated previously, an argument which in turn
rests on being able to present an empirical account of the workings of Islamic law in non-state fora. Yet, as
indicated above, detailed studies of Islamic law in Senegal tend to begin with the 1830 Civil Code or
Faidherbe's 1857 decree (see fn. 70). This line of reasoning therefore risks conflating normative visions of
how Islamic law was practiced in the past and proper historic accounts rooted in contingency. It is
nevertheless in keeping with a more general trend to treat Islamic law as a conceptual impossibility under
colonial rule. See Hallaq, An Introduction to Islamic Law. 
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and other legal texts. While these references could often be perfunctory, they nevertheless
show that it was important for the courts to, at the very least, give the appearance of 
participating in a broader legal tradition. And since the day-to-day operations of the 
courts were not effectively monitored by French officials, it is not unreasonable to 
assume that in the fields of marriage, divorce and probate law, qadis were able to rule as 
they saw fit. There was nothing compulsory about their decision to justify their rulings 
with recourse to recognized works of Islamic jurisprudence. 
How did this look in practice? Surviving case files provide evidence of the kinds 
of issues that were heard in court and the style of legal reasoning that qadis employed. As
suggested by the sample questions used in the qadi examination of Ibra Aly, the cases 
brought before the Muslim tribunals most often involved questions of divorce, marriage 
and inheritance. More implicitly, but also more fundamentally, they dealt with intimate 
conflicts over resources and personal autonomy. In this way, they reflected the same 
broad set of issues that were brought before customary courts (tribunaux indigènes) 
throughout French West Africa.110 Female litigants usually came to the court seeking 
divorce, while male litigants often sought to compel either the return of women who had 
fled the conjugal home or reimbursement for payments that they had made to their in-
laws at the time of marriage. The rulings from these cases provide insight into what was 
considered acceptable grounds for divorce. Not all cases centered on marriage, of course. 
110 See Roberts, Litigants and Households. Marriage has provided a particularly rich vein for scholars of
Africa. See, esp., Barbara M. Cooper, Marriage in Maradi: Gender and Culture in a Hausa Society in
Niger, 1900-1989 (Portsmouth, NH : Heinemann, 1997); Emily Burrill, States of Marriage: Gender,
Justice, and Rights in Colonial Mali (Athens: Ohio University Press, 2015); Dorothy L. Hodgson, Gender,
Justice, and the Problem of Culture: From Customary Law to Human Rights in Tanzania (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 2017).
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Many also involved property disputes between men of different families, usually with 
regard to livestock and other moveable assets. But the number of cases involving litigants
within the same household is noteworthy. By examining a few cases in detail, we can 
gain a sense of the role texts drawn from the Mālikī legal tradition played in such 
decisions.111
One 1915 ruling from the Muslim tribunal of Saint-Louis illustrates the style of 
legal reasoning employed in these cases. It involved a woman who appeared before the 
court seeking legal separation from her husband, a carpenter in Saint-Louis. The 
carpenter refused to agree to the divorce without being reimbursed the 750 francs he 
claimed to have paid as a dowry.112 Two hearings were held over the course of two 
months, after which the qadi of Saint-Louis issued the following ruling (recorded by 
Samba Fall, the same clerk who had instructed the lieutenant governor on the 
requirements of Islamic law and record-keeping). 
With the husband's refusal to consent to the divorce, the Tribunal asked
the wife for plausible grounds for granting a divorce. Unable to provide
them, the wife simply declared outright that she no longer wanted to be
with her husband, and asked for a legal separation.
At this point, a figure referred to in the transcript as the woman's adoptive father
claimed that the dowry had amounted to only 200 francs, not the 750 francs claimed by
the carpenter. The adoptive father's authority to make such a claim was based on the fact
111 The challenges posed by these types of sources are well known to historians. To what extent do surviving
transcripts accurately account for what took place in a courtroom? A 1911 decree had ordered all rulings to
be recorded in French. These rulings often included transcripts of direct testimony from the litigants. Since
it is highly doubtful that all litigants would have spoken French, it is reasonable to conclude that the
recording of judgments involved a significant amount of translation. They are, at best, very partial accounts
of the actual interactions that took place between qadis and litigants.
112 This would have been comparable to the monthly salary of an African interpreter or nurse employed by
the local administration. See, e.g., Rapport Mensuel, Cercle de Tivaouane, June 1908, ANS 2G 8 (38). 
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the he was the actual recipient of the dowry, not the female litigant. He then added that
the remaining 550 francs had been given directly to the woman according to the “customs
of the country.”113 The disagreement between the two parties, therefore, was not over the
total amount that had been transferred, but the division of that amount between an official
dowry and a supposedly customary payment.
How did such a distinction land in court? As indicated above, “custom” did
constitute a legitimate source of law within the Maliki tradition (via the concept of ʿurf).
However, in the time between the founding of Saint-Louis's Muslim tribunal and the
appearance of this case in 1915, French officials had developed an alternative
understanding of custom. It originated with François Carpot, Senegal's representative to
the French National Assembly and a prominent lawyer within Saint-Louis's métis
community. In his correspondence with metropolitan officials, Carpot had maintained
that the tribunals should "be obliged to issue rulings following the local customs of
Muslim populations, even when these customs conflicted with the dispensations of
Qur'anic law to which said populations were ordinarily submitted."114 In this manner,
Carpot had given qadis a greater degree of flexibility in their rulings by drawing a
distinction between the “local customs of Muslim populations” and “Qur'anic law,” or
between ostensibly universal Islamic law and Islamic law as the "custom" of a particular
locality. In this particular case, the distinction allowed a litigant to redefine the terms of a
dowry as  it was represented by the opposing party.
113 Case n. 78, 29 June 1915, ANS M241. 
114 Ministère des Colonies to GGAOF, 18 Jan 1909, ANS M241.
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The woman's adoptive father did not stop there, however. In addition to
challenging the husband's understanding of the dowry, he also claimed that his adoptive
daughter had been physically abused in her marriage. Unlike the terms of the dowry, this
assertion had less traction. The court ruled that such a claim could not be accepted at face
value, but had to be supported by tangible proof. The court then gave its verdict. 
Given that according to Sidy Khalile [sic], divorce by compensation is
only permitted, but not obligatory.
Given that according to legal works [le livre de droit], divorce is the
prerogative of the man.
Given that according to Sidy Khalile, divorce by compensation applies
to everything that pertains to the wife in terms of property and rights.
Given that according to commentaries on the Qur'an, when a woman no
longer wishes to remain with her husband, nothing precludes her from
offering all that she can in order to buy back her freedom. 
Given that according to Ben Aby Zaïd [al-Qayrāwanī], it is permitted for
a wife to redeem herself from her husband with her dowry or a sum
agreed upon by the spouses. 
Given that according to Mavazil Gassery: if in such a case, the wife
persists in no longer staying with her husband and refuses any
reconciliation, the Tribunal can grant the divorce according to the wishes
of the husband, i.e., that he obtain that which he has requested [the
dowry]. 
For these reasons and by these texts, the wife is required to repay the
dowry or return to the marital home.
The French Republic orders all agents of la force publique to enforce the
present judgment.115
In this particular case, the court ruled in favor of the carpenter while at the same 
time explaining the legal means by which the marriage could be terminated. By 
115 Case n. 78, 29 June 1915, ANS M241. I have been unable to identify "Mavazil Gassery."
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combining references to specific scholars with general appeals to unnamed legal works 
and Qur'anic commentaries, the court was clearly attempting to justify its ruling in 
Islamic terms. Yet its references were selective, omitting significant aspects of Maliki 
jurisprudence that would have been known to anyone who had studied Khalil's 
Mukhtaṣar. Citing Sidi Khalil to the effect that “divorce is the prerogative of the man,” 
for example, excluded an entire category of divorce (khulʿ) that could be initiated by 
women.116 At the level of logic, excluding women from initiating divorce would have 
precluded the court from agreeing to hear this case in the first place. According to the 
ruling, then, the only scenario in which the court would have heard the case was if it were
brought not by the female plaintiff, but by her adoptive father. 
And yet the case had in fact been brought by the carpenter's wife (whom I will 
refer to  as “Awa”). What had enabled her to do so if, as the court maintained in its final 
ruling, divorce was “the prerogative of the man?” A clue can be found by consulting the 
court transcript from the first time the case had appeared before the Tribunal of Saint-
Louis the previous month. It opened with the Awa's testimony. 
Since our marriage one month ago, my husband has been impotent. He
told me that he was going to seek treatment. He returned after ten days
and told me he had been healed, yet, having called witnesses, he is
unable to perform in front of them [ayant appelé des témoins, il ne peut
rien faire devant eux].
Within the Islamic legal tradition more broadly, sexual impotence constituted
valid legal grounds for divorce, and may have explained why Awa was able to have her
116 It is possible that the confusion here stems from issues of translation, and that the word "divorce" was
used to refer to a specific category of divorce known as “repudiation” (ṭalāq) that was generally initiated by
the husband. 
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case brought before the court. Awa also claimed that the couple had been fighting. When
given the floor, the carpenter (henceforth “Babakar”) responded:
I married her last month. One day, I went to see her, and her adoptive
father sent me away from the house, telling me to stay at my house until
he was ready. A few days later, I spent the night with her but couldn't
perform due to a maraboutage that prevented me from being in contact
with my wife, even though I've already had children with my first
wife.117
Nothing in the transcript elaborated on the nature of this “maraboutage,” a polysemic
term that can refer to a variety of practices meant to ensure good fortune or inflict
harm.118 Babakar's implicit justification for invoking it was that he had been able to
perform sexually with his other wife. He thus shifted responsibility for his impotence
onto an unnamed third party. After the initial failure at consummating the marriage, he
testified that Awa refused each of his subsequent attempts, even to the point of biting him.
As for the witness who were called to verify his virility, he claimed that they had left after
only fifteen minutes. 
After hearing this testimony, the court asked that relatives from both sides of the
case agree on a new pair of witnesses to verify Babakar's virility. Awa's adoptive father
was ordered to send her back to Babakar's home with the following explanations.
Given that according to Tessouly, citing Tabessira,119 if there is a
contradiction between a wife and her husband (the wife claims that the
husband cannot perform and the husband claims that the wife refuses),
117 Case n. 47, 4 May 1915, ANS M241. 
118 The word “maraboutage” is derived from "marabout" (see fn. 42), the figure whose services are
necessary for undertaking "maraboutage." For more detail on this multifaceted concept and cultural
practice, see Ibrahima Sow, Le maraboutage au Sénégal (Dakar: Institut Fondamental d'Afrique Noire,
2013). 
119 I have been unable to identify these scholars. 
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the tribunal will place beside them two women to see which of the two is
right. 
Given that according to Sidy Khalile, an impotent husband is accorded a
postponement of one year following the date of judgment if he is not
suffering from another malady.120
Given that according to Sidy Khalile, the husband's testimony under
oath that he has completed the sexual act within the interval will serve as
proof, but that if he refuses this oath and the wife testifies to the
contrary, she will become free. If she refuses the oath, she remains with
her husband. 
For these reasons and by these texts, Awa Ndiaye is required to return to
the conjugal home.
The two hearings led to strikingly different results. The first had obliged Awa to return to 
her husband, while the second afforded her the possibility of divorce provided that the 
dowry be repaid. The final judgment did not specify whose understanding of the dowry 
would be definitive in the eyes of the court.
It is here that the documentary record fades. We do not know how Awa navigated 
her marital status, or whether Babakar was able to regain the dowry. What is certain is 
that the decisions rendered by both hearings had been justified with references to 
authoritative sources from the Mālikī tradition. Even if the precise legal reasoning by 
which the qadi had arrived at his rulings was not explained, it is clear that these courts 
practiced a version of Islamic law, and that this textual tradition had a profound impact on
the intimate lives and familial relations of Muslims in Saint-Louis. 
120 Though it would not have had any bearing on this particular case, the judgment mentions at this point
that “the postponement is abbreviated by half for a slave.”
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CONCLUSION
“According to Koranic law, Guibril Guedj Diob deserves to die. This is
what the scriptures say. But have the penalties demanded by the
scriptures ever been applied here?” —Ousmane Sembène, Vehi-
Ciosane
Quoting from a novella by Ousmane Sembène may seem an unlikely way to begin
concluding a discussion of Islamic law. Senegal's most famous filmmaker was 
notoriously antagonistic toward prevailing sensibilities around the role of Islam in 
Senegalese society. In films like Ceddo (1977), he depicted Islam as a wholly foreign 
religion violently imposed upon Africans by shaykhs who forced adherents of “African 
traditional religions” to adopt new names and discard their ancestral practices. Yet in his 
written work, Sembène demonstrated a more nuanced perspective. Stories such as Vehi-
Ciosane depict the lives of ordinary rural Muslims grappling with the demands of their 
faith while facing complex moral dilemmas. Such complexities could cause hesitation on 
the part of those who assumed the responsibility of enforcing the sharīʿa. “Never in this 
village, nor in the whole of Senegal, where mosques nevertheless proliferate, not once 
have the penalties laid down by the holy scriptures been carried out,” Sembène has one of
Vehi-Ciosane's characters state. “Go and see the authorities! We respect them and cherish 
them; that seems to be all.”121 Sembène's characterization of a more “moderate” form of 
Islam that respects local culture calls to mind the distinction Mungo Park drew between 
“ancestral custom” and “Mahomedan law” when he visited the Gambia River. Both 
121 Ousmane Sembène, The Money-Order; with, White Genesis, trans. Clive Wake (London: Heinemann,
1972), 45.
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portrayed custom as ethnically bounded, resolutely local, and by definition unwritten. 
Law, by contrast, was universalist, established in texts, and determined from the outside. 
The history of Senegal's Muslim tribunals throws into question such dichotomies. 
Judging by surviving case files, it is not apparent that litigants like Awa Ndiaye and her 
husband the carpenter employed such neat categories to make sense of their experience. 
Instead, records from the Muslim tribunals make clear that Islamic law was also an 
indelible part of “local” culture. With the translation and publication of canonical works 
of Islamic legal theory, French authorities sought to shape this culture and transform the 
sharīʿa into a legible civil code. Yet as the tribunals' own administrative correspondence 
also makes clear, such efforts did not guarantee firm control, or even reliable knowledge, 
of how Islamic law was practiced within colonial institutions themselves. The precise 
legal reasoning used in these courts was often deliberately opaque, as qadi after qadi 
concealed their work from the French officials tasked with overseeing the court's 
operation. 
Tied up in the issue of maintaining proper supervision was the perennial question 
of the court's very identity. Even in the 1950s, after 100 years of operation, administrators
were still wondering how to categorize the Muslim tribunals. Were they French courts, 
customary courts, or a mix of the two? These questions were revisited in the wake of the 
loi Defferre, one of the most significant pieces legislation from the late colonial period. 
Better known as the loi cadre, or “Framework law,” the loi Defferre provided new 
legislative powers to the assemblies of French West Africa's individual territories, 
displacing federal structures and in many ways undoing the authority of the Governor-
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General in Dakar.122 One of the powers to be retained by authorities in Dakar was 
precisely the appointment of qadis to the Muslim tribunals. In a note reviewing the loi 
cadre's implications, one judicial officer wrote,  
[T]he organization and composition of jurisdictions governed by local
law are the purview of territorial assemblies. But must the Muslim
tribunals be considered strictly jurisdictions governed by local law? The
full text [of Art 36.3] seems to indicate that, on the contrary, they belong
to a special category of jurisdictions intended for issuing judgments on
civil matters to French citizens who, without the existence of these
tribunals, would otherwise be litigants in tribunals governed by French
law.123 
Although the maintenance of an Islamic court by French public servants may appear 
jarring from the vantage point of twenty-first century debates about the place of Islam in 
French public life, it was an old question by the 1950s. Even at this late date, the note's 
author reiterated that a copy of judgements rendered by the Muslim tribunal was to be 
deposited at the Tribunal de première instance (a lower-level court administering French 
law). A reminder about the need for adequate record-keeping was still necessary.  
Another reason it was necessary to clarify the role of the Muslim tribunals in the 
context of the loi cadre was that litigants continued to bring cases to these courts. In 
1957, a West African serviceman who was living in Kankan, Guinea wrote to the Muslim 
122 For a thorough treatment of the loi cadre, see Frederick Cooper, Citizenship between Empire and Nation:
Remaking France and French Africa, 1945-1960 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2014), esp. ch. 5,
“Reframing France: The Loi-Cadre and African Federalism, 1956-1957.”
123 “...l'organisation et la composition des juridictions de droit local sont de la compétence de l'Assemblée
territoriale. Mais les tribunaux musulmans...doivent-ils être considérés précisément comme des juridictions
de droit local? L'ensemble de ce texte semble bien indiquer au contraire qu'il s'agit là d'une catégorie
spéciale de juridictions de droit français déstinées à rendre la justice en matière civile à une catégorie de
citoyens français qui, sans l'existence de ces juridictions, auraient été normalement justiciables des
tribunaux de droit français.” “Avis Reserve,” Renauld, 7 June 1958, Service Régional des Archives de
Dakar (SRAD), 1D 25. The note appears to have been occasioned by the death of the qadi Ibrahima Kane.
The phrase “local law” had replaced “customary law” by the 1950s and the title “Governor-General” has
been changed to “Haut Commissaire de la République.” 
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Tribunal of Dakar seeking to effect a divorce from his wife by mail. The qadi approved 
the divorce, but when the question of the custody of the couple's six children was raised, 
the qadi of Dakar ruled that they would stay with their mother in compliance with “the 
texts of Khalil, Dedir's commentary, vol. 2, p. 526, chapter ‘garde d'enfants.’”124 More 
than one hundred years after the first French translation of the Mukhtaṣar had appeared, 
the influence of Sidi Khalil continued to be felt in the overlap between legal institutions 
and African social life. 
With the arrival of formal independence, the need to maintain the appearance of 
uniformity across the jurisdictions of the former AOF faded away. Newly independent 
states dealt with inherited institutions in different ways, as customary tribunals were 
abolished in neighboring Mali while Islamic law was enshrined in the Constitution of 
Mauritania. In Senegal, the grandson of a former qadi was named the new qadi of the 
Muslim tribunal of Dakar.125 French observers, meanwhile, wondered if the Muslim 
tribunals risked becoming “a relic threatened by the country's new regime.”126 Such 
concerns turned out to be well justified. After more than a century of activity, it was only 
with their dismantling by the new government of Mamadou Dia and Léopold Senghor 
that the status of the Muslim tribunals was rendered unambiguously final. 
124 Le Cadi, Président du Tribunal Musulman de Dakar à Monsieur le Delegué du Chef du territoire du
Sénégal à Dakar, 5 Dec. 1957, SRAD B106. 
125 Haut Commissariat de la République en AOF, "Arrêté nommant M. Chems Eddine Diagne cadi du
Tribunal Musulman de Dakar," SRAD 1D 25. 
126  Schnapper, “Les tribunaux musulmans,” 91. 
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CHAPTER 2
THE SOCIAL LIFE OF TAR'IKH:  HISTORY IN THE WESTERN SAHEL
While debates over the pertinence of Islamic law to the “black” populations of 
Senegambia and the wider Western Sahel would continue to characterize French colonial 
thinking for much of the twentieth century, no such ambivalence was attached to 
knowledge gathered under the rubric of  “History.” Historical knowledge was of 
immediate interest to many of the Europeans who traveled beyond the coastlines of West 
Africa during the first half of the nineteenth century. Toward that century's end, full-
fledged conquest endowed such knowledge with newfound utility. The work of dividing 
conquered land into districts, and determining which populations would be placed under 
whose authority, required a mode of historical inquiry that identified African parties 
through which to implant colonial rule. With the appointment of every chef de canton, 
European colonizers endorsed one among a set of competing historical narratives about 
authority that were either part of “precolonial” politics or that their presence had helped 
elicit. 
Such narratives were not wholesale fabrications—or at least not often.127 They had
to have some basis in African social life in order to at least be intelligible, if not plausible.
“Invention,” in other words, had its limitations.128 Under such circumstances, historical 
discourses appeared in many guises: in letters, in diaries, in monthly political reports 
127 But see Richard Roberts, ”The Case of Faama Mademba Sy and the Ambiguities of Legal Jurisdiction in
Early French Colonial Sudan,” in Kristin Mann and Richard Roberts (eds.), Law in Colonial Africa
(Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, 1991). In 1891, Sy was installed by the French as “king” in a region where
no such position had previously existed. 
128 For a more detailed argument along these lines, see Thomas Spear, “Neo-Traditionalism and the Limits
of Invention in British Colonial Africa,” Journal of African History 44, no. 1 (2003): 3-27. 
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produced by newly appointed district officers. Officials with loftier ambitions might seek 
to publish whole books, in the process helping to fill in the History section of Africa's 
growing “Colonial Library.” African actors, meanwhile, sought to influence policy by 
either shaping the viewpoints of French officials or penning historical works themselves. 
History was discussed at various levels of the administrative hierarchy.129 
This is not to say that there were no appreciable differences between the works of 
well-known “scholar-administrators” like Henri Gaden or Maurice Delafosse and the 
potted histories that filled the pages of annual reports destined for the administrator's 
archives. Factors such as length of residence, language ability and even personal 
disposition produced a corpus of texts that varied considerably in degrees of detail and 
sophistication. Career officers could develop closer relationships with African informants,
sometimes to the point of domestic cohabitation. Gaden, the first governor of the 
Mauritania colony and a specialist in the Pulaar language, relied on his in-country spouse 
of 30 years, Coumba Cissé, for ethnographic material.130 For most colonial personnel, 
129 For a detailed survey of French colonial-era historical writing on Africa, see Sophie Dulucq, Ecrire
l’Histoire de l’Afrique à l’Époque Coloniale (XIXe-XXe siècles) (Paris: Karthala, 2009). The metaphor of
the colonial library is drawn from Valentin Mudimbe's seminal formulation in The Idea of Africa
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994). Whiles the voices of African figures—the archive's so-
called “ghostwriters”—echo throughout the Colonial Library, it is important to note that not all such
narratives were ghostwritten. African actors also sometimes made their arguments directly in writing.
Veterans attempting to parlay their military service into chieftancy appointments, for example, bolstered
their claims by writing local histories of the cantons they sought to govern. See Gregory Mann, Native
Sons: West African Veterans and France in the Twentieth Century (Durham, NC: Duke University Press,
2006), 42-48. For cases of from outside of French West Africa, see the contributions to Derek R. Peterson
and Giacomo Macola (eds.), Recasting the Past: History Writing and Political Work in Modern Africa
(Athens: Ohio University Press, 2009). For the image of the archival ghostwriter, see Sean Hanretta, Islam
and Social Change in French West Africa (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), esp. ch. 4.
130 Roy Dilley, Nearly Native, Barely Civilized: Henri Gaden's Journey through Colonial West Africa
(1894-1939) (Leiden: Brill, 2014), 321. For a comprehensive evaluation of Delafosse's scholarship, see
Jean-Loup Amselle and Emmanuelle Sibeud (eds.), Maurice Delafosse: Entre Orientalisme et
Ethnographie: L’itinéraire d’un Africaniste, 1870-1926 (Paris: Maisonneuve et Larose, 1998).
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however, frequent rotations meant that few ever stayed in one post long enough to 
develop the in-depth knowledge needed to write history. 
In such a context, the Western Sahel's own tradition of historical writing in Arabic
served a useful purpose. While it may not have enjoyed any special prestige among the 
various disciplines of Islamic knowledge—unlike legal texts, historical works were not a 
major part of the madrasa curriculum—it was still commonplace in areas known for 
being centers of Islamic scholarship. Examples of historical writing could be found in the
Fuuta Tooro region of the Senegal River valley, the Fuuta Jaloo highlands of Guinea-
Conakry, the region around the Niger Bend (in and around Timbuktu), and throughout 
Mauritania.131 Colonial officials were encouraged to take an interest in such writings. In 
the introduction to his translation of the Tadhkirat al-nisyān fī akhbār mulūk al-sūdān, an 
eighteenth-century biographical dictionary of Pashalik rulers in Timbuktu, the French 
Orientalist Octave Houdas praised the officer who had thought to send him a manuscript 
copy of the text after finding it “in the hands of a Soudanese chief.” He concluded his 
remarks by asking colonial administrators “to take advantage of every opportunity to 
obtain either the original or a copy of any works of history that chance puts before 
you.”132 
131 For the place of history within the broader scope of Islamic education in West Africa, see Bruce S. Hall
and Charles Stewart, “The Historic ‘Core Curriculum’ and the Book Market in Islamic West Africa,” in
Graziano Krätli and Ghislaine Lydon (eds.), The Trans-Saharan Book Trade: Manuscript Culture, Arabic
Literacy and Intellectual History in Muslim Africa (Leiden: Brill, 2011), 128-129. History's ambiguous
status as a field of study is often raised in surveys of Islamic historical writing. See, e.g., Abdallah Laroui,
Islam et Histoire (Paris: Albin Michel, 1999), 11-13; Chase Robinson, Islamic Historiography (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2003), 6. Fred Donner has shown that history writing was not a given in the
Islamic world, but emerged in response to dissension among early Muslims and the perceived need to draw
boundaries with other monotheisms. See Fred McGraw Donner, Narratives of Islamic Origins: The
Beginnings of Islamic Historical Writing (Princeton: Darwin Press, 1998). 
132 Anonymous, Tedzkiret en-Nisiān fi Akbar Moulouk es-Soudān, trans. O. Houdas (Paris: Ernest Leroux,
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Regular invocations of history should of course not lead us to overstate the role 
historical discourse played in the functioning of colonial rule. Since French 
administrators had the final word in selecting African chiefs and auxiliaries, the historical
justifications that underwrote any individual claim to a position of authority could be 
easily disregarded.133  It is therefore all the more striking that discussions over canton 
chief appointments anxiously sought justifications in local history. Such references, 
whether presumed or explicitly articulated, were not necessarily “correct” in an empirical
sense. But they did illustrate the concern that a significant portion of a district's 
population view appointed chiefs as historically legitimate. While other considerations 
often outweighed that concern, it was rarely absent entirely. 
The idea that knowledge production served as an arm of imperial expansion is a 
familiar theme in the historical study of colonialism. In its West African variant, such an 
idea has brought into focus colonial understandings of Islam, race, ethnicity and caste. 
Whereas earlier periods of European fascination with the Western Sahel centered on tales 
of vast deposits of gold, officials in the late nineteenth century considered questions of 
authority and social structure. Some held that historical inquiry, beyond simply informing
colonial policy, could be of potential benefit to colonial subjects. Houdas believed that 
translating works of history would help West Africans better understand their own past 
while also helping to spread the French language. 
1901), i-ii, xiii. The Tadhkirat was actually a rearrangement of the Diwān al-mulūk fī salāṭīn al-sūdān. See
ALA IV: 41-2. The officer who provided Houdas with a copy of the Tadhkirat was none other than Henri
Gaden. 
133 This point is drawn from Jean Suret-Canale, French Colonialism in Tropical Africa, 1900-1945, trans.
Till Gottheiner (New York, NY: Pica Press, 1971). See esp. ch. 3, “The Administrative System.”
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Many Soudanais will be happy to know their country's past and, since it
is often more difficult for them to read a text in Arabic than in French,
they will find it advantageous to study our language which, through
these translations, will provide them with facts more interesting than
tales drawn from our history.134 
By providing the “Soudanais” with culturally relevant reading material, Houdas hoped 
that they would gain familiarity with the French language before moving on to works of 
French literature. Translated works of history were to act as the stepping stones to these 
“more refined pleasures.”135
Whether its purpose was to inform colonial policy or “educate” colonial subjects, 
the process of historical inquiry rested on the ability to locate and secure access to texts. 
The first part of this chapter explores this process by tracing the reception history of what
would become the most renowned historical work produced in the Western Sahel, ʿAbd 
al-Raḥmān al-Saʿdī's Chronicle of the Sudan (Ta’rīikh al-Sūdān). Composed in the mid-
seventeenth century by a bureaucrat employed in the Moroccan administration of 
Timbuktu, the Ta’rīikh al-Sūdān covers more than six hundred years of history in the 
Middle Niger. Although it discusses a variety of subjects, its primary focus is on the rise 
and fall of the Songhay Empire, from its emergence in the mid-fifteenth century to its 
defeat at the hands of the Saʿdian Dynasty of Marrakesh in 1591. It then details the 
subsequent period of post-conquest rule by an occupying Moroccan army and remnants 
of the Songhay elite, a period that Al-Saʿdī witnessed firsthand.136 As a primary source, it 
would be difficult to overstate the importance of the Ta’rīikh al-Sūdān to the 
134 Houdas, Tedzkiret, xiii-xiv. 
135 Ibid., xiv.
136 The chronicles ends in 1655, which was probably not long before its author passed away. Al-Saʿdī's
exact date of death is unknown. 
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reconstruction of the Western Sahel's precolonial history. It has been essential to laying 
out the main plot points of the so-called “medieval” empires of the Western Sudan.137
Yet the Ta’rīikh al-Sūdān was of course more than a “primary source” written for 
the benefit of future historians. To treat it as such does not explain why the text was 
produced in the first place, what other purposes it may have served, and how it and other 
works of history actually circulated within West African societies. In the spirit of such 
concerns, the second half of this chapter will approach historical writing in the Western 
Sahel from a different angle by examining its role in a series of violent incidents that 
rocked a village on the Niger Bend in the early 1930s. More specifically, it will analyze a 
dispute over the possession of a “tarik,” or historical chronicle, in the village of 
Farabongo, roughly 60 kilometers to the southwest of Al-Saʿdī's Timbuktu. By treating 
such a work as something other than a “primary source” for reconstructing precolonial 
Sahelian history, we can begin to see the larger stakes involved in history writing in the 
Western Sahel. 
TAR'IKH AS SOURCE
Fifty years after Mungo Park had made his way up the Gambia River, the German
traveler Heinrich Barth reached West Africa from the opposite direction, starting in 
Tripoli before crossing the Sahara with hopes of mapping what was still, for Europeans, a
137 For a recent overview that illustrates this long-established style of emplotment, see David C. Conrad,
Empires of Medieval West Africa: Ghana, Mali, and Songhay, revised edition (New York: Chelsea House,
2010). Early examples include Maurice Delafosse, Haut-Sénégal-Niger (Soudan Français), vol. 2,
L'Histoire (Paris: Emile Larose, 1912); Charles Monteil, “Les Empires du Mali: Étude d’histoire et de
sociologie Soudanaise,” Bulletin du Comité d'études historiques et scientifiques de l'Afrique de l'Ouest 12,
n. 3-4 (1929): 291-447. 
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largely unknown geography. Along the way he encountered African-produced texts that 
captivated him, and that he believed would unlock the history of the lands it was his duty 
to describe to the expedition's investors and backers (not to mention his fellow university 
professors and an increasingly curious public). Though far from the first to stir the 
imagination of European audiences hungry for knowledge of continental Africa, Barth 
still produced an exceptionally detailed picture of the areas between Lake Chad and the 
Niger Bend. His Travels and Discoveries in North and Central Africa (1857-1858) was 
without rival at the time of its publication, and is for this reason still consulted and 
analyzed by both African and European scholars of the Western Sahel.138
Barth inaugurated a passion for history in the Sahel. Though his account was 
inevitably riddled with blind spots, he still attempted to paint a “total” picture of life in 
the areas he visited. Word lists, descriptions of flora and fauna, records of distances 
covered and currencies used, of goods purchased and gifts given—these common features
of nineteenth-century European travel accounts fill Barth's pages. Like earlier European 
travelers, he also depended heavily on African guides and porters, probably to a greater 
extent greater than he acknowledged in print. Vivid portraits of  Weled A'mmer al-Waláti,
Muhammad al-Gatroni, ʿAb-Alláhi, Abbega, Dorugu and Barth's other travel companions
appear between the lines of his account. The picture that emerges is one of a European 
traveler who is utterly dependent on African knowledge and support. Perhaps because of 
this he paid close attention to the social standing of nearly everyone he met on his travels,
138 For a sense of the range of topics associated with Barth's work, from his construction of nature to the
history of African studies in Germany, see the varied contributions to Mamadou Diawara, Paulo Fernando
de Moraes Farias and Gerd Spittler (eds.), Heinrich Barth et l'Afrique (Köln: Rüdiger Köppe Verlag, 2006).
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preferring the company of scholars and notables to those he thought had little to offer in 
the way of valuable information or passage through potentially dangerous territory.139   
In these ways, Barth resembled other Europeans who had visited West Africa, 
such as Park, Gaspard Mollien, and René Caillié. Yet where Barth distinguished himself 
from many of his fellow early-nineteenth century travelers was in his linguistic abilities. 
Having undertaken an earlier voyage across North Africa, with extended stays in Tunis, 
Egypt and Palestine, Barth had acquired proficiency in Arabic, a skill he put to use during
his subsequent travels in West and Central Africa.140 Arabic was his preferred means of 
communication, as well as his way of identifying interlocutors whom he thought had 
attained a superior degree of learning and civilization simply by virtue of studying the 
Arabic language. His views of the Songhay language, by contrast, were dismissive. Since
he believed it to be spoken by a people who had “become degraded and subject to 
foreigners,” he “found it was next to impossible to express in it any general idea without 
recourse to some other foreign language.” Because Songhay speakers had “lost the 
national spirit of their idiom,” their language had become “gradually poorer and more 
limited.”141  It was as if the language itself had been degraded by the perceived servility 
139 This point is raised by Mamadou Diawara in “Heinrich Barth et Les Gens du Cru,” in Mamadou
Diawara et al. (eds.), Heinrich Barth et l'Afrique. 
140 The book that Barth wrote about his about less famous travels in the Arab world, Wanderungen durch
die Küstenländer des Mittelmeeres ausgeführt in den Jahren 1845, 1846 und 1847 (Berlin: Hertz, 1849),
has not yet been translated into English. As a European visitor to West Africa who was also literate in
Arabic, Hugh Clapperton was an important precursor to Barth, covering much of the same terrain roughly
30 years before. See Dixon Denham and Hugh Clapperton, Narratives of Travels and Discoveries in
Northern and Central Africa, in the Years 1822, 1823, and 1824 (London: John Murray, 1826). 
141 Henry Barth, Travels and Discoveries in North and Central Africa. Being a Journal of an Expedition
under the Auspices of H.B.M.'s Government, in the Years 1849-1855, vol. 4 (London: Longman, Brown,
Green, Longmans, & Roberts, 1857-1858), 485. Barth did believe that the varieties of Songhay spoken in
areas where he believed Songhay speakers to have maintained a greater degree of independence would be
linguistically richer. Barth drew a direct line between a particular speech community's self-sufficiency and
the conceptual richness of its lexicon. 
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of its speakers. Arabic, on the other hand, was a language worthy of study in Barth's view,
and one in which he demonstrated a keen interest throughout his travels. 
One consequence of Barth's linguistic prejudices was an enthusiasm for locally 
produced Arabic manuscripts. It is clear from his keen interest in such texts that he 
believed they could elucidate aspects of Sahelian culture that would otherwise remain 
obscure. He was especially interested in finding works of history that he believed 
contained unique information about the lands and peoples he encountered in his travels. 
The Ta’rīikh al-Sūdān, it turns out, was not the first text of this kind. While passing 
through the state of Bornu on Lake Chad's southwestern shore, he made a copy of a 
historical text (what he referred to as a “diván”) that he was able to send to a colleague in 
Europe, have translated and even published he had completed his travels.142 Barth was 
thus able to update his colleagues “from the field.” Copies of other Arabic manuscripts 
were sent to the British Foreign Office, the expedition's official sponsor.143 
By inquiring into local manuscript culture, Barth ran up against the politics of 
Bornu historiography. Shitíma Makarémma, the scribe who had provided Barth with 
copies of these documents, informed him that they were in fact extracts from a longer 
work which Barth was never able to obtain and which he believed was “carefully 
concealed.” 
 
142 Otto Blau, “Chronik der Sultâne von Bornu,” Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft
6 (1852): 305-330. For a modern critical edition of this text, see Dierk Lange, Le dīwān des sultans du
(Kānem-)Bornū: chronologie et histoire d’un royaume africain (de la fin du Xe siècle jusqu’à 1808)
(Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 1977).
143 These were the Kitāb ghazawāt Barnū and Kitāb ghazawāt Kānim, both written by the sixteenth-century
Bornu scholar Aḥmad ibn Furṭū. See Rémi Dewière, Du Lac Tchad à la Mecque: Le Sultanat du Borno et
son monde (XVIe-XVIIe siècle) (Paris: Éditions de la Sorbonne, 2017), 47-49. 
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[T]he whole business of collecting documents and information relative to
the history of the old dynasty [of Bornu] was most difficult, and demanded
much discretion, as the new dynasty of the Kánemíyín endeavours to
obliterate as much as possible the memory of the old Kanúri dynasty, and
has assiduously destroyed all its records.144 
Despite the politically sensitive nature of collecting manuscripts, Barth continued making
inquiries during a subsequent visit to the city of Sokoto, located to the west of Bornu. 
While there he was able to access works by ʿAbdullah dan Fodio, and one of the region's 
most prominent Muslim scholars and the brother of Usuman dan Fodio, founder of the 
Sokoto Caliphate. More specifically, Barth mentions having read ʿAbdullah dan Fodio's 
“Tezén el aurékat” (Tazyīn al-waraqāt), an account of the movement that overthrew the 
ruling elites of the Habe city-states and established the Sokoto Caliphate in the early 
nineteenth century.145 The Tazyīn would have provided Barth with an insider's view of the
movement that Usuman dan Fodio had sparked with his preaching, along with a theory of
the origin of the Fulani ethnic group to which he belonged.146 Barth also hoped to be able 
to consult a text he referred to as the “Infák el misúrí fi fat-há el Tekrurí” (Infāq al-
maysūr fī tā’rīkh bilād al-takrūr), another history of Usuman dan Fodio's jihad as 
recounted by his son and the second sultan of the Sokoto Caliphate, Muhammad Bello.147 
144 Barth, Travels and Discoveries, vol. 2, 255. “Kanémíyín” referred to partisans of Muhammad al-Amin
al-Kanemi, a Bornu leader who gradually expanded his authority in the first half of the nineteenth century,
to the detriment of the major Kanuri lineages (Mai). See Ronald Cohen and Louis Brenner, “Bornu in the
nineteenth century,” in J.F.A. Ajayi and Michael Crowder (eds.), History of West Africa, vol. 2 (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1973). 
145 Barth, Travels and Discoveries, vol. 4, 187. For a critical edition and translation, see ʿAbdullāh ibn
Muḥammad, Tazyīn Al-Waraqāt, ed. and trans. M. Hiskett (Ibadan: Ibadan University Press, 1963). The full
title given by ʿAbdullah dan Fodio was Tazyīn al-waraqāt bi-majmaʿ baʿḍ mā lī min al-abyāt (lit. “The
Adornment of Sheets of Paper with a Collection of Some of My Verses”). 
146
ʿAbdullāh ibn Muḥammad, Tazyīn Al-Waraqāt, ¶ 17. ʿAbdullah dan Fodio held that the Fulani were
descendants of ʿUqba ibn Nāfiʿ, the 7th-century Muslim general who led the conquest of North Africa
147 Muhammad Bello, Infāq al-maysūr fī tā’rīkh bilād al-takrūr, ed. C.E.J. Whiting (London: Luzac & Co,
1951). This text was first encountered by Barth, who had a portion of it translated as an appendix to
Narratives of Travels and Discoveries in Northern and Central Africa.
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As it turns out, Barth was only able to consult Infāq al-maysūr for a few days, but from 
his brief appraisal, he judged that it did not provide any new insights regarding the wider 
region's history and geography. 
As he continued his historical investigations, Barth did not limit himself to written
documents. He also pursued various questions in conversations with local scholars. In 
fact, it was this kind of proto-oral history that first led him to the Tā’rīkh al-Sudān. While
in Sokoto, he received a visit from ʿAbd el Káder dan Taffa, a prominent Sokoto scholar, 
and asked him to relate the history of the former Songhay state located to the northwest 
along the Niger River. In their conversation Dan Taffa focused on the succession of 
Songhay rulers, which, in Barth's estimation, “he had perfectly in his head.”148 Barth was 
trying to connect the history of Kanem-Bornu and Sokoto to the regions farther west that 
had constituted the core of the Songhay state, which included the cities of Gao and 
Timbuktu. It was indeed the history of the former Songhay Empire that was Barth's chief 
interest. 
Later on in his travels, while being made to wait in the town of Gwandu in the 
western half of the Sokoto Caliphate (located in today's northwestern Nigeria), Barth was
finally able to gain temporary access to the Tā’rīkh al-Sudān, a work that Dan Taffa 
initially brought to his attention and that would profoundly shape historical scholarship 
on the Western Sahel. Barth recounted his experience reading the work as follows.
148 Barth, Travels and Discoveries, vol. 4, 183. Dan Taffa was himself the author of several works of
history, and was also well versed in Sufism and speculative theology. For a brief overview, see John O.
Hunwick, “A Supplement to Infāq Al-Maysūr: The Biographical Notes of ʿAbd al-Qādir b. al-Muṣṭafā,”
Sudanic Africa 7 (1996): 35-51.
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I passed the time during my residence in this place [Gwandu] not quite
uselessly, especially as I was so fortunate as to obtain here from a learned
man of the name of Bokhári, a son of the late Mohammed Wáni, a copy of
that most valuable work of A'hmed Bábá, to which my friend ʿAbd el
Káder, in Sókoto, had first called my attention, but without being able to
satisfy my curiosity; and I spent three or four days most pleasantly in
extracting the more important historical data of this work, which opened to
me quite a new insight in the history of the regions on the middle course
of the Niger, whither I was bending my steps, exciting in me a far more
lively interest than I had previously felt in a kingdom the great power of
which, in former times, I here found set forth in very clear and distinct
outlines...I only lamented that I had not time enough to copy the whole.149
Given his limited access, Barth was only able to sketch out the broad contours of 
Songhay's history. Much of the text remained unread. What he was able to copy he 
included as a separate appendix to the fourth volume of his Travels and Discoveries. 
Barth's synthesis of the manuscript produced a few inaccuracies. Most glaringly, 
his uncertainty about the work's author led him to erroneously attribute it to Timbuktu's 
most famous scholar, Ahmed Baba (1556-1627). His reasons for doing so were not 
unfounded, as he claimed that several living scholars (including the aforementioned Dan 
Taffa) had identified Baba as the author. Yet when he consulted the text, Barth observed 
that  “in the work itself [Baba] is only spoken of in the third person.”150 The authorial 
third-person voice is a common convention in Arabic historical writing, but in this case 
Barth's observation suggested he was indeed uncertain about the identity of the author. 
Without other information to go on, however, he did not propose another possible author 
for the work. Had he been able to read the text until the end, he may not have mistaken 
149 Barth, Travels and Discoveries, vol. 4, 200-201. 
150 Ibid., 407. 
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Ahmad Baba for the author, especially since the Tā’rīkh al-Sudān treats events that took 
place after Baba's death. 
For nearly forty years following Barth's 1853 visit to Gwandu, no additional 
knowledge of the Tā’rīkh al-Sudān surfaced outside of West Africa. It was not until 
French expeditionary forces captured the city of Segu in 1890 that a complete copy of the
chronicle became available. It came from a collection that belonged to Amadu Sheku and 
that the French confiscated during their raid of the city. Sheku had ruled Segu since 1860,
having been placed in that position by his father, Al-Hajj Umar Taal (d. 1864), a cleric 
from Fuuta Tooro who in the face of French expansion had led a massive migration 
(hijra) out of the Senegal River valley and whose military campaigns (jihad) against 
Khasso, Kaarta, Segu  and Masina had marked the middle decades of the nineteenth 
century.151 Beyond his military exploits, Taal was a prolific scholar. His itinerant studies 
had taken him throughout West Africa, from the Sokoto Caliphate to the Fuuta Jaloo 
highlands of Guinea, and left him with a considerable library of manuscripts. When 
French forces overran Segu, the library that his son Amadu had inherited was seized and 
transported back to Paris, where it sat in a supply depot on rue Jean Nicot for two years 
before being delivered to the French National Library in 1892.152 The copy of the Tā’rīkh 
al-Sudān contained in the so-called “Bibliothèque ʿUmarienne” became “Manuscript A,” 
151 The pairing of hijra and jihad characterizes much of the extensive historical literature on Taal's
movement and its aftermath. For works in English, see David Robinson, The Holy War of Umar Tal: The
Western Sudan in the Mid-Nineteenth Century (Oxford : Clarendon Press , 1985); John H. Hanson,
Migration, Jihad, and Muslim Authority in West Africa: The Futanke Colonies in Karta (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1996).
152 See David Robinson, Louis Brenner and Jean-Louis Triaud, introduction to Inventaire de la Bibliothèque
ʿUmarienne de Ségou, eds. Noureddine Ghali and Sidi Mohamed Madibou (Paris: Editions du Centre
Nationale de la Recherche Scientifique, 1985), 1. 
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one of three copies that the ever-present French orientalist Octave Houdas used in his 
translation of the chronicle.153
The other two manuscript copies reached Houdas through other avenues. One was
a copy that the French travel writer Felix Dubois had commissioned while visiting Jenne 
in 1895, which he then had read and corrected in Timbuktu. Dubois, who traveled 
throughout West Africa in the 1890s as a correspondent for French newspapers like Le 
Temps and Le Figaro, first heard of the Tā’rīkh al-Sudān while in Senegal and claimed 
that it was “the Negro's preferred book.”154 He cited it extensively in his 1897 book 
Tombouctou la mystérieuse, along with a list of manuscripts he had acquired during his 
travels. These included the aforementioned Diwān al-mulūk fī salāṭīn al-sūdān, excerpts 
from the Tā’rīkh al-Fattāsh, Ahmed Baba's Nayl al-ibtihaj and Mirāj al-Ṣuʿūd, the legal 
of opinions of Tlemcen jurist Al-Maghili, and letters from several other notable figures in
the region. In his reporting, Dubois was able to correct Barth's faulty attribution of the 
Tā’rīkh al-Sudān to Ahmed Baba.155 
The final copy of the Tā’rīkh al-Sudān used by Houdas, “Manuscript C,” came 
from a French school director in Algiers who had in turn received it from Louis Tautain, a
medical doctor who had participated in Joseph Gallieni's expedition along the Niger 
153 Abderrahman ben Abdallah ben ʿImran ben ʿAmir Es-Saʿdi, Tarikh Es-Soudan, trans. O. Houdas (Paris:
Ernest Leroux, 1900). An English translation appeared roughly one hundred years later. See John Hunwick,
Timbuktu and the Songhay Empire: Al-Saʻdi’s Taʼrīkh al-sūdān down to 1613 and Other Contemporary
Documents (Leiden: Brill, 1999).
154 Félix Dubois, Tombouctou la mystérieuse (Paris: Librairie E. Flammarion, 1897), 356. Dubois's
excitement for Sahelian manuscript culture came through in his writing. He even invoked the image of the
manuscript when discussing the origins of the Songhay, which he believed were in Egypt. Their latter-day
customs were therefore ”a palimpsest through which one does not easily decipher the original manuscript.”
See Dubois, Tombouctou la mystérieuse, 207.
155 Ibid., 352.
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River in 1880. This turned out to be the clearest copy of the chronicle, even if a few lines 
were missing. Completed in 1792, it was also the oldest copy available (“Manuscript A” 
from Sheku Amadu's collection was undated). The manuscript's title page indicated that a 
commentary on a work of logic had been included in the original binding, but it had been 
lost by the time the manuscript reached Houdas.156
In their discussions of the Tā’rīkh al-Sudān, both Barth and Dubois tended to 
present the history of the Songhay Empire as coterminous with what was presented in the
chronicle. Barth's use of the “data” he drew from his incomplete reading of the text to 
write an appendix to Travels and Discoveries in North and Central Africa reinforced this 
approach, as did Dubois's near total reliance on the chronicle in Tombouctou la 
mystérieuse.157 Yet the Tā’rīkh al-Sudān was more than a repository of data to be “mined”
by historians. As Paulo de Moraes Farias has incisively argued, such writings were not 
“passive conduits of tradition” or a “simple prolongation of integrated visions of the 
past.”158 They were part of a novel political project that synthesized the past in news ways
by presenting a cohesive view of the Sahelian politics. To reduce such a work to the 
status of a native informant discounted the creativity of its author. 
The specific circumstances that inspired the writing of the Tā’rīkh al-Sudān 
involved reconciling rival social groups in the wake of the 1591 Moroccan invasion of 
the Niger Bend. In order to present themselves as viable junior partners to the new 
156 O. Houdas, introduction to Tarikh Es-Soudan (Paris: Ernest Leroux, 1900), vi. 
157 See Paulo Fernando de Moraes Farias, “Barth, le fondateur d'une lecture réductrice des chroniques de
Tombouctou,” in Mamadou Diawara et el (eds.), Heinrich Barth et l'Afrique. 
158 Paulo F. de Moraes Farias, “Intellectual Innovation and Reinvention of the Sahel: The Seventeenth-
Century Timbuktu Chronicles,” in The Meanings of Timbuktu, eds. Shamil Jeppie and Souleymane Bachir
Diagne (Cape Town: HSRC Press, 2008), 96. 
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Moroccan occupiers, it was in the interest of surviving members of the Songhay elite (of 
which the Tā’rīkh al-Sudān's author was a member) to present themselves as heirs to an 
unbroken chain of authority. Doing so made them appear useful to the new regime. This 
is not to say that the Tā’rīkh al-Sudān was a crude fabrication devised for purely 
instrumental reasons. It does, however, speak to the utility of presenting a cohesive 
historical picture of the Middle Niger during a time of major political transition. 
It also helps to explain why such chronicles do not appear to have been written 
before the Moroccan invasion. This point was obscured by Houdas in his introduction to 
the French translation of the Tā’rīkh al-Sudān, where he argued that the lack of citations 
to previous historical works did not necessarily mean that it was the first text of its kind 
in the region.  “Its silence in this matter in no way implies that other historical works 
were not written in the Soudan previously,” Houdas claimed. “It is possible that one day 
we will discover a few of these works.”159 It is striking, in light of this statement, that the 
list of works that Dubois included at the end of Tombouctou la mystérieuse already 
included nearly  all of the surviving works from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 
that scholars have used to reconstruct the Songhay Empire. Just as no comparable works 
have been located from periods that precede the Tā’rīkh al-Sudān, chronicles produced in
later periods have also not been “comparable...in geographical, chronological or 
conceptual scope.”160 This too speaks to the chronicle's unique circumstances.
159 O. Houdas, introduction, iii. 
160 Moraes Farias, “Intellectual Innovation and Reinvention of the Sahel: The Seventeenth-Century
Timbuktu Chronicles,” 97. 
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Such a state of affairs did not prevent French officials from looking for historical 
chronicles elsewhere. After Houdas's translation of the Tā’rīkh al-Sudān appeared in 
1900, other texts were published in quick succession. Nearly all of them referenced the 
Tā’rīkh al-Sudān in their introductions. As Ismaël Hamet, a French Algerian interpreter, 
complained in his introduction a collection of texts from Mauritania, “we have only had a
translation of the Tarikh Essoudane for a few years and, other than this important work, 
indigenous documents coming from central Africa are either scarce, completely trivial, 
incomplete or in very bad condition.” Such a state of affairs was in no way the fault of 
French officials: “one must, on the contrary, praise without reservation the zeal and 
passion that all, officers and administrators alike, have shown for wresting from this 
country the secrets of its past.” It was not a problem of interest or will, in Hamet's view, 
but ability. “More often than not, [French officials] are unable to judge on their own the 
value of the documents that they discover, or are forced to rely on interpreters, usually 
natives who are unable to appreciate a manuscript's scientific significance. All of their 
efforts are therefore spent on documents whose real value is not known to them until they
return to Europe.”161 In order to address such concerns, Hamet proposed creating  a 
separate service devoted to the study of historic documents. Military interpreters would 
conduct historical research and “collect local traditions, study manuscripts and, if needed,
translate them.”162 
161 Introduction, Chroniques de la Mauritanie Sénégalaise. Nacer Eddine, ed. and trans. Ismaël Hamet
(Paris. E. Leroux, 1911), 11.
162 Ibid., 12 n. 1. 
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French officials often found the available corpus of texts insufficient, and thus 
commissioned local intellectuals to write new works. Such was the case with Siré Abbas 
Soh, a scholar from the village of Diaba in the Senegal River valley. Soh had a reputation
as a genealogist and was considered by French officials to be an authority on the history 
of Fuuta Tooro.163 In 1913, his writings appeared in French translation as the Chroniques 
du Fouta Sénégalais. Though presented as a single work, the Chroniques was actually 
made up of two distinct manuscripts. One had been written by Soh himself at the request 
of Abdoulaye Kane, a former interpreter for the French administration. Working 
completely from memory, Soh finished the text in just under two weeks before giving it 
to Kane, who in turn passed it on to Henri Gaden. 
The second manuscript was a copy of another text by Soh. Although both 
manuscripts dealt with the same subject matter (the history of Fuuta Tooro), they were 
not identical. Topics that received a detailed treatment in one were only mentioned in 
passing in the other, or left out altogether. Instead of completing two separate 
translations, however, the text's editor, Maurice Delafosse, decided to produce a 
composite translation. “This procedure would have presented serious challenges if the 
two manuscripts were the work of two different authors,” Delafosse explained. He 
reassured readers by nothing that Soh himself had reviewed the final version of the text. 
When the two manuscripts diverged on particular points, it was Soh who specified which 
163 Fuuta Tooro here refers to the alluvial plain of the middle section of the Senegal River valley, from
Dagana in the west to Dembacane in the east. For a history of Fuuta Tooro's emergence and shifting
boundaries, see Oumar Kane, La première hégémonie peule: le Fuuta Tooro de Koli Teŋella à Almamy
Abdul (Paris: Karthala; Dakar: Presses Universitaires de Dakar, 2004). 
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one to include, in the process providing, Delafosse tells us, additional information that 
was “often more interesting than the text itself.”164 
In his writings on the history of Fuuta Tooro, Soh made use of both written and 
oral sources. The oral traditions were collected from prominent families in the region, 
while his main written source was composed by Tafsirou Bogguel Ahmadou Samba, a 
well-known Fuuta Tooro scholar who was active in the second half of the eighteenth 
century.165 Though Soh claimed to have read Samba's text, it had been lost by the time he 
had been commissioned to write a history of Fuuta Tooro. He therefore had to rely on his 
memory of this earlier reading in order to write his own history.166 In spite of these 
circumstances, Delafosse was still confident that Soh had retained most of the 
information from Samba's text. Other written works that Soh consulted included an 
unnamed history of Fuuta Tooro's Deeñanke Dynasty and a text by a certain “Tyerno-
Siwol.” Delafosse did not elaborate on the content of either of these texts in his 
introduction. 
Although he was certainly pleased to have Soh's work, Delafosse made sure to 
emphasize that the Chronique du Foûta did not meet European standards of history 
writing. For one, it contained too many supernatural elements, which he thought typical 
164 Maurice Delafosse, introduction to Chronique du Foûta Sénégalais (Paris: E Leroux, 1913), 4. Such
information was confined to the notes as well as a very lengthy glossary that ended up comprising nearly
half of the total page count. 
165 “Tafsirou” was a common title for scholars who gave explanatory commentaries on the Qur'an (see
chapter 3), while “Bogguel” referred to a small baobab tree. Samba had the habit of giving his lessons
under the shade of a baobab tree, and thus became known as “Tafsirou Bogguel,” or “scholar of the
baobab.” See Chronique du Foûta Sénégalais, 206.
166 The man who had inherited the only known copy of Samba's work pawned it to an unnamed Dakar
merchant in 1906 as part of a debt. It was never retrieved. See introduction to Chronique du Foûta
Sénégalais, 4. 
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of “peoples at the beginning of what we consider the ‘historic period,’ properly 
speaking.”167 Yet Delafosse still insisted that translating Soh's work was worthwhile, 
especially since he knew of no other written histories of Fuuta Tooro, and he was not 
optimistic that a history more detailed than Soh's would ever be located. This latter point 
was actually a source of some confusion. Delafosse found it “curious that in this region, 
which has been thoroughly islamized for such a long time, there is not anything 
analogous to what one has found in the Middle Niger.”168 He was of course referring to 
the Tā’rīkh al-Sudān. For Delafosse and others,  the Tā’rīkh al-Sudān became 
emblematic of an entire regional tradition of history writing. How else could it be 
“curious” that similar works did not exist in Fuuta Tooro? 
Such an expectation failed to consider the particular historical circumstances that 
gave rise to the Tā’rīkh al-Sudān in the first place. Perhaps this was inevitable given the 
way French colonial scholars in West Africa tended to treat local histories as either trivial 
myths or neutral transmissions of fact. Yet far from simply conveying a succession of 
rulers, local works of history were innovative constructions that were intended to do 
specific political work in their own present. Though they may have been widespread in 
the Western Sahel, such writings were not cultural givens that materialized whenever a 
sufficient number of Muslims had settled in a particular area. They were highly 
contingent, as the composition histories of the Chroniques de la Mauritanie Sénégalaise 
and the Chroniques du Fouta Sénégalais both illustrate.Contemporary historians should 
167 Ibid., 6. In Delafosse's view, in “a country as devoid of literature as the Foûta Sénégalais,” “history
proper” only commenced with the arrival of the French. 
168 Ibid., 3. 
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certainly read such texts, but they should also be read against each other, and in light of 
other kinds of evidence. Translation alone is insufficient.169 
 Above all, the interest expressed by colonial officials in ta'rīkh as valuable 
sources of history did little to clarify how such texts were actually used by their African 
authors, readers and owners. To what purposes were they put before they were studied by 
figures like Heinrich Barth? How did they actually circulate within West African 
societies? Such questions require evidence external to the texts themselves, and may 
therefore be impossible to answer definitively. Yet there are sources that offer glimpses of
ta'rīkh writings in action. Studying them will provide a fuller understanding of the import
of historical writing in the Western Sahel. 
TAR'IKH IN SOCIETY - THE FARABONGO CHRONICLE 
Even someone as committed to pure translation as Octave Houdas periodically 
acknowledged the broader context in which ta'rīkh writings were produced. His 
introduction to the Tadhkirat al-nisyān gestured in this direction when he noted that the 
writings he devoted so much energy to translating were “not the least bit rare in Muslim 
169 For a recent effort to think beyond the tā’rīkh genre in the reconstruction of the deep Sahelian past, see
Bruce Hall, “Arguing Sovereignty in Songhay,” Afriques 4 (2013): 2-17. The most systematic work in this
vein is P. F. de Moraes Farias, Arabic Medieval Inscriptions from the Republic of Mali: Epigraphy,
Chronicles and Songhay-Tuāreg History (Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2003). The oft-noted
complications posed by the other famous historical “chronicle of Timbuktu,” the Tā’rīkh al-Fattāsh, only
confirm the need for a more critical approach to these texts. Yet this approach need not be limited to works
whose authenticity has been questioned. On the nineteenth-century emendations made to the Tā’rīkh al-
Fattāsh, see N. Levtzion, “A Seventeenth-Century Chronicle by Ibn al-Mukhtār: A Critical Study of Ta’rīkh
al-fattāsh,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 34, no. 3 (1971): 571–93; Bruce Hall, A
History of Race in Muslim West Africa, 1600-1960 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 69-74;
Mauro Nobili and Mohamed Shahid Mathee, “Towards a New Study of the So-Called Tārīkh Al-Fattāsh,”
History in Africa 42 (2015): 37–73. A similar argument for politically motivated alterations to historical
chronicles can be found in Benedetta Rossi, “The Agadez Chronicles and Y Tarichi: A Reinterpretation,”
History in Africa 45 (2016): 95-140.
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countries. Plenty of educated people keep a daily record of the important events they 
witness or that are described to them by trustworthy eyewitnesses.”170 In other words, the 
growing corpus of  ta'rīkh texts that were being translated into French were part of a 
wider sphere of quotidian practices, one that in many respects resembled the “tin-trunk 
literacy” described by Karin Barber and her collaborators in Anglophone Africa.171 These 
could be personal and sometimes even private writings that barely circulated outside a 
scholar's home. Others had a much farther reach, as demonstrated by Barth's search for 
the Tā’rīkh al-Sudān. Muslim scholars aiming for an even wider readership started to 
take advantage of connections to print shops both inside and outside West Africa in the 
early twentieth century.172 At each scale of distribution, such texts were part of a practice 
of local history writing that was quite common among Muslim scholars in the Western 
Sahel. Yet we know very little about the role such texts played in daily life.
Most of what we know about this practice of local history writing is deduced 
directly from the texts themselves. Very few sources provide an external view onto the 
ways such texts circulated within West African societies. How they were read or handled,
and by whom, is not always clear. As a result, identifying the stakes involved in their 
production and ultimate ownership remains guesswork, when such questions are even 
raised at all. Scholars usually address them by making inferences from a particular text's 
content. Citations can give a sense of which texts scholars had at their disposal, while 
170 O. Houdas, introduction to Tedzkiret en-Nisiān, v.
171 See Karin Barber (ed.), Africa's Hidden Histories: Everyday Literacy and Making the Self
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2006). 
172 See, for instance, the short history of Fuuta Tooro written by a Senegalese student at Cairo's Al-Azhar
University: Abū Bakr Khālid ʿUmar Bā, Nubdha min ta’rīikh fūtā al-sinighāliyya wa majārā al-daʿwa al-
islāmiyya fī ifrīqiyya al-sūdā’ (Cairo: Matbaʿ al-Risāla, 1956).  
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handlists of individual collections can provide a sense of how texts were distributed 
across space.173 Nevertheless, it is rare to find direct evidence of the impact of ta'rīkh 
texts in in daily life.
The remainder of this chapter, however, is based on just such evidence. It involves
records of a dispute in a village on the Niger River in the early 1930s. The name of the 
village was Farabongo, located about 60 km southwest of Timbuktu, and the dispute 
concerned possession of a text that villagers referred to as a “tarik” in their testimony to 
French officials. The conflict escalated into accusations of witchcraft, leading to the 
poisoning of an family in the village. The deaths of three of its members prompted the 
involvement of French officials. At the conclusion of their investigation, lengthy prison 
sentences were meted out to the so-called “sorcerer” who administered the poison, the 
chief of the village, another well-known “marabout” and several “accomplices” who 
either knowingly or unknowingly aided the case's primary suspect.174 By the end of the 
dispute, the make-up of the village had been irrevocably altered. 
At the center of the conflict was a dispute over a “tarik,” or historical chronicle, 
that contained sensitive genealogical information about several important figures in the 
village and that seemed to confer on its owner a certain degree of authority. This is the 
aspect of the case will hold our attention here, but there were clearly other factors 
involved. The early 1930s were a time of great social upheaval in the Middle Niger. The 
173 For an early example, see Louis Massignon, “Une Bibliothèque saharienne: la bibliothèque du Cheikh
Sidia au Sahara,” Revue du Monde Musulman 8 (1909): 409-418. 
174 A decree by the Governor-General of French West Africa had penalized even “passive complicity” (“la
complicité même passive”) in all practices deemed “contrary to the principles of civilization and public
order.” Quoted in “Circulaire, Lieutenant-Gouverneur de la Côte d'Ivoire à Messieurs les Administrateurs
Commandants de Cercle,” June 1937,  Archives Nationales du Mali (ANM) 3E 12 Fonds Récents [FR]. 
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consolidation of colonial rule led to local competition for canton chieftaincies, while a 
major French irrigation project known as the “Office du Niger” expanded downstream 
from Segu to the southern reaches of the Niger Bend, introducing new pressures and 
opportunities that impacted rural life as far north as Farabongo. These developments were
compounded with longer-standing struggles over authority that, as the pages to come will
show, implicated ta'rīkh in unexpected ways. Before explaining the relevance of ta'rikh to
this story, a brief account of the incident that brought all of these tensions to the surface is
in order.
THE EVENT
A healer by the name of Farkia Attiou arrived in Farabongo in the middle of May, 
1932. Coming from another village in the area, he was already known to several people. 
He had been called by Boubakar Abadi, a young farmer suffering from arthritis. Attiou 
treated Abadi for three days. At the conclusion of his treatment, a “tam-tam” was 
organized and attended by many people in Farabongo. Such a gathering was intended to 
ward off any “malevolent spirits” that might hinder Abadi's recovery. Over the course of 
the tam-tam, the healer Attiou took out a whip, pointed it a 16-year-old girl named 
Aissata Ara Moussa and said “here is a witch.” A second tam-tam was held the following 
night and Attiou repeated his accusation.175
175 A few words on terminology are necessary at the outset. In the surviving records, Attiou is referred to
alternately as a doctor (médecin), poisoner (empoisonneur), witch (sorcier) and maker of fetishes
(féticheur). Since he is mentioned as having offered treatments of various kinds (des soins), I have opted to
call him a healer even though the Songhay word for healer, safari-koy, does not appear anywhere in the
documentary record. Aissata Moussa is also referred to as a witch (sorcière), but the Songhay term that
residents of Farabongo would have probably used—čerkow—likewise does not appear. There is also no
evidence of accusations employing the idiom of blood as in Luise White's analysis of wazimamoto stories
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After the second accusation of witchcraft, word was sent to Aissata's father, 
Moussa Hama, who resided in the nearby village of Danga. He came immediately to 
Farabongo and confronted Attiou. “Since you claim my daughter is a witch,” Hama later 
recounted telling Attiou, “I give you permission to treat her.”176 Attiou agreed. They then 
took Aissata into her mother's hut and Hama dispersed the crowd that had formed outside 
their home. Atiou then questioned Aissata at length, demanding that she name other 
witches in the village. Since her father Hama did not want anyone else to know what they
were doing, he recommended that Attiou and Aissata head into the nearby brush, out of 
earshot of other villagers. It was then that Attiou began to beat Aissata. “I nearly lost 
consciousness and Farkia [Attiou] continued beating me so as to make me name other 
witches,” Aissata later recounted. “Delirious with pain, I picked the family of Guibril 
Alidji at random without thinking that my imprudent words would cause the death of 
three members of this family.”177 Attiou then returned to the village with Aissata and had 
her undergo a trial by ordeal, administering a liquid mixture that was thought to 
definitively prove whether she was a witch. The same mixture would have dire 
consequences for the family Aissata had named in response to Attiou's questioning, as 
they would also go on to drink Attiou's mixture in order to prove to the rest of the village 
that they too were not witches.
in East Africa (see Speaking with Vampires: Rumor and History in Colonial Africa [Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1998]). “Tam-tam,” meanwhile, is a French expression commonly applied to African
societies to refer to public drumming sessions, though as a generic term it conflates a variety of contexts
that combine percussion with kinetic practice (or “dance”). All proper names appear as they were
transcribed in recorded testimony. 
176 Procès-verbal d'information, Cercle de Goundam, 22 May 1932, ANM 3E 12 FR. 
177 Ibid. 
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At the time of Attiou's interrogation of Aissata, most members of the Alidji family
were not actually living in Farabongo, but in newly settled farmland near Diré. It is likely
that they had been recruited there as part of a sharecropping scheme designed to promote 
cotton cultivation alongside subsistence farming.178 Archival documents referred to them 
as settlers (colons), whereas most Farabongo residents were referred to as farmers 
(cultivateurs). This designation suggested that their settlement in Diré was part of what 
French officials termed colonisation indigène (“native settlement”), a policy that sought 
to place nuclear families on new plots of land and convince them to replace their own 
farming techniques with intensive plow agriculture.179 The larger objective was to instill 
notions of private property among farmers while increasing the overall production of cash
crops like cotton and rice. Very few people volunteered to settle new plots of land, 
however, and as a result French officials relied on coercive measures. Of the farmers who
voluntarily joined (a small minority before 1946), many had moved to escape conflicts in 
their home villages. Men tended to predominate among these resettled farmers. Along 
with smaller family units, they cultivated new plots of land and sent remittances back to 
their home villages.180
The Alidji's were one of these families. Of all of their members, only the family's 
matriarch, Sakinatou, lived in Farabongo full-time. All of her adult children lived near 
Diré. She was therefore the first to learn of the witchcraft accusation that Attiou had 
178 All 60 families recruited to Diré for the 1930-1931 season were from the canton in which Farabongo
village was located. See Richard L. Roberts, Two Worlds of Cotton: Colonialism and the Regional
Economy in the French Soudan, 1800-1946 (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1996), 161.
179 See Monica M. van Beusekom, Negotiating Development: African Farmers and Colonial Experts at the
Office du Niger, 1920-1960 (Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, 2002), esp. ch. 2.
180 Ibid.,  70-77.
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obtained from Aissata Hama. She quickly sent word to Diré, and before long her sons 
Guibril and Aguibou returned to Farabongo to confront Attiou. “Since you claim that we 
are witches, which we deny” they told Attiou, “promise us the drink you have prepared is 
not mortal and we will drink it.”181 Attiou agreed and prepared another mixture for the 
Alidji family. Guibril drank first, followed by Aguibou, another brother named 
Mahamane, their mother Sakinatou, a sister named Aissa, another brother named Adama 
and their uncle Moussa Amadou. Guibril expired almost immediately, Mahamane and 
Sakinatou a few minutes later. The other four members of the Alidji family vomited. 
Another uncle, seeing Guibril and Mahamane collapse, took them into a hut. He had 
volunteered to drink Attiou's mixture in solidarity, but was dissuaded by Guibril, who was
able to warn him before succumbing to the drink. 
As news of the deaths spread, a crowd formed outside the hut. Attiou did not even
wait for the conclusion of the burials before returning to Taoussa, his home village. 
Taoussa's village chief was notified about the incident and Attiou was questioned there. It
was determined that he should be brought to Diré, where there was a police station, to 
undergo further questioning. He never arrived. Aguibou Alidji and his siblings, 
meanwhile, were left to bury their dead. The French commandant of Goundam, the cercle
in which Farabongo was located, was notified the next day. “On May 20, we heard 
through the grapevine that a ritual trial applied to an entire family had ended in the death 
of three people, with four others still seriously ill,” began his summary report of the 
investigation. “The main actor responsible, Farkia Attiou, was on the run.”182
181 Procès-verbal, Aguibou Alidji, Cercle de Goundam, 22 May 1932, ANM 3E 12 FR. 
182 Gaston Morgues, “Rapport sur l'affaire d'empoisonnement survenue à Farabongo, canton de Bourem-
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THE INVESTIGATION
After the ordeal in Farabongo, Attiou's wife advised him to leave the area. The 
two went to Konna in the cercle of Mopti, where Attiou had a relative working as a 
butcher.183 While there he even considered traveling all the way to Bamako, a distance of 
more than 500 km, to enlist as a tirailleur in the French colonial military. In the 
meantime, French officials began their investigation in Farabongo. They interviewed 
surviving members of the Alidji family along with the village chief and other residents of 
Farabongo. Much of the testimony seemed evasive. The commandant of Goundam noted 
in particular that "the attitude of the village chief appeared bizarre, and incommensurate 
with his functions.”184 
This initial round of questioning did not produce any verdicts, but it did provide 
just enough useful information to keep the case open. It was not until the following 
October that authorities tracked down Attiou, their primary suspect. At that point they had
been investigating the Farabongo poisoning for nearly half a year and still only the barest 
contours of the case had become clear. Their first interrogation of Attiou proved to be a 
major turning-point. As the commandant of Goundam wrote in his final report, “it was 
then that the case took on a completely different appearance.”185  
The main challenge, it turned out, was not in determining whether Attiou was 
involved in the poisoning of the Alidji family. When questioned, he immediately admitted
Goundam, Cercle de Goundam le 17 Mai 1932,” ANM 3E 12 FR. 
183 This information was based on testimony from Attiou's wife. See Procès-verbal, Fatimata Moye, Cercle




to having administered the liquid that killed Guibril Alidji, Mahamane Alidji and their 
mother Sakinatou. Yet his explanation also revealed a wider web of responsibility that 
implicated several other prominent people in the village.
Q. How did you do it?
A. I put poison in the water, the people drank it and they died in front of
me.
Q. Why did you poison these people?
A. It was Amadou, the fisherman, who told me to poison them.
Q. Why?
A. They were witches.
Q. Who provided you with the poison?
A. Amadou gave me the poison that we call “segué.” It comes from the
bark of a tree.186 
Q. Did you act alone?
A. No, Aliou helped me.187
This was the first mention of any accomplices. Who were Amadou and Aliou, and what 
role had they played in the deaths of the Alidji family? The answer to these questions 
questions revealed another dimension to the poisonings.  
Subsequent testimony confirmed Attiou's claim that other residents of Farabongo 
had been involved in poisoning the Alidji family. The initial accusation of witchcraft had 
in fact been part of a plot to weaken the family's position within the village. When 
officials reinterviewed Aissata Hama, she testified that Attiou had in fact pressured her to 
name the Alidji family in particular as witches.188 Attiou confirmed this version, testifying
that during Aissata's ordeal she had named several possible witches, but that it was only 
when she named the Alidji family that he stopped beating her. He further told 
186 “Segué” (Calotropis procera) is a species of flowering plant found throughout North and West Africa that
produces a toxic milky sap. See Jeffrey Heath, Dictionnaire Songhay-Anglais-Françias, vol. 3, Koroboro
senni (Paris: L'Harmattan, 1998), s.v.  šeegey.
187 Procès-verbal d'interrogatoire, Farkia Attiou, Cercle de Mopti, 13 October 1932, ANM 3E 12 FR. 
188 Procès-verbal de deposition, Aissata Moussa, Cercle de Goundam, 13 February 1933, ANM 3E 12 FR. 
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investigators that Hamadoun Almoudou, the chief of Farabongo, had promised him fifty 
francs if he could induce the Alidji family to drink the poison.189 Other residents also 
testified to having heard Almoudou make clear his intentions to have the Alidji family 
undergo an ordeal by poison. From multiple accounts it seemed clear that Aissata Hama's 
witchcraft accusation had merely been a pretext. 
The conspiracy did not end with arranging for the Alidji family to be accused of 
witchcraft. It further emerged that the liquid mixture that Attiou prepared for the Alidji's 
ordeal may have been tampered with by other Farabongo residents and that Attiou may 
have even been acting under false pretenses. He recalled having given the liquid mixture 
to other people without ever causing longterm harm.  
Q. Have you given the poison to people other than the four who died? 
A. Yes, to a woman, Sahara Maiga, her daughter Assi Fatou, another
woman named Safiatou Maiga, Sidi Lami Maiga, Younoussou Maiga,
Soumara Maiga, Sifoura Maiga, Moussa, Diouratou, Idia Maiga and
another man named Boubakar. None of these people died. 
Q. You were accustomed to giving this poison?
A. Yes, my father did it. 
Q. Had you already seen some people die from this medicine? 
A. Never, [and] I have already given the segué four of five times.190 
In other words, circumstances had been different in Farabongo compared to both Attiou's 
previous work as a healer and to the experiences of other healers he knew.191 His 
interactions with Farabongo's chief, Hamadoun Almoudou, suggested as much. As one 
Farabongo resident heard him tell Almoudou the night before Aissata Hama's ordeal, “I 
189 Procès-verbal, Farkia Attiou, 15 November 1932, ANM 3E 12 FR. 
190 Procès-verbal d'interrogatoire, Farkia Attiou, Cercle de Mopti, 13 October 1932, ANM 3E 12 FR. 
191 The most important member of this latter group was undoubtedly his own father, who at first denied
having any contact with his son before admitting that the two were both practicing healers. When
confronted by French officials with his dissimulation, he answered “I am too poor to lie to the authorities.”
See Procès-verbal d'interrogatoire, Attiou Bangui Cercle de Goundam, 2 September 1932, ANM 3E 12 FR.
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have people drink if they ask me to, not by force.” Almoudou answered Attiou by 
claiming that the Alidji family had requested drinking his mixture.192 Combined with 
Attiou's abuse of Aissata Hama the day of her ordeal, it becomes clear that in the case of 
Farabongo, both manipulation and coercion were involved in the trial of the Alidji family 
suspected witches. 
This wider participation was not limited to the crafting of a witchcraft accusation. 
It also included the “treatment” stage as well. Attiou's liquid mixture, it turned out, was 
not his alone. Another villager, Amadou Banandi, had cut the plant and prepared the 
ingredients, while Attiou had only prepared the “gris-gris.” When asked what the gris-gris
consisted of, Attiou responded that it was a verbal formula—simply “words that I say.”
Q. What are these words?
A. I pray in the name of God, of N'da Biga (“mother of witchcraft”) and of
his prophet Muhammad and his daughter Fatimata.
Q. Are these words said over the liquid concoction enough to kill people?
A. No, they vomit, and then they are no longer witches. 
Q. Why did these three people perish instantly?
A. It is what they were given to drink that killed them
Q. Have you killed many?
A. It's the first time that people have died.193  
According to other healers interviewed by investigators, the mixture prepared by Attiou 
should have only caused temporary discomfort by acting as an emetic. If Attiou's 
treatment had not been mortal in the past, what had changed in the case of Farabongo?  
Multiple testimonies attributed responsibility to another figure in the village. 
Recall Attiou's response when asked if he had acted alone: “No,” he replied, “Aliou 
helped me.” The “Aliou” in question was Alou Alousseini, a marabout in Farabongo 
192 Procès-verbal de deposition, Alouahar Attiou, 6 February 1933, ANM 3E 12 FR. 
193 Procès-verbal d'interrogatoire, Farkia Attiou, Cercle de Mopti,  19 October 1932, ANM 3E 12 FR. 
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suspected by many to have been involved in the poisoning. Attiou accused Alousseini of 
having tampered with the drink he gave the Alidji family. His accusation was supported 
by several witnesses who testified to having seeing Alousseini curse the beverage by 
adding a “soumbouroucou” to the calabash that Attiou used to prepare the mixture.194 
Farabongo's chief Hamadoun Almoudou and Amadou Banandi were among those who 
corroborated this testimony. “Alou Alousseini came and crouched, placing his hands by 
the calabash,” Banandi recalled. “He spit into the liquid and said to Attiou ‘I have helped 
you.’”195 Others claimed to have seen Alousseini take something from the pocket of his 
black boubou and place it in Attiou's calabash before it was handed over to the Alidji's to 
drink.196 Whichever means Alousseini used to introduce his “soumbouroucou,”  his very 
presence was suspect since Attiou had not called on him to help with the preparations.
   In the last testimony he gave to investigators, Attiou defended his actions as a 
healer and blamed Alousseini and Almoudou for the deaths in the Alidji family. In the 
presence of both men, he insisted that,
194 Jean-Pierre Olivier de Sardan defines “soumbouroucou” (sumburuku) as a “charge maraboutique,” while
Heath translates it as a “holy formula” or ”spell.” See Jean-Pierre Olivier de Sardan, Concepts et
Conceptions Songhay-Zarma: Histoire, Culture, Société (Paris: Nubia, 1982), 334; Jeffrey Heath,
Dictionnaire Songhay-Anglais-Françias, vol. 1, Koyra chiini (Paris: L'Harmattan, 1998), s.v. sumburku.
Much of the testimony from Farabongo suggests that it was a poison of some kind. The Goundam
commandant's final report referred to it simply as an “action mystérieuse.”
195 Procès-verbal de confrontation du nomé Hamadoun Almoudou et du nommé Amadou Banandi, 25
November 1932, ANM 3E 12 FR. 
196 The color of Alousseini's boubou was a meaningful detail given that black clothing was associated with
explicitly non-Islamic forms of power (“the aggressive magic for which animals the color of night are
sacrificed”). See Jean-Marie Gibbal, Genii of the River Niger, trans. Beth G. Raps (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1994), 48. Songhay-speakers have been the subject of a detailed ethnographic
literature on magic, most famously through the studies sand films of Jean Rouch. See his La religion et la
magie Songhay (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1960). See also Paul Stoller, Fusion of the Worlds:
An Ethnography of Possession among the Songhay of Niger (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,
1989). 
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The “tourjé” that I prepared did not kill these people. While the “tourjé” is
certainly my work, what one adds to it is not.197 Alou Alousseini, who
made his “sombouroucou” over the calabash, added the poison. A regular
“soumbouroucou” involves spitting into the calabash from far away, but
he got very close to it, which isn't normal. As for identifying the family of
Guibril Alidji as witches, it is the village chief who wanted this family to
be so designated. It was for him that I beat the young Aissata Moussa until
she identified the family that the chief wanted.198 
After hearing this, the village chief agreed that the “tourjé” was not deadly under normal 
circumstances, and that Alou Alousseini must have therefore done something to 
contaminate the mixture. For his part, Alousseini said that the whole village was 
conspiring against him. If they all believed him to be guilty, he said, why had they not 
arrested him that same day? The chief of Farabongo had a response to this question: “In 
the village, this marabout is more powerful than I am. My orders are not carried out until 
they receive his approval.”199 The investigation had laid bare the wider struggle over 
authority that had motivated the poisoning in the first place.
THE RATIONALE
Why did Alou Alousseini conspire to eliminate the Alidji family? And what did 
their enmity have to do with ta'rikh? The answers to these two questions turned out to be 
closely related. When asked what had motivated Alousseini to poison the mixture he had 
prepared for the Alidji's, Attiou alluded to growing tensions among residents of 
Farabongo between those who had stayed in the village and those who had settled new 
197 According to Heath, turja and segué are synonyms, both referring to a plant with toxic sap (see fn. 58).
See Heath, Dictionnaire Songhay-Anglais-Françias, vol. 1, Koyra chiini, s.v. turja.
198 Procès-verbal, Farkia Attiou, 14 February 1933, ANM 3E 12 FR. 
199 Procès-verbal, Hamadoun Almoudou, 14 February 1933, ANM 3E 12 FR. 
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farmlands near Diré. As already noted, the Alidji's were part of this latter group. Guibril 
Aladji had been recruited to Diré as a tenant farmer, and his recent prosperity had earned 
him allies that would help in his bid for the chieftaincy of the village. According to 
Farabongo resident Amirou Tjina, the Alidji family's new venture in Diré had been so 
successful that their newfound prosperity had begun to act as a counterweight to 
Alousseini's authority in the village. “Guibril's family eluded the authority of the 
marabout, who wanted to rule over the village,” Tjina said. “This family was self-
sufficient and the marabout was jealous of their comfort.”200 
These were some of the immediate circumstances surrounding the poisoning. Yet 
further investigation revealed other, deeper sources of conflict. “Little by little, the 
crime's motive appeared to be rooted in a longstanding local feud, an old competition for 
commandement and primacy in the village,” the commandant of Goundam wrote. These 
competing claims were based “on the possession of a ‘tarik,’ or family book [livre de 
famille], that laid out the genealogy of the parties involved and, from that, the right to 
commandement.”201 The commandant's report was summarizing multiple accounts that 
attested to the existence of this ta'rikh. Amadou Tjina, who had spoken of the Alidji's 
farming operation in Diré as a possible source of enmity, also noted that “Guibril's family
[had] a document on their origins, an entire genealogical tree establishing the rights of 
this family. The marabout wanted to take this document but he was never able to. It is one
of the causes of his resentment of the family.”202
200 Procès-verbal de deposition Amirou Tjina, 21 November 1932, ANM 3E 12 FR. 
201 Gaston Morgues, “Rapport sur l'affaire d'empoisonnement survenue à Farabongo, canton de Bourem-
Goundam, Cercle de Goundam le 17 Mai 1932,” 2-3. 
202 Procès-verbal de deposition Amirou Tjina, 21 November 1932, ANM 3E 12 FR. 
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What was the provenance of this particular work of ta'rikh? And what exactly did 
it consist of? Since the physical document was never located by investigators, it is 
impossible to say with certainty. But in their testimonies to colonial officials several 
Farabongo residents described what the text contained, or what they thought it contained, 
and in some respects this proved to be just as valuable a body of evidence for 
investigators. Such testimonies gave a sense of the way these kinds of texts were 
understood and discussed. They therefore provided an unequaled view of the broader 
social life of ta'rikh,  and the stakes involved in its production and circulation. What did 
this particular  ta'rikh work mean to the people of Farabongo?
The answer to this question was found in the dispute between Guibril Alidji, the 
oldest Alidji brother working on the new plot in Diré, and Alou Alousseini, the 
“marabout” in Farabongo. Since Guibril did not survive ingesting the mixture given him 
by Attiou, it is only logical that officials should begin there. In fact, it was in response to 
a question about their relationship that Farabongo resident Amadou Banandi first 
mentioned the existence of the ta'rikh to authorities. 
Q.- Were Alou and Guibril on good terms? 
Amadou Banandi.- They were angry and didn't even speak to each other
the day of the death. 
Q.- Why were they angry? 
A.- Because of the "Tarik."
Q.- What happens when someone dies in the village? 
A.- When someone dies, the village chief [Hamadoun Almoudou] comes
to view the corpse while Alou washes it and recites the prayer. Neither of
them came that day. 
Q. Why were they in disagreement? 
A.- The chief claimed that the tarik was his and that he had given it to
Alou, but everyone knew that the tarik belonged to Guibril's family.
According to custom, after the death of Hamadoun's father, it was Guibril
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who should have had the commandement.203  
In this account, Hamadoun Almoudou, the current chief of Farabongo, had 
inherited the position from his father when it should have returned to the other branch of 
the family, namely the Alidji's. Aguibou Alidji, Guibril's younger brother, maintained that
their family had long been the chiefs of Farabongo. He traced their appointment to the era
of the Maasina Diina, a state that exerted control over much of the inner Niger Delta 
during the first half of the nineteenth century. From its capital in Hamdullahi, it oversaw 
five ledyi, or provinces, and established a tributary relationship with the region around 
Timbuktu.204 Since Farabongo fell within the Diina's orbit, it was altogether plausible 
that, as Aguibou told French officials, the last testament and will of “the ruler of Macina 
ceded authority in Farabongo to my ancestor.”205 The account he gave in his testimony 
was sparse. He did not name the Maasina ruler who had allegedly appointed his ancestor 
the chief of Farabongo, nor did he give a clear indication of when this appointment had 
taken place. The northern fringes of the Diina, where Songhay-speakers predominated, 
had always retained a degree of autonomy vis-à-vis Hamdullahi. Given that the Diina 
was overrun by the forces of Umar Taal  in 1862, it is far from clear who would have had 
the authority to name Aguibou Alidji's ancestor chief of Farabongo.206 
Of course, none of this prevented Aguibou Alidji from putting forth his claim on 
the position. These kinds of arguments were common elsewhere in the former territories 
203 Procès-verbal de confrontation du nommé Hamadoun Almoudou, chef du village de Farabongo, et du
nommé Amadou Banandi, Cercle de Goundam, 25 November 1932, ANM 3E 12 FR. 
204 Bintou Sanankoua, Un empire peul au XIXe siècle: La Diina du Maasina (Paris: Karthala et A.C.C.T.,
1990), 66-74. 
205 Procès-verbal, Aguibou Alidji, Cercle de Goundam, 15 November 1932, ANM 3E 12 FR. 
206 For a timeline of events, see William A. Brown, “Towards a Chronology of Hamdullahi (Māsina),”
Cahiers d'Études Africaines 8, no. 31 (1968): 428-434. 
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of Diina. As one scholar of Maasina has maintained, in the colonial period “the tarikh 
held by the dominant maraboutic families of the Diina, the last stable precolonial regime, 
was evidence of the history of territorial divisions and could be used to settle conflicts.”207
Even in the independent Republic of Mali, formerly powerful lineages in Maasina 
marshaled “their” tarikh to support claims on land and other resources. This development
was in part the product of a widespread “tradition of chronicle-writing” that one 
encountered “in many of the villages, towns, and regions of the Caliphate.”208
Whereas ta'rikh were usually cited as sources of information to legitimize claims 
on authority and resources, in Farabongo the debate was over the custody of the physical 
manuscript itself. Even though the Aldiji family and Alou Alousseini both claimed 
ownership over the text, it had most recently fallen into the hands of Amadou Banendi, 
another resident of Farabongo and Guibril and Aguibou's second cousin. “It was my 
father who had the tarik,” Banendi claimed. “My younger brother acquired the tarik after 
my father's death and without my knowledge delivered it to Alou [Alousseini].”209 
Banandi's younger brother then tried to take back the manuscript from Alousseini, but 
Alousseini refused to return it, claiming rightful ownership. They turned to Hamadoun 
Almoudou, the village chief, who spoke with Alousseini but could not compel him to 
return the manuscript. It was at this point that others intervened. One of Guibril and 
Aguibou's uncles testified that Alousseini had based his claim to the ta'rikh on descent by
207 Claude Fay, “Paradigmes de la ‘coutume’ et réalité des pouvoirs au Maasina (Mali): une matrice
coloniale qui perdure?,” in Mali-France: Regards sur une histoire partagée (Bamako: Éditions Donniya;
Paris: Éditions Karthala, 2005), 145. 
208 Brown, “Towards a Chronology of Hamdullahi (Māsina),” 429.
209 “Procès-verbal de confrontation du nommé Hamadoun Almoudou, chef du village de Farabongo, et du
nommé Amadou Banandi,” Cercle de Goundam, 25 November 1932, ANM 3E 12 FR. 
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maintaining that one of his ancestors had been related to the document's original owner. A
local council rejected this claim due to the fact that the ancestor in question was female, 
and therefore unable to rightfully inherit such a document.210 Although this was the only 
piece of testimony that referenced gender explicitly, it proved decisive to the final 
outcome. It also signaled the broader gender dynamics that were generally ignored in 
discussions of ta'rikh. 
While the document was in Alousseini's possession, a local council had ordered 
that it be returned to the Alidji family.211 The dispute was finally settled by a marabout in 
nearby Bourem (possibly a chief named Ana Boya or a qadi named Ila). A meeting with 
each of the interested parties was held and Alousseini was forced to return the ta'rikh. 
Banandi maintained that Alousseini only returned part of the manuscript. Another scholar
in the area told the Alidji family that a section of the manuscript was missing, and that 
Alousseini had probably kept it.212 Whatever became of the manuscript, the dispute had 
revealed that Alousseini and the Alidji family had descended from the same ancestor. The
village chieftaincy should have alternated between their two branches of the extended 
family, but this had not happened with the current chief, Hamadoun Almoudou, whose 
father had also been chief. In his efforts to secure the ta'rikh manuscript, Alousseini had 
sought to permanently exclude Guibril's family from the chieftaincy. 
210 Procès-verbal, Alousseini Boubakar, Cercle de Goundam, 20 November 1932, ANM 3E 12 FR. 
211 Procès-verbal, Aguibou Alidji, Cercle de Goundam, 15 November 1932, ANM 3E 12 FR. 
212 Procès-verbal de confrontation du nommé Hamadoun Almoudou, chef du village de Farabongo, et du
nommé Amadou Banandi,” Cercle de Goundam, 25 November 1932, ANM 3E 12 FR. 
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In his final testimony to French officials, Farabongo's chief Hamadoun Almoudou
summarized the conflict's origins, confirming what other witnesses had said about tarikh 
the year before.
After the death of Bokar, the head of the Alidji family, a tarik that dated
back to the origins of the family was passed to a cousin who died three
years later. Since all of his descendants were minors, the marabout
[Alousseini] seized the tarik. When Guibril Alidji became head of the
family, he reclaimed the tarik, but the marabout refused. The disagreement
was brought before a qadi named Ila who managed to have the tarik
returned to Guibril Alidji. The marabout never forgave Guibril Alidji and
his family.213
Possession of the ta'rikh had become synonymous with maintaining one's position of 
authority in the village. Almoudou ended his interview by sharing some general 
reflections on the fiasco that had befallen Farabongo in the spring of 1932. In response to 
an officer who asked Almoudou what kind of person would want another person dead for 
the sake of a manuscript, Almoudou said, “only someone unintelligent, for a human life is
worth more than a tarik.”
THE SENTENCING 
After more than 50 interviews, tracking down multiple suspects and witnesses 
over hundreds of kilometers, the time had come for sentencing. In his final report, the 
commandant of Goundam charged Farkia Attiou with primary responsibility. “If he were 
an instrument, he was likely not an unconscious instrument given the insistence that he 
identify the victims and his knowledge of the disagreements among the different actors,” 
213 Procès-verbal, Hamadoun Almoudou, 13 February 1933, ANM 3E 12 FR. 
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the commandant wrote.214 The report was not always so clear-eyed. For one, it traded in 
common colonial stereotypes of Songhay-speakers as superficial Muslims whose practice
of Islam was only a cover for more “fetishistic” practices. This was contradictory given 
that the was said to be related to Diina of Maasina, a state whose whole raison d'être was 
to promote its vision of proper Islamic practice. However it understood the relationship 
between Islam and ta'rikh, the report still pinpointed the latter as the ultimate motivation 
for the dispute that rocked the village. 
Judgments came down in August 1933, more than a year after the deaths of three 
Alidij family members in Farabongo. As was customary in colonial tribunals, the verdict 
and sentencing was delivered by the same official who had led the investigation, the local
commandant. The most severe punishment fell on Alou Alousseini, who was given a life 
sentence (“emprisonnement perpétuel”) for orchestrating the poisoning of the Alidji 
family. The village chief Hamadoun Almoudou and the healer Farkia Attiou, meanwhile, 
were given 15-year and 10-year prison sentences respectively for their participation in 
Alousseini's plan (unwitting or otherwise). Almoudou's sentence was made more severe 
given his position as Farabongo's chief. In addition to their incarceration, all three were 
together ordered to pay 2,000 francs to the widow of Guibril Alidji and her children and 
another 2,000 francs to be divided among his siblings.215
The final verdict radiated beyond the immediate participants. Attiou's teacher, 
who had allegedly shown him how to prepare the liquid mixture he gave to the Alidji's, 
214 Gaston Morgues, “Rapport sur l'affaire d'empoisonnement survenue à Farabongo, canton de Bourem-
Goundam, Cercle de Goundam le 17 Mai 1932,” ANM 3E 12 FR. 
215 “Dispositif du Jugement n. 5 du 7 Août 1933,” ANM 3E 12 FR. 
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was charged with “complicity” even though, as the commandant openly acknowledged, 
there was no evidence of him having participated in the poisoning (or having even been 
present). Ultimately, he was not given a sentence, though he was held for questioning. In 
addition to Attiou's teacher, the two Farabongo residents who had been sent to find him in
the days following the poisoning were charged with complicity for having warned him 
about the investigation, thereby precipitating his flight. Neither in the end were given any
form of punishment. Attiou's relative in Konna, however, was given a five-year prison 
sentence for having housed him while he was a fugitive, and for providing false 
information of his whereabouts to French officials. The commandant of Goundam 
justified all of these charges by citing an amendment to the 1931 reorganization of the 
colonial judiciary that expanded the possible targets of punishment in criminal cases to 
include those who had shown even “passive complicity” (la complicité même passive).
Such amendments merely formalized the relatively unrestricted power of French 
commandants to impose punishments on colonial subjects. In the case of Farabongo, the 
sentences that were meted out to Alou Alousseini, Hamadoun Almoudou and Farkia 
Attiou completely reordered the structure of authority within the village. Almoudou, 
Farabongo's former chief, served ten years of his 15-year sentence in the infamous 
Saharan prison of Kidal before being released in 1943. Others served reduced sentences 
as well.216 It is all but certain that Farabongo's poisonings and subsequent investigation 
216 See Journal Officiel du Soudan Français 38, n. 950 (1 Aug. 1943): 184. Farkia Attiou's cousin, who had
housed him in Konna, served three years of his five-year sentence. See Journal Officiel du Soudan
Français 31, n. 732 (15 Sept 1936): 603. I have been unable to locate information regarding the release of
Farkia Attiou or Alou Alousseini. 
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shaped life in the village for years to come. The tragedy effectively illustrated the 
dangerous mixture of “witchcraft,” ta'rikh and colonial administrative power. 
CONCLUSION: HISTORICAL WRITING IN THE WESTERN  SAHEL
There is much that we cannot know about the poisonings that occurred in 
Farabongo village in the spring of 1932. Trying to view such an event through the lens of 
translated testimonies collected by colonial officials should discourage any overly 
confident conclusions. But methodological difficulties notwithstanding, my intention in 
highlighting this episode has not been to fully reconstruct the sequence of events that led 
to the deaths of three members of the Alidji family and the incarceration of Farabongo's 
chief, a well-known healer and a local marabout. My interests have been much more 
limited. I have been more concerned with the ways in which a practice of local history 
writing became implicated in a dispute over political authority. Any historical 
reconstruction has been undertaken with the goal of contextualizing the place of ta'rikh in
daily life. 
Yet even this more modest task is not as straight-forward as it might seem. The 
“tarik” that witnesses described in their testimony was never located by investigators, nor
did any copy ever make its way into a public archive. It is therefore impossible to treat 
what we might call the “Farabongo Chronicle” as a source of linear historical narrative in
the manner that Heinrich Barth read the Tā’rīkh al-Sudān. Everything we know about the
text is based on what people said about it. Yet the testimony of Farabongo's residents 
provides a unique glimpse of the larger social and political relevance of ta'rikh, one that 
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expands its purpose beyond that of a repository of historical data. These works were not 
mere “sources,” there to be used by historians like so many written native informants. 
They were components of a live debate over authority. Even if the exact contours of this 
debate remain obscure, its overall significance, as I hope the Farabongo episode has 
shown, is undeniable. 
This chapter has analyzed ta'rikh in two ways. The first described the process by 
which certain texts produced in the Western Sahel became important sources of 
geographic and historical knowledge for European travelers and colonial officials. This 
approach should be familiar to scholars versed in critiques of Orientalism. “Materials 
produced by Muslims contained a massive wealth of reflection and information on the 
past of their own communities as well as that of others,” begins one recent analysis of 
Islamic historical writing. “By exploiting the partial comparability between the senses of 
history to be found in Islamic sources and the modern academic perspective, nineteenth-
century scholars initiated a new field that was anchored in a selective reading of sources 
in the original languages.”217 The notion of “selective reading” on the part of colonial-era 
scholars resonates with Farias's critique of one-dimensional readings of the “Timbuktu 
Chronicles,”218 and has been pursued in studies of historical texts elsewhere in the 
Muslim world. Manan Ahmed, for example, has shown how reductively historicist 
approaches led to a text like the Chachnama being classified as a eighth-century history 
217 Shahzad Bashir, “On Islamic Time: Rethinking Chronology in the Historiography of Muslim Societies,”
History and Theory 53 (December 2014): 519-520.
218 Paulo F. de Moraes Farias, “Intellectual Innovation and Reinvention of the Sahel: The Seventeenth-
Century Timbuktu Chronicles,” in The Meanings of Timbuktu, eds. Shamil Jeppie and Souleymane Bachir
Diagne (Cape Town: HSRC Press, 2008).
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of Muslim origins in South Asia rather than as a work of thirteenth-century political 
theory.219
The case of the “Farabongo Chronicle”—our second way of analyzing ta'rikh—
further complicates this picture by illuminating an entire dimension of ta'rikh-associated 
activity not captured by any reading whatsoever, let alone a “reductive” one. Because the 
Farabongo text was never located, it could not be converted into a “source” for historical 
reconstruction. It could only be approached indirectly through oral testimony. Rather than
view this as a roadblock to analysis, I have treated this text‘s “absence” as an opportunity
to approach ta'rikh writings in a new way. If I were to encapsulate my guiding principle 
in a sentence, it would be the following:  What was said about the text was more 
important than what the text said. This is in no way meant to diminish the potential for 
works of ta'rikh to provide a deep-time narrative of Sahelian history. Scholars have been 
able to recount the history of precolonial states like the Songhay Empire in unparalleled 
detail using texts like the Tā’rīkh al-Sudān, and will not doubt continue to do so. But in 
the early twentieth-century Western Sahel, works of ta'rikh  took many forms, and while 
only some of them were able to provide evidence of a deeper past, all of them were an 
emphatic part of their own present.  
219 Manan Ahmed, A Book of Conquest: The Chachnama and Muslim Origins in South Asia (Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 2016). 
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CHAPTER 3
MONUMENTAL TEXTS: QUR’ANIC COMMENTARY IN TWENTIETH-CENTURY SENEGAL
Yesterday we got several letters from people asking questions of Mallam. He
has asked me to tell you that he will not answer the questions because they
concern politics; he says that there is no room for politics here.
       —Ahmadu Trader, introducing the Qur'an commentator  Mallam Aminu 
           Kano on the opening night of Ramadan, Kano, Nigeria, 1967.220
In the early 1960s, a book published by the Senegalese government opened with 
an arresting question: “Is West Africa aware of the honor it has achieved?”221 Given the 
timing, it would have been reasonable for readers to assume that the question referred to 
Senegal's recently acquired political independence, or perhaps to an ambitious new 
government program. Yet the honor being discussed was not Senegal's new political 
status, but the completion of a massive work of Qur'anic commentary by a small-town 
Muslim scholar in Senegal's Saluum Delta. The commentary covered all 114 suras of the 
Qur’an, a feat that, according to the book's introduction, had not been witnessed in the 
region for several generations. Though seemingly indifferent to the major issues of the 
day—indeed, the author was praised for having avoided political matters altogether—the 
commentary was nevertheless championed by Senegalese authorities as a national, and 
even Pan-African, achievement. The government soon announced plans to publish the 
work in full, a proposal that came to twenty volumes of Qur'anic exegesis.
Thirty years later, the Senegalese public was still waiting for the commentary. 
220 Quoted in John N. Paden, Religion and Political Culture in Kano (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1973), 299.
221 hal shaʿarat afrīqā al-gharbīyah bi-hadhā al-sharf alladhī nālatuhu; Aḥmad b. Aḥabīb al-Shamshawī,
introduction to Ḍiyā’ al-Nayrayn: al-jāmiʿ bayna ʿilmay al-ṭā’ifatayn [hereafter DN-Tangiers], by Aḥmad
Dem b. Muḥammad al-Amīn Bāra Dem (Tangiers: n.d.), vii. 
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Only four volumes had appeared in print, and the commentary's author had passed away 
never having seen his final masterwork published in full. A public backlash was provoked
by the decades-long delay. One opposition newspaper ran a full-page story on the 
“missing” work, treating the unfinished project as emblematic of the disappointments of 
Senegalese independence as a whole. The commentary's fitful publication record was 
used as a metric for comparing Senegal's first two presidents: 
During the reign of Lépold Sédar Senghor—a non-Muslim—from 1960
to 1981, four volumes were printed. In the ten years since, [President]
Abdou Diouf, though Muslim, has only published a single
volume...Mathematically speaking, one could thus say that Senghor is
four times better than Abdou Diouf.222 
How had the publication of a scholarly commentary become the subject of a presidential 
scandal? Part of the answer was surely timing. In the era of structural adjustment that 
coincided with the Diouf presidency, public services were diminished across the board, 
but especially in the cultural domain. The restructuring of Senegal's budget meant that the
state could no longer subvention initiatives like the editing and publication of a 
multivolume scholarly work.223 The forgotten commentary thus became yet another sign 
of an increasingly ineffectual state. A project once been praised for transcending politics 
was politicized all the same, as an unprinted commentary became a vehicle for scoring 
points against an unpopular head of state. 
The article was not unique. To the contrary, the story of the missing commentary 
became a cyclical news item, resurfacing in the press every few years, most often during 
222 Mame Gorgui Guèye, "20 ans pour écrire un livre," Sopi 179, 19 April 1991, 8. 
223 Senegal was the recipient of the World Bank's first Structural Adjustment Loan (SAL) in 1979. See
Christopher L. Delgado, Sidi C. Jammeh, eds., The Political Economy of Senegal under Structural
Adjustment (New York: Praeger, 1991), 9. 
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Fig. 3: A tafsir-related headline from the opposition newspaper Sopi (Wolof for 
"change"). Mame Gorgui Guèye, “20 ans pour écrire un livre,” Sopi 179, 19 April 1991.
the annual celebration of its author in his hometown of Sokone. It was there that his 
family and disciples gathered to commemorate his teachings and the completion of his 
teere (Wolof for “book”).224 Yet Sokone was not a major pilgrimage site on par with 
Tuubaa, Tiwaawaan or Medina Baye. And though respected as a scholar, Amadu Dem, 
the commentary's author, never attracted the extensive following associated with the 
leaders of Senegal's major Sufi groups. He was instead a locally prominent Qur'an 
224 See Cheikh Gaye, “L'anniversaire du ‘Tere’ du saint homme fêté,” La Vérité 57, 17 March 1999; Mame
Gorgui Guèye, “40e Anniversaire du Diyaou Nayraini: Sokone fête le Coran,” Le Soleil (Dakar), Feb. 7,
1999; “Commemoration du 40ème anniversaire de l'œuvre de Amadou Dème de Sokone,” L'Info 97
(Dakar), Feb. 4, 1999; C.A. Amath, “41ème Anniverssaire du 'Diya'ou Nayraini': Hommage à El Hadj
Amadou Dème,” Le Soleil (Dakar), Feb. 3, 2000; Khaly Tall, “Sokone attend ses hôtes: Commémoration de
l'achèvement de l'ouvrage d'El Hadj Amadou Dème,” Le Soleil (Dakar), Jan. 30, 2001. For an extensive but
still incomplete compilation of online articles on Dem's commentary, see the region of Fatick's website for
cultural heritage: https://inventairefatick.cr-poitou-charentes.fr/index.php/Accueil.
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scholar like many others, well-known in the region but by no means a powerful political 
figure. None of this kept his multivolume work of scholarly commentary from becoming 
fodder for newspaper headlines.  
This chapter uses the story of the missing commentary as a point of entry into the 
broader history of Qur'anic exegesis in Senegal. It is a potentially vast topic, for no 
activity has proven more central to the educative life of Muslim communities than the 
effort to understand Islam's central text. As a consequence, discourse on the Qur'an has 
not been limited to written texts, or even formal pedagogical settings. With the advent of 
mass media, televised Qur'an commentaries have become some of the most popular 
programs on Senegalese television, while audio recordings of prominent commentators 
have circulated widely in marketplaces and on the internet. At times Qur'anic 
commentary has even served as a vehicle for discussing issues of contemporary import 
that, at first glance, appear only tangentially related to an understanding of the Qur’anic 
text itself, thus raising the question of what counts as commentary (and the accusation 
that certain media figures are not really Qur'an commentators).225 In short, many modes 
and styles of discourse have flown under the banner of “Qur'anic commentary.” 
One way scholars have imposed boundaries on this potentially elusive practice 
has been to treat commentary primarily as a textual genre with identifiable 
characteristics. At its most ambitious, this genre has entailed producing complete, verse-
by-verse commentaries on the entire Qur'an. Three Senegalese scholars authored such 
225 In recent years Iran Ndao has emerged as the most visible of these figures. His program “Tafsir Al
Quran” appears every afternoon on one of Senegal's more popular private television stations. Ndao opens
every show by reciting a verse of the Qur'an before launching into a twenty-minute monologue that often
ranges from family affairs to presidential politics and other topical issues.
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texts in mid-twentieth century. In addition to Amadu Dem (1894-1973) of Sokone, they 
included his cousin, Muhammadu Dem (1886-1967), and Shaykh Ibrahim Niasse 
(1900-1975). Through their writings, we are left with the most detailed records of 
advanced Qur'anic education in Senegal in the era before mass mediatization. The 
manner in which these commentaries were composed, and their subsequent reception by 
readers, raise issues of patronage and collective identity. They also reveal a persistent 
effort to insulate the study of the Qur'an from the realm of politics. As one Qur'an 
commentator told an audience in Kano in 1967, “there is no room for politics here.” 
Although this effort was not always successful, it remained an ideal to which many 
Qur'an scholars aspired, often in the face of attempts on the part of their audiences to 
connect the study of the Qur'an to the political realities of the world around them. 
THREE SCHOLARS
The works of these three Qur'an scholars built on an intellectual foundation laid 
down by Qur'anic schools, or daara as they are known in Senegal. These were where 
young children had their first encounters with the Qur'an in written form. In pedagogical 
terms, these schools emphasized the correct pronunciation and memorization of the 
Qur'anic text, and introduced students to reading and writing the Arabic script. 
Explanatory commentary was generally not part of the curriculum at an early age, as it 
was a considered a specialized field reserved for more advanced stages of study. Given 
the historically low enrollment rates in French schools in the West Africa—8.2% of the 
school-age population in 1949, up from roughly 2% in 1922—daara remained the most 
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widespread form of schooling in the region for most of the twentieth century.226 Such 
schools produced both the kinds of scholars who would one day be capable of composing
massive works of commentary and the audiences who would be interested in receiving 
them.
Amadu Dem, Muhammadu Dem and Ibrahim Niasse all passed through the daara
system, but their similarities did not end there. Born into families of Tijani clerics at the 
close of the nineteenth century, they were each raised in the atmosphere of one of the 
most important and dynamic Islamic movements of the last two hundred years, namely 
the expansion of the Tijaniyya Sufi order into West Africa. Established in the Maghreb in 
the late eighteenth century, the Tijaniyya soon gained adherents south of the Sahara. By 
the middle of the nineteenth century a loose network of Tijani clerics criss-crossed West 
Africa, from the Senegal River valley to the highlands of Fuuta Jaloo (in today's Republic
of Guinea), and across the Sahel as far as the Sokoto Caliphate (incorporated into Great 
Britain's Northern Nigeria Protectorate in 1900).227 The families of Ibrahim Niasse and 
Muhammadu and Amadu Dem all participated in the growth of the Tijaniyya. 
226 Enrollment figures are taken from Denise Bouche, “L'école rurale en Afrique occidentale française de
1903 à 1956,” Historical Reflections/Réflexions Historiques 7, n. 2-3 (1980): 217. For a longue-durée
history of Qur'anic schooling in West Africa, see Rudolph T. Ware III, The Walking Qurʼan: Islamic
Education, Embodied Knowledge, and History in West Africa (Chapel Hill: The University of North
Carolina Press, 2014).
227 For details on the Tijaniyya's spread throughout West Africa, see the articles collected in Jean-Louis
Triaud and David Robinson, eds., La Tijâniyya: une confrérie musulmane à la conquête de l’Afrique (Paris:
Karthala, 2000). Tijani clerics were active in Sokoto as early as the 1840s. See Murray Last, The Sokoto
Caliphate (New York: Humanities Press, 1967), 218-219. The twentieth century saw the proliferation of
discrete "branches" of the Tijaniyya, from the Hamawiyya of Shaykh Hamallah of Nioro du Sahel (Mali),
to the followers of Yacouba Sylla in Côte d'Ivoire. It also witnessed French imprisonment of Tijani leaders
deemed a threat to political stability. See Benjamin F. Soares, Islam and the Prayer Economy: History and
Authority in a Malian Town (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2005); Sean Hanretta, Islam and
Social Change in French West Africa: History of an Emancipatory Community (Cambridge ; New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2009).
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Of the three, Niasse was by far the most influential. Considered a walī, or “friend 
of God” (walī Allah) by his followers, Niasse founded the Jamāʿat al-fayḍa, or 
“Community of the Flood,” a branch of the Tijaniyya based in Senegal but with 
significant followings in other West African countries. In recent years a growing body of 
scholarship has emerged around Niasse and his community, bolstering his status as one of
twentieth-century West Africa's most celebrated figures.228 His Qur'anic commentary, Fī 
riyāḍ al-tafsīr li-l-Qur’ān al-karīm (“In the Gardens of Exegesis on the Noble Qur'an”) 
was published in 2010 by a group of disciples who had recorded and transcribed the oral 
commentary he had given throughout West Africa over a period of several years.229 In 
addition to his intertwined roles as saint, scholar and teacher, he was also one of Senegal's
leading cultivators of groundnuts, the colony's chief export crop. His earliest appearances
in the colonial records of the period concern his commercial activities, and by the 1940s, 
if not earlier, he was regularly consulted about the colony's annual peanut harvests.230 
Amadu and Muhammadu Dem were far less renowned. Neither were viewed by 
228 Book-length academic works in English include Rüdiger Seesemann, The Divine Flood: Ibrahim Niasse
and the Roots of a Twentieth-Century Sufi Revival (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011); Zachary
Valentine Wright, Living Knowledge in West African Islam: The Sufi Community of Ibrahim Niasse
(Leiden: Brill, 2015); Joseph Hill, “Divine Knowledge and Islamic Authority: Religious Specialization
among Disciples of Baay Ñas” (PhD diss., Yale Unviersity, 2007).
229 See Aḥmad b. al-Shaykh ʿAbd Allāh and Al-Shaykh Baay b. Aḥmad, introduction to Fī riyāḍ al-tafsīr li-
l-Qur’ān al-karīm, by Ibrāhīm Niasse (Tunis: al-Yamāma, 2010), I: 18-24. The last session of oral
commentary used for the written version of Niasse's commentary dates from 1383/1963-4. 
230 This required inducing male laborers in coastal cities like Dakar, Saint-Louis and Rufisque to head
inland and perform agricultural work during the rainy season. One Senegalese adviser to the French
administration, after taking a local French commandant to visit some of Niasse's fields during the harvest,
praised him for using the occasion of a Friday khuṭba to "exhort the faithful to return to the land," adding
that "this great marabout works as much in the interests of France as those of Senegal, and deserves the
support of the administration." Material support usually came in the form of seed provisions for the next
year's harvest. See “El-Hadj Ibrahima Diop, Grand Sérigne de Dakar et Chef Supérieur de la Collectivité
Léboue et des Notables Africains de la Presqu'île du Cap-Vert, à M. le Gouverneur du Sénégal,” 24 June
1947, Service Régional des Archives de Dakar (SRAD), I/3. On the group's farming schemes, see
Seesemann, The Divine Flood, 147-8.
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French administrators as potential leaders worth sponsoring, nor as possible threats in 
need of close surveillance. As a result, their traces in colonial-era archives are rare. There 
is scarcely more in published scholarship. Amadu Dem's reputation as a scholar of the 
Qur'an earned him a separate entry in Amar Samb’s encyclopedic Essai sur la 
contribution du Sénégal à la littérature d’expression arabe, but difficulties in accessing 
his and Muhammadu Dem's written works have hindered research.231  The two cousins 
maintained contact throughout their lives, even after Muhammadu Dem left the Tijaniyya
to become a disciple of Amadu Bamba, the founder of the Muridiyya.232 
In fact, it was Amadu Dem's relationship with his fellow Tijani Ibrahim Niasse  
that proved more fraught. The two were on opposite sides of what came to be known as 
the “ru’ya debate,” a  bitter theological dispute that divided Tijani clerics in the early 
1930s. The disagreement revolved around the professed ability of individuals other than 
the Prophet to “see” God in the waking, material world, which was a central component 
of Niasse's thought.233 Dem opposed this stance in a treatise written in 1931. Without 
citing Niasse by name, he challenged Niasse's claim to have 1) perceived God's very 
essence (dhāt al-Bārī), and 2) become capable of training his disciples to do the same. 
This was no small matter, as Niasse's movement was premised on the notion that any 
231 See the entry on the “école de Sokone” in Amar Samb, Essai sur la contribution du Sénégal à la
littérature d'expression arabe (Dakar: IFAN, 1972). Muhammadu Dem appears in Samb's book even more
fleetingly, not as a figure in his own right, but as someone whose funeral was the occasion for a memorable
performance of poetry. See Samb, Essai, 504. Samb does not appear to have been aware that the two were
related. 
232 See “Une lettre de réponse à Serigne Muhammad Dème de Diourbel en 1374 H (1955),” Document n.
30, Fonds de la Région de Fatick, Département de l'Islamologie, Institut Fondamental d'Afrique Noire
(IFAN). 
233 Ru’ya is customarily translated as “vision,” though in this instance it did not refer to the literal sense of
sight, but to a more general form of perception. The most detailed account of the debate is in Seesemann,
The Divine Flood, 129-139. 
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disciple, irrespective of social background, could acquire an experiential knowledge of 
God as long they had undergone the necessary spiritual training, or tarbiya. This 
egalitarian approach to the highest levels of spiritual authority, historically the preserve of
a clerical elite, underwrote Niasse's claim to be the "bringer of the flood" (ṣāḥib al-
fayda), e.g., the chief agent of the spread of the Tijaniyya in West Africa and the closest 
link to Ahmad al-Tijani himself.234
Each of these three figures—Amadu Dem, Muhammadu Dem, and Ibrahim 
Niasse—were associated with different strands of Sufi practice in twentieth-century 
Senegal. Amadu Dem was a disciple of Al-Hajj Malik Sy in Tiwaawaan, and traced his 
chain of initiation to the leading figures of the 19th-century expansion of the Tijaniyya, 
most notably the state-builder al-Hajj Umar Taal.  Niasse on the other hand led a powerful
revival within the Tijaniyya, one that, as his disagreement with Dem demonstrates, was 
not universally accepted by Senegalese Tijanis. Muhammadu Dem, the only one of the 
three to compose his commentary exclusively in Wolof, was also the only one to join the 
Muridiyya. Together, these three strands of Sufi practice—Murid, Tijani-Tiwaawaan, and 
Tijani-Niassène—account for the majority (though by no means the entirety) of Muslims 
in Senegal today.235 Yet the commentaries these three scholars produced were not 
explicitly “Tijani” or “Murid” texts. Each scholar, irrespective of his particular Sufi 
affiliation, drew on the wider history of commentary within the Islamic tradition. Some 
familiarity with that history will aid in understanding the commentaries that these three 
234 Al-Tijani, the tariqa's eponymous founder, passed away in 1815. His tomb in Fes remains an important
pilgrimage site for Tijanis worldwide. 
235 Limiting the discussion to self-identified Sufis, other notable groups include the Layène (founded by
Seydina Limamou Laye and based in the Yoff neighborhood of Dakar), and the Qadiri branch of Ndiassane.
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figures produced in the middle decades of the twentieth century.
TAFSIR
The ability to explain the Qur’an’s many intricacies in a convincing or pleasing 
manner has constituted one of the most important bases of clerical authority in the 
Islamic tradition. This generalization has been borne out by the vast number of 
commentaries encountered wherever significant communities of Muslims have formed. 
As written works, Qur'an commentaries have shown a high degree of uniformity in their 
presentation, often conforming to influential models established over the course of the 
first three centuries of Islamic history. Yet the practice of giving explanatory commentary
of the Qur’an encompasses more than its distillation into writing. It has also varied 
widely depending on the circumstances and medium of its transmission, and over time 
has demonstrated a great deal of both continuity and adaptation.  
Tafsīr, the most common Arabic term for Qur’anic exegesis, captures this tension 
by denoting both the live act of interpretation (with all the improvisation it entails) as 
well as particular works of commentary that are ostensibly fixed in writing. In this way, 
the term embraces the various manifestations of commentary in a given social field, be it 
person-to-person, via a written text, or through electronic mediums. Such differences in 
the method of transmission have reshaped the experience of tafsir in the era of mass 
media. Live sessions of commentary, for  instance, were occasions for collective  
assembly, and therefore raised questions about who was permitted to listen, who was 
permitted to speak, and how their bodies were to be arranged (Fig. 4). The salience of 
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Fig. 4: Public readings of the Qur'an were common enough to figure in to colonial-era 
postcards. Source: Archives Nationale du Sénégal, 4FI-0258 (n.d.).
such questions changed when tafsir began to be broadcast on the radio and on television. 
Mass media transformed the way millions of ordinary Muslims engage with commentary 
by addressing newly expanded  publics while also allowing for private listening, a crucial
development for listeners unable to attend tafsir sessions in person. In contemporary 
settings, female domestic workers (janq yi) make up a significant portion of the audience 
for televised tafsir programs.236 
236 The presence of female preachers on Senegalese radio and television has also become far more
pronounced in the last thirty years. See Muriel Gomez-Perez and Selly Ba, “Les Prédicatrices au Sénégal:
de la visibilité à la légitimité religieuse et sociale (des années 1980s à nos jours)” in État, Sociétés et Islam
au Sénégal: Un air de nouveau temps?, eds. Abdourahmane Seck, Mayke Kaag, Cheikh Guèye and Abdou
Salam Fall (Paris: Karthala, 2015). The media dimensions of tafsir have been explored in greatest detail in
northern Nigeria, where since the early 70s Salafi groups have used radio broadcasts to launch critiques of
established Sufi exegetes (many of whom were disciples of Ibrahim Niasse back in Senegal). See Brian
Larkin, “Islamic Renewal, Radio, and the Surface of Things,” in Aesthetic Formations: Media, Religion
and the Senses, ed. Birgit Meyer (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009). 
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As an arena of scholarly inquiry, tafsir emerged alongside other fields within the 
ʿulūm al-Qur’ān, or “Qur’anic sciences.” Its precise beginnings remain a subject of 
debate, but the general academic consensus is that the tafsir genre, like other genres of 
Islamic scholarship, only emerged in its mature form in the early second/eighth century.237
Determining tafsir's precise date of birth of course depends on how one defines tafsir 
itself. Is it a formal genre of writing with identifiable characteristics, or a more general 
“hermeneutical activity” that can appear in any number of forms?238 The latter definition, 
specifically its emphasis on the oral/aural aspects of live tafsir (rather than its mere 
distillation into a text), positions the Prophet himself as the very first mufassir (or Qur’an 
exegete), followed by his companions and the generation following his companions (al-
tābiʿūn). Many scholars throughout the Muslim world have made precisely this 
argument. Who, after all, could offer a more authoritative explanation of the Qur'an than 
the person who had served as its vehicle? 
The academic field of Islamic studies on the other hand has largely opted for 
treating tafsir as a specific literary genre, and therefore dates its emergence to the early 
second/eighth century. For many years the field's priority was studying works from this 
early period.239 Though understandable, and perhaps even necessary, this focus has led to 
237 Fred Leemhuis, “Origins and Early Development of the Tafsīr Tradition,” in Approaches to the History
of the Interpretation of the Qur’ān, ed. Andrew Rippin (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988). For an overview
of different positions in this debate, see Claude Gilliot, “Exegesis of the Qurʾān: Classical and Medieval,”
in Jane Dammen McAuliffe (ed.), Encyclopaedia of the Qurʾān (Brill).
238 The distinction is drawn from Shahab Ahmed, What Is Islam?: The Importance of Being Islamic
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2015), 307. In a parallel vein, Jamal Elias refers to Sufi tafsir
“as an epistemic, rather than simply literary, genre.” See Jamal J. Elias, “Ṣūfī Tafsīr Reconsidered:
Exploring the Development of a Genre,” Journal of Qur’anic Studies 12 (2010): 41–55.
239 See, e.g., Ignác Goldziher, Schools of Koranic Commentators, trans. Wolfgang H. Behn (Wiesbaden:
Harrassowitz in Kommission, 2006 [orig. 1920]); John E. Wansbrough, Quranic Studies: Sources and
Methods of Scriptural Interpretation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977); Claude Gilliot, Exégèse,
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a corresponding lack of attention to commentaries produced after the fall of the Abbasids 
in the thirteenth century. Admittedly, this interest in early practitioners is shared by many 
contemporary Qur'anic commentators, who often present their work as part of a living 
tradition that cuts across time and space and reaches back to the time of the Prophet. The 
earliest known examples of tafsir are regularly cited in present-day commentaries as 
predecessors and counterparts, usually in order to defend the licitness of commenting on 
the Qur'an in the first place. In such instances tafsir is presented as a practice with valid 
precedent in the Islamic tradition.240 Yet it is also a practice with a history that extends 
beyond any putative “golden age” of Islamic intellectual history.241
In recent years, scholars in Islamic studies have indeed moved beyond tafsir’s 
“formative period” and begun the long project of assessing the massive production of 
Langue, et Théologie en Islam: L’exégèse Coranique de Tabari (m. 311/923) (Paris: Librairie J. Vrin,
1990); Walid A. Saleh, The Formation of the Classical Tafsīr Tradition: The Qurʿān Commentary of Al-
Thaʿlabī (D. 427/1035) (Boston: Brill, 2004).
240 This usually occurs in the introductions to works of commentary. See Karen Bauer, “Justifying the
Genre: A Study of Introductions to Classical Works of Tafsīr,” in Aims, Methods and Contexts of Qurʼanic
Exegesis (2nd/8th-9th/15th Centuries), ed. Karen Bauer (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013).
Contemporary Senegalese Qur'an commentators such as Alioune Sall cite the Prophet's cousin and early
companion Ibn ʿAbbas as the first Muslim to perform tafsir. Amadu Dem did the same, using the
fourteenth-century Andalusian scholar Ibn Jawzī al-Kalbī's Al-Tashīl li-ʿulūm al-tanzīl as his source. See
DN-Tangiers, 12. For depictions of Ibn ʿAbbas in early scholarly literature, see Claude Gilliot, “Les débuts
de l’exégèse coranique,” Revue du Monde Musulman et de la Méditerranée 58, n. 1 (1990): 87.
241 A corollary of this concern with origins has been a nearly obsessive interest in devising categories of
tafsir. There are signs, however, that this may be a topic of shrinking interest. A recent edited volume of
tafsir studies reviews an entire century's worth of attempts at classifying tafsir only to end with the
admission that "it may be time to move beyond the entire question of categorisation." See Karen Bauer,
introduction to Aims, Methods and Contexts of Qurʼanic Exegesis (2nd/8th-9th/15th Centuries), (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2013), 10. Another edited volume appearing in the same series one year later
comes to the exact opposite conclusion, arguing that “the genre of tafsīr as a whole is still analytically
under-studied and insufficiently investigated.” See Johanna Pink and Andreas Görke, introduction to Tafsīr
and Islamic Intellectual History: Exploring the Boundaries of a Genre (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2014), 10. For one of the more detailed attempts at fixing tafsir's genre boundaries, see Norman Calder,
“Tafsīr from Ṭabarī to Ibn Kathir: Problems in the Description of a Genre, Illustrated with Reference to the
Story of Abraham,” in Approaches to the Qur’ān, ed. Gerald R. Hawting and Abdul-Kader A. Shareef
(London: Routledge, 1993), 101–40.  
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commentary in the twentieth century. This expanded field of inquiry has included 
studying tafsir produced throughout the Muslim world and transmitted in various media 
forms, often in languages other than Arabic.242 Africanist scholarship has reflected this 
shift in emphasis. What was once a topic of sporadic interest has expanded significantly 
in recent years, with scholars studying tafsir in a variety of settings and time periods, 
from 17th-century Kanuri glosses to the advent of radio commentaries in Nigeria in the 
1970s.243 Whether as a component of a wider curriculum of Islamic education or as a field
of scholarly production in its own right, tafsir has been shown to be both widespread and 
deeply rooted on the African continent. Well-known commentaries from outside the 
region were often used in teaching tafsir, while African scholars also made original 
contributions. According to a recent survey of West African manuscript libraries, the field
“attracted more West African scholars than any other.”244 Yet the distribution of individual
commentaries appears to have been highly circumscribed, with few works appearing in 
libraries outside of their home region.245 Though rooted in a global tradition, tafsir could 
at times be a highly localized activity.  In the case of Amadu Dem, it was concentrated in 
242 An early pioneer in the study of twentieth-century tafsir was J. M. S. Baljon. See his Modern Koran
Interpretation (1880-1960) (Leiden: Brill, 1961). For a recent collection of studies set beyond the Arabic-
speaking world, see Suha Taji-Farouki (ed.), The Qur’an and Its Readers Worldwide: Contemporary
Commentaries and Translations (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015).
243 Dmitry Bondarev, “Qur'anic Exegesis in Old Kanembu: Linguistic Precision for Better Interpretation,”
Journal of Qur'anic Studies 15, no. 3 (2013): 56-83; Andrea Brigaglia, “The Radio Kaduna Tafsīr
(1978-1992) and the Construction of Public Images of Muslim Scholars in the Nigerian Media,” Journal
for Islamic Studies 27 (2007): 173–210. 
244 Hall and Stewart, “The Historic ‘Core Curriculum’ and the Book Market in Islamic West Africa,” 119.
245 The works of Amadu and Muhammadu Dem, for instance, go unmentioned in two otherwise well
informed reviews of the tafsir literature in West Africa. See Tal Tamari and Dmitry Bondarev, “Introduction
and Annotated Bibliography,” Special issue on Qur'anic exegesis in African languages, Journal of Qur'anic
Studies 15, no. 3 (2013): 1-55; Andrea Brigaglia, “Tafsīr and the Intellectual History of Islam in West
Africa: The Nigerian Case,” in Tafsīr and Islamic Intellectual History: Exploring the Boundaries of a
Genre, eds. Andreas Görke and Johanna Pink, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014).
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a single town.  
A LOST MONUMENT 
Sokone had never seen such a crowd. The small town on the Saluum Delta had 
not been built for the throngs of visitors who had gathered to celebrate the completion of 
a tafsir by one of its residents. The main square overflowed with official delegations, 
curious bystanders and the entourages of famous Muslim leaders, most of whom had 
travelled from other parts of Senegal (and even farther) to take part in the ceremony. The 
tafsir’s author, al-Hajj Amadu Dem, welcomed the most eminent of the visiting 
dignitaries into his private chambers. As one of his nephews who had been in attendance 
that day later recalled,  
There were so many cars parked in front of the mosque, you could barely see the 
ground. When the great host [Amadu Dem] appeared, photographers lined up to 
take his photo…Police officers cleared a path through the crowd, while a line of 
riflemen fired a salute to the delight of the Muslims.246
Among “the Muslims” figured “countless Wolof, Tukulor, and Sose” (Dem’s nephew was
keen to emphasize the crowd’s ethnic diversity). Speeches ran so long that when it was 
finally Dem’s turn to speak, the man who had filled thousands of pages with Qur’anic 
exegesis contented himself with a few words of thanks before leading the way to the 
mosque for the early afternoon tisbaar prayer. Afterwards, four separate buffets were 
prepared, two for the town’s residents, one for “the people of the cities like Dakar,” and a 
246 Muhammad Moustapha Dème, “Al-Burhân al-wâḍiḥ ‘alâ ḥayât al-‘ilm fî-l-Ifrîqiya as-sawdâ’,”
(IMPRICAP: Dakar, 1962), 6-8. Institut Fondamental d'Afrique Noire (IFAN), Département de
l’Islamologie, Fonds Amar Samb K-7c.
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fourth for government delegates and European guests. Thirty head of cattle  and 
seventeen sheep were slaughtered, while “the number of chickens and geese could not be 
counted.” Dem's nephew later boasted that the total cost of the event exceeded one 
million francs.247 
What accounted for such a gathering? Why mark the completion of a scholarly 
commentary with a volley of rifle shots? Events of this kind, in which state officials and 
prominent shaykhs mixed publicly, were not unprecedented in Senegal. In fact, much of 
the pageantry captured above resembles passages from colonial-era administrative reports
that described the regular  countryside “tours” taken by high-ranking French colonial 
officers, where heavily orchestrated meetings between governors and Muslims notables 
were often held in order to discuss tax collection, military recruitment, labor requisitions, 
agricultural production, infrastructure projects and any other initiatives French 
administrators wished to undertake.248 Such similarities, however, did little to diminish 
the sense that this was indeed a new era. It was 1960, the year of Senegalese 
independence, and new roles were becoming apparent. 
Of all the state officials in attendance, Valdiodio Ndiaye held special rank. A  
member of Senegal's Conseil du Gouvernement since its creation in 1957, he was part of 
an elite stratum of African politicians who came to occupy important administrative 
247 Ibid., 13.
248 Such intermediary roles were not limited to shaykhs. An entire system of canton chiefs was instituted in
French West Africa, though many French administrators in Senegal recognized that appointed chiefs did not
possess the popular legitimacy of shaykhs. See Martin Klein, “The Evolution of the ’Chefferie' in Senegal,”
in Nations by Design: Institution Building in Africa, ed. Arnold Rivkin (Garden City, N.Y.: Anchor Books,
1968); François Zucarelli, “De la chefferie traditionnelle au canton: évolution du canton colonial au
Sénégal 1855-1960,” Cahiers d’Études Africaines 13, no. 50 (1973): 213–38.
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Fig. 5: Amadu Dem (right) and Valdiodio Ndiaye (center) attend the inauguration of
Dem's tafsir in Sokone, 5 Shʿabān 1379/2 Feburary 1960. From Muhammad Moustapha
Dème's 1962 pamphlet, “Al-Burhân al-wâḍiḥ ‘alâ ḥayât al-‘ilm fî-l-Ifrîqiya as-sawdâ’”
(“Indisputable Proof of Black Africa's Intellectual Life”), Institut Fondamental d'Afrique
Noire (IFAN), Département de l’Islamologie, Fonds Amar Samb K-7c. 
positions in the late 1950s as France's Overseas Ministry devolved  more and more 
governing responsibilities to individual African territories.249 As director of the Interior 
Ministry, Ndiaye was one of the key liaisons between  politicians in Paris and Dakar and 
the leadership of the country’s various Sufi associations based in provincial towns. For 
249 The "Africanization" of the civil service, which varied considerably from one territory to the next, was
central to the form that independence took in Francophone Africa. The signal piece of legislation in this
process was the law variously known as the “loi cadre,” “loi Gaston Defferre,” and “Framework law.” For a
discussion of its drafting and repercussions, see chapter 5 of Frederick Cooper, Citizenship between Empire
and Nation: Remaking France and French Africa, 1945-1960 (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
2014). For a list of the members of Senegal's first Conseil du Gouvernement, see Saliou Mbaye, Histoire
des Institutions Contemporaines du Sénégal (Dakar: Imprimerie Saint-Paul, 2012), 30 n. 14.
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him, the celebration in Sokone was something of a homecoming. Born and raised in 
Kaolack, the regional capital 50 km to the northeast of Sokone, he was then  at the height 
of his powers, at the head of an important ministry in a country that was only  a few 
months from gaining formal independence.250
The list of shaykhs in attendance was hardly less impressive. A delegation from 
Mauritania represented the Idaw ʿAlī, a group of early Tijani disciples who had facilitated
the expansion of the tariqa in West Africa during the nineteenth century.251 Senegalese 
Tijanis included Al-Hajj Abdoul Aziz Sy, caliph of the branch based in Tiwaawaan, and 
Seydou Nourou Tall, a grandson of the nineteenth-century Tijani leader al-Hajj Umar 
Taal and an influential adviser to the French administration (a pamphlet commemorating 
the event referred to him as “the greatest Muslim in Senegal”). Dem's fellow exegetes 
Muhammadu Dem and Ibrahim Niasse were also present. Niasse’s participation was 
particulary notable given the bitter theological disagreement that had transpired between 
him and Dem 25 years earlier, and he eventually wrote a poem in praise of Dem's tafsir 
that was included in the first edition of the commentary (as did Muhummadu Dem, 
whose own Wolof tafsir received recognition that day as well). 
Once the celebration in Sokone had come to a close, plans were made to publish a
complete print-version of the tafsir, which Dem had titled Ḍiyā’ al-Nayrayn (lit. “The 
250 The country in question was not Senegal, but the short-lived Fédération du Mali, a union of the present-
day Republics of Mali and Senegal. After the collapse of the Federation, Ndiaye served as the Interior
Minister of independent Senegal. Within two years, however, he was implicated in the alleged coup attempt
by his political ally, Prime Minister Mamadou Dia, and imprisoned in the distant southeastern region of
Kédougou until 1974. For an account of their imprisonment, see Mamadou Dia, Afrique: Le Prix de la
Liberté (Paris: L’Harmattan, 2001).
251 On the Idaw ʿAlī's role in the growth of the Tijaniyya, see A. Dedoud ould Abdellah, “Le ‘passage au
sud’: Muhammad al-Hafiz et son héritage,” in La Tijâniyya: une confrérie musulmane à la conquête de
l’Afrique, eds. Jean-Louis Triaud and David Robinson (Paris: Karthala, 2000).
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Radiance of the Two Lights”). It proved to be a very slow process. By the time the full 
20-volume set was completed more than forty years later, the project had been restarted 
twice and moved to three different countries. The reasons for the long delay have yet to 
be aired publicly by anyone involved in the project, prompting a number of theories 
regarding the tafsir's fate: that it had first been taken to Tanzania for printing and then 
lost; that it had been the object of a bidding war between President Léopold Sédar 
Senghor and Prime Minister Mamadou Dia; and, finally, that its very composition had 
been initially opposed by the French governor.252 No evidence has ever been adduced for 
these claims, but that is somewhat beside the point; they circulate as stories (among 
others) that are readily believable, and are themselves evidence of contemporary 
understandings of Senegalese history, and the place of tafsir within it. 
The first verifiable attempt to print Dem's tafsir was made in Tangiers, where the 
project was discontinued after the appearance of the first volume.253 It was then decided 
to move the project to Egypt. In 1962, the head of Senegal's office of Muslim Affairs 
traveled to Cairo to meet with officials from Azhar University and the Egyptian Ministry 
of Culture and Islamic Affairs. An encounter with the rector of Al-Azhar revealed 
stereotypical attitudes about the ability of Africans to produce scholarship on par with the
rest of the Islamic world.  
The honorable rector was surprised when I told him that the purpose of
my visit was to have printed in Cairo 19 volumes of a Qur'anic
252 See Bigué Bob, “Thierno Amadou Dème, Un Ouvrage entre Quatre Présidents,” Seneplus, November 11,
2013, www.seneplus.com/article/thierno-amadou-d%C3%A8me-un-ouvrage-entre-quatre-
pr%C3%A9sidents. 
253 The exact reasons for terminating the project in Tangiers have not been made public, but the first edition
does contain several typographical and grammatical errors, beginning with the title page.
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commentary written by one of Senegal's most distinguished scholars...he
knew that our country was the most Islamized of Africa's independent
states, but he was not aware that there were men sufficiently cultured to
undertake such extensive research on the Qur'an.254 
The meeting produced the following terms for publication:  the commentary would have 
to first be vetted by a committee of scholars from Al-Azhar, and if the committee 
approved the work, then Azhar and the Senegalese government would split production 
costs evenly. If the committee decided against a subvention, Al-Azhar would still oversee
printing, but only on the condition that the Senegalese government assume full 
production costs. The Senegalese delegation agreed to these terms and left Cairo before 
Al-Azhar's committee had reached a decision about the tafsir.
Over the next thirty years the printing presses of the Egypt's official Dār al-Taḥrīr
publishing house produced the first four volumes of Dem's 20-volume tafsir (making no 
mention of the previous volume printed in Morocco). Then, the project came to a 
complete standstill. When it became clear that no more volumes were forthcoming, 
rumors about the project once again began to circulate. It was even said that the original 
manuscript of Dem's tafsir had been lost by Egyptian authorities. Whatever the exact 
circumstances in Egypt, the reality in Senegal was that the only complete copies of Dem's
tafsir existed as manuscripts in his hometown of Sokone. His tafsir was otherwise 
inaccessible, and one of Senegal's best-known works of Qur'anic commentary (certainly 
its most publicized) went largely unread for decades. The irony of was not lost on Dem 
himself. In a letter written to Senegalese authorities sometime after the appearance of the 
third volume, he reminded the government of its commitment to complete the project. 
254 See “Rapport” in “El Hadj Amadou Dème,” Dossiers Personnels, Archives Nationale du Sénégal.  
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Employing a novel universalist languge, he emphasized that he had written the tafsir not 
only “for Muslims generally,” but for “humanity and the cause of human rights,” adding 
that “its benefit will spread among all Muslims, but its utility will not be achieved 
without its diffusion, and its diffusion will not be achieved without its printing.”255 His 
letter went unanswered, and Dem passed away in 1973 never having seen his tafsir 
published in full.
In 2001, the issue of “the lost tafsir” emerged once again. Senegal held midterm 
parliamentary elections that year, and during a campaign visit to Sokone, then-president 
Abdoulaye Wade met with members of the Dem family and promised to take action to 
retrieve the missing manuscript and finish the project of publishing Ḍiyā’ al-Nayrayn. 
Soon after, a Senegalese delegation was dispatched to Cairo to locate the missing 
manuscripts and oversee the production of a new edition. The task of editing all twenty 
volumes of Ḍiyā’ al-Nayrayn was given to a team of scholars from South Africa's Islamic
Propagation Centre International (IPCI) in Durban.256 It was the third country that had 
been commissioned to print the tafsir. By the time a full set of Ḍiyā’ al-Nayrayn became 
available, the project of printing modern Senegal's first complete tafsir had become a 
continental undertaking, having moved from Morocco to Egypt and finally to South 
Africa. Six years after Abdoulaye Wade's visit to Sokone, the project was finished and a 
full print version of the tafsir was available for the first time. Nearly fifty years after the 
255 “Lettre arabe portant sur une demande de complément de financement pour l’impression du
commentaire du Coran intitulé : « Diya-u-nayrayni »,” IFAN, Département de l'Islamologie, Fonds de la
région de Fatick, Document n. 235.
256 The IPCI was founded in 1957 by the South African cleric Ahmed Deedat, famous in Islamic world for
his polemical attacks on Christianity and his televised debates with Christian pastors. See Brian Larkin,
“Ahmed Deedat and the Form of Islamic Evangelism,” Social Text 26, no. 3 (2008): 101-121. 
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celebration in Sokone, when politicians and shaykhs had gathered to recognize one local 
scholar's achievement, the tafsir of Amadu Dem had finally seen the light of day.
PROFILE OF A MUFASSIR 
While the denouement of the saga of Dem's tafsir was not reached until the early 
21st century, its beginnings go back to the last decade of the 19th, when Dem was born in
what is today the Sédhiou département of the Casamance, the southern portion of Senegal
sandwiched between the Gambia and Guinea-Bissau. These, however, were recently 
formed borders. As one French administrator later reflected, “our conquest of the 
Casamance differed significantly from that of other parts of the colony [and] this 
particularity was due to the area's special configuration, a véritable couloir between 
English Gambia and Portuguese Guinea.”257 France's agreements with Portugal (1886) 
and England (1889) had formalized official borders, but had not ensured, ipso facto, the 
effective occupation of the country. A French post in the Casamance interior was not 
established until 1894 (the year of Dem's birth). In 1895, the long transition from military
conquest to the establishment of civilian authority was initiated in France's West African 
empire with the foundation of the Government General in Dakar. In the decades that 
followed, the inhabitants of the Casamance earned a reputation as being particularly 
recalcitrant to French demands, and officers assigned to the region frequently complained
of the population's refusal to pay taxes or contribute adequately to military recruitment or
257 A. Sabatié, Le Sénégal: sa conquête et son organisation (1364-1925) (Saint-Louis: Imprimerie du
Gouvernement, 1925), 231.
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corvée labor.258 Dem's childhood coincided with these early, uncertain years of the French
occupation.
The Casamance was new soil for Dem's family.259 His mother, Amina b. Ḥamād 
Gaaye, came from Fuuta Tooro, a region in the Senegal River valley 250 miles to the 
north, and home to some of the longest-standing Muslim settlements in West Africa.260 
Clerics from Fuuta Tooro had a long history of migrating beyond its borders. Amina's 
father, for instance, was a muqaddam of Shaykh Muhammad Jallo, a scholar based in the 
mountains of Fuuta Jaloo, another important Muslim polity roughly 300 miles southeast 
of the Casamance in what is today the Republic of Guinea.261 He was the first of Jallo's 
muqaddams to settle outside of Fuuta Jaloo, and for a time lived in the coastal city of 
Ndar (Saint-Louis), where he met disciples of al-Hajj Umar Taal, the leader of major 
military jihad in the mid-19th century. Scattered between the riparian settlements of 
Fuuta Tooro and the mountains of Fuuta Jaloo, Amina's family formed part of an 
extensive network of Fula-speaking Tijani clerics. Their dispersed geography exemplified
a longstanding tradition (predating the Tijaniyya itself) of interconnected study and 
travel, one that has long been remarked upon by historians.262 A combination of farming, 
258 A thorough account of French colonialism in the Casamance can be found in Christian Roche, Histoire
de la Casamance: Conquête et Résistance, 1850-1920 (Paris: Karthala, 1985).
259 The little we know of Dem's upbringing and family background comes from a biography compiled by
Aḥmād b. Dahāh b. Mūḥammad al-Ḥanafī al-ʿAlawī al-Tijānī, which was included in the first edition of his
tafsir (printed in Tangiers), but omitted from subsequent editions printed in Cairo and Durban. All
information about his family is drawn from the earlier Tangiers edition. 
260 The Kingdom of Takrūr, located within the future borders of Fuuta Tooro, was known to the 11th-
century Andalusian geographer Abu ʿUbayd al-Bakri. See ʿUmar al-Naqar, “Takrūr: The History of a
Name,” Journal of African History 10, no. 3 (1969): 365–74.
261 Established in 1747, the Imamate of Fuuta Jaloo also became a Tijani stronghold over the course of the
nineteenth century. For a description of its pre-conquest political system, see Thierno Diallo, Les
institutions politiques du Fouta Dyalon au XIXe siècle (Dakar: IFAN, 1972). A muqaddam is a teacher who
has the authority to initiate new disciples into a Sufi order.
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animal husbandry, and trade sustained these networks of clerical communities, and 
Amina b. Ḥamād Gaaye was “among the owners of great wealth,” who “inherited from 
her mother and her full sister a great deal of property in the form of cattle, slaves [al-
ʿabīd], and garments.”263 Dem credited her with having supported his early studies, and 
she eventually sent him to her family's home region in Fuuta Tooro to continue his 
studies, buying him books and new clothes every year.
Like his mother's side of the family, Dem's paternal relatives were also strangers 
to the Casamance. His paternal grandfather, Aḥmad Mbàkke b. Muḥammad b. Sulaymān 
b. Muḥammad al-Amīn al-Kabīr, was a member of the Mbàkke lineage whose ancestral 
home was in the region of Bawol, a midpoint north of the Casamance on the route to 
Fuuta Tooro. It was through his paternal lineage that Dem could claim genealogical links 
to the two most important Muslim leaders of late-19th and early-20th century Senegal, al-
Hajj Malik Sy (1855-1922) and Amadu Bamba (1853-1927). Many members of the 
Mbàkke lineage were forced south into the region of Saluum when an armed jihad led by 
Ma Ba Jaaxu criss-crossed Senegambia in the 1860s, and it is likely that Dem's paternal 
relatives were part of this migration.264 
Dem was only five years old when his father passed away, and so his first studies 
of the Qur'an were overseen by his paternal uncle. With the elementary cycle of Qur'anic 
262 See, e.g., Michael A. Gomez, Pragmatism in the Age of Jihad: The precolonial State of Bundu
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 28.
263 Aḥmad Dem b. Muḥammad al-Amīn Bāra Dem, Ḍiyā’ al-Nayrayn: al-jāmiʿ bayna ʿilmay al-ṭā’ifatayn
[hereafter DN-Tangiers], (Tangiers: n.d.), xvi.
264 This episode is covered in greater detail in Cheikh Anta Mbacké Babou, Fighting the Greater Jihad:
Amadu Bamba and the Founding of the Muridiyya of Senegal, 1853-1913 (Athens: Ohio University Press,
2007), 41-7.
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school completed, he moved to north to Fuuta Tooro to pursue a course of study that took
him through many of the major Islamic disciplines (juristprudence, tafsir, hadith, 
prophetic biography, etc). ّIt was during this period that Dem accepted the Tijani wird, or 
the sequence of prayers that distinguish one Sufi order from another.265 As was common 
practice, Dem sought to renew his initiation with to the Tijaniyya through several 
different shaykhs (his biography lists more than fifteen). These included al-Hajj Malik 
Sy, head of the Tijani branch in Tiwaawan, and al-Hajj ʿAbd Allāh Niasse, the father of 
Dem's fellow mufassir Ibrahim Niasse. Dem continued to seek initiations for the rest of 
his life, at one point receiving a license to teach all of the works of al-Hajj Malik Sy from
Sy's son Abu Bakr. More than mere signs of prestige, these initiations confirmed Dem's 
very status as a cleric, enabling him to licitly teach particular texts. Several of these 
chains of initiation (silsila) connected Dem to Umar Taal, including one which he 
renewed while on the pilgrimage in Mecca during the waning days of Hashemite rule in 
the Hejaz (1341/1922-23).266
After concluding his studies in Fuuta Tooro, Dem, his mother Amina, and several 
of his uncles moved to Sokone, the town he would be most closely associated with for the
rest of his life. He did not explain his reasons for settling there (his biography states 
265 For an outline of the Tijani wird as it was performed in West Africa, see Amadou Hampaté Bâ, Vie et
Enseignement de Tierno Bokar: Le Sage de Bandiagara, (Paris: Seuil, 1980 [orig. 1957]), 231-232. 
266 DN-Tangiers, 4. While on hajj Dem met many scholars from the "Mashriq" (lit. “the place of sunrise,” or
the region of Arab countries east of Eygpt). The nature of their interactions are obscure, as Dem later
disclosed that he had learned from them “things that can only be mentioned in speech.” His biography cites
two scholars by name: Shaykh Najm Addin, a well-known figure in Baghdad, and Muhammad Subhi
Khaizaran, qadi of the Sharia Court of Haifa. Dem does not mention how he traveled to the Hejaz, but his
name does not appear on the official list of Senegalese pilgrims who took the French-sponsored maritime
route in 1922. See Khadim Mbacké, Le Pélerinage aux Lieux Saints de l’Islam: Participation Sénégalaise,
1886-1986 (Dakar, Senegal: Presses universitaires de Dakar, 2004), 201 n. 1.
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rather laconically that he made the decision after performing istikhāra).267 But given its 
location in the Siin Saluum Delta, it is not difficult to see why Sokone was an attractive 
destination for a cleric in search of students. The region played host to a substantial labor 
migration tied to Senegal's growing groundnut economy (and prompted by a tax regime 
that pushed young men to seek cash wages). Every year, tens of thousands of seasonal 
labor migrants, or nawetaan (so named for the nawet, or rainy season), travelled to Siin 
Saluum  for the groundnut harvests. They came with the rains from neighboring Guinea 
and French Soudan, moving along the recently completed Dakar-Niger rail line that cut 
through Saluum. Their labor  formed the foundation of Siin Saluum's economic growth, 
with the number of nawetaan migrating to Saluum reaching its highwater mark in the late
1930s.268 This was around the same time that Dem began working on his monumental 
tafsir, and it is likely that in addition to Sokone's full-time residents, many nawetaan 
attended Dem's oral tafsir sessions as well. Dem worked on his tafsir until 1959, but he 
lived in Sokone for the rest of his days, continuing to teach until he passed away in 1973. 
LUMINOUS LIGHTS 
 Although he did not live to see it, the long-awaited publication of Dem's tafsir 
provided an unparalleled view into the scholarly culture of Sokone. With a rare level of 
detail, it revealed the contents of the mid-twentieth century lesson circle while also giving
267 DN-Tangiers, 3. Istikhāra refers to a prayer one recites to God when seeking guidance for a decision for
which there is no clear ruling. It can also be recited as preparation for receiving a vision in the form of a
dream, though it is not clear that Dem has this sense in mind here. See Louis Brenner, West African Sufi:
The Religious Heritage and Spiritual Search of Cerno Bokar Saalif Taal, 2nd impression (London: C.
Hurst, 2005), 129.
268 Philippe David, Les Navétanes: Histoire des migrants saisonniers de l’arachide en Sénégambie des
origines à nos jours (Dakar: Nouvelles Editions africaines, 1980), 106.
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a sense of tafsir as a process—and it was a lengthy process that led to the completion of 
Dem's tafsir. It was claimed, both at the time of the celebration in Sokone and in 
subsequent press coverage, that he had spent twenty years working on it.269 Beginning in 
1939, he started compiling notes from his readings and lectures, and over the next two 
decades he wrote commentaries for each of the 114 suras of the Qur'an, moving in the 
order of their arrangement in the text (rather than the order of their revelation). Sura al-
Ḥijr was thus completed in the month of Jumāda al-thānī in the year 1363 of the Islamic 
calendar (i.e., the spring of 1944). His commentary on "The Cave" (sura al-Kahf) was 
completed the following August. Many of the shorter Meccan suras were finished in the 
late 1940s.270 
It was not rare for major works of commentary to take years, if not decades, to 
complete. Such was the case with Dem's counterparts Ibrahim Niasse and Muhammadu 
Dem, both of whom composed their respective tafsir over many years and who often 
relied on disciples to collate and edit the final written versions. This extended process of 
composition conformed to a common trope in Muslim scholarly biography by which a 
work's significance increased in proportion to the amount of time it took to be completed.
In this respect, even unfinished works could be highly regarded, since they were a sign of
a scholar's piety and unending devotion to commentary, as well as proof of the Qur’an's 
limitless character. A Qur'an commentary could never be truly complete because the 
269 Dème, “Al-Burhân al-wâḍiḥ,” 5; Guèye, “20 ans pour écrire un livre.”
270 Completion dates are taken from the third edition of Dem's tafsir. The suras are not consistently dated
(most do not include a date of completion), while some of those that do contain obvious errors (e.g.,
completing sura al-anbiya in 1846, or sura al-mursalat in 1979, six years after Dem's death). See Aḥmad
Dem b. Muḥammad al-Amīn Bāra Dem, Ḍiyā’ al-nayrayn: al-jāmiʿ bayn ʿulūm al-ṭā’ifatayn (Durban:
Islamic Propagation Centre International, 2007) [hereafter DN-Durban], X: 376, XIX: 510. 
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Qur'an itself was inexhaustible. Dem's tafsir, however, did have limits. By 1959 he had 
declared the work complete, just in time for Senegalese independence.  
Dem named his opus Ḍiyā’ al-Nayrayn. The title itself is worth lingering upon. 
Both ḍiyā’ and nayr refer to light, and one possible (if rather unpoetic) translation of his 
title would be  “The Light of the Two Lights.” Such literal-mindedness, however, would 
obscure the different shades of meaning contained in the two words ḍiyā’ and nayr. One 
finds variations of them juxtaposed in the fifth verse of the sura of Yūnus (Jonah): 
Huwa alladhī jaʿala al-shams
ḍiyā’an wa al-qamar nūran (Qur'ān 10:5 Yūnus)
It is He who made the sun a radiance,
and the moon a light (Arberry, The Koran Interpreted, I: 224)
It is He who made the sun
To be a shining glory
And the moon to be a light (ʿAlī, The Meaning of the Holy Qur’ān, 480)
Nūr is rendered simply as “light,” whereas ḍiyā’  is translated as a “radiance” or “shining 
glory.” The 19th-century British Orientalist Edward Lane compared the two words in his 
famous Lexicon, noting that “some say that al-ḍaw’ signifies that [light] which subsists 
by itself, as that of the [sun], and fire; and al-nūr, to that which subsists by some other 
thing [as does the light of the moon].”271 
The subtitle that Dem selected for his tafsir drew a parallel with the difference 
betwen ḍiyā’ and nayr. “The Compilation of the Knowledge of the Two Sides” (al-jāmiʿ 
bayn ʿulūm al-ṭā’ifatayn) invoked one of the fundamental distinctions in Sufi thought, 
271 Edward William Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon, 8 vols. (Beirut, 1968), s.v. ḍawa’a. Italics and
brackets appear in the original. Ibrahim Niasse simply equated the two terms in his treatment of the same
passage, glossing ḍiyā’ as "a light" (nūran). See Niasse, Fī riyāḍ al-tafsīr, III: 79. 
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that of the exterior (al-ẓāhir) and the interior (al-bāṭin), sometimes glossed as the 
“manifest” and the “hidden,” or the “exoteric” and the “esoteric,” (and referred to by 
Dem as “the two lights” and “the two sides”). According to this distinction, the “external”
meanings of a Qur'anic verse were made clear by applying the relevant rules of grammar 
and lexicography, while “inner” meanings could only be revealed by those individuals 
with adequate knowledge of the text's esoteric dimensions. A central tenet of Sufi 
hermeneutics held that the meaning of any passage of the Qur'an was, by definition, 
multifaceted, with the ẓāhir/bāṭin dyad being only the most basic distinction.272 Both 
aspects—the ẓāhir and the bāṭin—were therefore necessary for a full understanding of 
the Qur'an. The two were distinct, but not necessarily opposed. In fact, Dem regarded 
them as complementary modes of analysis, arguing that “manifest meanings [ẓāhirī] do 
not exhaust those that are hidden [bāṭinīan], and the hidden do not take the place of the 
manifest.”273 
By reconciling different modes of understanding the Qur'an, Dem's tafsir 
(hereafter referred to as Luminous Lights274) sought to encompass the whole of the tafsir 
tradition. In a common rhetorical move, Dem positioned his work as a more complete and
total understanding of the revelation than its predecessors. But Dem's introduction to 
Luminous Lights conformed to the tafsir tradition in other ways as well. First, it argued 
for the primacy of formal tafsir vis-à-vis other fields in the Islamic sciences (e.g., hadith 
272 The Sufi tafsir tradition developed an intricate terminology for describing different registers of Qur'anic
meaning, far beyond the ẓāhir/bāṭin dichotomy. For some examples of the ways of conceptualizing such
"levels" of meaning, see Elias, “Ṣūfī Tafsīr Reconsidered.”
273 DN-Durban, I: 3. 
274 My thanks to Rudolph Ware for suggesting this translation. 
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commentary, jurisprudence, grammar and lexicography, etc.).275 It then described some of
the the qualities a scholar needed to possess in order to attempt tafsir in the first place. As
Dem explained in the introduction to his commentary, 
It is not concealed from penetrating minds that seek out the sunna that
tafsir is the most splendid of disciplines. Only the most skilled and
experienced who have immersed themselves in its many aspects should
undertake it. They should be the wisest of their group in Arabic syntax and
grammar. They should be able to distinguish between aspects that are clear
[wujūh maḥkama] and those that remain obscure [al-mutashābih]. Many
notable figures have contributed to this art, all according to their own
capacities...But a storyteller does not fulfill the role of the jurist, and the
jurist is not practiced in the literary heritage. A transmitter of Prophetic
tradition ignores the corpus of legal opinions, while [in other cases]
subjective rulings take the place of the hadith. As long as you listen
attentively to whoever has studied all of these different aspects, and as
long as this person permits every possessor of truth his truth, then there is
no cause for concern.276
Dem was 45 years of age when he began work on Luminous Lights. In his view he had 
acquired a level of knowledge and authority adequate to the task of engaging the wider 
Islamic tradition of scholarship and discerning which of its elements were valid and 
helpful in clarifying the true meanings of the Qur'an—or, in his words, the ability to 
“permit every possessor of truth his truth.” This kind of authority was not easily assumed.
In fact, it was customary for Qur'an scholars in Senegal to defer undertaking a major 
work of tafsir until the later stages of a scholarly career.277 This mirrored the traditional 
275 Dem's cousin and fellow mufassir Muhammadu Dem made the identical point in a dedication he wrote
for the first edition of Luminous Lights: “Tafsir is among the most important fields of knowledge, and the
greatest of them, because the Book of God the Almighty is the source of all of them.” See DN-Tangiers, xii.
Asserting the superiority of one's chosen field, as Franz Rosenthal noted more than 40 years ago, was a
common tactic in a scholarly system that thrived on patronage. See Bauer, "Justifying the Genre," 42-3. 
276 DN-Durban, I:3. 
277 The mufassirs shared this tendency with practitioners of hadith commentary. See Joel Blecher, “In the
Shade of the Ṣaḥiḥ: Politics, Culture and Innovation in an Islamic Commentary Tradition,” (PhD diss.,
Princeton University, 2013), 13-14.
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curriculum of Islamic studies followed by students, in which tafsir tended to come at the 
end of a full course of study.278 To undertake a commentary of the Qur'an implied having 
thoroughly studied the Qur'anic text, its auxiliary disciplines, and the existing 
commentarial tradition—otherwise, there would be little to justify the endeavor.
Given these prerequisites, it was all the more noteworthy when a scholar 
attempted tafsir at an unusually early age. Such was the case with Dem's peer and 
occasional adversary, Ibrahim Niasse, who flouted convention by performing his first 
tafsir in 1929. He was only 28 years old at the time, but had already established a 
community of disciples in the village of Kosi outside of Kaolack. When requested by his 
followers to give tafsir during the month of Ramadan, he visited his older brother in a 
nearby village to ask for permission. His brother demurred, and refused to loan Niasse his
copy of the tafsir of al-Jalalayn, a frequently referenced Qur'an commentary in West 
Africa.279 Though Niasse returned to Kosi empty-handed, he still continued with the oral 
tafsir sessions, reciting the text of  al-Jalalayn from memory. The feat was regarded as a 
sign of his saintly potential, demonstrating a superior knowledge that had not been 
acquired through years of study, but rather through miraculous acts that defied rational 
278 This is frequently reported in the region. See Mamadou Ndiaye, “L’enseignement Arabo-Islamique au
Sénégal” (Thèse de 3ème Cycle, Université de Dakar, 1982), 108; Tal Tamari, “L’exégèse coranique (tafsīr)
en milieu mandingue: rapport préliminaire sur une recherche en cours,” Islam et sociétés au sud du Sahara
10 (1996): 47; Tamari and Bondarev, “Introduction and Annotated Bibliography,” 6. 
279 Literally the “Tafsir of the Two Jalal's,” the title referred to the commentary's two authors, Jalāl al-Dīn
Muḥammad al-Muḥallī (d. 864/1459) and his student Jalāl al-Dīn al-Suyūṭī (d. 911/1505), who completed
the tafsir after al-Muḥallī's detah. The tafsir of al-Jalalayn has a deep history in West Africa, and scholars
from the region were to known to study with one of its authors (al-Suyūṭī) in Cairo. See E.M. Sartain, “Jalal
Ad-Din As-Suyuti’s Relations with the People of Takrur,” Journal of Semitic Studies XVI (1971): 193–98.
Al-Jalalayn loomed so large in the work of West African exegetes that when Amadu Dem wanted to refer to
it, he simply wrote "And so said the Shaykh" (qāla al-shaykh). It was understood that the unnamed shaykh
was al-Jalalayn. Dem, Ḍiyā’ al-Nayrain I: 5. The editors of Ibrahim Niasse's tafsir report that he always had
al-Jalalayn at hand, "though most of the time he did not depend on it, except when the sun was setting and
he had been fasting." See ʿAbd Allāh and Aḥmad, introduction to Fī riyāḍ al-tafsīr, 18. 
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explanation. Stories of the legendary tafsir performance are still recounted by disciples 
today, and the event has been singled by scholars as a critical turning point not only in 
Niasse's career, but in the early growth of his community as well.280 Tafsir, it turns out, 
was present at the birth of one of West Africa's most dynamic religious movements of the 
twentieth century.  
Luminous Lights, by contrast, could make no claims to miraculous origins. From 
the outset, Dem emphasized the ordinary, human dimensions of tafsir, describing it as  “a 
form of knowledge that searches for the noble Qur’an's various states [aḥwāl] through its 
semantic meanings [dalālatuhu], in accordance with human potential.”281 In order to carry
out this search, Dem drew on a vast range of sources from the tafsir tradition. His 
introduction to Luminous Lights mentions more than twenty works that he consulted in 
the course of preparing his tafsir. These included the aforementioned al-Jalalayn as well 
as works by canonical figures such as al-Ṭabarī (d. 923), al-Thaʿlabī (d. 1035), al-
Zamakhsharī (d. 1144), Fakhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī (d. 1209) and Abū Ḥayyān of Granada (d. 
1344). Not limiting himself to Abbasid or Andalusian classics, Dem also referenced 
twentieth-century contemporaries such as the Egyptian scholar Ṭānṭāwī Jawharī (d. 
1940). His archive cut across Islamic space and chronology, and even included another 
tafsir produced in West Africa: the Ḍiyā’ al-ta’wīl of Shaykh ʿAbd Allāh al-Fūdī (better 
known as Abdullah dan Fodio, the brother of Usman dan Fodio, founder of the Sokoto 
Caliphate).282 
280 Hill, “Divine Knowledge and Islamic Authority,” 141-2; Seesemann, The Divine Flood, 41-2; Wright,
Living Knowledge in West African Islam, 218. 
281 DN-Durban, I: 7.
282 Ibid., 4-5. 
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The tradition of commentary that Dem invoked was multi-tiered. Many of his 
readings of specific tafsir works were filtered through glosses, or commentaries on 
commentaries (also known as ḥāshiya).283 For example, Dem not only consulted al-
Jalalayn, but several of its glosses as well. He highlights the gloss of Sulaymān al-Jamal 
(d. 1790), who was famous for providing commentaries despite never having learned to 
read or write.284 Other glosses of al-Jalalayn cited by Dem include those of Aḥmad al-
Ṣāwī (1761-1825), Shahāb al-Dīn al-Ramalī (d. c. 1595), and Badr al-Dīn al-Karakhī (d. 
c. 1598). Al-Ṣāwī's gloss, being largely a summary of al-Jamal's, was yet another step 
removed from the Qur'an—a gloss on the gloss of a commentary on the Qur'an.285 
Although Dem read widely in the tafsir tradition, he did not reproduce it 
uncritically. He argued that certain canonical tafsir like al-Tabari's were in need of 
“tanqīh” (“revision” or “refining”), and should not be simply transmitted wholesale. 
Dem's judgments could run even more harshly. He found that while al-Zamakhshari was 
strong on certain technical linguistic points, his association with the Muʿtazilite school of 
theology sullied the reputation of his tafsir. He therefore warned his readers when 
consulting al-Zamakshari to “take from it what is pure and reject that which is tainted.”286
He did not, however, instruct readers to avoid al-Zamakshari altogether, but instead 
argued that his works were in need of proper “talkhīs,” or “summary,” by a qualified 
283 Arabic for “margins,” the ḥāshiya were not always literal marginalia. As a genre they have begun to
attract the attention of scholars interested in challenging the narrative of Islamic decline in the post-
classical period. See Asad Q. Ahmed and Margaret Larkin, “The Ḥāshiya and Islamic Intellectual History,”
Oriens 41, no. 3–4 (2013): 213–16.
284 Al-Jamal studied texts by having his peers read them aloud. See his entry in ʿAbd al-Ḥayy b. ʿAbd al-
Kabīr al-Kattānī, Fihras al-fahāris wa al-athbāt wa muʿjam al-maʿājim wa al-mashaykhāt wa al-masalsalāt,
vol. 1 (Beirut: Dār al-Gharb al-Islāmī, 1982), 300-301. 
285 DN-Durban, I: 4-5.
286 Ibid., 11. 
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scholar. Luminous Lights contained many such judgments, informing readers of the 
existence of works that they should nevertheless approach with caution. 
What did a typical section of Dem's commentary look like?  Like the tafsir works 
of Ibrahim Niasse and Muhammadu Dem, Luminous Lights was a comprehensive, verse-
by-verse commentary on the Qur'an, also known as a tafsīr musalsa (lit. a “chained” or 
“linked” tafsir). Such tafsir stuck to a rigid format based entirely on the structure of the 
Qur’an itself. They moved sequentially through the Qur'an verse by verse, interjecting 
commentary in between verses, phrases or even single words. A classic tafsir musalsal 
therefore contained the entire text of the Qur'an within it.  
Such commentaries tended to address a shared set of questions that the Qur'an 
scholar Jane McAullife has summarized as follows: 
Was this sura revealed in Mecca or Medina? What prompted its
revelation? Can we explain the grammatical particularities in certain
verses? Why is there repetition of words or phrases? Were there any
variant readings for these verses, i.e., instances of different vocalisation?
Does the passage continue to carry legal consequences or has it been
abrogated?287
Dem addressed all of these questions in his tafsir. His commentary for each sura began by
stating whether it had been revealed in Mecca or Medina—or whether it was one of the 
thirteen suras for which there was no absolute consensus about the exact circumstances of
revelation. Such was the case with the very first sura of the Qur'an: 
Surat al-Fatiḥa...is Meccan...according to most scholars, but it was also
said to be Medinan, while some have combined the two and said it was
revealed twice: once in Mecca when the ṣalāt was prescribed, and once
287 See Jane Dammen McAuliffe, “The tasks and traditions of interpretation,” in Jane Dammen McAuliffe
(ed.), The Cambridge Companion to the Qurʼān (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 184.
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in Medina when the Qibla was changed [to face Mecca rather than
Jerusalem]...it was also said that half was revealed in Mecca, and half in
Medina. It is the first version that is true.288
This passage is illustrative of an ecumenical approach common to comprehensive 
commentaries. Different positions on a particular point were reviewed in succession 
before the commentator either identified one interpretation as the most correct one or 
simply let the multiplicity of views stand. The style left room for ambiguity and degrees 
of certainty. 
In addition to discussing whether a particular sura was revealed in Mecca or 
Medina, Dem raised the issue of abrogation, listing the names and number of suras 
containing both abrogated and abrogating verses (25), only abrogated verses (40), only 
abrogating verses (6), and finally the suras that contained neither abrogated nor 
abrogating verses (43). Such an exercise appealed to readers interested in legal matters 
(there were even works devoted solely to the question of abrogation, a kind of sub-genre 
of tafsir). But since Dem was interested in both the ẓāhir and the bāṭin—the externally 
observable and internally concealed aspects of revelation that corresponded to law and 
Sufism respectively—his tasfir also discussed the “esoteric” dimensions of particular 
verses. At several points in Luminous Lights Dem pursues this interest through the so-
called “science of letters” (ʿilm al-ḥurūf), which attributed certain numerical values to 
specific letters. Dem went so far as to list the number of verses contained in the Qur'an 
(which he erroneously claimed was 6,666), the number of words (77,450) and even the 
288 DN-Durban, I: 33. Ibrahim Niasse, who agrees that the Sura is Meccan, simply states the some
commentators claim it was revealed twice. See Niasse, Fī riyāḍ al-tafsīr, I: 47. 
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number of letters (1,125,000).289 
Dem's overall approach, in short, was eclectic. For some verses, he focused on 
minute points of grammar and morphology, or simply clarified the particular subject or 
object to which a verb might refer. Others contained extended comparisons of the way 
different scholars understood the circumstances surrounding the revelation of a particular 
sura. At times, Luminous Lights reads like a commonplace book, with extended 
quotations running over multiple paragraphs and even pages. Tafsir offered a structure for
organizing the massive amounts of information bequeathed by Islam's scholarly tradition.
Dem had combed through that tradition and gathered a staggering number of excerpts to 
construct his tafsir.290 
But Dem did more than conform to a model of Qur'anic commentary. Though he 
may not have used his commentary to espouse a particular ideology—it is not 
immediately obvious, for instance, that since Dem was a Tijani he produced a “Tijani 
tafsir”—his work nevertheless showed signs of the age in which it was produced. 
Nowhere was this more evident than in Dem's lengthy disquisitions on the importance of 
technology. This interest emerges at several points in his tafsir, but is most developed in 
his explication of the 76th verse of sura Yūsuf/Joseph, specifically the phrase “and above 
each possessor of knowledge is the All-Knowing” (wa fawqa kulli dhī ʿilmin aʿlīmun). 
The phrase provokes several pages of reflection on the importance of modern technical 
knowledge. Dem begins by quoting the twentieth-century Egyptian mufassir Ṭānṭāwī 
289 Nor did he stop there. He also included, citing a work by ʿAbd Allāh al-Nasafī (d. 1310), the number of
times each letter appeared in the Qur'an. See DN-Durban, I: 17-18.
290 For a comparative perspective on reference books in Western Europe, see Ann Blair, Too Much to Know:
Managing Scholarly Information before the Modern Age (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2010).
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Jawharī's gloss on the verse.
This verse was revealed in order to remove Muslims from their state of
blind ignorance, since today they are less developed than other
peoples...and so this sura and this verse obliges the Ummah to
unceasingly progress in the various fields of knowledge.291
Jawhari was a proponent of “scientific” accounts of the Qur'an that sought to reconcile 
the revelation with Western scientific knowledge. His commentaries were full of 
references to biology, mechanization and other technical aspects of “modernity.”292 Dem, 
for example, excerpted several pages from Jawhari's treatment of  Yusuf: 76, beginning 
with a section on the “wonders of American industry” (which included electric elevators, 
indoor heating, and the Woolworth Building in New York) before proceeding to discuss 
mass transport and the telegraph.
The commentaries of Jawhari and Dem evinced a fascination with movement and 
efficiency, and tried to distill modern notions of progress into a few key principles: mass 
literacy, professional training, public health, national service, the use of free time, stable 
family life, and moral education (which related to a stable family life, with the 
participation of mother and father).293 By announcing such principles, Dem anticipated 
many of the modernizing impulses of the generation of politicians that saw Senegal into 
independence. He found in Jawhari a way to modernize that tafsir tradition by adding 
“scientific” knowledge to the well-established practices of linguistic, legal and Sufi 
291 DN-Durban, VIII: 137; Al-Shaykh Ṭānṭāwī Jawharī, Al-Jawāhir fī tafsīr al-qur’ān al-karīm, vol. 7
(Cairo: Maṭbaʿt musṭafā al-bābī wa awlādihi, 1927), 51.
292 Jawhari's works reached a wide popular audience, though they were sometimes denigrated as a departure
from the tafsir tradition. One European scholar dismissed them as “a treatment of the Holy text [that] has
nothing to do with true interpretation.” See Baljon, Modern Muslim Koran Interpretation, 6. Jawhari's tafsir
is treated at length in J. Jomier, “Le Cheikh Tantâwî Jawharî (1862-1940) et son commentaire du Coran,”
Mélanges de l'Institut Dominicain d'Études Orientales du Caire 5 (1958): 115-174.




As should be clear from this brief overview of some of the content of Luminous 
Lights, most works of tafsir defied neat summary. Comprehensive tafsir were massive 
texts, densely packed with citation, that took pride in their lack of originality. Like the 
authors of reference works in early modern Europe, Qur'an exegetes often strove to be 
“conveyors of information rather than of their own opinions or positions.”294 Their own 
tastes and predilections inevitably emerged in the course of commentary, but they sought 
to distinguish efforts from deliberate attempts to put forth a specific ideological program 
via tafsir.295 Commentaries such as Dem's were intended to encompass the tradition in all 
of its interpretive complexity. As such, they were intrinsically multi-vocal texts, with the 
mufassir acting as a kind of conductor, determining the moments at which a particular 
section of the Islamic tradition was to enter and offer its understandings of the Qur'anic 
revelation.
Amadu Dem's Luminous Lights was the most publicized work of tafsir in 
twentieth-century Senegal. Today, tafsir is most often consumed via some form of mass 
media, requiring little in the way of public subvention. With Luminous Lights, however, 
tafsir became an affair of state. Its trajectory represents an earlier iteration of state-
sponsored, monumental texts, while its tortuous path to publication laid bare the limits of 
state intervention in the cultural sphere. But although Amadu Dem did much to expand 
294 Blair, Too Much to Know, 2. 
295 As was the case with Salafi critiques of Sufi exegetes in northern Nigeria. 
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the possibilities of tafsir in Senegambia, his work did not exhaust the region's tafsir 
tradition. Indeed, its long-delayed publication inevitably raises the question of 
circulation. Despite all the attention it had received in the Senegalese press, who had 
actually been able to read Dem's text? Who was its audience beyond Dem's circle of 
students in Sokone?
Physical access to the text was one issue; being able to read it was another. 
Written in a highly literary register of Arabic, Luminous Lights was largely intended for 
fellow scholars. This audience is hardly insignificant in Senegal, but it left the door open 
for other innovations in the Senegambian tafsir tradition. Other scholars—scholars like 
Amadu Dem's cousin Muhammadu—would walk through that door and push the tafsir 
tradition in new directions by composing commentaries directly in Wolof.
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CHAPTER 4
UNBRAIDING THE QUR’AN: WOLOFAL AND THE TAFSIR TRADITION
By the time Muhammadu Dem began his tafsir of the Qur'an in the early 1940s, 
the practice of using the Arabic script to write in Wolof was already several generations 
old. In the late nineteenth century, poets such as Moor Kayre (1869-1951) and Mbay 
Jaxate (1875-1954) pioneered the use of Arabic characters to compose poetry in Wolof. 
By adding supplementary diacritical marks to the Arabic letters bā’, kāf and jīm, it was 
possible to represent words in Wolof containing /p/, /ng/, /ch/ and /ñ/. The tradition 
reached its apogee with the career of Shaykh Muusa Ka (1890-1965), the poet whose 
life's work was inspired by  Arabic poetry of Amadu Bamba, the founder of the 
Muridiyya (see chapter 5). Muhammadu Dem grafted this predominantly poetic tradition 
onto the practice of tafsir, producing the first Qur'anic commentary written entirely in 
Wolof. His reasons for doing so and the methods he applied will form the focus of this 
chapter.296 
Explanatory commentaries of the Qur'an had been delivered orally in Wolof for as
long as Wolof speakers had been practicing Islam. Tari (recitation), tekki (translation) and
296 Though the growth of the Murid Sufi order did much to spread the practice of writing in Wolof, its role
should not be overstated. For one, the use of written Wolof did not originate with the Murids. The earliest
extant writings in Wolof transcribed with Arabic script predate the establishment of the order by more than
fifty years. Nor was writing in Wolof specific to Murids, as such practices were also employed by poets
with other Sufi affiliations. Nevertheless, the spread of Wolof-language writing practices and the expansion
of the Murid Sufi order were clearly related. The most sustained analysis along these lines is to be found in
the work of Diâo Faye and Fallou Ngom. See Faye, “L’oeuvre poétique ‘Wolofal’ de Moussa Ka ou
l’épopée de Cheikh Ahmadou Bamba: l’exemple du Jazâ’u Šakûr’, le récit d’exils au Gabon et en
Mauritanie” (Thèse de 3ème Cycle, Université Cheikh Anta Diop, 1999); Ngom, Muslims Beyond the Arab
World: The Odyssey of Ajami and the Muridiyya (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016). Ngom's chief
objective is to illuminate the origins of the Muridiyya and the life of Amadu Bamba using Wolof-language
sources. See also Alex M. Zito, “Prosperity and Purpose, Today and Tomorrow: Shaykh Amadu Bamba and
Discourses of Work and Salvation in the Muridiyya Sufi Order of Senegal,” (PhD diss., Boston University,
2012). 
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firi (commentary) were all aspects of Qur'anic education in Senegambia. Pedagogical 
tools such as waññ (lit. “counting”) had developed over time to facilitate the 
memorization and proper recitation and writing of the Qur’an. This last technique tracked
the frequency with which a given phrase, word or even partial word appeared in the 
Qur’an, allowing those who had not mastered Arabic morphology to nevertheless copy 
out the Qur’an correctly.297 
Based on available materials, however, it appears that Wolofal was a relative 
latecomer to the written tafsir genre. One of the oldest surviving texts from northern 
Nigeria, for example, is a seventeenth-century Qur’an containing inter-linear glosses in 
Kanuri. There is no evidence, meanwhile, that commentaries in Wolof (firi al Xuraan) 
had ever been written down before Dem's twentieth-century intervention.298 What 
motivated Dem's decision to depart from a written genre with such firmly rooted 
conventions in the Arabic language? Aside from the Qur'anic text itself, the only Arabic 
contained in Dem's tafsir was in the title: Mawridu al-ẓamān fī tafsīr al-qurān (Springs 
for the Thirsty: A Qur'anic Exegesis). Such a title evoked the classical Arabic tradition, 
but the commentary itself was executed solely in Wolof.299 
297 Mamadou Ndiaye, “L’enseignement Arabo-Islamique Au Sénégal,” (Thèse de Doctorat de Troisième
Cycle, Université de Dakar, 1982), 78-91. Ndiaye maintains that this technique developed among speakers
of Pulaar given that much of its terminology is in that language. 
298 For the distinctions between tari, tekki and firi, see Pathé Diagne, introduction to Al Xuraan ci Wolof
(Paris: L'Harmattan, 1997), 2. The seventeenth-century Qur’an containing Kanuri glosses was found in the
possession of an imam in northern Nigeria in 1958-59. On this particular text, see Dmitry Bondarev, “The
Language of the Glosses in the Bornu Quranic Manuscripts,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African
Studies 69, no. 1 (2006): 113-40.
299 Two fourteenth-century works were similarly named: Mawrid al-ẓamān ila maʿrifat faḍā’il al-Qur’ān, a
Qur'anic commentary by the Damascus-based Hanbali jurist Ibn Rajab, and Mawrid al-ẓamān fī rasm aḥruf
al-Qur’ān, a work specifically focused on Qur'anic orthography by Muḥammad b. Muḥammad al-Sharīshī
of Fes. 
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Scholarship on the practice of writing in Wolof with a modified Arabic script, or 
“Wolofal” (lit. “to make Wolof”), has tended to place Wolof and Arabic in opposition to 
one another, with Arabic presented as the historical purview of a scholarly elite and 
Wolofal as a medium of communication intended for “the masses,” or even as part of a 
“mass communication strategy.”300 That Wolofal reached audiences that Arabic texts did 
not was undoubtedly the case. Contrary to what might be expected, however, Dem did 
not elect to write Mawridu al-ẓamān in Wolof in order to engage a larger audience of 
Wolof speakers who would otherwise not have been able to read an Arabic-language 
tafsir. In fact, he explicitly intended his Wolof tafsir to be read by those who were already
well versed in scholarly works in Arabic. What are we to make of an author who 
composes a text in one language while stipulating that it only be read by those literate in 
another? The example of Dem's tafsir forces us to rethink the relationship between Arabic
and other African languages as a dichotomous one. Dem's tafsir was indeed a pedagogical
document written in Wolof, but he also wrote with a literate audience in mind. In order to 
understand why this was the case,  some background on the orthographic and linguistic 
context in which he carried out his work is required. 
WOLOFAL AND AFRICA’S ʿAJAMI TRADITIONS
The adoption of the Arabic script to write in other African languages—a practice 
and body of literature often referred to as ʿajami—has attracted more and more attention 
from Africanists in recent years.301 In West Africa, linguists have led the way, with two 
300 See Ngom, Muslims Beyond the Arab World, 3.  
301 The term “ʿajami” is derived from the Arabic expression for non-Arab, ʿajamī. The term carries a
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overseeing major research projects on the subject.302 Though much of the work thus far 
has focused on identifying extant collections and ensuring their preservation (both 
material and digital), a corresponding body of scholarship has also emerged in the last 
fifteen years, building on the more sporadic interest of previous generations.303 
This scholarship has illustrated the vast geographic spread of the Arabic script and
the variety of written genres and linguistic contexts in which it has been used. From 
highly developed literary traditions in Swahili and Hausa to “Arabic-Afrikaans” 
manuscripts produced by Cape Malay communities in South Africa and the “Sorabe” 
orthography of Madagascar, the Arabic script has been used to write in several African 
languages.304 Forged in the context of the Qur'an school, it has tended to follow the 
movement of Muslim communities, with many texts corresponding to specific genres of 
Islamic scholarship written in Arabic, including lengthy works of commentary. Most 
ʿajami texts, however, were shorter didactic works, and the orthographic practice seems 
pejorative connotation ("barbarians") and has also been used to refer to Persians specifically. For these
definitions, see Edward William Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon, 8 vols. (Beirut, 1968), s.v. ʿajama. 
302 See the Endangered Archives Program's “EAP 334: Digital Preservation of Wolof Ajami manuscripts of
Senegal,” led by Fallou Ngom, and the ongoing “African voices in Islamic manuscripts from Mali: A study
of African languages written in Arabic-based script (Ajami),” led by Dmitry Bondarev and based out of the
University of Hamburg's Centre for the Study of Manuscript Cultures. 
303 For an introduction to ʿajami scholarship, see Meikal Mumin, “The Arabic Script in Africa:
Understudied Literacy,” in The Arabic Script in Africa: Studies in the Use of a Writing System, eds. Meikal
Mumin and Kees Versteegh (Leiden: Brill, 2014). For earlier treatments, see chapter 3, “West Africa: The
Ajami Tradition,” in Albert S. Gérard, African Language Literatures: An Introduction to the Literary
History of Sub-Saharan Africa (Essex: Longman, 1981); David Robinson, “Fulfulde Literature in Arabic
Script,” History in Africa 9 (1982): 251-62; Ludvig Munthe, La tradition arabico-malgache vue à travers
le manuscrit A-6 d'Oslo et d'autres manuscrits disponibles (Antananarivo: T.P.F.L.M., 1982); Louis Brenner
and Murray Last, “The Role of Language in West African Islam,” Africa 55, no. 4 (1985): 432–46. The
identification of ʿajami texts and practices goes back much farther. Even someone as skeptical of their
importance as the French colonial ethnographer Maurice Delafosse noted that speakers of Hausa and Fula
had employed the Arabic script to write in their own languages. See Haut-Sénégal-Niger (Soudan
Français), vol. I (Paris: Emile Larose, 1912), 378-9. 
304 For the heritage politics surrounding the Cape Malay manuscripts in particular, see Saarah Jappie, “From
the Madrasah to the Museum: The Social Life of the ‘Kietaabs’ of Cape Town,” History in Africa 38
(2011): 369-399. 
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to have been employed most frequently for the writing of poetry. It has also been used in 
correspondence, record-keeping and advertising, and recent research has insisted that not 
all Arabic-script writing has been exclusively “religious” in its purpose.305  
Given the recent increase in scholarly output, it seems safe to say that something 
called “Ajami Studies” has now established itself as a subfield of African literature, 
linguistics and Islamic intellectual history. In this context, it bears mentioning that ʿajami 
was never a uniquely African phenomenon. As early as the fifteenth century, the Arabic 
script had been used on the Iberian Peninsula to write in Spanish, a practice that later 
scholars termed Aljamiado or Aljamía.306 This is to say nothing of Persian and Urdu. 
Within African studies, much of the contemporary scholarship on ʿajami has been 
animated by the claim that this orthographic practice has been “understudied.” Its 
absence in the scholarly literature has obscured its historical significance and, in the view
of one author, has even contributed to the production of artificially low literacy rates for 
Africa as a whole.307 Such a situation, it is argued, stemmed from colonial assumptions 
about African intellectual capacities and their relationship to literacy. In such a view, 
African writing practices were not only ignored, but actually unthinkable. 
305 See Mumin, “The Arabic Script in Africa,” 48-49. This is not to deny the paramount role Muslim
schooling played in creating the very conditions of possibility for adapting the Arabic script to other
African languages.
306 This designation was a departure from medieval Iberian Muslim scholars, who “did not distinguish in
their terminology whether a text was written in Arabic or latin characters.” See Gerard Wiegers, Islamic
Literature in Spanish and Aljamiado: Yça of Segovia (fl. 1450), His Antecedents and Successors (Leiden:
Brill, 1994), 1. For a catalogue of surviving manuscript samples of Aljamiado (or aljamía), see Álvaro
Galmés de Fuentes, Los Manuscritos Aljamiado-Moriscos de la Biblioteca de la Real Academia de la
Historia (Legado Pascual de Gayangos) (Madrid: Real Academia de la Historia, 1998). 
307 For the argument regarding literacy rates see, Fallou Ngom, “Murid Ajami sources of knowledge: the
myth and the reality,” in From Dust to Digital: Ten Years of the Endangered Archives Programme, ed. Maja
Kominko (Cambridge, UK: Open Book Publishers, 2015).
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While it is true that ʿajami writings were often dismissed by European observers 
as “illegible Arabic” (arabe indéchiffrable),308 they did not go completely unremarked. As
early as 1914, French linguists had noticed that medieval Arab geographers and travelers 
such as Al-Bakri (c. 1014-1094), Ibn Battuta (1304-1368/9) and Ibn Khaldun 
(1332-1406)  had included Arabic transcriptions of words from African languages in their
accounts of Western and Central Sudan309 In northern Nigeria, the use of the Arabic script
to write in Hausa was of interest not only to scholars, but to British officers who 
promoted it as an alternative to Arabic itself. In the early decades of the twentieth 
century, several officers corresponded with chiefs using Hausa ʿajami before a more 
robust program of Hausa romanization was sponsored by British authorities in the 
1930s.310 
Such initiatives, however, were exceptions to the more widespread assumption 
that writing in African languages was at best a marginal practice. Students of ʿajami have 
responded to these characterizations by demonstrating beyond any doubt that the 
production of written texts on the African continent was not limited to the use of Arabic, 
but included other languages employed exclusively by Africans. With this intervention, 
ʿajami studies has revealed fields of discourse heretofore invisible to academic inquiry.311 
308 Ibid., 333.
309 These included varieties of Songhay, Soninke, and varieties of Fula and Manding. See Maurice
Delafosse, "Mots soudanais au moyen âge," Mémoires de la Société de Linguistique de Paris 18 (1914):
281-288. 
310 See Nikolai Dobronravine and John E. Philips, “Hausa Ajami Literature and Script: Colonial Innovations
and Post-colonial Myths in Northern Nigera,” Sudanic Africa 15 (2004): 85-110; Graham Furniss,
“Innovation and Persistence: Literary Circles, New Opportunities, and Continuing Debates in Hausa
Literary Production,” in Africa’s Hidden Histories: Everyday Literacy and Making the Self, ed. Karin
Barber  (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2006).
311 As Ngom astutely notes, ʿajami practices were perhaps at times deliberately hidden from colonial
authorities. See Ngom, Muslims Beyond the Arab World, 3. 
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Just how these findings will revise wider bodies of scholarship on the history of African 
literature and Islamic history is an open question. But even if the implications of ʿajami's 
inclusion into these bodies of scholarship have yet to be fully sketched out, the attention 
given ʿajami materials in recent years represents a promising development in several 
fields.
Unlike some other ʿajami varieties, Wolofal largely evaded the notice of French 
colonial observers, and was therefore never actively promoted in French schools. In the 
early twentieth century “scholar-administrators” such as Henri Gaden and Gilbert 
Viellard took a keen interest in the Fula-language writings, some of which appeared in 
Arabic script. This interest was part of a broader fascination with the history of “les 
Peuls” as an ethnic group (and their allegedly extra-African origins).312 By contrast, 
colonial officials showed no similar interest in, or even widespread awareness of, 
writings in Wolofal. 
One of the first scholars to draw attention to Wolofal was the celebrated 
Senegalese intellectual Cheikh Anta Diop, who noted the existence of written ʿajami 
poetry among Wolof-speaking Murid communities in his 1955 book Nations Nègres et 
Culture. Diop compiled a list of well-known Wolofal poets, whom he called "Wolofalkat"
(lit. “doers of Wolofal”). More generally, he signaled the need for scholars to pay closer 
attention to Senegal's own literary traditions. State officials in the newly independent 
Mali Federation took notice and quoted from Diop's Nations Nègres  et Culture in a 
brochure published by the regional government of Diourbel in 1960 (see fig. 6). In a 
312 On this subject, see Anna Pondopoulo, Les Français et les Peuls: histoire d’une relation privilégiée
(Paris: Les Indes savantes, 2008). 
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Fig. 6. "Yesterday, Four Provinces. 
Today, a Single Region: Diourbel." 
Promotional brochure published by 
the region of Diourbel in 1960. 
section devoted to “Folklore and Culture,” the brochure cited Diop as follows: 
We have often discounted the existence of popular poetry written in
local languages according to well-defined rules of poetics. Such is the
religious poetry of the Valafs [Wolof], which is among our finest literary
monuments.313 
Diop's analysis matched the nationalist tones struck elsewhere in the document, 
appearing alongside sections on infrastructure, agricultural production, and the Regional 
Governor's call for Diourbel to “quickly take its place in the Malian Nation.” Diop went 
on to give an overview of the rules of composition in Wolofal. He claimed that Wolofal 
313 Cheikh Anta Diop, “Les Problèmes de l'Art Africain,” in Hier quatre Provinces (Baol, Cayor,
Ndiambour, Djolof), Aujourd'hui une seule Région: Diourbe (Le Centre Régional d'Information, 1960). The
following quotations are drawn from the “Folklore and Culture” section of this publication. Page numbers
are unmarked. 
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poetry followed patterns and meters derived from the Arabic poetic tradition. Each verse 
was of equal length, and was in turn divided into hemistichs of equal length. 
For the most part, such poems praised individual shaykhs, but they also included 
“satiric verses (Aliou Thioun), polemics in the form of epistles (Mor Talla Fall), 
picturesque descriptions of courtly life and early Murid history, and anguished accounts 
of the afterlife (Mor Kayré).”314 Constructing a tentative typology, Diop even drew some 
tentative distinctions between the Murid poets that predominated in his home region of 
Diourbel and Wolof-language poets in the Tijaniyya: “I regret that I cannot speak of 
[Tijani poetry] as much as Murid poetry, since I do not know it as well. If I had to 
distinguish between the two, I would say that it [Tijani poetry] is less varied...the 
instinctive African sense of rhythm is less apparent.”315 Here, the perceived differences 
between Tijani and Murid poetry were mapped on to expressions of deep-rooted 
Africanity that was at the heart of Diop's intellectual project. Murid poetry, unlike its 
Tijani counterpart, demonstrated a specific sense of rhythm that Diop ascribed to non-
Islamic African sources.316 
 Diop despaired over the future of Wolofal poetry, fearing that many works would 
be lost forever if they were not recorded. This liability, moreover, was related to the very 
context of poetic performance. 
In general these are poems written and chanted by a group of people
314 Diop was guarded about how he had come to learn about such matters, noting simply that “everything
concerning Wolof poetic art was told to us in a letter from a cousin.”
315 Diop, “Les Problèmes de l'Art Africain.”
316 Such a characterization also had parallels in French colonial depictions of the Muridiyya as the
quintessential “African” Sufi ṭariqa, which differentiated it from Sufi groups with ties to other regions of
the Islamic world. 
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passing through the public squares or during religious festivals. They are
nearly all meant to glorify the saintliness and generosity of a marabout.
They are chanted over rhythms as rich as they are varied, but which,
falling out of fashion, risk being forgotten. 
For Diop, establishing a corpus of Wolofal poetry was a priority for the newly 
independent state. This explains in part why his analysis was appropriate an official 
government publication.
Diop did not discuss the subject of Wolofal poetry at length in Nations Nègres et 
Culture, nor did he return to the subject in any significant detail in his subsequent 
writings. Instead, he left would-be scholars of Wolofal with the warning that “in order to 
truly appreciate such poetry, a full understanding of Murid society—its beliefs, its 
practices— is necessary, without which one will encounter terminology that one's 
ignorance will qualify as nonsense.”317 The idea that Wolofal poetry, like Murid practices 
more broadly, is especially impenetrable has proven quite durable. More than fifty years 
after Diop's warning, scholars were still citing the prerequisite of acquiring specialized 
knowledge as one of the main constraints on the development of academic scholarship 
devoted to ʿajami.318 In the face of such warnings, scholars in Senegal have been studying
Wolofal since the 1970s, producing critical editions and translations of works by Wolofal 
poets such as Shaykh Muusa Ka.319 
The Wolofal tafsir tradition, by contrast, has attracted much less attention than the
317 Cheikh Anta Diop, Nations Nègres et Culture: de l’Antiquité Nègre Égyptienne aux problèmes culturels
de l’Afrique Noire d’aujourd’hui, vol. II (Paris, Présence africaine, 1958), 538-539. 
318 Fallou Ngom, “Aḥmadu Bamba’s Pedagogy and the Development of Ajamī Literature,” African Studies
Review 52/1 (2009): 99–123. 
319 Amar Samb, “Jaaraama, Un poème wolof de Moussa Kâ,” Bulletin de I.F.A.N., Série B, 36/3, (1974):
592-612; Faye, “L’oeuvre poétique ‘wolofal’ de Moussa Ka,”; Sana Kamara, Sëriñ Muussaa Ka Melokaani
Roytéef (Dakar: Editions Papyrus, 2008). 
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corpus of poetry. Diop did not mention it in Nations Nègres et Culture, nor did it appear 
anywhere in the 1960 promotional brochure for the region of Diourbel. This was 
probably due to the different contexts in which the two genres appeared. Whereas poetry 
rhythmically chanted “in the public squares” was an obvious symbol of the newly 
independent nation's artistic traditions, visible to all, the production of tafsir was a more 
solemn affair involving a different audience with involved a different bodily 
comportment. Those who chanted poems were deliberately loud and mobile; tafsir took 
place in the majlis (lesson circle), not in the city squares. Though note private, tafsir 
lessons were not entirely public either. They took place in appointed locations (often in 
the scholar's home), and the audience was seated, its attention trained on the exegete.320
In spite of such differences, tafsir was still assimilated into the world of Wolof 
verbal arts, for it drew on the same orthographic practices that had developed among 
Wolof speakers familiar with the Arabic script. This orthography was forged in the daara,
or Qur'an school, where young students first became acquainted with the Arabic alphabet.
Such multilingual contexts meant that many Wolof-speaking students would have been 
familiar with the word “tafsir,” a technical term for Qur'anic exegesis, but one with a rich 
set of associations in the wider region.321 Yet the presence of an available loanword did 
320 My thanks to Mame Mor Dème, one of Muhammadu Dem's sons, for helping me visualize his father's
tafsir lessons. Interview with Mame Mor Dème,  Dakar, 11 March 2016. 
321 Even before the transcription of the first Wolof-language commentary, the semantic range of term
“tafsir” had expanded. The chief qadi of the Muslim tribunal of Saint-Louis was referred to as “tamsir,” an
obvious variation on “tafsir.” See David Robinson, “France as a Muslim Power in West Africa,” Africa
Today 46, no. 3/4 (1999), 123 n. 5. The nineteenth-century French physician and traveler Jean-Baptiste
Bérenger-Féraud also cited the term “tamsir” as a title for religious authorities (as distinct from military
authorities) among Pulaar-speaking communities in Senegambia. See L.J.B. Bérenger-Féraud, Les
Peuplades de la Sénégambie (Paris: Ernest Leroux, 1879), 137. Finally, in the highlands of Fuuta Jaloo,
where Fula-speakers predominated, the title “tafsiiru” was given to slaves who had studied Qur'anic
commentary. See Roger Botte, “Pouvoir du Livre, pouvoir des hommes: la religion comme critère de
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not preclude the creation of new terminology to name the practice of Qur'anic 
commentary, terminology specific to Wolof. One such expression was “firi alxuraan,” 
whose literal translation is “unbraiding the Qur’an.”
What does it mean for the Qur’an to be “unbraided?” In the most general sense, 
firi means “to uncoil or unwind.” More narrowly, it means “to spread out the contents of 
a bundle or container.” From these definitions, one begins to see why firi might be used 
to name the practice of Qur’anic commentary. By spreading out the contents of of 
particular verses like the contents of a bundle, we can begin to see them more clearly. But
firi can have an even more specialized meaning as well. In the household or at the salon, 
to firi is to “to undo braided hair.”322 Firi alxuraan thus likens Qur'anic exegesis to the 
undoing of an intricate set of braids. Although Dem never employed the phrase himself, it
still seems like an apt way of referring to the practice of one of the major  firikat of the 
mid-twentieth century.
A FAMILY AFFAIR 
Muhammadu Dem was among the first to keep written records of his attempts to 
“unbraid” the Qur'an in Wolof. As noted in the previous chapter, Dem's life left few traces
in official state archives. While his more famous contemporaries Ibrahim Niasse and 
distinction,” Journal des Africanistes 60, no. 2 (1990): 37-51.
322 See entries for “firi” in Jean-Léopold Diouf, Dictionnaire wolof-français et français-wolof (Paris:
Karthala, 2003), 127; Pamela Munro and Dieynaba Gaye, Ay Baati Wolof: A Wolof Dictionary, Revised
Edition (Los Angeles: Department of Linguistics, University of California-Los Angeles, 1997), 60. More
than 150 years ago, Wolof dictionaries referred to commentary as “mpirit” or “mpirité,” but to the
commentator as “firikat” (“-kat” is the agentive suffix in Wolof, i.e., if “bind” means “to write,” then a
“bindkat” is a writer). See Holy Ghost Fathers, Dictionnaire français-wolof et wolof-français: contenant
tous les mots du dictionnaire du Dard, du vocabulaire du baron Roger, du dictionnaire manuscrit de l'abbé
Lambert (Dakar: Imprimerie de la Mission, 1855), 48.
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Amadu Dem were the subjects of both state surveillance and state sponsorship, 
Muhammadu Dem does not appear to have had dealings with state administrators in any 
official capacity. Most of what is known about his background and education therefore 
comes from sources within the Murid community rather than from external observers. 
One valuable source that elucidates the background of Dem's early life is a brief 
biographical note written by one of his sons that was included in the printed version of 
Dem's tafsir Mawridu al-ẓamān fī tafsīr al-Qur'ān (Springs for the Thirsty: A Qur'anic 
Exegesis). It opens with the following lines: 
It is very difficult for a son to write about his father without expecting
him to pen a panegyric. At times, he is accused of exaggeration and
unreasonable excess... so that some even place their forebears beyond
human measure. Such being the case, I will try to strip this biography of
all filial emotion and speak directly of what I know.323 
Abdul Rahim Dem, the author of the note, was aware of the hagiographic tendencies of 
scholarly biographies and the skepticism that they could produce. Though he did not fully
refrain from such hagiographic impulses himself, the biography he wrote still manages to 
provide the basic contours of his father's life.324 
Muhammadu Dem was born in 1885 in the village of Kër Makala in the region of 
Kajoor (the same village as the celebrated Wolofal poet Mbaye Jaxate325). His biography 
323 min al-ṣaʿb jiddān an kataba ibn(un) fi abīhi dūna an yuntaẓar minhu al-aṭrā’. wa taratan yuttahum bi
al-mubālagha wa mujāwiza ḥiddān al-maʿqūl...ḥata al-baʿḍ yaṣilūn ilā waḍaʿ abā’him fawq mīzān al-
bashr. wa al-ḥāl hadhihi fā innī uḥāwil jahdī an atajarrada min ʿāṭifa al-bunuwwa fī hadhihi al-ḥadīth wa
atakallam bi-ikhlāṣ ʿilmī. Shaykh Muhammadu Dem, Mawridu al-ẓamān fī tafsīr al-Qur'ān, 2nd ed.
(2001), II.
324 The hagiographic tendency is most apparent in the account of Dem's death in 1967. According to the
biography, Dem passed away at the close of a long day of teaching, his final lesson ending with him
uttering a verse of Amadu Bamba’s poetry. As this last detail makes clear, the note written by Dem's son
conforms to some of the common tropes of scholarly biographies.
325 Ngom, Muslims Beyond the Arab World, 22. 
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depicts a rural childhood free of any major disruptions, even though he was born only one
year before the French conquest of Kajoor had been completed.326 His parents were “of 
Tukulor origin, but Wolof-speaking” (Tukūlūrī al-aṣl, wolofīyi al-lahja). In this context, 
“Tukulor” was a geographic designation referring to the Fuuta Tooro region of the 
Senegal River Valley, where the Fula variety of Pulaar was the most widely spoken 
language.327 Throughout the 17th and 18th centuries, multiple waves of Pulaar-speakers 
migrated south into regions like Kajoor, where Muhammadu Dem was born and where 
Wolof was more commonly used. These migrants learned Wolof  along the way, but 
retained memories of their Tukulor origins. Several prominent Murid shaykhs shared this 
Tukulor background with Dem, including Amadu Bamba himself. Muusa Ka's poem 
“Jaaraama,” for instance, is dedicated to Bamba's mother Jaara Buso,  and recounts the 
Tukulor origins of Bamba's maternal family.328
Muhammadu Dem's ancestor's were part of this migration southward. His father, 
Mor Yasin Dem, was a high-ranking cleric in the Tijaniyya Sufi order whose chain of 
initiation (or silsilsa) was derived from the Drame line of Hamdullahi (rather than the 
more geographically proximate Tijani lineage of Malik Sy, now centered in the town of 
Tiwaawaan). While Mor Yasin had traveled to some of the major scholarly centers of 
Mauritania as an itinerant student, Muhammadu Dem, as far as his surviving children 
326 Mamadou Diouf, Le Kajoor au XIXe siècle: Pouvoir ceddo et conquête coloniale (Paris: Kathala, 1990),
282. 
327 French colonials subsequently treated the term “toucouleur” as an ethnic label, and made even more
fine-grained distinctions between “toucouleur” (to refer to sedentary Pulaar-speakers of the Senegal River
Valley) and “peul” (to refer to pastoralists who migrated beyond the valley itself). See David Robinson,
Chiefs and Clerics: Abdul Bokar Kan and Futa Toro 1853-1891 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975), 5. 
328 Samb, “Jaarama,” 594. Though composed in Wolof, the poem's title is a Pulaar word used for expressing
gratitude. 
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know, never left Senegal.329 His mother, Aminata Ba, was a descendant of Maam Maaram
Mbakke, the “founder” of the Mbakke lineage, and Maam Balla Aysa, the grandfather of 
Amadu Bamba. Dem's background thus placed him at the intersection of Senegal's two 
most popular Sufi orders. His father was an important Tijani cleric, while his mother’s 
family was closely related to Amadu Bamba, the future founder of the Muridiyya. Both 
connections proved critical to his scholarly development.
As a young man in Kajoor, Dem moved to the village of Gede in the neighboring 
region of Bawol, to the southeast of Kajoor, in order to study with Mbacké Buso, an 
important cleric in the area and Amadu Bamba’s cousin.330 Dem began teaching in Buso’s
Qur’an school and subsequently established one of his own in the nearby village of 
Wobé. Both Gede and Wobé were within a few kilometers of Tuubaa, the foundational 
site of the Muridiyya, and have long since been absorbed into the expanding 
neighborhoods of modern-day Tuubaa, a city of several hundred thousand. Dem's 
biography depicts his years under Buso's tutelage as rather uneventful, with his daily life 
largely removed from the ongoing changes taking place in the interior regions of Senegal,
where the period of French conquest was coming to a close and a more invasive colonial 
administration was being established. Such developments—the battles over the 
construction of a new railroad cutting across Kajoor, the internecine conflicts between 
members of Kajoor's military elite, the eventual administrative reorganization of the 
entire region—are simply absent from Dem's biography.331 Instead, biographical sources 
329 Interview with Mame Mor Dème, Dakar, 11 March 2016. 
330 The village probably took its name from a village in Fuuta Tooro, further illustrating the links between
the Senegal River valley and regions of Kajoor and Bawol farther south. 
331 The most detailed account of these developments is found in Diouf, Le Kajoor, 263-286. 
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treat Dem's early years as a prelude to the signal event of his life: his decision to become 
a formal disciple of Amadu Bamba. 
This decision, too, was shaped by forces and events absent from the biographical 
record. In 1912, French authorities allowed Bamba to return to his home region of Bawol 
(where Dem had settled) after a five-year period of house arrest in the province of Jolof 
to the north.332 One of the conditions of Bamba's return was that he reside in the town of 
Diourbel, a trading center where the French commandant of the entire Bawol district was 
stationed. This decree was motivated by an interest in surveillance, since keeping Bamba 
in Diourbel enabled administrators to monitor his activities more closely. But if the 
objective was to somehow place limits on Bamba's influence, then the policy was a 
complete failure. The administration proved utterly ineffectual in reducing the number of 
new disciples, and before long Bamba had consolidated his authority over the wider 
Mbàkke lineage in eastern Bawol.333 
Meanwhile, the order continued to grow beyond the confines of Diourbel. 
Between 1913 and 1915, ten new Murid settlements were established throughout 
Senegal. These included villages founded by Bamba's younger brother Shaykh Anta in 
the district of Kaolack to the southeast; his brother Ibra Faty and son Bachir in the 
vicinity of Tuubaa; and his closest disciple Shaykh Ibra Fall on the outskirts of Thiès, an 
important railway town to the west.334 While new settlements multiplied, disciples like 
332 Bamba's obligatory residency in Jolof came on the heels of his deportation to Mauritania, which lasted
from 1903 to 1907. 
333 Babou, Fighting the Greater Jihad, 153. 
334 Lucien Nekkach, Le Mouridisme depuis 1912 (Dakar, 1952), 3. Nekkach was an officer in the French
colonial administration whose report was intended as an update on earlier generations of French colonial
Islamologues such as Paul Marty. His chief interest was monitoring the growth and economic activities of
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Dem began to stream into Diourbel in order to be closer to Bamba. In 1915, at the age of 
30, Dem left his school in Wobé and moved to Diourbel.
Diourbel was a major change from the villages of Gede and Wobé. A bustling 
colonial entrepôt with a railroad station completed only a few years before Bamba's 
return, Diourbel was in many ways an example of the kind of commercially prosperous 
city envisioned by French planners. A high volume of trade passed through the town, 
contributing to the colony's tax base and providing an outlet for French goods. Diourbel 
was a center of colonial administration as well, the primary purpose of which was indeed 
tax collection, along with the surveillance of prominent individuals (Amadu Bamba chief 
among them). French schools were opened, and though enrollment rates remained low, 
some children began to pursue two educational tracks simultaneously. French schools 
were reserved for the day, while instruction in the daara system took place in the early 
morning. For figures like Dem, Diourbel was a significant departure from the rural 
settings they had previously known. A year after arriving, in 1916, he became a formal 
disciple of Amadu Bamba, and devoted himself to the study of the Qur'an full-time.
Though celebrated within the context of Dem's biography, the move to Diourbel 
was not without its costs. Becoming a formal disciple of Amadu Bamba complicated 
Dem's relationship with fellow Tijanis (recall that Dem's father was a high-ranking Tijani 
cleric).To the extent that becoming Bamba's disciple entailed a transfer of loyalty from 
one shaykh to another, the growth of the Muridiyya always had the potential of coming 
into conflict with the interests of other Sufi ṭuruq. Any social tensions the broader 
Murid communities, rather than the intellectual dimensions of the movement (though one would expect the
two to be somehow related). 
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transfer of Sufi affiliation may have caused is minimized in historical memory, which 
tends to emphasize a peaceful religious pluralism that present-day leaders in Senegal put 
forth as both an ideal and an exceptional historical achievement.335 This emphasis is 
readily understandable, but from a historical perspective, it can potentially obscure just 
how disruptive a decision like Dem’s could be. He left behind his land, his school and his
students in order to become a disciple himself. Even today, some descendants of Murid 
“converts” still remember the ruptures created within families as a result of such 
changes.336 
Like the presence of French colonialism, however, the potential for competition 
and conflict between different Sufi groups is omitted from Dem's biography. 
Furthermore, in understanding Dem's decision to become a Murid, one must be careful 
not to project back into history fixed identities that may have only fully crystallized in 
more recent periods. It is not immediately clear, for instance, that  becoming a disciple of 
Amadu Bamba in Diourbel in the year 1916 meant, ipso facto, renouncing one’s status as 
a Tijani. It is often asserted that Bamba himself did not hold exclusionary views on Sufi 
identity as long as one found a suitable shaykh. In his poetry, Bamba emphasized that the 
wird of the each Sufi ṭarīqa was equally effective: “For every wird transports the Murid / 
335 This view of Senegal has in many ways become the country's trademark. See Mamadou Diouf, “The
Public Role of ‘Good’ Islam: Sufi Islam and the Administration of Pluralism,” in Tolerance, Democracy
and Sufis in Senegal, ed. Mamadou Diouf (New York: Columbia University Press, 2013). 
336 Interview with Serigne Mbaye Niang, Plan Jaxxay, 13 September 2014; Interview with Mame Mor
Dème, 11 March 2016. What distinguishes the Senegalese case from reductive versions of “sectarian”
conflict in other locales is that such tensions did not tend to go beyond the scale of a single family. In other
words, conflict rarely became generalized in a public way. In fact, public conflict tended to take place
between rival groups within a single Sufi order, rather than between different Sufi orders. For an example
of intra-Sufi conflict, see Fabienne Samson, Les Marabouts de l’Islam Politique: Le Dahiratoul
Moustarchidina Wal Moustarchidaty, Un Mouvement Néo-Confrérique Sénégalais (Paris: Karthala, 2005).
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into Allah's presence, and will not lead astray.”337 In Bamba's view, as long as disciples 
found an acceptable shaykh, Sufi affiliations were of secondary importance. When Dem 
moved to Diourbel, distinctions between different Sufi identities were still in the process 
of emerging. To be a Murid or a Tijani may have therefore meant something very 
different in 1916 than it does in the early twenty-first century. 
In spite of such reservations regarding the “hardening” of Sufi identities, it is clear
that Dem’s move to Diourbel, along with his allegiance to Bamba, represented a turning 
point in his life (even if framing it as such is a result of the retrospective view afforded by
his biography). Many of the disciples that came to study with Bamba in Diourbel 
eventually returned to their home territories in order to teach as Murids, and this 
circulation of teachers and students also helped expand the reach of the order. Dem, 
however, was among the scholarly elite—the so-called doomi soxna—whom Bamba 
instructed to settle in Diourbel permanently. Dem settled in the Madina Mubaraka quarter
next to Bamba's residence. His immediate family joined him there and Bamba continued 
to support his work as a teacher. For the next fifty years, he taught the Qur'anic sciences 
to multiple generations of students in Diourbel, passing away in 1967. Among his 
students counted many prominent Murid scholars and Senegalese intellectuals, including 
the aforementioned champion of Wolofal poetry, Cheikh Anta Diop. His study circle in 
337 fakull(u) wird(in) yūrid(u) al-murīdā / liḥaḍrat(i) Allah(i) wa lan yaḥīdā. See the section on the wird in
Bamba's Masālik al-jinān. The wird refers to an arrangement of specific Qur'anic verses and devotional
prayers that disciples of a ṭariqa recite at scheduled moments of each day. Each ṭariqa transmits its own
unique wird. Learning how to recite a particular litany, moreover, is an integral part of becoming a disciple.
Reciting the wird is often a communal activity, and is therefore not only a component of individual
religious practice, but part of a wider social identity, part of that which Muslims to identify themselves as
“Murids,” “Tijanis” or disciples of other ṭuruq, See F.M. Denny , “Wird (a., pl. awrād),” Encyclopedia of
Islam, 2nd. ed., edited by P. Bearman, Th. Banquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, W.P. Heinrichs, et al. 
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Diourbel provided the venue in which his Wolof-language tafsir would gradually emerge.
TEACHING THE TAFSIR 
As a disciple of Amadu Bamba living in Diourbel in 1916, Dem set about 
producing copies of the Qur’an to give to his new shaykh as a pious gift, or hadiya.338 He 
completed one section, or ḥizb, every day, thereby producing a complete copy of the 
Qur'an (or musḥaf) every two months. Dem continued this cycle of copying as a sign of 
his devotion to the Qur'an and to his new shaykh. At the same time, he engaged in a kind 
of spiritual “training,” or tarbiya, under Bamba’s guidance and supervision. 
As might be expected, the biography written by Dem's son does not describe 
precise nature of this training, consisting as it does of a kind of knowledge restricted to 
initiates. Instead of the substantive contents of Dem's training, the biography lists its 
successive stages, noting that Dem eventually reached the stage of fanā’, or 
annihilation—a classical Sufi concept that referred to “the passing away of the subject's 
awareness of himself, or other creatures, or anything other than the deity.”339 Dem's 
achievement of this stage of Sufi training, cited in Abdul Rahim Dem’s biography, is not 
specific to the Murids, but can be found in the traditions of several Sufi paths.340 Once 
Dem completed his initial period of training, Bamba advised him to resume his teaching 
338 Such gifts could take several forms, though for most disciples they usually consisted of money or other
goods. Hadiya was one of the principal mechanisms for collecting and redistributing resources within the
Muridiyya. For a detailed explanation of the puprose of hadiya, see Babou, Fighting the Greater Jihad,
93-95. 
339 Michael Anthony Sells, ed., Early Islamic Mysticism: Sufi, Qurʾan, Miraj, Poetic and Theological
Writings  (New York: Paulist Press, 1996), 119.
340 Limiting ourselves only to Senegal, see Rüdiger Seesemann’s discussion of fanā’ in within the Tijaniyya
of Ibrahim Niasse in The Divine Flood: Ibrahim Niasse and the Roots of a Twentieth-Century Sufi Revival
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), 94-6.
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Fig. 7. The cover page of the second 
edition of Muhammadu Dem's Springs 
for the Thirsty: A Qur'anic Exegesis in 
Wolof. 
career. At this point, Dem began his lesson circle in Diourbel. 
Dem’s teaching and the composition of his tafsir were closely related. In a very 
practical sense, his tafsir was a product of the study circle. It began as a set of oral 
commentaries. By the 1940s, Dem's  students had begun to gather their notes from these 
sessions. Though the precise timing is unclear, these notes were eventually collated into a
comprehensive tafsir that became Mawridu al-ẓamān. Although a printed version of the 
tafsir was not produced until after Dem's passing, handwritten copies circulated while he 
was still alive. Murids sometimes visited Dem's lesson circle for the express purpose of 
producing a copy of his tafsir. As students made their own copies, the group collectively 
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reviewed the tafsir, verifying its contents.341 Though not nearly as long as Amadu Dem's 
20-volume Arabic-language tafsir,  Mawridu al-ẓamān was still a sizable undertaking 
(like any tafsir musalsal). The final print version was contained in one volume of 355 
pages, with 21 lines of Qur'anic text and commentary per page. 
The way students described the process bears a striking resemblance to the way 
Johannes Pedersen described medieval publication in his 1946 classic, The Arabic Book, 
which appeared around the same time that Dem’s tafsir sessions were being held in 
Diourbel. Like Dem's majlis, Pedersen described classical Islamic scholarship taking 
place in the ḥalqa, or study circle. Whether in Abbasid Baghdad or medieval Andalus, “a 
work was published by being recited and written down in dictation.”342 Oral performance 
was part of the creation of authorship. It was also necessary to the editing process since, 
according to Pedersen,  a work “only attains its final shape by being read aloud to the 
author in the presence of the public.”343 It was this final recitation back to the author that 
in turn became the authorized version of the text. As is apparent from Mame Mor Dème's 
memories of his father's lesson circle and Pedersen's description of classical scholarly 
practice, the “publication” of any particular text was the direct product of a pedagogical 
situation.344 
As we saw with the case of Ibrahim Niasse in the previous chapter, the decision to
341 Mame Mor Dème has childhood memories of students leaving his father's lessons with handwrittedn
copies of his tafsir. This would have been in the late 50s and early 60s. Interview, Mame Mor Dème, 11
March 2016. 
342 Johannes Pedersen, The Arabic Book (Princeton, N.J: Princeton University Press, 1984), 24
343 Ibid., 31.
344 Dem's son went so far as to say that his father was not an author at all, but a teacher whose teachings had
been published. See Interview, Mame Mor Dème, 11 March 2016.
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undertake tafsir was not one to be taken lightly. The fear of disseminating false or 
misleading information about the Qur'an was enough to dissuade most would-be exegetes
from producing a formal commentary. How Dem faced such ambivalence around tafsir is 
not immediately clear from available sources. His son's biography, the memories of those 
who had been present in his lesson circle, and the text of the tafsir itself—none of them 
ever even raise the issue, let alone treat it as a potentially risky endeavor. Unlike his 
contemporary Ibrahim Niasse, no memorable story seems to accompany Dem's decision 
to embark on tafsir in the first place. Instead, his decision conforms to the more common 
trope in scholarly biographies in which tafsir is presented as the culmination of a lifetime 
of learning, the final stage of a scholarly career, and a feat that could only be attempted 
late in life.345 Preserving Dem's oral tafsir as a written text was meant to ensure its 
availability as a scholarly resource for future educators. 
When embarking on his Wolofal tafsir, Dem faced the added challenge of not 
having any guides. Whereas exegetes such as Amadu Dem, who composed their works in 
Arabic, could refer to a vast library of commentaries available in that language (and 
could quote them at length, as Amadu Dem did), there were no extant written Wolof-
language commentaries that could serve as an example for Muhammadu Dem. Given this
absence, the prospect of a Wolof-language tafsir was not without theological risk. On 
whose authority would Dem assert that his commentaries in Wolof accurately elucidated 
a text that appeared in Arabic? Like other West African exegetes, he cited the al-Jalalayn 
345 Qushayri, for instance, was in his sixties when he began composing his tafsir. See Martin Nguyen, Sufi
Master and Qur’an Scholar: Abū’l-Qāsim al-Qushayrī and the Laṭāʼif al-Ishārāt (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2012). 
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as one of his sources. But he was still bereft of written sources for explaining Qur'anic 
verses in Wolof. On the other hand, scholars had been using Wolof to teach the principles 
of Islam for hundreds of years, and the presence of Muslim communities in Wolof-
speaking areas of Senegambia reached back to the eleventh century.346 The accumulated 
historical experience of expressing Islamic concepts in Wolof must have provided a ready
lexicon for Dem, though without citation, the exact sources of those concepts are 
impossible to determine. What or who had emboldened Dem to affix his name to a new 
kind of tafsir?   
The answer was to be found in his community of students and disciples. The 
decision to collect Dem's tafsir in written form was in all likelihood in response to 
requests from disciples for copies of the work. The growth of the Muridiyya in the 1930s 
and 1940s, and the growth of the city of Diourbel specifically, would have increased the 
demand for the kind of instruction that Dem could provide. One sees a similar process at 
work in the other Senegambian commentaries that were composed in the 1950s and 
subsequently printed. In the case of both Ibrahim Niasse's Fī riyāḍ al-tafsīr li-l-Qur’ān 
al-karīm (“In the Gardens of Exegesis on the Noble Qur'an”) and Amadu Dem's Ḍiyā’ al-
nayrayn (“Luminous Lights”), disciples were the driving force behind the publication of 
Qur'anic commentaries, rather than the authors themselves. 
The process by which tafsir was actually produced in multilingual contexts raises 
a host of questions that are not adequately addressed here. To what extent had Wolofal's 
orthography become fixed at the time of Dem's tafsir sessions? If Dem's oral commentary
346 Nehemia Levtzion, “Islam in the Bilad al-Sudan to 1800,” in The History of Islam in Africa, eds.
Nehemia Levtzion and Randall L. Pouwels (Athens: Ohio University Press, 2000), 77. 
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in Wolof was being taken down by his students, can it be assumed that they were all 
transcribing Wolof in the same manner? Or did participation in the tafsir session itself 
help standardize Wolofal orthography, in some sense? Or, better yet, was the very idea of 
"standardization" irrelevant to linguistic and scholarly communities that could easily 
apprehend small differences in orthography? Questions such as these will be difficult, if 
not impossible, to answer without a close comparative study of multiple copies of Dem's 
tafsir. The only copy that is both complete and publicly available is the printed version 
edited by Dem's son.
TAFSIR AND TRANSLATION
What did a typical passage of Muhammadu Dem's Wolof-language commentary 
look like on the page? Here is the opening line of the tafsir-proper as it appears in the 
second print edition, with a gloss on the very first word of the very first sura of the 
Qur'an, “The Opening.”
The characters appearing in boldface type are in Wolof, while the rest of the line is in 
Arabic. A transliteration of the line would read as follows (Wolof appears in bold).
sūrat(u) fātiḥa al-kitāb makkiyya(tun) sabaʿ(u) āyāt(in) bism(i) Allā(i) ci 
tuuru suñu boroom. 
The line can be translated as follows. 
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The Opening is a Meccan sura containing seven verses. “In the name of 
Allah.” In the name of our Lord. 
We see that the Wolof phrase “ci tuuru suñu boroom” is a simple translation of the 
Arabic for “in the name of Allah.” Another verse from “The Opening” will serve to 
illustrate the method.
Transliteration: 
iyyak(a) yow daal naʿbud(u) lañuy jaamu wa iyyak(a) yow daal 
nastaʿīn lañuy dimbandi ko ci lépp. 
This, the fifth verse of “The Opening,” has been translated as “Thee only we serve; to 
Thee alone we pray for succour.”347 The Wolof phrase “yow daal” translates as “you 
alone,” whereas a word-for-word translation of “lañuy dimbandi ko ci lépp” would read
“we depend on him for everything.”
As should be apparent from these two brief examples, the style of commentary 
that Dem engaged in differed markedly from his counterpart Amadu Dem. Gone are the 
citations of recognized scholars on whose authority one transmitted knowledge about the 
Qur'an. No such authorities existed for Wolofal tafsir. Muhammadu Dem's comments 
therefore do not cite historic figures in the history tafsir, but instead consist of calques 
347 A.J. Arberry, The Koran Interpreted, vol. 1 (New York: Touchstone, 1996), 29. 
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inserted between and within verses of the Qur'an. They tend to be lexical like the ones in 
the examples mentioned above. 
At other points throughout the tafsir, Dem departs from word-to-word translation 
in order to offer a few lines of more detailed commentary. Elaborating on the unique 
power of the Fatiha, he explains how the opening sura of the Qur'an encompasses Islamic
knowledge as a whole. As before, Dem's Wolofal commentary appears in bold next to 
passages quoted from the Qur'an.
tawhīd lépp tàbbi na ci “al-ḥamd(u) lillāh”
(All of theology is contained in [the phrase] “al-ḥamd(u) lillāh”)
xam-xam shariʿa lépp tàbbi na ci “iyyak(a) naʿbud(u)”
(All of Shariʿa is contained in “iyyak(a) naʿbud(u)”
yoonu taṣawwuf lépp tàbbi na ci “wa iyyak(a) nastaʿīn” 
(All of Sufism is contained in “wa iyyak(a) nastaʿīn”)
yoonu ḥaqīqa lépp tàbbi na ci “ihdinā aṣ-ṣirāṭ(a) al-mustaqīm”
(All of Real Truth is contained in “ihdinā aṣ-ṣirāṭ(a) al-mustaqīm”)
teere tārīkh yépp tàbbi na ci “ṣirāṭ alladhīna anaʿmta ʿalayhi ghayr al-
maghḍūb(i) ʿalayhi wa lā aḍ-ḍāllīn”
(All of the books of history are contained in “ṣirāṭ alladhīna anaʿmta 
ʿalayhi ghayr al-maghḍūb(i) ʿalayhi wa lā aḍ-ḍāllīn”)
The repetition of the word “lépp” and the phrase “tàbbi na ci” gives Dem's commentary a 
rhythmic quality, similar to that of Wolof-language poetry. Such passages were reflective 
of the largely oral context in which Dem's tafsir was produced. 
Other passages were reflective of broader historical circumstances. Near the end 
of his section on the Fatiḥa, Dem provides a few lines of sustained commentary on non-
lexical matters, mentioning that the Arabic letter mīm appears twelve times in that sura 
(apart from the opening Basmala). Dem reflects on the significance of the number twelve.
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Its importance is so obvious, Dem notes, that even the “Tubaabs” (white Europeans) 
divide the day into twelve hours. Seemingly miscellaneous commentary of this kind 
appears throughout Mawridu al-ẓamān. With that said, the bulk of Dem's commentary 
consists of a word-by-word correspondence between Wolof and the Arabic of the Qur'an. 
Such being the case, it is not surprising that one scholar has referred to Dem's 
tafsir as “a translation of the Qur’ān in ʿAjamī.”348 Yet some students in Dem's lesson 
circle would have taken exception to that characterization. While devising ways of 
explaining Qur’anic concepts in Wolof was clearly at the heart of Dem's procedure, his 
son Abdul Rahim Dem stressed in his introduction to the tafsir that his father had not 
produced a translation of the Qur’an.349 Instead, he presented his father's Wolof-language 
tafsir as a commentary intended for students who already attained an advanced level of 
understanding of the Qur'an in Arabic. The written Wolof tafsir was intended to 
supplement previous study of the Qur'an. Providing written glosses on individual words 
was not intended to take the place of reading the Qur'an “in the original.” In that sense, 
Mawridu al-ẓamān, as an ʿajami text, was deliberately not intended for a wide readership 
that had limited ability in Arabic. 
With Dem's tafsir, we have an interesting convergence of authorial intention, 
language ideology and Qur'anic education. His was a pedagogical text whose stated goal 
was to provide those charged with teaching the meaning of the Qur'an the most accurate 
terms to use in Wolof to elucidate specific verses. It was not intended for readers who 
348 Ngom, Muslims Beyond the Arab World, 87. For a self-described translation of the Qur'an into Wolof,
see Pathé Diagne, ed., Al Xuraan ci Wolof (Paris : Harmattan, 1997).
349 Mame Mor Dème, completely unprompted by me, also raised the issue of translation, and maintained
that his father's tafsir was not a translation. Interview with Mame Mor Dème, 11 March 2016.
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would only be able to understand the portions of the text written using Wolofal. In this 
sense, the audience for Wolofal texts and the audience for Arabic were one in the same. It
therefore makes little sense to depict Arabic and ʿajami as alternatives to one another, as 
much of the scholarly literature on ʿajami does. 
To place Arabic and ʿajami in a zero-sum relationship raises the issue of 
translation, which was obviously a sensitive one for Dem's students. Having a clearer 
conception of how Dem himself understood the connection between Arabic and Wolofal 
clarifies why he and his students never viewed his work as translation. Even if Dem 
engaged in translation of a kind, the doctrine of inimitability precluded calling his tafsir a 
"translation," since the concept of translation was understood to mean a substitute for the 
original text. A particular ideology attached to translation in the Senegambian context that
differed from Muslim contexts where translation was more commonly accepted as part of
a wider tradition of commentary.350 Rather than remembering him as a gifted translator, 
however, Muhammadu Dem and his family maintained that he had produced a tafsir, 
though one that served a very different purpose than that of his cousin Amadu Dem in 
Sokone.
CONCLUSION 
The figure of Muhammadu Dem speaks to two burgeoning fields of scholarship in
the study of Islam in West Africa. The first concerns the study of Qur’anic exegesis, 
350 The issue of Qur'anic translation has been studied most thoroughly in the Persianate context. See Travis
E. Zadeh, The Vernacular Qur’an: Translation and the Rise of Persian Exegesis (London: Oxford
University Press, 2012). 
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which has attracted significant attention in the broader field of Islamic studies, but also 
has its partisans within the study of West Africa specifically.351 With this increase in 
scholarly output, one is reminded that "in contemplating tafsīr, one stands before a sea of 
writing that has been expanding for the last millennium and a half.”352 Yet for some 
scholars, Qur'anic commentary encompasses even more than self-identified tafsir. Shahab
Ahmed, for instance, has asked us to distinguish “between tafsīr as a formal genre and 
tafsīr as hermeneutical activity,” arguing that for many if not most Muslims, the most 
important texts for engaging with the Qur’an were not formal tafsir, but literary works 
such as Rumi’s Masnavi-yi Maʻnavi, which Ahmed calls “Qur’ānic exegesis by other 
means.”353 It is in this expansive field that Muhammadu Dem's tafsir is located. 
The second field relevant to the work of Muhammadu Dem concerns the writing 
of African languages using the Arabic script, or ʿajami. Mawridu al-ẓamān cautions 
against the assumption that all Ajami texts were intended for a wide readership. Though it
was written in Wolofal, the intended audience of Mawridu al-ẓamān was expected to 
have attained a sufficient level of proficiency in Arabic. Its purpose therefore qualifies the
notion that Wolofal texts were necessarily part of a mass-based project aimed at reaching 
351 The Institute of Ismaili Studies in London has published 14 books in the past 12 years through its
Qur’anic Studies Series with Oxford University Press, while in October 2013, the Journal of Qur’anic
Studies dedicated an entire issue to “Qur’anic Exegesis in African Languages.” See also Andrea Brigaglia,
“Tafsīr and the Intellectual History of Islam in West Africa: The Nigerian Case,” in Tafsīr and Islamic
Intellectual History: Exploring the Boundaries of a Genre, eds. Andreas Görke and Johanna Pink, Oxford,
Oxford University Press, 2014.
352 Walid A. Saleh, The Formation of the Classical Tafsīr Tradition: The Qur’ān Commentary of al-
Thaʻlabī (d. 427/1035) (Leiden: Brill, 2004), 1.
353 Shahab Ahmed, What Is Islam?: The Importance of Being Islamic (Princeton, Princeton University
Press, 2015): 307. In a parallel vein, Jamal Elias has shown that in the case of the 14th-century Sufi ʻAlā’
al-Dawla Simnānī, writing a tafsir “first and foremost an act of piety and not a technique of explaining his
religious ideas,” which he did more directly in other works. In that sense, tafsir was “an epistemic, rather
than simply literary, genre.” See Jamal J. Elias, “Ṣūfī Tafsīr Reconsidered: Exploring the Development of a
Genre,” Journal of Qur’anic Studies 12 (2010): 52.
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all Wolof speakers.  Finally, as one of at least three early twentieth-century Senegalese 
scholars whose names are attached to complete, verse-by-verse commentaries of the 
Qur’an, Muhammadu Dem participates in the politics of commemoration shared by Sufi 
orders throughout Senegal.  His is the “Murid” tafsīr musalsal that can be held up against
the commentaries of Ibrahim Niasse and Amadu Dem. Even if they have not read 
Mawridu al-ẓamān, well informed Murids often know of Muhammadu Dem and his 
Wolofal tafsir. 
Although Muhammadu Dem composed tafsir entirely in Wolof, his son Abdul 
Rahim placed him squarely in the center of the truly vast tradition of Qur’anic exegesis. 
Without other written Wolof-language tafsir to form a basis of comparison, we cannot 
argue that Dem's tafsir was in some sense representative of Wolof tafsir as a whole 
(written or oral). But we can plausibly argue that Dem's tafsir was representative of a 
kind of scholarly activity, exemplified byt the act of commentary, that was widespread, if 
generally unrecorded. Though Wolof was known to all of his listeners, Muhammadu 
Dem's facility with the language, combined with his study of the Qur'an, allowed him to 
take the Senegambian tafsir tradition in new directions. In this way, his work 
demonstrated that even though “the raw material of language is available to all... only a 
few enjoy the capacity to transmute the metal into coin and produce the currency of 
cultural exchange.”354
354 Abdelfattah Kilito, The Author and His Doubles: Essays on Classical Arabic Culture, trans. Michael
Cooperson (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 2001), 6.
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CHAPTER 5
POETRY, PRINT AND PUBLICS:  THE XASIDA OF AMADU BAMBA
To call poetry the supreme art of the Muslim world is to border on cliché. Among 
speakers of Arabic, it was referred to historically as the dīwān al-ʿarab, or “register of the
Arabs.”355 The term was suggestive of poetry's role as a repository of the Arabic 
language, one of the ultimate arbiters in deciding what constituted “proper” Arabic. The 
fact that pre-Islamic poetry could be justifiably enlisted to explain certain passages of the 
Qur'an is proof enough of its authority and prestige. As the adoption of Islam introduced 
more and more people to the Arabic language, Arabic poetry encountered the poetic 
traditions of other speech communities. Whether these traditions were directly influenced
by Arabic poetry, or developed independently, it is safe to say that both were of immense 
social importance in West Africa. The historic development of an endogamous class of 
bards—specialists in oral expression that were known as jeli(w) in Manding, géwél in 
Wolof and griots in French—testifies to this fact.356 
A study of the genres of Islamic scholarship that have most characterized 
intellectual life in the Western Sahel would therefore be incomplete without a chapter on 
poetry. More than fiqh, ta'rikh or tafsir, poetry laid claim to a broad public audience. This
was especially the case among the Sufi communities of Senegal that are the focus of this 
chapter. Crowds did not form to recite historical chronicles or manuals of Islamic 
355 Roger Allen, The Arabic Literary Heritage: The development of its genres and criticism (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1998), 104. 
356 See, e.g., Momar Cissé, Parole chantée et communication sociale chez les Wolof du Sénégal (Paris:
L'Harmattan, 2009); David C. Conrad and Barbara E. Frank (eds.), Status and Identity in West Africa:
Nyamakalaw of Mande (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1995). 
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jurisprudence, but the poetry composed by beloved Sufi figures. Viewed from the outside,
these events could appear raucous and unruly. Group recitations could go on for several 
hours, sometimes deep into the night. In mid-twentieth century Dakar, such noisy 
gatherings were frequently the subject of administrative control and censure, especially 
once loudspeakers entered the scene. Nowhere was the public face of African Islamic 
scholarship more visible, and more audible, than in the practice of collective recitation 
found in spiritual exercises such as dhikr and samaʿ. These were intended to draw 
disciples closer to their shaykhs and allow the congregation as a whole to experience the 
presence of the divine. In French administrative parlance, these different practices were 
simply labeled les chants religieux.  
What gave poetry its mass appeal? Its popularity surely owed something to its 
aesthetics. No one who participated in a poetry recitation would deny that it was in some 
sense “beautiful.” Combined with its mnemonic qualities, these aesthetic aspects made 
Sufi poetry in both Senegal and elsewhere in the Muslim world “a cheap and portable 
form of art.”357 It was one, moreover, that could be enjoyed by people with varying 
degrees of familiarity with the Arabic language and even with Islam. Its availability on 
both the page and in public performance made it uniquely accessible among the genres of
Islamic scholarship covered in this study thus far. But how did the poetry of beloved sufis
like Amadu Bamba, the founder of the Muridiyya, first appear on the printed page? How 
did it stay there? Under what conditions was its public performance undertaken? 
357 Jamal J. Elias, introduction to Death Before Dying: The Sufi Poems of Sultan Bahu (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1998), 1. 
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Like all significant cultural practices, poetry also existed in a particular context 
and in particular material forms. Both of these had an effect on its dissemination and thus 
on its ultimate significance. While poetry was a favored mode of expression for many 
prominent Muslim scholars in Seengal, none are more strongly associated with it than 
Amadu Bamba. His poems, or xasida, as they are known in Wolof, are among the most 
popular forms of reading material in the country. Readily purchased in markets, 
bookshops, and bus stations, they are also frequently performed and recorded by singers 
whose renown extends beyond circles of aficionados. They form, in short, an integral part
of Senegal's aural regime. How they became so ubiquitous is directly tied to the 
twentieth-century trajectory of the Muridiyya and its place in the broader history of 
African-run printing presses in Senegal. The overlap of these two histories are a central 
concern of this chapter.  
Yet poetry did not exist solely on the page. It was also part of a collective practice 
of recitation, and it was in this domain that Murids truly distinguished themselves. As the 
number of Murid disciples moving to Dakar increased, so did the size and frequency of 
their public assemblies. Eventually, these events grew to the point of becoming a public 
policy issue,  as French administrators tried to enforce noise controls and other 
regulations on the usage of public space. As with the history of African-owned printing 
presses, the history of urban management was not in itself specific to Murids, but it was 
one in which Murids nevertheless played a significant part. By detailing the history of 
regulating the so-called chants religieux, this section of the chapter seeks to compliment 
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other histories of Murid urban settlement  while providing historical background to more 
contemporary discussions of Murid practices around sound and the use of public space.358
Together, the history of print and the history of public recitation extends our 
discussion of the institutional contexts that shape the production of Islamic scholarship as
well as the wider social impact of specific scholarly genres. However, the focus in this 
chapter shifts from the authors of such works to the printers, booksellers and singers 
responsible for bringing them into print and keeping them in the public sphere. While 
Bamba may have been the author of his poetry, its production and dissemination, like that
of any written work, was a collective endeavor. At the same time, Bamba's poetry also 
helped form collectivities in turn. The chanting of his xasida in areas of Murid settlement,
be they rural or urban, helped attract new disciples and consolidate the Murid presence 
throughout Senegal. In this sense, the aesthetics of Bamba's poetry had an important 
social dimension. 
POETIC FORMATIONS
Studying poetry from a social science perspective has been a rare undertaking. 
One of the few works to have done so, Steven Caton's “Peaks of Yemen I Summon,” 
illustrated the ways that different forms of poetry mediated political relations among 
various social groups in North Yemen. Instead of using poems as a body of evidence to 
358 For the former, see Cheikh Anta Babou, “Urbanzing Mystical Islam: Making Murid Space in the Cities
of Senegal,” The International Journal of African Historical Studies 40, no. 2 (2007): 197–223. For the
latter, see Christine Thu Nhi Dang, “Songs of Spiritual Citizenship: Muslim and Christian Voices in the
Senegalese Public Sphere,” (PhD diss., University of Pennsylvania, 2014), esp. ch. 2, “The Poetry of
Spiritual Difference: Murid Singing in the City.”
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highlight other issues, Caton made poetry itself the explicit focus of his research. By 
situating the poetic practice of Yemeni highlanders in its specific cultural context, he 
demonstrated the inseparability of poetry's artistic, social and political dimensions (at 
least as it pertained to North Yemen). This  particular approach has not been common 
given the historic tendency to treat poetry in a narrowly aesthetic manner.359 However, 
recent work in the study of religion and media has returned to a broader conception of 
aesthetics that, when applied to poetry, combines an analysis of a texts formal properties 
with the broader social context  of its performance. The embodied aspects of one's 
experience with particular forms of media, and the manner in which it engenders a 
particular social identity, has led Birgit Meyer to speak of an “aesthetic formation” rather 
than an “imagined community” when discussing religious collectivities.360 Accepting this,
we might think of the Muridiyya as a “poetic formation” in the sense of a social 
formation that is at least partly consolidated through poetry. 
It should be clear by now that with the term “aesthetic” I do not simply mean the 
formal properties of a given poem, such as its meter and rhyme, or the imagery or 
figurative language it employs. These elements were of course key to poetry's success in 
places like Yemen and Senegal, and were indeed what distinguished it from the genres of 
Islamic scholarship discussed in previous chapters—though even here, the emic 
categories of fiqh, ta'rikh and tafsir could be somewhat artificial. After all, did 
359 Caton was not aware of any existing ethnography of poetry while preparing his study. See Steven
Charles Caton, “Peaks of Yemen I Summon”: Poetry as Cultural Practice in a North Yemeni Tribe
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990), 20. 
360 See Birgit Meyer, “Introduction—From Imagined Communities to Aesthetic Formations: Religious
Mediations, Sensational Forms, and Styles of Binding,” in Aesthetic Formations: Media, Religion, and the
Senses, ed. Birgit Meyer (New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2009)
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Muhammadu Dem not periodically employ end-rhyme in his Qur'anic commentary? 
Conversely, were many poems not primarily works of versification that put the 
substantive contents of fiqh manuals or historical chronicles into poetic form? Genre 
boundaries were often blurred, and they could be adapted to the particular purpose of a 
text or performance. Poetry could serve as a means of transmitting knowledge about 
history, the sharīʿa or the Qur'an, and its formal aesthetic qualities were essential to that 
purpose. Yet beyond these considerations, it is worth understanding aesthetics here in an 
expansive sense. It referred not only to abstract principles of beauty, but to an embodied, 
multi-sensory experience as well. Its ancient Greek root, aisthesis, corresponds to this 
“expanded” definition.361 
It is useful to understand aesthetics in this manner given the participatory 
character of poetry recitation among Murids. Yet such a multi-faceted practice also poses 
challenges to those hoping hoping to make meaning from the poetry of Amadu Bamba, 
whether by analyzing the context of its production or by translating it directly. One recent
effort to do the latter makes the argument that in the absence of visual representations of 
the Prophet Muhammad, panegyric praise poetry, or madḥa, effectively becomes “the 
monument of the Islamic tradition.”362 It goes one to conceptualize this body of poetry in 
commemorative terms. Comparing poems to physical objects like the Buddhas of 
Bamiyan and Ancient Egyptian statuary, it asks “how would one translate the Sistine 
Chapel?” In other words, how does one represent the monumental? 
361 Ibid.,, 6. 
362 Rudolph Ware, “In Praise of the Intercessor: Mawāhib al-Nāfiʿ fī Madā’ih al-Shāfiʿ by Amadu Bamba
Mbacké (1853–1927),” Islamic Africa 4, no. 2 (2013): 228.
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As difficult a question as this may be, it still only addresses aesthetics in the 
restricted sense related to beauty. Opting for a more wide-ranging notion of aesthetics 
like the one just discussed forces us to ask not only how one would translate the 
“monument” that is a poem into another language, but how one would also translate (or 
analyze) the experience of its collective recitation. How, in the end, can one capture both 
senses of the aesthetic? In this particular instance, the issue was not lost on the translator, 
who acknowledged the broader meaning of aesthetics by arguing that the primary 
purpose of employing a rhyme in madḥa was not to facilitate memorization, but produce 
an effect on the body. By hearing rhymed verses recited aloud, poems were more likely to
“bypass the veil of reason altogether and enter the body directly.”363 In order to do so, 
however, they needed to engage the senses. In fact, the translator considered individual 
silent reading of these poems to be “a violation of one of [their] basic conditions of 
intelligibility.”364 Xasida were thus intensely personal insofar as they concerned a singular
bodily experience, but also inherently social due to their collective performance. 
Who was the audience for such a performance? The participants themselves 
certainly counted for a sizable portion of overall attendance, but these gatherings were 
also a form of public assembly. In urban areas, it is all but certain that they were seen and
heard by my non-Murids and non-Muslims alike. With that said, the content of the poems
recited on such occasions does not suggest that they were specifically addressing non-
Muslims. Xasida assume a Muslim audience. They did not seek to convert so much as 




as a Muslim. Muslim participants were also gendered, which is not to say that recitation 
sessions were exclusively male. Women also participated and sometimes held gatherings 
of their own. In the early 1980s, Soxna Maimouna Mbàkke, one of Bamba's still-living 
daughters, appeared at stadiums in Dakar where female disciples chanted xasida 
dedicated to Maam Jaara Buso, Bamba's mother and an exemplary figure to Murids.365 
At this point it may be worth disaggregating the very category of xasida. In 
Wolof, it has become an umbrella term used to refer to any poetry whose primary purpose
is to express themes related to Islam. Although Bamba wrote different kinds of poems for
different purposes, the entirety of this poetry is often referred to indiscriminately as 
xasida. When viewed against the backdrop of Wolof expression more generally, it is but 
one of many different kinds of spoken genres, that include kañ (work songs), woyi 
baawnaa (rain songs), taaxuraan (harvest songs), tagg (genealogies), bàkk(u) (fight 
songs performed during wrestling matches) and many others. A recent sociolinguistic 
study counted more than 25 types of songs in Wolof.366 Unlike xasida, these poems were 
usually not put into writing. However, some of them, such as the woyi gàmmu (songs for 
the celebration of the Prophet's birthday) and the woyi yalwaan (formulas that Qur'an 
school students, known as taalibe, pronounce while seeking alms), were associated with 
Islamic institutions and thus shared certain references with xasida. 
The term xasida itself derives from the Arabic word qaṣida (pl. qaṣā’id), which is 
often translated into English as “ode,” but which is in fact its own unique poetic genre. Its
365 Serigne Mour Diop, “La femme dans l'Islam ou ‘Ngontou Mame Diarra,’” Le Soleil, 28 December 1983.
Soxna Maimouna was affectionately known as the bàjjan, or auntie, of the Muridiyya. 
366 Momar Cissé lists more than 25 types of speech acts in his study of Wolof spoken expression. See
Parole chantée et communication sociale chez les Wolof du Sénégal, 96-98. 
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origins, as far as they are known, date to the sixth century C.E., when “classical” Arabic 
qaṣā’id such as the famous “Hanging Poems” (al-muʿallaqāt) were performed. Given 
that these poems reflected the values and conditions of life in pre-Islamic Arabian society,
it was not a foregone conclusion that they would come to have such wide influence 
across geography. Yet because poems like the Muallaqāt were seen as having captured 
the speech of seventh-century Arabian society, they became crucial sources for Qur'anic 
exegesis.367 As the Qur'an spread, so did the tools used to interpret it. Arabic grammar 
was taught using pre-Islamic poetry as source material. From its origins on the Arabian 
Peninsula, the qaṣida form spread throughout the Islamic world, where it adopted in its 
original Arabic form but also adapted to non-Arabic languages like Persian and Urdu. 
African languages such as Hausa, Swahili and Fulfulde were also part of this dynamic. 
Although the earliest qaṣida were copied, canonized and used to teach principles 
of grammar and prosody, the genre itself did not become fossilized. New contexts pushed
the  qaṣida form in novel directions. Under the influence of Islam, for instance, the 
qaṣida took on an increasingly panegyric function. Prophetic eulogy (al-madḥ al-nabawī)
and pious admonition (waʿẓ) thus became its most common subjects, and ones that 
Bamba frequently addressed in his own poetry. Bamba resembled other African poets in 
this regard, for they too had adopted the qaṣida as a vehicle for pious action and the 
dissemination of Islamic principles.368 The genre was commonplace among scholars in 
the Sokoto Caliphate, along the Swahili Coast and elsewhere on the continent. In West 
367 Allen, The Arabic Literary Heritage, 123. 
368 Stefan Sperl and Christopher Shackle, introduction to Qasida Poetry in Islamic Asia and Africa, vol. 2
(Leiden: Brill 1996), 26. 
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Africa, scholars have been composing qaṣā’id nearly as long as they have used the 
Arabic language itself. Training in the principles of Arabic prosody was part of the basic 
education of Muslim scholars. Collections of pre-Islamic poetry are commonplace 
throughout the region.369 Most scholars were therefore familiar with the rules of the 
qaṣida form, even if they did not elect to compose poetry themselves. 
Although the qaṣida was adapted over a very wide geography, its general 
structure remained relatively uniform. Its core features included monorhyme, the use of a 
regular meter throughout a single poem, and the division of each verse into equal halves 
known as hemistichs. The number of verses, and thus the overall length of the poem, 
varied tremendously According to one of Bamba's teachers, Majakhate Kala, the qadi of 
Kajoor (see chapter 1), the qaṣida form required a minimum of either seven or 10 verses, 
depending on the which classical work of Arabic prosody one considered authoritative. 
There was no upper limit. Kala elaborated on these points in a 313-verse poem titled 
Mubayyin al-ishkāl min ʿilm al-ʿarūḍ wa al-qawāfī l'il-faṭin. It is a remarkably compact 
work that details the types of meter and rhyme used in Arabic poetry, including the 
qaṣida.370 Though the qaṣida's structure is quite rigid, the varieties of meter at a poet's 
disposal, along with the Arabic language's propensity for end-rhyme and a consistent 
verbal root structure, made for a rather supple form of expression. 
Religious assembly was the main performance setting in which the technical skill 
required to construct a qaṣida was displayed. Murids learned Bamba's poetry by heart 
369 John Hunwick, “The Arabic Qasida in West Africa: Forms, Themes and Contexts,” in Qasida Poetry in
Islamic Asia and Africa, vol. 1, eds. Stefan Sperl and Christopher Shackle (Leiden: Brill  1996), 84-5. 
370 Claudine Gerresch, “Le Livre de Métrique ‘Mubayyin al-Iškâl’ du Cadi Madiakhaté Kala,” Bulletin de
l'I.F.A.N 36, no. 4, sér. B (1974): 714-832.
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and recited it collectively, thereby giving voice to the qaṣida form that Bamba had 
mastered. The form of the poem was integral to the consolidation of a “poetic formation,”
or social formation constituted through poetry. That poetry could serve such a purpose 
was due to Bamba's stature along with his poetic virtuosity, which was itself further proof
of his status as a walī Allah, or “friend of God.” Yet it also owed something to the 
organizational prowess of the Muridiyya and the work of ordinary disciples who helped 
disseminate the poetry of their sëriñ. Chief among them were some of the first generation 
of Senegalese to own their own printing presses. They and their families provided a 
material basis linking the poetry that Bamba composed to the public recitations that 
played an increasingly visible role in Senegalese urban life. 
ORIGIN STORIES
Amadu Bamba was still a young man living in his father's household when he 
started to write poetry. His first poems were composed in the village of Mbakke Kajoor, 
where his father had settled after several tumultuous years that had seen the family flee 
their home region of Bawol and move to Saluum before finally settling in the region of  
Kajoor. This serial displacement was a symptom of the wider instability that plagued 
Senegalese political life in the 1860s. Two main factors created this instability: 1) French 
interference in the internal politics of Kajoor, and 2) the ongoing conflict between the 
French administration and the forces of Màbba Jaxu Ba in Saluum. Bamba's home region 
of Bawol got caught in the middle of these conflicts when it became a launching pad for 
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Màbba Jaxu Ba's attacks in Kajoor. When Ba's forces left Bawol, they compelled clerics 
like Bamba's father, Momar Anta Sali, to join them in Bawol.371 
Saluum had become a refuge in the turbulent 1860s. While there, Bamba's father 
met clerics and leaders from all over the wider region. His most pivotal encounter would 
prove to be with Lat Joor Joob, the former dammel of Kajoor who had been pushed out 
his position by a French-backed rival.372 Joob had entered an alliance with Ba and was 
regrouping in Saluum when Bamba's father Momar Sali, who had resumed his work as a 
teacher. Both men were refugees. While Joob made preparations to retake Kajoor, he 
frequently visited Sali at his school. The two grew close and Sali eventually became one 
of Joob's advisers. When Joob was able to return to Kajoor in 1869, Sali followed him a 
few years later, taking a young Amadu Bamba with him. It was in Kajoor that Bamba 
first began teaching classes of his own. His father's renown as a cleric had attracted more 
students to Mbakke Kajoor that Sali was able to instruct himself. Those whom he could 
not teach on his own he entrusted to Bamba. It was in this context, as a fledgling teacher 
in his father's village, that Bamba's career as a poet truly began.373 For the next fifty years,
until his death in 1927, poetry would play a major part in his life.
At first, Bamba's poetry was largely a by-product of his teaching. Of course, all of
his poetry could be construed as “teaching” in the most general sense. His earliest works, 
however, were formulated explicitly as responses to questions from his students. Titles 
such as Tazawwud al-ṣighār and Tazawwud al-shubān (“Provisions for the Children”/
371 This summary is drawn from Babou, Fighting the Greater Jihad, 41-47. 
372 For a detailed account of this episode, see Mamadou Diouf, Le Kajoor au XIXe siècle: Pouvoir ceddo et
conquête coloniale (Paris: Karthala, 1990), 228-235. 
373 Babou, Fighting the Greater Jihad, 55. 
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“Provisions for the Youth”) suggested an audience of younger disciples. Both works 
focused on details of of ritual practice in varying degrees of detail. Most of the verses in 
Tazawwud al-ṣighār, for instance, consisted of instructions about how to prepare the body
for prayer. Fifteen steps were outlined that, if followed, would allow for the successful 
execution of prayer.374 These didactic works were clearly intended to encourage younger 
disciples in their observance of correct ritual practice. 
In addition to these more practical works, many of Bamba's early poems were 
versifications of canonical texts written by other Muslim scholars.375 Abu Hamid al-
Ghazali (d. 1111 C.E.), the eleventh-century Persian theologian, was an especially 
important figure in this regard. An enormously influential thinker throughout the Islamic 
world, Al-Ghazali was especially influential in the context of West Africa, where his 
symbiosis of Sufism (taṣawwuf ) and jurisprudence (fiqh) was especially appealing.  One 
of the first works that Bamba transformed into verse was his Bidāya al-hidāya (The 
Beginning of Guidance). In later writings, Bamba followed this line of interpretation, 
exhorting his disciples to neither neglect the demands of fiqh in this world nor the other 
levels of existence and meaning that are basic to Sufi thought.376 
Bamba's imprisonment in Gabon at the hands of the French (1895-1902) was an 
obvious turning point in both his life and in early history of the Muridiyya. This shift was
reflected in his poetry as well, producing a new kind of “poem of exile.”377 Bamba 
374 See “Tazawwud al-ṣighār,“ in Recueil de Poèmes en Sciences Religieuses de Cheikh Amadou Bamba,
trans. Serigne Same Mbaye, vol. 1 (Casablanca: Dar El Kitab, 1989), verses 164-173. 
375 Serigne Bachir Mbacké, Les Bienfaits de l’Eternel, ou, La Biographie de Cheikh Ahamdou Bamba
Mbacké, trans. Khadim Mbacké (Dakar: IFAN Ch. A. Diop, 1995), 112..
376 See, e.g., the introduction to Bamba's “Paths to Paradise” (Masālik al-jinān). 
377 Fernand Dumont, La Pensée Religieuse d'Amadou Bamba (Dakar: Les Nouvelles Éditions Africaines,
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addressed his exile most directly in Jazā’ al-shukūr, a poem which he probably wrote 
during a second period of imprisonment in Mauritania (1903-1907).378 In this work, 
Bamba gave an account of his encounter with French authorities in Saint-Louis, his 
voyage aboard a French ship on the Atlantic, his imprisonment on the island of Mayumba
in Gabon and his eventual return to Senegal. For a poet whose writings tended towards 
abstract theological concerns, Jazā’ al-shukūr was a significant departure. It provided a 
uniquely concrete and worldly set of themes through which to understand Bamba's 
unequaled piety, captured in Wolof phrases like Boroom Tuubaa, amul morom (“Amadu 
Bamba, master of the city of Tuubaa, is without peer”). It also offered Bamba 
opportunities to perform miraculous acts such as the famous “ocean prayer” (julli géej 
gi).379 In sum, Bamba viewed his imprisonment in Gabon as an immensely productive 
period of spiritual development. It was there that he honed the practice of the “Greater 
Jihad,” or jihād al-akbar/jihad al-nafs, a kind of internal struggle against the self that was
central to his overall conception of Islam (and that, once again, had antecedents in the 
work of al-Ghazali). 
Bamba also claimed to have perfected his knowledge of the Arabic language 
while imprisoned in Gabon. From this perspective, his life after exile represents yet 
another phase of his career as a poet. After returning to Senegal from his imprisonment in
Mauritania (1903-1907), Bamba focused his writing exclusively to madḥa, a type of 
1975), 54.
378 Babou, Fighting the Greater Jihad, 126. 
379 This was the prayer that Bamba performed while imprisoned aboard a French ship to Gabon. The crew
prevented Bamba from completing his prayers onboard the ship, and so he placed his prayer mat on the
water and completed his prayers directly on the surface of the ocean. This act is celebrated by Murids today
as a sign of Bamba's commitment to prayer. See Serigne Saam Mbaye, La Prière sur la Mer de Cheikh
Amadou Bamba, Xadiimu-r-Rassulillah, trans. Papa Sall (www.drouss.org, 2014). 
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praise poem which he used to honor the Prophet Muhammad. He even disavowed all of 
the poetry he had composed before his exile to Gabon, stating that because they were 
written before his period of exile, “they are not agreeable to God and consequently have 
not been blessed.”380 He therefore advised his disciples to seek out only those poems that 
he had composed after his return to Senegal. It is his madḥa poetry, incidentally, that has 
furnished the corpus of xasida that Murids recite in public assembly. 
Overall, Bamba's output as a poet can be roughly divided along the themes that I 
have outlined here. His early poems were pedagogical tools written as responses to 
questions from his students. He also excelled in the versification of canonical works by 
written by other scholars. The dramatic sequence of events around his imprisonment in 
Gabon engendered another kind of narrative poem centered on themes of exile and 
redemption. His final phase, meanwhile, was clearly part of a devotional practice aimed 
at contemplating and praising the the qualities of the Prophet Muhammad. Unlike his 
earlier pedagogical works, poems from this last phase were not intended as a means of 
imparting discursive knowledge. Instead, Bamba conceived of them as a form of service 
to the Prophet, or khidma, which, along with ḥubb (love) and hadiyya (pious gift-giving), 
formed the triad of duties at the core of Murid doctrine and practice.381 From this 
perspective, Bamba's popular moniker Khādim al-Rasūl (the servant of the Prophet) 
could be considered a kind of pen name.
380 A.L. Mbacké, Majmuha (Touba: A.A. Mbacké, 1985), 21. Quoted in Babou, Fighting the Greater Jihad,
135. 
381 Babou, Fighting the Greater Jihad, 85-95. 
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The narrative of Bamba's exile has been recounted many times. Even his 
development as a poet, if perhaps a less dramatic theme than his imprisonment and 
deportation, has not gone unremarked.382 Yet the dissemination of Bamba's poetry in the 
years after his death, although essential to its longterm influence, has yet to the studied in 
any detail.383 For the xasida of Amadu Bamba to have such an impact on the both 
Senegalese textual cultures and Senegal's soundscape required mobilization on a mass 
scale. In the years and decades following Bamba's death, the collection and publication of
his poetry was an explicit project undertaken by both the Murid leadership (as 
represented by the Caliph) and by ordinary disciples alike. As with Bamba's career as a 
poet, the history of publishing his poetry has its own origin stories. Recounting that 
history is impossible without considering Murid ties to other parts of the Muslim world 
and to the development of a print industry within Senegal itself. 
The first time his writings were put into print, Amadu Bamba was still alive—or 
so Mustafa Jatara, the director of the Muridiyya's official Bibliothèque Cheikoul Khadim, 
told me in his office across the street from the Great Mosque of Tuubaa. The early history
of such publishing efforts is replete with stories of obscure figures, missing manuscripts 
and short-lived connections to other parts of the Muslim world. Jatara had heard such 
stories for much of his life. His father had been involved in the official efforts directed by
Sëriñ Fallu, the Muridiyya's second caliph, to collect and publish Bamba's poetry. He 
therefore had often heard talk of disciples who before the advent of Senegalese-owned 
382 Dumont's 1975 book La Pensée Religieuse d'Amadou Bamba remains the most detailed published study
of Bamba's poetry. See also Alioume Ndiaye, “Les Qaṣīdat de Šayẖ Ahmad Muhammad Bamba” (PhD
diss., École Pratique des Hautes Études, 2009). 
383 The issue is raised briefly in Babou, Fighting the Greater Jihad, 136, 245 n. 105. 
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printing presses traveled to the Arab world (réewu naar yi) to have their shaykh's poetry 
printed. There were indeed instances of Tijani shaykhs whose disciples had their works 
published in North Africa.384 
Jatara had an obscure origin story of his own to share. It involved a man named 
Muhammad Madani who came from the Hejaz. Madani had been touring (di wër) 
through North Africa around the turn of the twentieth century when he first heard 
accounts of a famous wali, or saint, whom the French had imprisoned and exiled to 
Gabon. Soon after, Madani went to Saint-Louis, where he had direct contact with 
members of the Murid community. He traveled as far south as Dakar, but never made it to
the Murid capital of Tuubaa, which was only a village at the time. Madani never had an 
opportunity to meet Amadu Bamba, but he was shown some of his writings. He obtained 
a copy of Bamba's Mawāhib al-quddūs fī naẓm nathr shaykhinā al-Sanūsī fī tawḥīd, a 
versification of a prose work by Muhammad ibn Ali al-Sanusi. After leaving Senegal, he 
went to Egypt, where he had the “Mawahibu” printed. In Jatara's account, this was 
probably the first of Bamba's xasida to appear in print.385 
Other early accounts of Bamba's poetry being printed come from the colonial 
archive.  According to the first, a work by Bamba titled “le livre du trésor des biens” 
(possibly  Mawāhib al-Nāfiʿ fī Madā’ih al-Shāfiʿ) was printed in Beirut by “Mohamed 
Rashid and Mostafa El Halouani.”386 The second account involved a Moroccan merchant 
384 See ʿAbdallāh ibn Muḥammad Niasse, Tanbīh al-nās ʿala saqāwa nāqidī bayʿa abī l-ʿAbbās (Algiers:
Al-Maṭbaʿ al-Thaʿalibiyya, 1910) in IFAN, Fonds Amar Samb, E. cahier n. 3. A collection of Al-Hajj Malik
Sy's poetry was also published in Tunis in 1915.
385 Interview, Mustafa Jatara, 9 September 2014. 
386 “Politique Musulmane, Activité des Marabouts - 1906-1917,” ANS 13 G67. Cited in Henri Sene, “Le
Livre et l’Ecrit de langue Arabe dans la société Sénégalaise des origines au début XX siècle” (Thèse de 3e
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named Abdelkarim who traveled through Senegal in 1911 and came into contact with 
Murid shaykhs. Henri Cor, governor of the colony of Senegal, was aware of his activities,
and mentioned in a letter to the Governor General that Abdelkarim obtained two of 
Bamba's works which he intended to have edited and printed in Cairo “chez Moustapha 
El Habi El Halebi.” Cor noted that the manuscripts included “les poésies religieuses,” but
did not specify any titles.387 
While early efforts to print the xasida of Amadu Bamba were sporadic, Murid 
disciples continued to disseminate his poetry in other forms. Before printers were 
available, many scholars in Bamba's entourage produced copies of his writings. There 
were professional copyists who sold manuscripts, and many handwritten copies of the 
Qur'an was distributed this way. In the 1930s, the first caliph of the Muridiyya, Sëriñ 
Mamadu Mustafa Mbàkke, established a workshop for professional copyists in Dakar. 
Named Kër Sëriñ Bi, the workshop produced three kinds of texts: 1) bind al-quran 
(copies of the Qur'an), 2) bind al xasa'id (copies of xasida), and 3) bind ay ñaan 
(prayers). Copies produced at Kër Sëriñ Bi were used for some of the first print versions 
of Bamba's xasida, but most of the workshops output was directed towards a separate 
market for handwritten copies. As printers became more common in Dakar, the number 
of copies produced at Kër Sëriñ Bi decreased, but never disappeared entirely. The demand
for handwritten xasida and ñaan persisted and the workshop is still open today. 388  
cycle, Université de Bordeaux III, 1982), 255.
387 Gouverneur Henri Cor à GGAOF, 14 October 1911, ANS 19 G5. Cited in Sene, “Le Livre et l’Ecrit de
langue Arabe dans la société Sénégalaise,” 254. It bears mentioning that such efforts were not limited to
Murids. Several of Al-Hajj Malik Sy's works were published in Tunisia in 1914-15 with subventions from
the Governor-General. See Paul Marty, Etudes sur l'Islam au Sénégal, vol. 1 (Paris: Ernest Leroux, 1917),
181. 
388 Interview, Al Hajj Adama Jaxate, 25 October 2014. Jaxate is the imam of the mosque at Kër Sëriñ Bi and
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Nevertheless, printing the xasida of Amadu Bamba remained a priority. In the 
period when Sëriñ Fallu Mbàkke was the second caliph of the Muridiyya (1945-1968), he
oversaw a major effort to organize the collection and dissemination of Bamba's poetry. 
The project was entrusted to Mustafa Jatara's father, Sëriñ Jatara, and Lamin Jóob, the 
imam of the main mosque of Diourbel (Njarëm), an important town in the region of 
Bawol.389 According to Mustafa Jatara, Jóob, who was already advanced in age, was 
charged with identifying authentic versions of Bamba's poems (“moom moo wax ni 
xasida,” or “he was the one to say ‘this is a xasida’”). There was already a concern that if
authoritative versions the xasida were not collected, then variations would emerge among
copyists and it would become increasing difficulty to determine which ones were 
authentic. 
Once Jatara and Jóob had received their instructions from Sëriñ Fallou, they 
began to travel throughout the countryside in search of disciples who held copies of 
Bamba's xasida. Manuscript owners were asked to either contribute their collections to 
the project or, short of that, loan them to Jatara and Jóob so that they could be copied. In 
order to facilitate these meetings, Sëriñ Fallou gave the pair a letter which he signed that 
explained the project. Jatara and Jóob presented it to everyone whose manuscripts they 
requested to see. The next step in the process entailed bringing the manuscript copies 
back to Tuubaa, where Sëriñ Fallu made the final editorial decisions about which 
manuscript versions would be used from those that were collected. Sëriñ Buso, an imam 
directs the workshop of calligraphers. 
389 It was a particularly notable in the history of the Muridiyya as the town where Bamba was kept under
house arrest after his final return to Senegal. For more background, see the discussion of Muhammadu
Dem's move to Diourbel in chapter 4. 
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in Tuubaa, then made a fair copy of the authoritative version that was then corrected by 
Sëriñ Assane Buso in Guéde. Once that was completed, Sëriñ Fallou gave instructions 
(the ndigal) to have the xasida printed. 
According to Jatara, the era of centralized oversight ended with the passing of 
Sëriñ Fallou in 1968. Once cheap printers and then copy machines became more widely 
available in the seventies, it became impossible to control the production and distribution 
of Bamba's writings.  “If you look at books today, those who produce them now are not 
like those who produced them at first,” Mustafa Jatara recalled in his office.390 Early print
jobs, in his telling, were all authorized by Sëriñ Fallou (“bi idhn al-khalīfa Muḥammad 
al-Fāḍil”). Yet the broader history of booksellers, bookbinders and Senegalese-owned 
printing presses suggests that the printing of Amadu Bamba's xasida was never the 
exclusive work of the Caliphate, but involved ordinary disciples from the very beginning.
PRINTING FAMILIES
While Jatara and Jóob initiated the project approved by Sëriñ Fallou, other Murid 
disciples, and even non-Murids, also began printing the xasida of Amadu Bamba. There 
were two paths available for those interested in this pursuit in mid-twentieth century 
Senegal. The first entailed forging links with printers in North Africa and the Middle East
who had the machinery needed to print documents in Arabic, and the second involved 
working within Senegal's own emerging print industry. These two strategies were not 
mutually exclusive, but over time more and more xasida were printed in Senegal. 
390 Boo demee ci téere yi, li ñi ñuy moeler léegi, bokkul ak li nu daan moeler bu njèkk. Interview, Mustafa
Jatara, 9 September 2014. 
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This dynamic is illustrated in the career of Issa Niang, a Murid disciple who was 
part of the first generation of Senegalese printers to publish Bamba's xasida. Like many 
early booksellers, bookbinders and printers, Niang's entrance into the profession was 
gradual.391 He lived in the village of Piiru Ndaari, located on the border of Bawol and 
Kajoor, and like most inhabitants of the countryside, his primary activity was farming. He
did descend from a clerical lineage, however, and thus knew many shaykhs in the area 
(his paternal side was Tijani, and included many imams, but his father had joined the 
Muridiyya, leading to a rift in the family). While frequenting the homes of Murid 
shaykhs, he came across books imported from Tunisia and noticed that, although they 
were printed, they still had the appearance of being handwritten (bind loxo).392 Motivated 
by a desire to spread Bamba's xasida, but also as a means of supplementing the income 
he earned from farming, Niang wrote to the Tunisian printer and editor whose address 
was listed in the book.
         IMPRIMERIE LIBRAIRIE AL-MANAR     مطبع المنار ومكتبتھا     
 TIJANI EL-M'HAMDI التجاني المحمدي                        
 Case Postale 121 Tunis  تونس١٢١صندوق البوسطة                      
Niang wrote to El-M'hamdi to ask whether the same kind of books could be 
printed for the xasida of Amadu Bamba. M'hamdi responded to Niang's letter, explaining 
the process by which a metal-plate (or “cliché”) could be cast from a papier-mâché in 
391 The following is based on interviews with two of Issa Niang's sons: the imam Mbaye Niang of the
central mosque of Plan Jaxaay, a neighborhood on the outskirts of Dakar, and Bassirou Niang, manager of
the Imprimerie Serigne Issa Niang the Dakar suburb of Pikine. 
392 Interview, Mbaye Niang, 13 September 2014. 
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order to “print your book in your own handwriting.”393 This type of printing, known as 
stereotyping, allowed printers to produce a text that appeared handwritten while retaining
the ability to produce multiple copies. It was a kind of “manuscript in print.”394 
Once Niang and M'hamdi settled on a price, Niang began selling books out of a 
boutique in Piiru Ndaari, forming part of a network of merchants who brought printed 
materials into the villages of rural Senegal. Customers came from Matam and Fuuta 
Tooro to buy books from him instead traveling all the way to the well-stocked bookstores
of Dakar.  Yet bookstores in Dakar also played a role in connecting Senegalese shaykhs 
and disciples to printers in North Africa. One that was particularly important in this 
regard was La Librairie Kittani run by Mukhtar al-Kittani at 44 rue Tolbiac.  Al-Kittani 
had left Casablanca in 1947 and moved to Dakar, where he sold books imported books 
from Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia. He was well acquainted with many of Senegal's most 
prominent shaykhs, including Sëriñ Fallou Mbàkke and Abdul Aziz Sy, the head of the 
branch of the Tijaniyya based out of Tiwaawaan. Al-Kittani served as a link between 
Senegalese shaykhs and the Dar al-Kitab printers in Casablanca, with whom he managed 
the early publication of some of Bamba's xasida (see fig. 8).395 
In addition to these North African connections maintained through Niang and al-
Kattani, new Senegalese-owned printing presses also played a role in the diffusion of 
393 Ṭabʿ kitābikum binafs khaṭṭ yadikum. Tijani El-Mhamdi to Issa Niang, 19 October 1951, Private Papers,
Mbaye Niang, Plan Jaxaay. 
394 For an interesting parallel case involving “handwritten” Japanese woodblock prints, see Linda H.
Chance and Julia Nelson Davis, “The Handwritten and the Printed: Issues of Format and Medium in
Japanese Premodern Books,” Manuscript Studies 1, no. 1 (2016): 90-114. 
395 Interview, Saad al-Kattani, 6 September 2014. See as well the “Selected Works of Aḥmad Bamba” listed
in Lucy E. Creevey, “Ahmad Bamba 1850-1927,” in Studies in West African Islamic History, vol. 1, The
Cultivators of Islam, ed. John Ralph Willis (New York: Routledge, 1979), 307. 
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Fig. 8 A pamphlet containing nine of Bamba's xasida printed by Mukhtar al-
Kittani, c. 1965-66
(Courtesy of Saad al-Kittani of La Librairie Kittani)
texts written by West African ʿulama. Niang himself eventually moved to Dakar, where 
he started his own printshop in 1952, the Imprimerie Khoulaamoul Khadiim (ar. ghulām 
al-khādim, or the “servant of the servant,” referring to Amadu Bamba as khādim al-
rasūl). Family circumstances had encouraged Niang's move to Dakar, but he was also 
following the advice of his partner in Tunis, who thought it would be easier for them to 
do business if Niang lived closer to a town with a post office.396
396 Interview, Mbaye Niang, 13 September 2014. 
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The largest of these early, Senegalese-owned printing presses was undoubtedly 
the Imprimerie Diop. Founded by Abdoulaye Diop in the early 1950s, it became one of 
the main print outlets for Senegalese businesses, political parties, and shaykhs. With 
antecedents in a workshop that Diop ran out of the courtyard of his Dakar host family in 
1948, the business grew with the support of the then-Governor General of French West 
Africa, Bernard Cornut-Gentille. Having learned of a young Senegalese man who had 
trained in typography and bookbinding at Dakar's Mission Catholique, Cornut-Gentille 
visited Diop in his fledgling printshop where he worked without electricity using manual 
printing presses. Impressed by the operation, Cornut-Gentille arranged for Diop to move 
to a new facility where he would be able to use electric-powered printing presses.397 Over 
the fifties and sixties, Imprimerie Diop became a hub of activity for Senegalese 
politicians and writers. Its publications ranged from short-story collections and academic 
works by scholars at IFAN to Awa, the first “revue féminine” in Senegal. It also included 
35,000 copies of the Qur'an in the hand of Sëriñ Dioumbe Cissé as well as several of 
Bamba's xasida. As with Mukhtar al-Kattani's bookshop, the caliph Abdul Aziz Sy was 
also a frequent client.398 
The combination of connections to printers in North Africa and a nascent print 
industry in Senegal meant that by the 1950s it was becoming easier to for disciples (and 
397 A sign hung hanging over the entrance to Imprimerie Diop read “Bienvenu à Monsieur le Gouverneur de
l'Afrique Occidentale, Monsieur Cornut-Gentille.” Interview, Pape Samba Diop, 28 October 2014. 
398 Interview, Anta Dambélé Diop, 3 November 2014. Anta Diop was married to Abdoulaye Diop,and
effectively co-managed the printshop. At its height, it had around 40 employees and was a de facto training
center for future printers from all over Francophone West Africa. See Manfred Prinz, “Quarante Ans
d’Imprimerie Diop 1948-1988,” Ethiopiques 48–49 (1988). Anta Diop was one of the few women who
worked in printing, a field that was dominated by men in Senegal. In addition to her experience helping run
Imprimerie Diop, she was also one of the first Senegalese women to drive her own car, having obtained a
driver's license in 1956. Diop, 3 November 2014.
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the public at large) to obtain print versions of Bamba's xasida. Fernand Dumont, a French
technical adviser who wrote a book about Bamba's writings while working for the 
Senegalese Foreign Ministry in the 1960s and 1970s, was able to find printed xasida that 
dated from 1956-1957.399 Most were thin pamphlets akin to those imported from 
Morocco by Mukhtar al-Kattani. The Imprimerie Diop, on the other hand, was noted for 
producing bound books, or “moules,” to use the terminology of Senegalese printers and 
bookbinders.400 In the midst of all of this activity, with printed versions of xasida 
becoming more readily available, handwritten copies were still being produced by scribes
at Kër Sëriñ Bi. 
By the mid-1950s, in other words, Bamba's xasida took many different material 
forms and were being produced by many actors who were elatively independent of one 
another. Yet the xasida that Senegalese and North African printers put into circulation did 
not enter a completely free space. On the contrary, it was a space that both the Murid 
leadership and the French colonial administration sought to regulate. These were not 
equally powerful entities, to be sure, nor did they have the same motivations or employ 
the same methods. Nevertheless, both attempted to oversee the production and 
dissemination of Bamba's poetry. For the Caliphate, preventing the circulation of faulty 
versions of Bamba's xasida was a priority. For the French, such regulation was simply 
part of a more general policy of controlling the forms of media and information that 
399 Dumont, La Pensée Religieuse d'Amadou Bamba, 18. 
400 “Moule,“ or ”móol,” is a Wolofization of the French verb “mouler,” which means to mold or form, i.e.,
”mouler des briques” (to form bricks). It was a common way that printers and book binders described their
work, which likened the making of a book to the forming of a brick (thereby emphasizing the element of
manual labor entailed in book production). See Jean-Léopold Diouf, Dictionnaire wolof-français et
français-wolof (Paris: Karthala, 2003), s.v. móol. 
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entered French West Africa. It is worth considering both in turn before returning to the 
question of the relation between printed xasida and the performance of chants religieux 
that have characterized Murid practice and public life in Senegal more generally. 
REGULATING TEXTS
The increasing proliferation of Bamba's poetry in print form eventually drew a 
response from the Murid leadership. In 1957, the Caliph Sëriñ Fallou Mbàkke issued a 
decree seeking to regulate the printing and dissemination of Bamba's poetry. It is worth 
quoting in full.401 
  
His Excellency the Caliph El-Hadj Falilou Mbacké, residing in Touba
(Diourbel cercle - Senegal), asks all who wish to edit or print the religious
works of the Great and Most Venerated Amadu Bamba (Arabic poems
known as “Khassahide”) to request his authorization according to the
following conditions:
1. Submit to him a manuscript copy or manuscript copies of the works to
be printed.
2. Once initial approval is granted, have these manuscript copies corrected
by reputable scholars in order to avoid all orthographic errors or other
irregularities that might come from these copies.
3. After correction, these manuscript copies must be submitted to El-Hadj
Falilou Mbacké for final approval as shown by his signature and the stamp
affixed below, and in the absence of which no authorization is valid. 
Touba, December 11, 1957
EL-HADJ FALILOU M'BACKE
401 The copy I consulted came from the private papers of Mbaye Niang, Plan Jaxaay. I was not able to find a
copy of the decree in any public archive, but it is still held by some printers in their private collections. 
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Appearing in broth Arabic and French, the decree had one clear objective: to bring
all printing of the xasida under the authority of the caliph. The timing of the decree 
suggests that by the late 1950s, the Murid leadership was trying to regain control over a 
process that had largely developed out of their purview. Ordinary disciples had taken the 
initiative to publish Bamba's xasida either before or alongside the official project 
undertaken by Sëriñ Jatara and Lamin Jóob. The Caliph based in Tuubaa was now trying 
to reassert some control. For a time, Sëriñ Fallu's decree seemed to have an effect. When 
he was conducting research on the writings of Amadu Bamba in the 1960s, Fernand 
Dumont found that most print copies available for purchase either bore the stamp of Sëriñ
Fallou or his signature, as required by the decree.402 However, as printing presses, 
mimeographs and, eventually, photocopy machines became more common, it became 
impossible for the caliphate to scrutinize every single poem put into circulation. 
In theory, the process laid out by Sëriñ Fallou's decree should have made it 
possible for the Murid leadership to verify all of Bamba's xasida. The fact that complete 
enforcement proved untenable in the long run raises an interesting question: When we 
invoke the “xasida of Amadu Bamba,” to what precise corpus of texts are we actually 
referring to? The answer is not as straight-forward as it might seem, yet regulating the 
dissemination of Bamba's poetry depended on knowing exactly how many poems Bamba 
had written. Lucy Creevey's “selected bibliography” of Bamba's poetry listed 21 titles.403 
While he was conducting research in the late sixties and early seventies, Dumont 
402 Dumont, La Pensée Religieuse d'Amadou Bamba, 18. 
403 Creevey, “Ahmad Bamba 1850-1927,” 307.
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recorded 41 printed works that were available on the market.404 Amar Samb, who served 
as director of the Institut Fondamental d'Afrique Noire from 1971 to 1986, said that the 
Institute's library held 156 poems written by Bamba.405 The manuscript collection of 
Shaykh Serigne Mor Mbaye Cissé in Diourbel holds roughly 400 works attributed to 
Bamba.406 This is all to say that the number of xasida Bamba wrote is difficult to quantify
with any precision. It was a common saying among Murid disciples, meanwhile, that 
when placed on a scale all of Bamba's poetry amounted to 700 kilograms.407 
Determining an exhaustive list of Bamba's poetry was probably not feasible at the 
time of Sëriñ Fallou's decree. While this would appear to have been a major obstacle to 
regulating the dissemination of Bamba's poetry, from another angle one could imagine 
why arriving at a complete and authoritative list of Bamba's works may not have been 
particularly urgent. To enumerate each one of Bamba's poems would render them finite, 
and the love and gratitude that Bamba expressed for the Prophet Muhammad via his 
poetry was inexhaustible. Even in his own writings Bamba had alluded to works that he 
had written and then refused to circulate.408
The fact that both printers working under the authority of the Caliph and those 
who operated independently were profitable spoke to the overall demand for Bamba's 
poetry. Such demand is difficult to quantify historically with any precision, as is the total 
404 Dumont, La Pensée Religieuse d'Amadou Bamba, 12-15.
405 Amar Samb, Al-Adab al-Sinighālī al-ʿArabī, vol. 2 (Algiers: Al-Sharika al-Waṭaniyya al-Nashr wa al-
Tawzīʿ, 1979), 240. 
406 Ousmane Kane (ed.), Fihris Makhṭūṭāt Maktabat Al-Shaykh Mūr Mbay Sīsī wa-Maktabat Al-Ḥājj Mālik
Sih wa-Maktabat Al-Shaykh Ibrāhīm Niyās fī Al-Sinighāl (London: Al-Furqān Islamic Heritage Foundation,
1997). 
407 The figure of 700 kilograms in drawn from Samb, but seven tons is also commonly cited.
408 This applied specifically to poems he had written while in exile. See A.L. Mbacké, Majmuha (Touba:
A.A. Mbacké, 1985), 21. Quoted in Babou, Fighting the Greater Jihad, 135. 
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output of any one printer. Abdoulaye Diop claimed to have printed 35,000 copies of the 
Qur'an copied in Sëriñ Dioumbe Cissé's hand.409 Collections of xasida would have been 
much shorter texts, so it is not inconceivable that such print runs would have been in the 
the thousands. One scholar in the early sixties gave an estimate of 20,000 copies for one 
of Bamba's works.410 In such a context, the ability of central authorities in Tuubaa to 
enforce Sëriñ Fallou's decree probably relied more on the moral authority of the Caliph 
than on any practical steps that could be taken to enforce its regulations. 
 Murid leaders in Tuubaa were not the only, or even the most powerful actors 
seeking to regulate the dissemination of Bamba's poetry. In addition to caliphal 
authorization, printing materials Senegal in the 1950s still had to be approved by French 
administrators. Texts were to be presented in advance and receive official approval before
being disseminated.411 Such regulations were applicable to all parties seeking to circulate 
written material in French West Africa, and officials often approved such projects. For 
example, when Dakar resident Alioune Dieme requested permission to print a biography 
of the Prophet, he was given approval by a French official who cited a freedom of the 
press law dating back to France's Third Republic in his response.412 By the mid-1950s, 
409 Prinz, “Quarante Ans d’Imprimerie Diop 1948-1988.”
410 Vincent Monteil, “Une Confrérie Musulmane: Les Mourides du Sénégal,” Archives de Sociologie des
Religions 7, no. 14 (1962): 101. In contemporary terms, Bassirou Niang of the Imprimerie Serigne Issa
Niang sold 10,000 copies of Bamba's Mawāhib al-Nāfiʿ fī Madā’iḥ al-Shāfiʿ. 
411 Mustafa Jatara recalled Murids traveling to Saint-Louis for that purpose, and that certain texts rejected
on the suspicion of being anti-French (he did not specify which ones). Interview, Mustafa Jatara, 9
September 2014. 
412 See J. Puig à Alioune Dieme, 12 March 1955, Service Régional des Archives de Dakar (SRAD), B65.
The official specifically cited the famous law of July 29, 1881 which, in addition ensuring “freedom of the
press,” also applied to printers, bookshops, poster displays and peddling (colportage). See Bertrand Tillier,
La Commune de Paris, Révolution sans images?: Politique et Représentations dans la France Républicaine
(1871-1914) (Seyssel: Champ Vallon, 2004), 249. 
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French authorities were concerned with appearing liberal while retaining the power to 
prevent certain items from entering circulation.
Most of the requests fielded by French officials came from Levantine and 
Moroccan merchants who, before the advent of Senegalese-owned printing presses, were 
responsible for importing the bulk of Arabic-language materials into French West 
Africa.413 These requests were also sometimes granted, though usually not before a brief 
investigation was completed. When the merchant Salim Nazal requested permission to 
sell Arabic-language periodicals to Dakar's Lebanese community, for example, the city's 
police chief ran a background check before letting him know that since he was a French 
citizen, his trading rights could not be restricted.414 The Moroccan merchant Mohamed 
Benis likewise requested permission to sell Arabic periodicals and other publications “à 
caractère coranique.” Though not a French citizen, he was still granted permission due to 
his record of good conduct. The investigation even named the Egyptian supplier from 
whom he would import books.415 Although French officials had responded favorably to 
the request, their correspondence made it clear that they thought there were “already 
enough bookshops” in Dakar and that the sale of such works had to be “strictly monitored
given their origin.”416
413 Alfred Le Chatelier reported finding a vibrant book trade among Moroccan merchants in Saint-Louis in
the 1880s. In their shops one could purchase “manuscripts from Fez, printed books from Bulaq [the famous
Cairo printing press], Smyrna, [and] Beirut.” See A. Le Chatelier, L'Islam dans l'Afrique Occidentale
(Paris: G. Steinheil, 1899), 261. See also Sene, “Le Livre et l’Ecrit de langue Arabe dans la société
Sénégalaise,” 251.
414 J. Puig à Salim Nazal, 13 August 1955, SRAD B65. 
415 Said dealer was based in Cairo on “rue El Fahmine.”
416 Le Chef de Services de de Police de la Délégation de Dakar à Monsieur le Délégué du Gouverneur du
Sénégal, 13 December 1954, SRAD B65. 
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Determining the size of the market for Arabic-language books in Senegal is 
difficult. In addition to those imported by Lebanese and Moroccan merchants, West 
Africans often purchased books as well while on hajj. All books legally imported to 
Dakar included a shipping invoice which had to be stamped in order for the materials to 
be released from customs. Approval could come from the Director of Political Affairs, the
Office of Muslim Affairs or customs officials. A list of publications appearing in Senegal 
was maintained and included nearly 50 titles in the mid-1950s. These included trade 
publications, union newsletters and newspapers run by political parties such as Senghor's 
Bloc Démocratique Sénégalais (which published the weekly newspaper La Condition 
Humaine) and L'A.O.F., the official organ of the Socialist Party in French West Africa. In 
the religious domain, the Union Culturelle Musulman's Le Reveil Islamique and Vers 
l'Islam, the newsletter of the Muslim Student Association at the University of Dakar, also 
appeared on the list. Each entry included title, publication frequency, editorial 
information and address. 
Newspapers and books were not the only types of media subject to regulation. 
The Governor-General also maintained a list of musical recordings that entered French 
West Africa. Albums were divided into two lists, those deemed “safe” for distribution and
those and those considered “suspect” or “subversive.” The latter group included Egyptian
stars like Mohamed Abdel Wahab, while the music of M'Hamed El Anka, an Algerian 
singer famous for formalizing “chaabi” music in North Africa, was considered safe for 
distribution. The globally famous Egyptian singer Umm Kulthum, meanwhile, had 
albums on both lists. Her “Manayt Shabābī” was permitted, whereas “Ya Shabab al-Nil” 
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was not. Special mention was made of the Baidaphon record label based in Beirut for its 
German business ties and its supposedly anti-French stance.417 Colonial security officials 
were especially concerned about literature, music and other forms of expression that 
could be construed as "Pan-Arabist,” and therefore probably overestimated both the 
number of albums imported into French West Africa and their potential to foment anti-
colonial activity. 
Yet the sounds that most concerned French authorities did not come from record 
players, but from the streets themselves. The public recitation of Bamba's xasida drew 
just as much if not more attention from administrators and Dakar police as the production
and distribution of printed xasida. Just as printed xasida fell under a more general policy 
regarding the circulation of written materials, the public recitation of xasida fell under a 
more general policy regarding sound in public space. Both were viewed as potential 
threats to “public order.”
REGULATING SOUND
Sound control policies already had a long history in the French-controlled 
settlements of the Senegalese coast by the time Dakar police began monitoring the chants
religieux of Murid and Tijani disciples. Throughout the nineteenth century, the police 
courts of Saint-Louis and Gorée had punished residents for making either too much noise 
or for making noise at the wrong time (which generally meant at night). The official 
charge was termed bruits et tapages nocturnes, or “noise and night-time disturbances.” 
417 “Note sur les disques en langue arabe,” 31 July 1939, ANS 17G 250. 
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Despite being a very common offense, no consistent punishment was ever established. In 
1858, for example, a Saint-Louis property-owner named Dioncounda was ordered to pay 
five francs for bruits et tapages nocturnes.418 Just three years later, Michelle-Sar and two 
griots named Maïssa-Ndiaye and Maïssa-Tenda were fined 44 francs each for the same 
violation.419 In 1870, two cooks and a sailor in Gorée were forced to pay a total of 27 
francs.420 Since there appeared to be no fixed penalty for tapages nocturnes, fines could 
run from five francs to nearly nine times that amount. 
The rationale used to justify such fines also varied. In most cases, the source of 
the noise was not listed. In the example involving the pair of griots, it is likely that the 
noise that led to the fine was part of some kind of planned event (perhaps a wedding). 
However, fines for excessive noise could be given for all kinds of reasons. In 1858, the 
same week that Dioncounda was charged with tapages nocturnes, a woman named Gam-
Fal was fined five francs for pounding millet “at an inappropriate hour.” Noise associated
with food preparation turned out to be a commonly voiced complaint. A French naval 
doctor who served as head of health services on the island of Gorée in 1872 noted the 
existence of a specific policy aimed at reducing noise produced by domestic labor.
To prepare millet, women place a small quantity in a wooden mortar and
with the help of a very hard wooden pestle grind it into a very fine powder.
This task is performed exclusively by women and girls; a man would
never do it. Women generally do it in pairs, each one with a pestle, and
they pound it in rhythm, occasionally clapping as the pestle falls, thereby
creating a kind of music that is first odd to hear, but soon becomes
extremely monotonous. The noise of the pestle is rather tiresome, such
418 See Moniteur du Sénégal et Dépéndances, n. 98, (9 February 1858).
419 Feuille Officielle du Sénégal et Dépendances,  n. 56 (22 January 1861): 129. 
420 Moniteur du Sénégal et Dépendances, n. 748 (2 August 1870): 126. 
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that police regulations in Saint-Louis and Gorée have prohibited it at
certain hours and on certain days.421  
Gam-Fal was one of those women fined for preparing millet “at certain hours.” The 
doctor, meanwhile, revisited this issue in a book he published about Senegal several years
later. “The preparation of couscous is above all the most important task in a Negro 
home,” he wrote. “And so when one is close to a Negro settlement, even in Saint-Louis 
and Gorée, one hears from evening until very late at night a muffled sound, rhythmic and 
monotonous, made to prevent the European from sleeping.”422 The doctor described yet 
again the technique women used to pound millet, noting that the “noise and clapping of 
the hands is often accompanied by a song, which is not done for the sake of the sleep of 
one's neighbor when it is between two and three in the morning.”423
These nineteenth-century antecedents demonstrate a particular sensitivity on the 
part of French officials to “excessive“  sound, and formed part of a wider category of 
petty infractions that included improperly disposing of household waste, leaving 
livestock unattended in public thoroughfares and drying fish on the roof of one's home, to
name just a few.424 Each of these acts connected to the human senses in way or another, 
and the penalties carried out by the police courts of Gorée and Saint-Louis were aimed at 
ensuring that cities look, smell and sound a certain way. Yet as Senegal's cities 
experienced unprecedented growth in the twentieth century, a wider variety of 
421 Le Docteur Bérenger-Féraud, “Études sur la Sénégambie, Chapitre II: Productions naturelles de la
Sénégambie,” Moniteur du Sénégal et Dépendances, n. 858 (15 August 1872): 144.
422 L.J.B. Bérenger-Féraud, Les Peuplades de la Sénégambie: Histoire - Ethnographie - Mœurs et
Coutumes, Légendes, etc. (Paris: Ernest Leroux, 1879), 385.
423 Ibid., 386.
424 See, e.g., “Tribunal de simple police de Saint-Louis, audience de 14 Mars 1858,” Moniteur du Sënégal et
Dépendances n. 104 (23 March 1858): 2. 
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constituencies starting making claims on public space that challenged the norms of 
colonial urban management. 
By the early 1950s, Dakar had overtaken Saint-Louis as Senegal's largest urban 
agglomeration. Much of the new population including Murid disciples from the 
countryside of Bawol and Kajoor. According to one estime, there were fewer than 200 
Murids living in Dakar in 1916. By 1952, the number had grown to 15,000.425 The city 
became home to a growing number of civic associations of great variety, from labor 
unions to political parties to student groups. The most important urban association for 
Murid disciples was the “dahira,” a form of organization pioneered by Tijanis in the 
1940s.426 These groups offered a meeting place for disciples to read the Qur'an, recite 
xasida and discuss issues of common interest. They also functioned as a kind of mutual 
aid society in which members could seek loans and exchange information about jobs and 
housing.427 As the dahiras expanded, they took on more of a public profile, and began 
requesting permits from the governor's delegate in Dakar to hold public events. The 
recitation of xasida (the so-called chants religieux) were often featured in these events, 
with the use of loudspeakers becoming more frequent. As requests for permits multiplied,
so did complaints about excessive noise from other Dakar residents. By making claims on
425 Annexe n. 1, “Les Mourides des Villes,” in Lucien Nekkach, “Les Mouridisme depuis 1912,” Rapport au
Gouvernement du Sénégal, 31 March 1952, in “Mourides et Mouridismes. Notes diverses manuscrites,”
IFAN, Fonds Vincent Monteil 1A. 
426 See Cheikh Anta Babou, “Dahira,” in Encyclopedia of Islam, Three, edited by Kate Fleet et al. 
427 For the most detailed study of the dahira, see Momar Coumba Diop, “La confrérie mouride: organisation
politique et mode d'implantation urbaine” (Thèse de Doctorat de 3e cycle, Université Lyon II, 1980), esp.
ch. 4-6. 
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urban space, different Sufi groups like the dahira encountered a regulatory regime 
concerned with noise control, or what was often termed pollution sonore. 
Decree n. 0893/AG, issued by the Governor-General's representative in Dakar on 
July 9, 1953, was aimed at regulating such events. Intended to “take account of local 
customs and out of respect for traditions,” it imposed a set of rules on “tam-tams, 
wrestling matches, prayer meetings and chants religieux in open air.”428 The first aspect 
that the decree sought to regulate was the timing. Such events were only to take place at 
certain hours of the day. In the cities of Dakar and Rufisque, they were permitted between
6:00 PM and 8:00 PM on weekdays, and between 9:00 AM and 12:00 PM and again 
between 4:00 PM and 8:00 PM during the weekend and on holidays. These hours were 
extended in areas of the Cap-Vert peninsula that did not fall within the city boundaries of 
Dakar or Rufisque. Article III of the decree made an exception for prayer meetings and 
chants religieux that took place overnight, but this exemption only applied to “official 
Muslim holidays.” With this qualification, the administration raised questions that did not
always have ready answers. What counted as an “official” Muslim holiday? And who 
would have the authority to determine the date on which they were observed? The decree 
was silent on this issue, but afforded the final prerogative to the Governor-General.
It was easier to be precise about bureaucratic procedure than theological 
differences. Requests to hold events had to be made in writing and were to be submitted 
to either the governor's delegate or to the mayor's office at least five days in advance. 
They had to include the date, time and place of the event as well as the address of its 
428 See Art. II, Arrêté n. 0893/AG, 9 July 1953, SRAD 1D 18bis. 
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principal organizer. Any events that did not follow the schedule agreed to in their 
authorization were liable to be shut down by the police or the gendarmerie. The decree 
also paid special attention to the use of loudspeakers, which were becoming more and 
more common in Dakar in the 1950s. The use of loudspeakers on public roads or even in 
outdoor areas of private residences was prohibited throughout the Cap-Vert region. The 
only exceptions made to this rule were for the imams of major mosques, who were 
allowed the use of loudspeakers during the Mawlid, or the celebration of the Prophet's 
birthday. The governor's delegate did have the power to provide ad hoc permits. Finally, 
the decree exempted cinemas from any restrictions on loudspeakers, suggesting that it 
was not necessarily the decibel level that determined whether a particular event 
constituted pollution sonore, but rather the source and nature of the bruit in question  
(and, by implication, the people responsible for making it).  
It was not long before Murids were forced to deal with the stipulations laid out in 
decree n. 0893/AG. In June 1954, roughly a month before the decree's one-year 
anniversary, a representative of the “Mourides au Village de Ouakham” (a historic 
quartier populaire of Dakar) requested permission to hold an event. In his response, the 
Ouakham police chief expressed unease at the use of loudspeakers in a neighborhood as 
densely populated as Ouakham. His concern was magnified by the fact that not all of 
Ouakham's inhabitants were not all Murids.429 In order to help secure the permit, Sëriñ 
Fallou's official representative in Dakar wrote a letter to the Governor's delegate, 
explaining that “the Caliph of the Muridiyya has already ordered all of his disciples to 
429 Chef Bignon, commandant le brigade de Ouakham, à Monsieur le Délégué du Gouverneur du Sënégal,
31 March 1954, SRAD I8. 
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organize chants religieux with the aim of collecting donations meant for the Mosque of 
Touba.”430 The letter demonstrated that, in addition to being a pious act in its own right, 
the chants religieux were also occasions for different dahiras to collect donations from 
their members, and for the Muridiyya as a whole to channel its collective resources 
towards longterm projects. 
While the Governor-General's delegate issued decrees regarding the use of public 
space, it was up to city police to enforce them. Beyond seeing gatherings such as the 
chants religieux as a mere public nuisance, some police officials thought they posed a 
real threat to public order.  The police chief of Dakar's fifth arrondissement wrote of the 
“real danger represented by repeated sessions of religious chants that create and maintain 
a state of nervous excitation among the listeners.”431 The fifth arrondissement contained 
the Medina, another well-known quartier populaire that included Sëriñ Fallou's Dakar 
residence. Given the latter's promotion of the public recitation, it is not surprising that the
district was particularly active. 
During the night of July 17th to 18th, at 4:00 AM, a sizable crowd
gathered in the street in front of the residence of the Murid marabout El
Hadji Falilou Mbacké. Apparently a session of chants religieux, the
excitement of certain adepts was excessive at this early hour, and had been
maintained throughout the night by powerful loudspeakers.432 
430 Bamba Guèye, Représentant Officiel du Khalif Général des Mourides, à Monsieur l'Administrateur de la
FOM, Délégué du Gouverneur du Sénégal, 17 June 1954, SRAD I8. Nekkach also claimed that the chants
religieux were held in order to collect donations for the Great Mosque. See Nekkach, “Le Mouridisme
depuis 1912,” 10. 
431 Commissaire de Police chargé du Vème Arrondissement à Monsieur le Commissaire Centrale de la Ville
de Dakar, 15 September 1954, SRAD 1D 18bis. 
432 SRAD 1D 18bis.
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According to the police chief, multiple recitation sessions were organized outside of Sëriñ
Fallou's house every week. He recommended reducing the overall number of permits that
were issued and spacing out the sessions “so that minds have time to calm down” before 
another recitation took place.   
Another concern among police was having an adequate number of personnel to 
effectively monitor the neighborhood while recitations were taking place. Such concerns 
betrayed an assumption that Murid disciples, when taking part in public recitations, were 
prone to violence. “The most minimal intervention on our part risks to degenerate into 
serious incidents where we will be outnumbered in front of a few hundred fanatics in a 
semi-hypnotized state” the police chief wrote.433 The evidence for public recitations 
turning violent was thin, and it is possible that the police chief of the fifth arrondissement
had more personal motivations:  “M. Graziani [the chief's deputy] and myself both live in
the Medina [and] we have lost count of the number of times where we have put an end to 
noisy gathers, either by telephone or in person.” 
In addition to les chants religieux, other forms of public assembly were also 
subject to the new decree. Percussion sessions collectively known as “tam-tam” were 
among those most commonly targeted by Dakar police. In a noted titled simply “Tam-tam
- Chants Religieux,” one police official complained of having heard “on several 
occasions...tam-tams and chants religieux all the way from my house at very late hours of
the night.”434 He argued that such events were not permitted to take place during the rainy
433 Commissaire de Police chargé du Vème Arrondissement à Monsieur le Commissaire Centrale de la Ville
de Dakar, 15 September 1954, SRAD 1D 18bis. 
434 J. Lamborelle, Note de Service, Service de la Sûreté, 29 September 1954,  SRAD 1D 18bis. 
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season (l'hivernage), and instructed his officers to swiftly shut them down. “It is easy to 
locate where the tam-tams are coming from by ear,” he wrote. “Go there, break up the 
noise and confiscate the instruments, which is the only effective means of silencing 
them.” Confiscations of drums and other instruments was apparently commonplace. The 
police chief of the fifth arrondissement, who complained so vociferously of the chants 
performed by Murids, also boasted of ”the remarkable collection of seized tam-tams I 
have in my office.”435
Recitations of xasida and public percussion sessions continued to take place in 
spite of police repression. In October 1954, the Governor-General's representative in 
Dakar complained of unauthorized meetings in the Medina where “chants religieux, 
accompanied by tam-tams and broadcast through loudspeakers, took place from 9:00 PM 
to sunrise with several hundred in attendance.”436 In response to the increased number of 
sessions, the governor of Senegal issued a decree in July 1955 that prohibited “loud 
meetings” after 8:00 PM on weekdays and after 10:00 PM on weekends and holidays. 
Loudspeakers were also prohibited from public spaces and even in open-air spaces of 
private residences. This drew a response from a group of imams and other Muslim 
leaders in the town of Rufisque, just outside of Dakar. They drew up a petition asking for 
the July decree to be repealed on the grounds that it was “inadmissible to violate 
individual liberties and that France, by Proclamation of the Rights of Man and Citizen, be
435 Commissaire de Police chargé du Vème Arrondissement à Monsieur le Commissaire Centrale de la Ville
de Dakar, 20 November 1954, SRAD 1D 18bis. 
436 Le Délégué du Gouverneur du Sénégal à Dakar à Monsieur le Commissaire du 5ème Arrondissement, 15
November 1954, SRAD 1D 18bis. 
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committed to respecting traditions and customs.”437 Like Muslim residents of Saint-Louis 
who campaigned for the creation of a Muslim court (see chapter 1), these petitioners were
quite adept at framing their demands within the language of French liberal thought. 
When Murid disciples were not able to obtain permits for holding public 
assemblies, they often sought out support from Senegalese politicians who had more 
regular contact with French officials. Lamine Guèye, who was the mayor of Dakar 
throughout the 1950s, once advocated on behalf of a group of disciples of Cheikh 
Mbacké, one of Bamba's grandsons and a powerful business leader within the Murid 
community. Mbacké's disciples wished to hold a public recitation in the Grand Dakar 
neighborhood, and it was met by a petition from other Grand Dakar residents who 
complained that due to the recitations they were “no longer able to peacefully rest in the 
morning or night.”  The governor's delegate in Dakar underscored the fact that the 
petition included many African and Muslim civil servants who likewise complained of 
“the unbearable noise made by the so-called chants religieux.”438 A compromise was 
offered to allow recitation sessions to be held Thursday and Friday nights until 10:00 
PM.This petition elicited another petition in turn. It was signed by the  “Muslim residents
of Grand Dakar et nearby neighborhoods” and was sure to specify that it represented “all 
sects,” not only Murids. The counter-petition asked that authorizations be granted for 
gatherings outside the home of Cheikh Mbacké every day from 6:00 to 10:00 PM. “These
chants form an integral part of our religion,” it claimed.439  
437 “Motion,” Les Imams des mosquées, les Présidents de Dahiras, 9 November 1955, SRAD 5D 10. 
438 J. Puig à Lamine Guèye, n.d., SRAD 1D 18bis. 
439 Péttion au sujet des chants religieux, 22 August 1955, SRAD 1D 18bis. 
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The police chief of for the sixth arrondissement, which included Grand Dakar, 
took issue with the request for multiple permits, arguing that chants religieux need only 
take place after 8:00 PM on what he termed “official Muslim holidays,” such as the 
Mawlid, or celebration of the birth of the Prophet. He further argued that loudspeakers 
“were not at all necessary to prayer and chants religieux  since there had been no audio 
equipment available to broadcast these activities until a relatively recent date.”440 Were 
there not areas outside of Dakar where public recitations were held without electricity? If 
so, in what sense could the loudspeakers be considered “integral” to the recitation of 
xasida?
Murid dahiras were of course not the only groups to apply for permits to hold 
public events. Other Muslim groups also sought permission from the municipal 
administration. Such requests sometimes served as occasions for religious associations to 
differentiate themselves from one another. For example, when a group of Qadiri disciples 
requested permission to  use loudspeakers, they emphasized that “the event does not fall 
under the category of ‘chants religieux’ periodically organized by the Muslim groups in 
Dakar known as ‘Dahira.’”441 Instead, they wished to celebrate the arrival of the Caliph of
the Qadiriyya in Senegal on the occasion of the Mawlid. In his response, the governor's 
delegate to Dakar challenged their request on religious grounds by disagreeing with the 
proper date of the Mawlid. “I noticed unfortunately that the date of the holiday this year 
is set for October 17th,” he wrote. “It therefore seems problematic to me that your 
440 Chants Religieux, Monsieur le Commisaire du 6e Arrondissement, 15 August 1955. 
441 Union Centrale des Disciples Khadria et Sympathisants à Monsieur le Délégué du Gouverneur du
Sénégal à Dakar, 26 January 1956, SRAD B105. 
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association would celebrate it on another date.”442 Were they not aware of the “correct” 
date of the Mawlid that year? Requiring religious associations to receive approval for 
holding public events in Dakar necessarily put French administrators in the position of 
endorsing particular doctrines and practices at the expense of others, or of merely 
asserting which ones were “correct.”
Yet French authorities in Dakar were certainly not all-powerful by the mid-1950s. 
Gatherings to recite Bamba's xasida continued despite the objections of police chiefs and 
European residents. As the gatherings grew in size, municipal authorities became all the 
more more reluctant to suppress them. As one exasperated official wrote in response to a 
noise complaint about a gathering of Murid disciples, 
the facts that you have mentioned in your letter did not escape our notice.
The Dakar police chief and the head of la Sûreté appeared in person in
order to shut down the loudspeakers. But we cannot prevent the population
from gathering for religious events of this kind, which are attended by
more than 3,000 people. Their mere presence, along with their vehicles,
obviously causes a lot of noise.443
Authorities had long abandoned any policy to eliminate these gatherings completely. The 
best they could do was discourage such events with administrative hurdles. 
Noise regulation persisted with the transition to formal independence in 1960. In 
1961, Hadj Guèye Bamba, Sëriñ Fallou's representative to the authorities of the Republic 
of Senegal, wrote a letter to the governor of the Cap-Vert region asking for permanent 
authorization to organize chants religieux.
442 Le Délégué du Gouverneur du Sénégal à Dakar à l'Union Centrale des Disciples Khadria et
Sympathisants, n.d., SRAD B105. 
443 J. Puit à Auguste Boucher, 1 October 1955, SRAD I8. Emphasis added. 
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For more than 20 years, we have held chants religieux at our office in
Medina. They are organized by the group Dahiratou El-Hadji Falilou
M'Backé every Sunday and on holidays from 3:00 to 7:00 PM...It would
be very easy to send us a letter to this effect that we could then present to
the police station in the fifth arrondissement of Medina. That would save
our association's president the trouble of securing the same authorization
every Sunday.444 
Even in independent Senegal, Muslim residents were still obliged to petition the governor
of the Cap Vert region for extended authorizations to hold les chants. And such petitions 
were rejected on the same grounds as those from the 1950s. No permanent authorizations 
would ever be granted. If an association wanted to organize chants religieux, a new 
request would have to be formulated for every session.
CONCLUSION
The xasida of Amadu Bamba encompassed many different worlds in twentieth-
century Senegal. Such writings were first and foremost expressions of Bamba's own 
piety. They demonstrated his knowledge of Islam and his mastery of the Arabic language.
In this sense, they were acts of devotion. Yet they were not personal documents. Aside 
from his exilic poetry, Bamba's writings rarely referred to any specific events in his life or
even to broader social conditions. Instead, they were normative statements that sought to 
instill in their readers (and listeners) the virtues of a proper Muslim life and, in a manner 
similar to dhikr, bring disciples closer to God. Though their content may have 
transcended any particular sociopolitical context, they still became the founding texts of 
one of the major Muslim movements of the twentieth century. 
444 Hadj Guèye Bamba, Représentant officiel du Grand Kalif [sic] des Mourides à Monsieur le Gouverneuer
de la Région du Cap Vert, 23 March 1961, SRAD I 19. 
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The effort to preserve and disseminate Bamba's poetry became a key component 
of that movement. Under Sëriñ Fallou, the publishing wing of the Muridiyya came into 
existence, mobilizing disciples to collect and edit Bamba's xasida and prompting several 
of them to create links with North Africans printers. Some eventually elected to enter 
Senegal's own nascent print industry. These efforts were sometimes overseen by the 
centralized authority of the Caliph, but just as often they were the result of disciples' own 
initiative. Deciding who had the authority to reproduce Bamba's xasida was an unsettled 
question, and one that resonates to this day.445 Meanwhile, the emergence of printed 
xasida did not put an end to the demand for handwritten copies. On the contrary, while 
Dumont conducted his research on Bamba's poery in the 1960s and 70s, he could still 
find “modest copyists, sitting on their mats, [who] write calligraphy of the works of their 
Master with extraordinary patience and remarkable ability...near them small children, 
boys and girls perhaps six or seven years old, already practice on their writing boards. 
They will carry on the tradition, come what may.”446 The workshop at Kër Sëriñ Bi bears 
out this prediction. 
Yet the history of the xasida is not limited to the page, nor is it enclosed within 
the lesson circles of the rural daara. These poems were intended to be voiced, and their 
recitation became a central component of Murid practice. As Murid disciples moved from
the villages of Bawol and Kajoor to coastal cities like Dakar, the practice of collective 
445 Many printers working today say they would actually like to see the Murid leadership take a more robust
stance in regulating the publication of Bamba's writings. May complain that the market is saturated with
“counterfeits”—works that are printed without listing the printer's name of contact information (as is
common practice). Sëriñ Fallou's successor as caliph, Sëriñ Abdul Ahad, brought the first printing press to
Tuubaa, where he established the Bibliothèque Cheikhoul Khadim in 1977. However, the demand for
Bamba's xasida exceeds the capacity of any one printer. 
446 Dumont, La Pensée Religieuse d'Amadou Bamba, 17. 
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recitation provided them with a way of claiming public space. This was not always a 
seamless process, as the history of sound control demonstrates. Under the French 
administration, both the publication of Bamba's poetry and its public performance came 
up against roadblocks. Yet both were ultimately successful, and together they explain 




Plan Jaxaay was an unlikely place for origin stories. Originally conceived in the 
early 2000s as a housing project aimed at assisting victims of annual flooding in Dakar's 
banlieue, the neighborhood had a half-finished look—like it was only provisionally part 
of the city, an urban experiment that could be abandoned at a moment's notice. It took 
about an hour to reach Plan Jaxaay on the #65 bus from Dakar's Colobane station.The last
stop on the line,  you knew you had arrived when the bus driver parked on a sandy bank 
and unceremoniously stepped out. The first thing you noticed was the quiet. The air was 
also a few degree coolers than central Dakar, with its crowds and its traffic. In view was a
petit but picturesque mosque, a plaque commemorating a wealthy Kuwaiti donor on its 
wall, and several houses en voie de construction. At regular intervals were piles of 
cinderblock, speaking to the neighborhood's future promise. It felt like one was no longer
in Dakar. 447 
It was not my first time in Plan Jaxaay. I had previously visited to interview the 
imam of the neighborhood's grande mosquée, Mbaye Niang, whose father father, Issa 
Niang, had established the Khoulaamoul Khadiim printshop and begun selling printed 
copies of the xasida of Amadu Bamba more than fifty years before. Mbaye Niang had 
spoken to me at length about his father and his family's decision to become Murids, 
generously opening up his private library to an American researcher whom he had never 
met. His recollections had traced the beginnings of the Murid campaign to propagate the 
447 For background on the conditions that led to the creation of the neighborhood, see Plan Jaxaay!,
directed by Joseph Gaï Ramaka (2007; Senegal: Observatoire Audiovisuel sur les Libertés), https:/
/vimeo.com/26072579. 
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poetry a Amadu Bamba, a collection of works whose publication and collective recitation
had become noteworthy facets of Senegal's public culture. We had parted ways in good 
spirits that day, with me feeling that something of substance had been accomplished, and 
Niang feeling, I can only guess, that his father's role in the history of the Muridiyya had 
been recognized in some small way. 
It was different this time. He was surprised to see me. To my discredit, I had not 
called ahead. My departure after an extended stay was imminent, and I was scrambling 
around Dakar saying my goodbyes. He led me in as decorum required, but there was 
something forced about it. I immediately felt like I was imposing. Gone were the many 
visitors who had populated his receiving room the previous Ramadan, when we had had 
our interview. I never forgot which time of year we had met because one of the 
aforementioned visitors had left the imam a ram as a Ramadan gift. It had been tied up in 
his courtyard, where its rhythmic bleating punctuated the recording of our interview, 
adding to the varied soundscape that I had inadvertently recorded in my interviews (metal
clanging in a nearby workshop, melodies of a neighborhood call to prayer, the exhaust of 
cars passing a bookselling street vendor at uncomfortable proximity). 
He seated me again in his receiving room, saying that he thought I had already 
returned to the US. I explained that I was leaving soon, but had wanted to see him again 
before I left, to thank him for his generosity. Perhaps thinking I expected him to hold 
forth yet again on Senegalese history, he gave an impromptu lecture. “There are two 
worlds in Senegal, the world of Islam and the world of the ceddo,” he began, referring to 
the soldiers who fought under the dammel of Kajoor. He soon had to step out for another 
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visit (my presence felt all the more obtrusive). Seeing me jotting in a notebook when he 
returned, he lifted his hand. “This is just a conversation (waxtaan rekk).” Apparently, he 
did not want to conduct a formal interview either. 
Our conversation wandered, but it was not long before he was ministering to me. 
He asked me if I had a copy of the Qur’an. I told him I did, and then showed him the 
Qur’an app I had on my smartphone. He asked me to bring up the third verse of sura al-
Baqarah: “[those] who believe in the Unseen, and perform the prayer, and expend of that 
We have provided them.”448  He asked me whether I believed in the Unseen (al-ghayb). I 
told him I did not know, which felt honest enough. “So you don't believe.” Not wanting 
to mislead, I told him again I did not know. “Everything that humans need is here on 
earth. Right before the harvest, the crops appear from the ground. At first you don't seem 
them, but they are present.” He did not push any further, but let his analogy linger. “My 
knowledge is in my chest (dënna),” Niang told me. ”My library is not my knowledge.” It 
seemed like there were some larger lessons Niang wanted to impart before I left. 
We chatted some more, mostly about my future plans, and then Niang took out a 
sheet of paper. “I want you to promise me something,” he said, as he started to write 
across the top of the page. When he had finished, he handed me the paper. It was a 
contract written in Arabic. I read it over and looked up at him. He read it out to me 
several times, his voice shaking more and more with each reading. He then asked me to 
write out an English translation just beneath the contract written in Arabic. My own hand 
shaking now, I did my best impromptu translation. 
448 A.J. Arberry, The Koran Interpreted, vol. 1 (New York: Touchstone, 1996), 30. 
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In the name of God, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
Whatever knowledge I acquire, even if I become the most knowledgeable
scholar of the age; whatever rank I achieve; even if I become the leader of
the world, I promise: I will not attack Islam or Muslims by any means,
with neither weapons nor knowledge. God is witness. 
We made both signed multiple copies, including a version in Wolof. The imam then
placed his copy gently in his closet, atop the rest of his library, and walked me to the
door. 
***
Saving Tradition takes seriously the work of modest figures like Mbaye Niang 
who have devoted themselves to the writings of Senegal's scholars and poets. Although 
they knew that true knowledge did not reside in a book or a manuscript, they still 
recognized the value of texts to the spreading the teachings of their beloved shaykhs. The 
collection and preservation of a local manuscript corpus, and its transformation into print,
was one of the means by which an intellectual tradition asserted a material presence in 
the world. As the early chapters of this dissertation demonstrated, Muslim communities in
West Africa were not the only actors to take an interest in this corpus of texts. French 
colonials sought to make West African Islamic texts legible so as to inform institutions of 
colonial rule. This operation rarely proceeded in the ways they intended, but they 
nevertheless recognized the potential power of West African texts. 
With formal political independence, Senegalese officials also took an interest in 
promoting the region's Islamic scholarship. By sponsoring publication projects like 
Amadu Dem's 20-volume commentary on the Qur'an, they showed howIslamic 
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scholarship could become a potent symbol of African achievement. Texts like the 
Chronicle of Farabongo or the “gris-gris” of Ansar Dine fighters in northern Mali are less
easily reconciled with such projects of cultural nationalism, or with images of West 
Africa's manuscript heritage as a symbol of the region's own autonomous intellectual 
tradition. The corpus of Islamic texts in West Africa exceeds any one project or purpose. 
Perhaps that is a sign of its dynamism. After all, the power of a tradition is evinced by the
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